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Abstract 

 

Epinetra at Large: Textile Tools from the Wider Greek World 

 

Einav Zamir, Ph.D. 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2019 

 

Supervisor: Athanasio Papalexandrou 

 

This dissertation reexamines the epinetra of the sixth through fourth centuries from 

across the Mediterranean, with special interest in the material from outside of Athens. 

Methodologically, this text strays from previous studies that focused more heavily on 

visual analysis of motifs than the possible usage of functional prototypes. The research 

presented here combines direct anthropological study of modern textile traditions, new 

evidence from site museums, and observation and handling of non-Athenian objects to 

determine function. The evidence from ancient lexicographers and modern textile workers 

suggests that epinetra were used for thigh spinning and were likely preferable for the 

spinning of linen. Their popularity between the sixth and fourth centuries seems to 

correspond to this reality, with an increased investment in linen body armor by Greek 

military forces. A woman’s role in creating linen items was therefore considered a major 

contribution to the state and the family. As the seated position was associated with mature 

women, epinetra served as appropriate grave goods in female burials and as votive 

offerings to female deities associated with childbirth and rearing. 
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A NEW SPIN: DISRUPTING THE ESTABLISHED NARRATIVE 

 

 

 

 

 

“At once then came fair-throned Dawn and awakened Nausicaa of the beautiful robes, 

and straightway she marveled at her dream, and went through the house to tell her 

parents, her father dear and her mother; and she found them both within. The mother sat 

at the hearth with her handmaidens, spinning the yarn of purple dye.” 

  

-Homer, Odyssey, 6.48-53 
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Introduction 

 

ARETE’S YARN 

 

In the above quotation from the Odyssey, Nausicaa finds her mother, Arete, sitting 

by the hearth spinning a “yarn of purple dye.”1 The description is evocative of both Hestia, 

goddess of hearth, home, and domesticity, and Hekate, the torch-bearing goddess of 

witchcraft. The spinning of thread, the creation of something physical and resilient out of 

something fragile and insubstantial, is a kind of magic. It is an old tradition, established 

alongside the earliest technologies available to modern humans, and also something new, 

in that it actively engages the spinner in a moment of creation. In learning this practice, a 

woman2 becomes akin to a sage, performing a mystical act that defines her position within 

her home, her city, and her world. It is no coincidence that popular folklore often centers 

around spinning and weaving. These are the stories that women told each other to pass the 

time while working fibers into thread, thread into fabric, fabric into clothing, performing 

the magic of spinning while spinning tales of sorcery and miracles. Women are locked in 

towers and expected to spin gold from straw. They are gifted with golden slippers from 

their dead mothers. They prick their fingers on needles or flax and fall into comas. The 

making of fabric encompassed the lives of women so completely that even their fairytales 

 
1 Homer, Odyssey, 6.48-53. 
2 I use the term “woman” throughout this text in a way that corresponds with the ancient Greek definition 

of “womanhood,” and not how we might define it today. 
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were consumed by it. But textile production also served as a conduit of female power and 

agency. This was especially true of the ancient Greek woman, whose position within the 

household depended upon her ability to spin and weave.  

It may be difficult to reconcile this notion of female power with the abundant 

scholarship that suggests ancient Greek women lived outside of the systems that unevenly 

distribute authority and privilege. But as Mary Beard has recently suggested, “if women 

are not perceived to be fully within the structures of power, surely it is power that we need 

to redefine rather than women?”3 This question forms the basis for arguments I put forth 

in this dissertation. In redefining power in ancient Greece, we must shift the focus away 

from the public, male sphere, and into the private, female sphere. As texts provide limited 

(and often biased) glimpses into female agency, we must look to the objects associated 

with female domestic labor in order to find that power. There is the distaff, used to hold 

the individual fibers, ready to be spun; the spindle with its spindle whorl, which twirls in 

a metrical pulse, defining the rhythm of the song a woman sings while working; and then 

there is the epinetron, the ceramic, wood, or canvas form that covers her thigh and her 

knee, used during some part of the creation of thread.  

Scholars believe the epinetron was placed over the thigh and used in the processing 

of wool, essentially worn by the owner.4 In Athens, epinetra were decorated with domestic 

scenes, wedding images, chariots and Amazons.5 Many were found in temples of female 

 
3 Mary Beard, Women & Power: A Manifesto (Profile Books, 2017). 
4 Rachel Kousser, “The World of Aphrodite in the Late Fifth Century BC,” in Greek Vases: Images, 

Contexts and Controversies, ed. C. Marconi (Brill, 2004), 97. 
5 Kousser, 100. 
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deities, presumably used as dedications, and in the graves of women and young girls. 

Decorated examples may not have been functional, but rather ceremonial, as indicated by 

the lack of wear marks on the extant examples.6 While previous scholarship has addressed 

these facets of epinetra (and more), few have addressed the corpus as a whole. Much of the 

discussion surrounding gendered objects in ancient Greece is Athenocentric, in that most 

studies have concentrated on the abundance of materials from Athens and Attica.7 As a 

result, key information, such as the range of decoration and the context of dedications, is 

largely ignored. These factors may answer some persistent questions relating to the 

function of these objects, such as the demographics of the buyers or recipients and the 

motivations for votive dedications. A focus on Attic material can only take us so far in our 

understanding of epinetra, their usage, and the roles of women in that they do not provide 

any clues as to function, and the decoration only suggests an association with youth and 

marriage. Neither of these conclusions speak to the wider interpretive potential of the 

material. 

There are additional examples from Rhodian graves, making up the largest corpus 

of the non-Attic material, as well as numerous epinetra from sites elsewhere in the 

Mediterranean world, including Karpathos, Cyprus, and Spina, which have not been 

afforded the same level of academic interest as those from Athens. This uneven state of 

publication might result from the disparity in the quantity of materials from Attica when 

 
6 I discuss this point in further detail in chapter three, in the section entitled, “The Function of Epinetra.” 
7 This approach has been detrimental to pottery studies in general, as well as scholarship surrounding 

theatrical production, literature, and polis/city development. Arguments against this model can be found in: 

Kostas Vlassopoulos, “Beyond and Below the Polis: Networks, Associations, and the Writing of Greek 

History,” Mediterranean Historical Review 22, no. 1 (2007): 11-22. 
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compared with sites elsewhere in the Mediterranean world. It is my contention that, as non-

Athenian epinetra are not decorated in the same manner as black and red-figure examples, 

they are more difficult to recognize during excavation. It is possible that such examples 

were more ubiquitous than previously understood. With this possibility in mind, my study 

challenges the idea that epinetra from the wider Greek world were entirely dependent on 

Attic models—they were, instead, part of the cultural fabric of each environment in which 

they were produced, resulting from long-standing decorative traditions and regional 

developments surrounding the construction of gender.8  

Therefore, I have structured my research around seemingly simple questions: 

Where—in what contexts do we find epinetra; What—how can we better assess the 

physical qualities of these objects, such as their form, shape and decoration? Are these 

qualities locally defined; How—how where they used; Who—can we determine what type 

of women would have purchased or received such objects; and finally, Why—why do these 

items exist at all, and can we assess their ideological function? This dissertation presents 

several new arguments that may redefine how we view the corpus of ceramic epinetra. I 

demonstrate that local traditions, rather than a retroactively assigned concept of pan-

Hellenism, determined the form and decoration of weaving tools. I then argue for a function 

in spinning, rather than carding, rove-making, or thread refining, as suggested in 

previous scholarship.  

 
8 I am cognizant of the fact that gender is a cultural construct and has no bearing on the physical attributes 

of sex. I also do not wish to suggest that gender is by any means a binary—rather, I address gender here as 

determined by ancient Greek society, which relies on the differentiation between boyhood and girlhood, 

manhood and womanhood. 
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I base my assessment on information gleaned from direct study of the objects 

themselves from museum collections throughout Greece and Italy. Through a close 

examination of Spinetic, East Greek, and Rhodian epinetra, I have been able to determine 

differences in shape, form, manufacture, and material, that enhance the arguments put forth 

in this dissertation. I have also endeavored to engage with people who actively employ 

traditional methods of textile production. This anthropological study has not only yielded 

valuable insights into the function of these tools, but also helped to determine what types 

of fibers were processed on epinetra. Unlike earlier studies that focused entirely on wool, 

I argue that bast fibers (namely flax) were thigh-spun using this device. I present evidence 

of a link between linen and epinetra, which reveals additional insights into the role of 

women in the wider Greek world between the sixth and fourth centuries BCE.  

Furthermore, this dissertation aims to emphasize context and locality in order to 

reconstruct identity through visual analysis of these gendered objects. This study is the first 

of its kind in its analysis of the qualities of the non-Athenian material. This approach 

complicates our understanding of gender, class, and cultural practices within specific local 

contexts. Unlike other materials associated with ancient women, these objects dictate a 

connection between decoration and bodily stance. For an epinetron to function, the wearer 

must be seated, a position that Classical Greek iconography associates with high status, 

maturity, and motherhood. This dissertation examines the implications of these physical 

realities. 

Beyond the merits of opening a deeper investigation into epinetra, why is this an 

important line of inquiry in 2019? In working on this project for the last six years, I have 
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reflected on what it means to be investigating epinetra now, at this particular cultural and 

political moment. When I began my studies as an art historian, I experienced little pushback 

when I referred to myself as a feminist scholar—and why should I? Searching for female 

agency in ancient material culture seemed entirely apolitical to me, like investigating 

workshop practices, trade relationships, or domestic architecture (all topics that had 

occupied me previously). But over the last decade, there has been a noticeable shift in 

attitudes towards feminism and feminist scholarship. Now, when I say I am a feminist 

scholar, it is a deliberate statement regarding not only my area of study, but also my ethical 

and moral leanings.  

As my advisor and mentor, Nassos Papalexandrou, challenges us in The Visual 

Poetics of Power to “think with” the Greeks, rather than simply thinking about them,9 I 

wish to think with the women of the ancient world. Moreover, I write this introduction on 

the heels of the “Me Too” movement, which is predicated on speaking truth to power, 

listening to women, and ideally, believing what they have to say. I very much want to hear 

what women have to say, and that extends to my study of the ancient world. I think the 

field benefits as a whole when we dig deep into questions of agency, even when the 

questions seem impossible to answer. No topic is static. I believe this dissertation proves 

as much.  

 
9 Athanasios C. Papalexandrou, The Visual Poetics of Power: Warriors, Youths, and Tripods in Early 

Greece (Lexington Books, 2005), 1. 
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REVIEW OF PAST LITERATURE 

 

The most important texts for my purposes are the recent publications on epinetra, 

such as Epinetron: storia di una forma ceramica fra archeologia e cultura by Chiara 

Mercati and Das Epinetron: Aspekte der weiblichen Lebenswelt im Spiegel eines 

Arbeitsgeräts by Frauke Heinrich. Mercati examines the formal and technical features of 

the objects through close observation.10 She initiates a conversation about the 

manufacturing process, while other sections of the volume deal with terminology, as well 

as function; she argues that painted epinetra, based on their state of preservation, likely 

came from funerary contexts. These objects also functioned as dedications in sanctuaries 

to goddesses, such as Artemis (at Brauron), Athena (Athenian Acropolis and Athena Lindia 

at Rhodes), and Demeter (Corinth, Eleusis, Silenus, and Cyrene). However, this text does 

not consider the local Rhodian materials in conjunction with the burial assemblages in 

which they were discovered. As a result, the discourse is limited to a discussion of 

iconography, wholly removed from material context. Similarly, Heinrich argues that 

epinetra were associated with the experiences of young girls between childhood and 

marriage, rather than marriage itself.11 The local Rhodian examples, she asserts, have a 

similar function, indicated by the appliqué busts of either mother and child, or the 

kourotrophos worshipped at Rhodes. This study does not provide any kind of comparative 

 
10 Chiara Mercati, Epinetron: storia di una forma ceramica fra archeologia e cultura (Petruzzi, 2003). 
11 Frauke Heinrich, Das Epinetron: Aspekte der weiblichen Lebenswelt im Spiegel eines Arbeitsgeräts 

(Marie Leidorf, 2006). 
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analysis to other material from Rhodian graves. Certainly, Heinrich’s theories warrant 

further investigation—by integrating the busts into a larger iconographic analysis of 

epinetra, a clearer and more precise picture may emerge. 

Panayota Badinou discusses in her book La Laine et le parfum: Épinetra et 

alabastres the fragments of an Attic black-figure epinetron discovered in a votive deposit 

in Amarynthos during excavations in 1990.12 Epinetron E 15, consisting of five fragments, 

carries a particularly valuable representation for the interpretation of a controversial issue, 

namely the status of women who worked wool. The inscription, as well as the posture of 

the woman, leads Badinou to conclude that the figural decoration concerns prostitutes who 

entertain their clients after a feast either in the andron of a wealthy male patron or in the 

confines of a brothel. This dissertation problematizes some of Badinou’s arguments, 

particularly her association between sympotic imagery and prostitution.  

Other studies of similar objects include Rachel Kousser’s discussion of the red-

figure epinetron by the Eretria Painter and its complex imagery.13 The object in question 

contains scenes from three of the most celebrated weddings in the Greek tradition—those 

of Harmonia, Thetis, and Alkestis, identified via inscriptions. Unlike previous scholarship, 

the author places the iconography within the wider context of epinetra, including visual 

comparisons and a functional overview. She discusses the epinetron’s sculptural form, 

arguing that the scenes are not flat or isolated from the larger shape. Though solely 

 
12 Panayota Badinou, La Laine et le parfum: Épinetra et alabastres: Forme, iconographie et fonction: 

Recherche de ceramique attique feminine (Peeters, 2003). 
13 Kousser, 97-112. 
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referencing Attic material, this concept is particularly important to the study of material 

from outside of Athens, where much of the piece’s decorative qualities reside in the 

sculpted elements. 

Another relevant study is a 2012 publication entitled The Gods of Small Things.14 

The papers collected for this volume resulted from a conference held at the Ure Museum 

at the University of Reading in September 2009, which showcased the work of scholars 

interested in small finds. The first paper in the volume, “The Uses of Small Things in the 

Semiotics of Greek Miniature Objects” by Oliver Pilz, discusses the tomb of a young girl, 

where archaeologists discovered a number of miniature grave goods. This assemblage 

includes an epinetron, a pair of shoes, and a lebes gamikos. A small-scale terra-cotta replica 

of a throne and a terra-cotta doll were also found. While the processing of fibers for the 

purpose of weaving used regular sized epinetra, the miniature grave version indicates 

meaning beyond function. It is also possible that the miniature textile tool accompanied the 

small terra-cotta doll. If so, such objects given at a young age might indicate a process of 

acculturation of girls into the proper stations of adulthood. Here, Pilz provides a framework 

for studying materials from graves within the context of wider assemblages. 

Elizabeth Barber also contributes two volumes on this subject, one dealing with 

prehistoric textiles (1991) and another dealing with women’s work more generally (1994). 

The first of these studies provides a series of technical investigations including fiber 

 
14 Amy Claire Smith and Marianne E. Bergeron, The Gods of Small Things (Toulouse: Presses 

Universitaires du Mirail, 2012). 
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processing, spinning, weaving and looms, the textile remains themselves, felting, and 

dyeing.15 Her evidence comes primarily from Anatolia, Ancient Egypt, and Minoan and 

Mycenaean Greece. Barber also endeavors to answer some of the larger questions 

concerning textile production in the ancient world, such as the origins of spinning and 

weaving, the significance of linguistics in determining traits of the textile industry, and the 

possibility of a Mycenaean precedent for monumental textile art in early Classical Greece. 

In her chapter on “women’s work” she discusses the various textile-related roles in which 

women would have participated, emphasizing collaboration.  

Barber’s later book explores the functions of cloth and clothing in ancient society, 

“symbolism” in textiles, and mythological representations of women’s work, arguing that 

textiles function as representations of visual symbols, a type of ancient branding in which 

individuals can express particular ideas about status, wealth, and station in life.16 In this 

way, textiles, especially those with patterns, behave much like language. Barber determines 

three main purposes of textiles: to mark or announce information, to designate special 

events or ceremonies, and to invoke “magic.” This third category involves the use of 

clothing or fabrics as protective emblems, for the promotion of fertility or wealth, for 

divination purposes, or even in the performance of blessings or curses. Applying her 

analysis to textile tools, one can argue that such objects and their designs would have 

worked in a similar capacity. 

 
15 Elizabeth Wayland Barber, Prehistoric Textiles: The Development of Cloth in the Neolithic and Bronze 

Ages with Special Reference to the Aegean (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1991).  
16 Elizabeth Wayland Barber, Women’s Work: The First 20,000 Years (New York: Norton, 1994). 
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Sian Lewis’s book The Athenian Woman: An Iconographic Handbook deals with 

gender across a range of ages, classes, and roles, using representations on ceramics as her 

basis for analysis. She focuses on the financial contribution of women within the 

household, specifying that working arrangements differed according to status. For 

example, a young bride was expected to bring a collection of textiles to contribute to the 

wealth of her new household. In the case of economic hardship, a family could sell stored 

up fabrics. Therefore, fabrics and textile production often constituted a woman’s worth 

within her home. Though limited to the Athenian experience, this study provides some of 

the framework for my examination of gender in the ancient world. 

Though tangential to the material I will focus on, Joanne Cutler’s study of Cretan 

weaving technology of the mid-second millennium BCE is important because of the way 

the archaeological data influences the author’s reconstruction of “Minoanisation.”17 By 

emphasizing the social aspect of learning a craft, Cutler plants the production of textiles 

within the realm of social, rather than strictly economic, history. She further discusses 

Cretan loom weights in terms of their travel—whether the distribution of such objects 

might indicate travelling craftspeople. From there, she problematizes the concepts of 

women’s mobility, gendered division of labor, and textiles as items of exchange. These are 

the types of questions I raise in my research. 

 
17 Joanne Cutler, “Ariadne’s Thread: The Adoption of Cretan Weaving Technology in the Wider Southern 

Aegean in the Mid-Second Millennium BC,” in KOSMOS: Jewellery, Adornment and Textiles in the 

Aegean Bronze Age, ed. Marie-Louise Nosch and Robert Laffineur (Leuven: Peeters, 2012), 145-54. 
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Additional analysis of past literature is provided throughout this text, particularly 

in areas where it is necessary to establish the history and origin of key concepts. A review 

of the scholarship on function, for example, is provided in chapter three of this text. 

 

CHAPTERS AND BACK MATTER 

 

I have endeavored to stack my arguments vertically, working from the ground up, 

quite literally. The first section concerns the particulars of the corpus to establish a context 

for the second section, which deals with interpretation. The first chapter centers around the 

archaeological settings in which epinetra are found. I organize the information 

geographically, rather than chronologically, moving from west to east, beginning with the 

Etruscan site of Spina, where new discoveries open the discussion of epinetra to the wider 

Mediterranean. Here, we find epinetra primarily in domestic settings, though I propose that 

they may have served as votive dedications in household shrines. I also explore the 

evidence of flax cultivation in the Po Delta Valley, working from the hypothesis that there 

is a previously unrecognized connection between epinetra and linen. I follow this 

discussion with an examination of the material from Attica, which provides the largest 

corpus of ceramic epinetra. Within Attica, I break the material up further by site. Unlike 

Spina, where the objects appear in domestic contexts, the epinetra from Attica appear 

primarily in sanctuaries to female deities. My discussion of Olynthus is limited to two 

contexts, that of the “House of Many Colors” and Mekyberna, the ancient port at Olynthus, 

which yields only two examples of epinetra of local manufacture. I then move to the 
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Dodecanese, an important center of epinetra production in the fifth and fourth centuries 

BCE. I begin with Rhodes, where we find a significant corpus of non-Athenian material in 

both funerary and votive contexts. Discussions concerning the material from Karpathos 

and Lemnos follow, from which we have some of the most distinctive examples of epinetra 

in the entire corpus. In Turkey, examples from Smyrna and Antalya indicate that the 

practice of creating ceremonial epinetra was also present in Asia Minor, with one example 

drawing close parallels to the material from Karpathos. Finally, in my examination of the 

epinetra from Cyprus, the majority of which comes from a single shrine in Kafizin, we can 

see a direct connection to flax cultivation, as indicated by the industry of the donor. My 

reluctance to follow a chronological model comes from the uncertainty of the established 

dates for many epinetra. Objects dated to sixth century BCE Athens could actually date to 

the fifth century, and other items, such as the epinetra from Karpathos, might have been 

produced in the Hellenistic period rather than the fifth century. Epinetra were, at times, 

conservative in their decoration: patterns and narratives could reference earlier styles and 

motifs.   

In the second chapter, I review the physical qualities of epinetra, focusing on shape 

and decoration. In terms of shape, I establish a new system of terminology and typology 

for defining both the various parts of the epinetron and the overall character of the form. 

In terms of decoration, I start with the non-figural material, which is often neglected in 

scholarship. Through this examination, I conclude that non-Athenian epinetra were 

dependent more on local production traditions than on their Attic counterparts. I then 

discuss the figural and narrative scenes, including analysis of flora and fauna, with a new 
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interpretation of the decoration on an epinetron from Lemnos; textile scenes and other 

domestic activity, with an analysis of male and female interaction in epinetra decoration; 

mythological scenes, where I provide interpretation of Maenad and Amazon motifs; and 

finally, images typically associated with male consumption that appear on epinetra, such 

as chariot processions and races. 

The second section of this dissertation, concerning function, purpose, and meaning 

begins with the third chapter, which addresses the functional application of epinetra. I begin 

with a review of the scholarship concerning this area of epinetra research, which serves as 

an argument for renewed examination. I then present my own theories, based on ancient 

source material, direct observation, and interviews with practitioners. I argue that 

functional epinetra were used for spinning fibers into thread, with strong evidence of an 

association with linen production. I then address the evidence for flax cultivation and linen 

consumption through ancient textual sources and the archaeological record. Finally, I 

discuss the necessity of flax in the ancient Mediterranean, emphasizing the importance of 

linen in the construction of body armor and maintaining a naval fleet.  

The final chapter of this text deals with the way in which “gendered” material 

culture framed the way women in ancient Greece expressed ideas of status, position, and 

power. This discussion necessitates an examination of women in areas outside of Athens, 

namely the Dodecanese, where we find numerous examples of locally produced epinetra. 

I then address the connection between epinetra and kourotrophic deities, established 

through the dedication of these objects at altars and sanctuaries to female deities. I end the 

chapter with a discussion of the seated position and the mythology of spinning, which 
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provides further context for the role of epinetra in the lives of ancient women. I do not 

address the construction of gender in Spina, as there is little information (currently) 

regarding the position of women in that environment. However, I intend to expand on this 

material in future publications.   

In the conclusion, I provide a brief summary of the arguments presented in this 

dissertation, followed by suggestions for further study and advocacy. My goal is ultimately 

to start a dialogue on the wider implications of gendered objects in the ancient world, with 

the knowledge that such research deepens our understanding of women past and present. 

At the end of this text, I include a glossary of terms to assist in the reading of this 

dissertation. Words that appear in the glossary are marked in bold typeface on first 

appearance, and regular typeface throughout the remainder of the text. I have also provided 

both figures and catalog plates, which form the basic empirical evidence for my analysis. 

Figures are comparanda or other associated objects, but not epinetra. All the epinetra are 

featured separately as catalog plates. The figures are discussed throughout the text with the 

designation of “fig.” while the plates are addressed with the abbreviation of “pl.” The plates 

are accompanied by an extensive catalog, which includes information regarding the current 

collection, source, archaeological context (when known), maker (when known), dates of 

production, dimensions, and thorough descriptions of each epinetron discussed in this text. 

In addition, the catalog includes a complete publication record for each entry, which I hope 

will enable future epinetra scholarship.  
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PART I: CONTEXT, FORM, AND DECORATION 
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Chapter One – The Materials and the Sites 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

In this chapter, I present the physical evidence available in epinetra studies, 

comprised of data from catalogues, databases, museum collections, and sites across the 

Mediterranean.18 Previous studies are supplemented here with additional information 

relevant to the arguments presented later in this dissertation. I have divided the objects in 

terms of regions where epinetra were produced, moving from west to east with the intention 

of ending on Cyprus, which presents the latest epinetra, and lays the groundwork for my 

chapter on function (fig. 1). Though the earliest attestations of epinetra occur in Attica (fig. 

2), I do not wish to privilege Athens or Attic material. Rather, this chapter focusses on the 

wider Mediterranean, with special emphasis on Spina, the Dodecanese, and Cyprus. 

Moreover, there are issues with dating overall, with several objects in dispute. I have 

chosen to rely on what we can establish firmly, which is geography. Each section includes 

a brief examination of the physical and decorative characteristics of epinetra, as well as a 

description of site details (including the potential for flax cultivation) to establish context 

for the given objects (fig. 3).  

 
18 I base my data on the catalogues in Chiara Mercati, Epinetron: storia di una forma ceramica fra 

archeologia e cultura (Petruzzi, 2003), and Frauke Heinrich, Das Epinetron: Aspekte der weiblichen 

Lebenswelt im Spiegel eines Arbeitsgeräts, Vol. 93 (Verlag Marie Leidorf, 2006), as well as the Beazley 

Archive Pottery Database (beazley.ox.ac.uk) through Oxford University. Museum collections include the 

Archaeological Museum of Rhodes, the Altes Museum in Berlin, the Ashmolean Museum in Oxford, the 

Athens National Museum, the British Museum in London, the Museo Archeologico Nazionale in Ferrara, 

and the Komotini Museum. 
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SPINA 

 

The ancient city of Spina dates to the end of the sixth century BCE, a chronology 

confirmed by the presence of Attic black-figure pottery in the earliest burials. Located in 

the Po Delta Valley, between present day Ferrara and Comacchio, the site is now roughly 

eleven kilometers from the coast. The original port would have stood directly on the water, 

situated among the ridges that extend into the Pado Vetere, a branch of the Po River.19 Both 

Pliny and Strabo describe it as a Greek city, though modern scholars tend to evaluate it 

within its Etruscan context.20 It was perfectly positioned for trade, acting as a conduit for 

Greek objects and customs to the wider Etruscan world. However, this influence was short-

lived. An ever-shifting coastline and pressure from outside invasion21 made life along the 

Po untenable, and the city was abandoned wholesale in the third century BCE, along with 

its domestic and funerary artifacts.22 The city was soon inundated by the Po, so that after 

its abandonment its location was only vaguely understood by ancient writers.23 The water, 

which helped to hide Spina from potential looters, also disturbed the placement of many of 

its features.  

 
19 Alexandra Nilsson, “The Function and Reception of Attic Figured Pottery: Spina. A Case 

Study,” AnalRom 26 (1999): 9. 
20 Pliny the Elder, Natural History, 3.20.16: Pliny states that it was founded by Diomedes (a commander 

featured in Homer’s Iliad); Strabo, Geography, 5.1.8: Strabo describes Spina as “now a village, but was 

anciently a celebrated Grecian city.” For a modern source that treats Spina as an Etruscan site, see 

Giuseppe Sassatelli and Elisabetta Govi, “Etruria on the Po and the Adriatic,” in The Etruscan World, 

edited by Jean MacIntosh Turfa (Routledge, 2014): 294-296. 
21 Spina came under siege in 400 BCE and suffered a crushing defeat at the hands of the Gauls. The market 

never recovered, and the city was soon abandoned. 
22 Nilsson, 9. 
23 For example: Dionysius of Halicarnassos, 1.18.2-5, 1.28.3; Strabo, 5.1.7; Scylax 17, Pliny the Elder, 

3.120, 3.125; Athenae, 13.606b; Justin, 20.1.6-16. 
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The material remains from Spina are exceptional. Much of Etruscan pottery exists 

without provenience—early collecting practices, especially those of private collectors, 

have made it difficult to ascertain relevant contextual data.24 Spina, therefore, provides a 

unique opportunity for archaeologists and art historians to examine Etruscan objects from 

controlled excavations. That said, record keeping in the early phases of the excavation was 

sometimes spotty, so it is difficult to determine the exact number and context of the epinetra 

from the site. Moreover, the material still has not received extensive publication. Earlier 

catalogues included two epinetra, one of which was tentatively diagnosed. My research in 

the archives and museum storage of the Spina Archaeological Museum in Ferrara has 

resulted in the addition of five more specimens into the known corpus of Spina, resulting 

in a total of seven examples (cats. S1-S7, pls. 1-7)—eight if we count an object from tomb 

823 (cat. S8, pl. 8), which is in dispute. The latter constitutes a fragment featuring a female 

bust, which was included in previous studies as the knee end of an epinetron. However, it 

is more likely that this protome came from a different class of ceramic material, which I 

discuss in greater detail later in this section. The remaining material consists of fragments 

with geometric decoration, all dated to the fourth century BCE. Other items associated with 

textile production were also recovered from the settlement, such as loom weights and 

spindle whorls, indicating household production.25 

 
24 Nilsson, 7. 
25 Cassai C. Cornelio, Luigi Malnati, and Silvia Giannini, Spina: scavi nell'abitato della città Etrusca 

2007-2009 (Firenze: Cooperativa archeologica, 2013), 23, 28, 174. 
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These additional finds change our perspective on epinetra manufacture, placing 

Spina as one of the most significant sites for local production outside of Athens. The 

epinetra were all locally produced, as indicated by the type of clay, the technical details, 

and the decoration. This is unlike other categories of ceramics from Spina—there are about 

1,445 Attic ceramic objects as compared with only 207 local products, which means that 

imports make up about 87.5% of all recovered material.26  

The ceramic materials from Spina come from two different contexts: the settlement 

and the necropolis (further divided into the Valle Pega and Valle Trebba cemeteries). No 

material has been recovered from a sanctuary context, as no surviving religious area or 

votive deposits have as yet been recognized there by archaeologists.27 Religious activity 

may have occurred in the home, and the most affluent inhabitants may have sent 

dedications to Delphi. Pliny describes Spina as “a very powerful place” based on “the 

amount of its treasure deposited at Delphi,”28 which Strabo confirms.29 The reality is that 

such dedications represented a public edifice—while the structure that housed these 

“treasures” corresponded to the community of Spina, the votives within may have 

represented individual dedications from private citizens. 

The site was rediscovered in 1920 after the start of a drainage project near 

Comacchio, initiated with the intention of providing additional land to local farmers. This 

 
26 Fernando Rebecchi, ed., Spina e il delta padano: riflessioni sul catalogo e sulla mostra ferrarese: atti 

del Convegno internazionale di studi “Spina, due civiltà a confronto”: Ferrara, Aula magna 

dell’Università, 21 gennaio 1994, vol. 90 (l’Erma di Bretschneider, 1998), 345. 
27 Nilsson, 9. 
28 Pliny the Elder, Natural History, 3.20. 
29 Strabo, Geography, 5.1.8. 
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work uncovered several graves from the Valle Trebba cemetery.30 A full excavation 

followed from 1922 to 1935, led by Augusto Negrioli and Salvatore Aurigemma. The 

adjacent cemetery, known as Valle Pega, was excavated between 1962 and 1965 by Nereo 

Alfieri.31 The complete necropolis consisted of 4,061 graves, making it one of the largest 

in the region.32 The settlement portion of the site was not discovered until the end of the 

second excavation in 1965, during the digging of a canal system which included the 

Colletore Mezzano and Canale Anita—given the name “la barrina dei cocci” in response 

to the abundance of sherds uncovered in the process.33  

Established on a small hill, extending out roughly fifteen acres, the settlement is 

almost entirely surrounded by a dam made of wooden poles, one and a half meters tall at 

its highest point and ten meters thick at its widest.34 It appears to have been settled en 

masse, rather than gradually—the city is laid out in an organized orthogonal street and 

canal plan oriented to the northeast. One imagines something akin to ancient Ravenna, with 

life tied closely to the ecological realities of the coursing Po River.35 However, the 

information for the settlement is incomplete. As of the writing of this dissertation, there 

has only been one publication that deals with the structures uncovered from excavations 

conducted between 2007 and 2009, which does not address the epinetra.36 This makes any 

 
30 Nilsson, 9. 
31 Daniela Baldoni, Museo archeologico nazionale di Ferrara, (Essegi, 2001), 13. 
32 Nilsson, 9. 
33 S. Uggeri and G. Uggeri. “Spina. Risultati degli scavi nell’abitato (1965-1973).” Musei Ferraresi 

(1973): 162. 
34 Nilsson, 9. 
35 Nilsson, 9. 
36  
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study of these somewhat difficult, as most of the Spinetic examples come from unpublished 

domestic contexts. I was only able to track down a findspot for one of the examples (cat. 

S1, pl. 1), which came from house 21.9.78, quadra C, and was found alongside three 

ceramic bowl fragments. Three other fragments appear to have been found together, or at 

least in close proximity to one another (cats. S2, S3, and S6, pls. 2, 3, and 6).37 

The concentration of such items in the houses of Spina is somewhat surprising. We 

know of only one other case of an epinetron discovered in a domestic context: the now lost 

epinetron from the “House of Many Colors” at Olynthus, discussed later in this chapter. Of 

the eight epinetra from Spina, seven are from domestic contexts, with only one (disputed) 

fragment from a funerary context. As mentioned previously, this single item is more likely 

to be a protome from a vessel, such as a double bodied example from the Valle Pega 

cemetery (fig. 4). If we exclude this fragment then all of the Spinetic epinetra are from 

domestic contexts, which is a complete reversal from the situation at all other sites. One 

explanation might tie this phenomenon to the lack of any religious structures in Spina. With 

cult activity taking place within the home, some or all of these objects could be from 

household shrines. This idea is difficult to corroborate, as there is little documentation of 

domestic contexts in Etruria; what we do have tend to be elite households, such as those 

from Poggio Civitate and Rusellae.38 However, in later domestic contexts in the Roman 

 
37 They are listed together in the excavation record, but none have recorded findspots. 
38 Excavations of the non-aristocratic settlement at Poggio Civitate are ongoing.  
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world, we see substantial evidence of household shrines, such as in the house of Menander 

in Pompeii.39  

The necropolis at Spina is documented more systematically than the domestic 

quarters, and therefore provides important information about Spinetic material culture. It 

is situated on a series of ridges extending from the east side of the settlement, used between 

the beginning of the fifth and the middle of the third centuries BCE.40 Inhumation and 

cremation were both practiced, though only about a quarter contained cremated remains. 

Some rare examples exhibit a combination of both, known as a “double rite” or a “false 

inhumation,” with the cremated remains placed inside a receptacle, and then interred in the 

type of chest we see used for inhumed remains.41 The inhumation burials consisted of fossa 

(trench) graves, chest graves, or simple plank platforms.42 The system of burial was 

informed by tradition, with the grave goods placed to the right of the remains. Items of 

personal adornment, including jewelry and fibulae (suggesting that the bodies were dressed 

before burial), were placed on the body itself.43 Additionally, the individual could be buried 

with an aes rude in their hand, conforming to Etruscan tradition of burying money with the 

 
39 See the discussion of domestic shrines in John R. Clark, The Houses of Roman Italy, 100 BC–AD 250: 

Ritual, Space, and Decoration (University of California Press, 1991), 6-10, 192-198. 
40 Nilsson, 10. 
41 Nilsson, 11, refers to this phenomenon as a “double rite” while Bruno D’Agostino refers to it as a “false 

inhumation.” Bruno D’Agostino, “Problemi di interpretazione della necropolis” in Lo scavo archeologico: 

Dalla diagnosi all’edizione, ed. R. Francovich and D. Manacorda (Firenze, 1990), 409. 
42 Fede Berti, “Spina: analisi preliminare della necropoli di Valle Trebba,” in Nécropoles et sociétés 

antiques. Actes du colloque international de Lille, 2-3 décembre 1991, (Napoli, 1994), 190. 
43 Nilsson, 10. 
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dead.44 Generally, the graves were unmarked. On a couple of occasions, we see the use of 

a boulder as a type of grave marker, and rarer still, a stele or column, though no inscriptions 

have survived.45 Moreover, the remains have not been properly identified through 

osteological investigation. Without this kind of information, we must base the gender 

identification of the buried remains on the grave goods alone, which is always a 

questionable practice.  

It appears that some of the Attic pottery from Spina had been used before burial. 

Beazley mentions this in passing but does not qualify his statement.46 Webster also 

discusses this point: some of the material shows signs of repair.47 While some dents, 

scratches, or breaks may have been sustained in transit, it is possible that damage occurred 

after the objects arrived in Spina. Locally produced pottery was also mended over time, 

indicating a pre-burial function and possibly some long-term sentimental value to the 

owner.48 This process of repair does not correspond with the economic realities of the 

oikos. Repaired objects are not limited to modest burials, but also occur in wealthier 

assemblages.49 Moreover, grave goods from the same assemblage present distinct 

chronological variation, indicating that they were valued for a period of time by a particular 

oikos before being interred. The older items (by a generation or more) are generally 

 
44 Eric Hostetter, “Banqueting Bronzes at Spina: The Archaeological Context” in Etruscan Studies 5, no. 1 

(1998): 72. 
45 Nilsson, 11. 
46 J. D. Beazley, Spina e la ceramica greca, (LS Olschki, 1959), 50. 
47 Thomas Bertram Lonsdale Webster, Potter and Patron in Classical Athens, (Methuen, 1972), 293. 
48 Nilsson, 15. 
49 Nilsson, 15. 
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imported material, placed in the grave with newer, locally produced pieces.50 This trend is 

further corroborated by the vast amount of both local and Athenian material found at the 

settlement51—one can assume that some of these items could have eventually ended up in 

burial contexts.  

Hence, there are multiple potential biographies for pottery in Spina: the object could 

be produced for the home, without any intention of becoming part of a grave assemblage; 

it could be produced for the home, and later interred after generations of use; or it could be 

created and purchased with the sole purpose of accompanying the deceased in the afterlife. 

These scenarios were possible for both locally produced and imported material. We must 

assume then that the epinetra from the settlement would have eventually ended up in graves 

if they had been merely counted among the personal possessions of an oikos. Instead, they 

remained above ground long after their manufacture, indicating that they had some other 

function within the home. Coupled with the lack of evidence for designated cult spaces in 

Spina, we must assume that these objects were part of household shrines and therefore 

could not be interred with the deceased. 

It is possible that Attic epinetra were imported into Spina but have not been 

recognized in the archaeological remains. However, it is unlikely that these imports 

represented a significant part of the market. Of the decorated Attic material found in 

funerary contexts, the Spinetic buyer preferred kraters, oinochoai, and kylikes. Cups and 

 
50 Alan Johnston, “Greek Vases in the Marketplace,” in Looking at Greek Vases, ed. Tom Rasmussen and 

Nigel Spivey (Cambridge University Press, 1991), 214.  
51 Nilsson, 12. 
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bowls are the most common types of imported black-glaze pottery.52 To meet the needs of 

this significant market, several workshops appear to have exported exclusively to Spina, as 

their material has only been recovered in graves from the Valle Pega and Valle Trebba 

cemeteries. “The Workshop of the Fat Boy” might have been one such example—nearly 

half their extant vases were excavated at Spina,53 amounting to roughly 177 according to 

my count. Other workshops were identified solely by the presence of their material in 

Spinetic graves.54 It seems there was some effort on the part of the Athenian potter to cater 

to local tastes, which revolved around specific decorative tropes. According to Alexandra 

Nilsson, the images on Attic vases corresponding to female activities roughly equals 

Dionysian imagery in frequency.55 Of these, a great many display domestic scenes (at least 

thirty-five, to my count), several in which women engage in some stage of textile 

production. Images corresponding to the female experience appear primarily on oinochoai 

and some kylikes.56 

Undecorated local pottery typically consisted of etrusco-padana ware, impasto 

ware, fine ware, gray ware, and black-glazed ware, in shapes associated with food 

consumption. Alto-adriatico and Volterran black-glazed pottery does not appear before 

around 350 BCE, which corresponds to a decrease in the importation of Attic figured and 

black-glazed pottery.57 The period where we get our epinetra is the same period where we 

 
52 Nilsson, 13. 
53 F. Curti, “Contributo allo studio dei contatti commerciali tra Spina e Atene nel IV sec. a C: La ceramica 

figurata attica” in Studi sulla necropoli di Spina in Valle Trebba, Convegno di studi, Ferrara (1993): 139. 
54 Curti, 141. 
55 Nilsson, 17. 
56 Nilsson, 17. 
57 Nilsson, 13. 
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see a peak in the appearance of Attic material in Spinetic graves. The same period is also 

when we see the largest dating discrepancies between local materials and Athenian vessels 

among burial assemblages, suggesting increased overall wealth—items that were part of 

the oikos for several generations were no longer needed to generate economic value within 

the home and were thus interred. This shift coincides with other observed changes in Spina, 

such as population growth and wealthier burials, with a higher number of bronzes as well 

as objects of personal value.58  

Generally, an uptick in imports was met with a decline in local production, except 

in the case of epinetra. In other words, during times of increased contact with Athens, when 

one might expect to find some imported Attic epinetra, we instead find a surge of local 

production. There was not simply a lack of access to “better” foreign products, but instead 

a desire or need for local thread processing tools. Moreover, imports correspond to wine 

consumption, while local vessels were designed for food consumption.59 One can make 

some important connections based on this evidence: items associated with domestic 

realities, primarily food and textile production, were locally sourced, while items 

associated with symposia were imported from Athens. Even given the aristocratic nature 

of the symposium, there is no evidence to suggest that Attic pottery was valued differently 

than Spinetic material. Rather, these items coexisted, serving distinct functions inside and 

outside the home. 

 
58 Mauro Cristofani, “Contributo a Spina,” Prospettiva 72 (1993): 43. 
59 Nilsson, 12. 
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Though no Attic epinetra have been recovered from Spina, a few appear in a small 

number of Italic sites. A single Attic epinetron was discovered in the Delta Padano region 

from an excavation of a monastery60 in 1739 in Adria (cat. A42, pl. 75). The object 

eventually made its way into the collection of Ottavio Bocchi, where it was identified as a 

vase fragment.61 Though the object was lost after 1878,62 it was documented in the Codex 

Vinbonisis as a “piece of terracotta that appears to be of a vase.”63 Later, Haspels 

recognized it as an epinetron, attributing it to the Sappho Painter—this attribution was 

accepted by Robinson, but not by Beazley.64 Two more Attic epinetra fragments come from 

the sanctuary of Pyrgi at Etruria, the port of ancient Cerveteri or Caere (cat. A9 and A10, 

pl. 43), which I discuss in further detail later in this chapter. These examples constitute the 

only Attic epinetra recovered from Etruscan sites.  

Luigi Donati dates the Spinetic epinetra to the end of the fifth century BCE based 

on stylistic analysis—because they are “poorly decorated” they must be of rather late in 

construction.65 This is, of course, a somewhat arbitrary distinction. The manner of 

decoration might have more to do with convention than anything else; perhaps in this 

region these types of designs were considered appropriate for epinetra. He also argues that 

these products were mere imitations of Attic material, a claim that cannot be substantiated 

due to the lack of evidence of Attic epinetra in the region. We have no reason to believe 

 
60 Monastero delle Monache di Adria.  
61 Alessandra Parrini and Luigi Donati, “Epinetra nel Delta Padano,” Padusa 38 (2002): 139. 
62 It is my suspicion that it is currently part of the collection at the Getty museum. Compare with pl. 49.1. 
63 Parrini and Donati, 139. 
64 C. H. E. Haspels, Attic Black-Figured Lekythoi, (Paris: E. de Boccard, 1936), 228; David M. Robinson, 

“A New Attic Onos or Epinetron,” in American Journal of Archaeology 49, no. 4 (1945): 488. 
65 Parrini and Donati, 141. 
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that a potter or painter would have ever seen an example of an Attic epinetron. This, of 

course, raises questions as to the dissemination of textile technology and the spread of 

practices surrounding ceremonial material culture. It is possible that some potters and pot-

painters migrated to the region and began producing epinetra for local markets, generating 

interest. Being that the main audience and recipients for such objects were women, it seems 

even more likely that it was women who carried the knowledge of these practices with 

them to new territories. Therefore, ceramicists in Spina could have been working off 

descriptions of these products by women who had used them in other locations. 

However, as demonstrated, this interest is unusual in Etruscan contexts. So how can 

we better explain the appearance of locally produced epinetra in Spina? Why were they so 

popular in this Etruscan port city? What purpose could they have served? As I argue later 

in this dissertation, epinetra from the Eastern Mediterranean were closely associated with 

linen production. It is therefore worth focusing here on evidence of flax cultivation in 

relation to Spina. We have evidence of this type of cultivation in the Italian peninsula by 

the Early Bronze Age, with steady production through the early days of Roman imperial 

rule, rivalling the production of wool. The earliest linen textiles date to roughly the third 

millennium BCE, and were discovered in the Terremare district of northern Italy.66 One of 

these textile fragments was decorated with seeds, reminiscent of later bead designs. 

Decorated linen fabric appears early on the Italian peninsula—a third millennium BCE 

 
66 Margarita Gleba, “Linen Production in Pre-Roman and Roman Italy,” in Purpureae Vestes: Actas Del 1 

Symposium Internacional Sobre Textiles Y Tintes Del Mediterráneo En Época Romana (ibiza, 8 Al 10 De 

Noviembre, 2002), edited by Carmen Alfaro (Valencia: Consell Insular d’Eivissa i Formentera, 2005), 29. 
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linen textile from one of the pile-dwellings near Lago di Ledro in Northern Italy, measuring 

six feet in length, displays a complicated woven pattern. Bundles of linen thread were 

discovered at the same site, indicating domestic linen industry.67  

Eighth century BCE graves from Verucchio yield additional evidence in the form 

of bleached linen, and seventh century finds of clothing and utilitarian fabrics from Tombs 

A and G at Casale Marittimo indicate that plain weave linen was commonplace in Etruscan 

Italy.68 In some cases, plain linen was discovered alongside cremated remains, such as the 

examples from the Tomba del Duce at Vetulonia.69 The concept of wrapping skeletal 

remains or funerary urns in fabric is well established in the Homeric tradition. The funerary 

rites performed for Patroclos are discussed as follows: “with weeping they gathered up the 

white bones of their gentle comrade into a golden urn, and wrapped them in a double layer 

of fat, and placing the urn in the hut they covered it with a soft linen cloth.”70 We also see 

this practice in the heroön in Lefkandi, where a partially preserved linen textile was placed 

along the inside of a bronze Cypriot amphora that contained the cremated remains of the 

(possibly male) deceased individual.71 This textile was constructed so that the excess of the 

weft threads hangs off the surface in a fringed or “hairy” manner.72  

 
67 Elizabeth Barber, Prehistoric Textiles: The Development of Cloth in the Neolithic and Bronze Ages with 

Special Reference to the Aegean, (Princeton University Press, 1991), 174-175. 
68 Gleba, “Linen Production in Pre-Roman and Roman Italy,” 29. 
69 Gleba, “Linen Production in Pre-Roman and Roman Italy,” 29. 
70 Hom. Il. 23.255. 
71 Mervyn Popham, Evi̲ Touloupa, and L. H. Sackett, “The Hero of Lefkandi” Antiquity 56, no. 218 (1982): 

173. 
72 “Το Υφασμα του Αρχοντα απο το Λευκαντι,” Τo Αθέατο Μουσείο, Athens National Museum. 
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Linen production continued into the Iron Age, when sites like Spina were founded: 

Palse, Montereale Valcellina, and Casale di Rivalta have all produced significant linen 

finds.73 The most famous Italic linen find, however, is the third century BCE Liber Linteus 

Zagrabiensis (fig. 5).74 Functioning as wrappings for a mummified remains in a Ptolemaic-

period burial, the fabric was long thought to have been Egyptian in origin. The sarcophagus 

containing the wrapped mummy was purchased in 1848 by Mihajlo Barić, who brought it 

from Alexandria to Croatia, where he displayed the body and its wrappings in his home. 

After his death, the mummy was donated to the Archaeological Museum in Zagreb, at 

which point it was discovered that the wrappings contained text—it was not until it was 

analyzed by Jacob Krall, an expert in Coptic, that the material was revealed to be Etruscan 

in origin, forty-three years after its initial purchase.75 It appears that the wrappings 

originally served as the pages for some kind of religious Etruscan folio. As it is the only 

linen book ever to have been discovered, it not surprising that the text had sacred overtones. 

This fabric was used to wrap the remains of a female individual: Nesi-hensu, the wife of a 

Theban tailor.76  

Taken together, these items suggest the significance of linen in ancient Italy, 

particularly in burial contexts. However, these finds merely suggest that Etruscans had 

access to linen. Scholars traditionally thought that all linen in the Italian peninsula was 

 
73 Margarita Gleba, Textile Production in Pre-Roman Italy, vol. 4, (Oxbow Books, 2008), 66. 
74 Gleba, Textile Production in Pre-Roman Italy, 67. 
75 Igor Uranić, “Contributions to the Provenance of the Zagreb Mummy,” in Acta Antiqua 46, no. 1-2 

(2006): 195-196. 
76 The identity of the mummified remains was confirmed by a papyrus scroll contained within the 

sarcophagus.  
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imported from elsewhere, specifically Egypt. It was not until 1973 that this perception 

began to change—Diane Lee Carroll, in analyzing a textile attached to the inside of an 

Etruscan vessel at the Newark Museum, argued that it was of local manufacture. She based 

her argument on the direction of the spin and the likely method of manufacture (warp-

weighted loom), establishing an Italic context.77 Etruscan spinners seemed not to have 

been aware of the potential of the “wet rotation” of linen fibers. When linen fibers are 

exposed to moisture, they twist in a counter-clockwise rotation that strengthens an s-spun 

thread, but loosens, or unravels, a z-spun thread. The fabric in Newark was z-spun, unlike 

the typical Egyptian linen, but exactly as the fabrics from Europe were constructed.78 

Furthermore, archaeobotanical remains point to local cultivation. Flax seeds have 

been recovered in sites throughout Italy,79 though it is not always clear whether these are 

the byproduct of food and linseed oil processing, or whether they correspond to linen 

production. The size of the seed helps to determine usage, with small seeds (approximately 

two to three millimeters in length) representing linen production and larger seeds (four to 

five millimeters in length) corresponding to oil production, though these figures are not 

typically published.80 In any case, flax finds in Italy date back at least to the seventh or 

sixth millennium BCE, with a single seed discovered at the Neolithic site of 

 
77 Diane Lee Carroll, “An Etruscan Textile in Newark” in American Journal of Archaeology 77, no. 3 
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78 Barber, Prehistoric Textiles, 66. 
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Sammardenchia (Udine).81 The Neolithic Period also saw cultivation at the settlements of 

La Marmotta, Lagozza, Isolino di Varese, and Settefonti.82 One of the most significant 

centers of cultivation during the late Neolithic Period was the site of Palu di Livenza, where 

flax made up thirty percent of all botanical remains.83 In the Bronze Age, we find evidence 

of flax cultivation in the north Italian sites of Fiavé, Volano San Rocco, Lazise, Valeggio 

sul Mincio, and Castellaro del Vho, indicating an expansion of industry.84 The Po Delta 

started to see cultivation at the beginning of the Iron Age, along with the aforementioned 

linen textile remains—these include the archaeobotanical remains at Palse, Montereale 

Valcellina, and Casale di Rivalta, as well as the site of Monte Bibele.85  

During this period, linen cultivation was confined to the northern territories of 

Italy—in the south, flax seeds were found only at the site of Pratola Serra (Avellino).86 

Moreover, there were fundamental differences in the growing seasons between the North 

and the South. Margarita Gleba argues that northern growers would have sown their flax 

in the spring (and cultivated in the summer), conforming to the practices of Central Europe 

that were introduced to the Italian peninsula at some point in the Neolithic Period.87 In the 

south, flax would have been sown in late fall or early winter, as attested in several Roman 
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sources.88 North Italian linens were possibly reserved for the wealthiest households, as they 

are or were typically high in quality.  

The quality of the linen, and the subsequent cost, are determined by various 

environmental factors. Flax required nutrient rich soil and a large water supply. Therefore, 

cultivation was limited to the Po Valley, Campania, and a few small sites near the coast of 

Tuscany.89 Furthermore, linen production in the Italian peninsula probably would not have 

been affected by the introduction of products from Egypt. Gleba argues that the “luxurious 

linens of Northern Italy and specialized Campanian products, being some of the best in the 

Roman world, were destined for a small but exclusive market and had little competition 

from the imports.”90  

 Spina was therefore perfectly positioned geographically for the cultivation and 

consumption of linen. Moreover, as a port city serving as a conduit between the Greek and 

Etruscan worlds, the large presence of epinetra is not at all surprising. As discussed, we 

find roughly seven fragmentary specimens within domestic contexts, dated to the 4th 

century BCE, all locally produced. There were no imported epinetra identified during 

excavation. The material from Spina suggests that systematic identification of epinetra at 

other sites might yield similar results in domestic contexts. The Spinetic epinetra were 

potentially votive in nature, as there may have been modest household shrines throughout 

the settlement. This uniformity in time, context, and type is unlike what we find in Attica—

 
88 See Virg. Georg. 1.208-14; Columella RR 2, 17; Varro Rust. 28.XVL.16. 
89 Gleba, “Linen Production in Pre-Roman and Roman Italy,” 34. 
90 Gleba, “Linen Production in Pre-Roman and Roman Italy,” 36. 
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the largest center for epinetra production and distribution, which I discuss in the following 

section.  

ATTICA 

 

While other texts have addressed the corpus of Attic epinetra,91 the following 

overview serves an important function: by analyzing the settings in which we find these 

objects, we can begin to see patterns that belie a systematic approach to their placement, 

which might further illuminate their particular social role in Athenian society. In this 

section, I provide contextual information, where possible, for the 165 epinetra produced in 

Attica between the sixth and fourth centuries BCE, as well as the potential for flax industry 

in the region. 

In Attica, epinetra appear in a variety of contexts. There are numerous black-figure 

examples from the Acropolis (at least twenty-seven), likely serving as votive dedications. 

These tend to be slightly older than those found elsewhere in the city, dating to the end of 

the Archaic period just before the Persian sack in 480 BCE. Perhaps the dedication of 

epinetra in Athens’ sacred district stopped here, as there are no later, red-figure examples. 

Of the Acropolitan objects, very few have recorded findspots: two come from a fountain 

on the north slope, while several others appear west of the Erechtheion and east of the 

Parthenon. Epinetra also appear in the Agora, where we find three black-figure, nine red-

 
91 Especially Chiara Mercati, Epinetron: storia di una forma ceramica fra archeologia e cultura, (Petruzzi, 

2003). 
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figure, and five plain-ware specimens.92 Of the fragments with recorded findspots, one 

comes from a house south of the Agora, another from terrace backfilling, eight others from 

wells,93 and two from cisterns.94 

Nearly a dozen Classical era houses have been excavated near the Athenian Agora, 

which developed from earlier Archaic structures.95 In spite of the abundant wealth that 

Athens maintained on the state level, the houses near the Agora were fairly modest in 

construction and size due to a relatively high urban population. The location of these houses 

is significant: proximity to the prime area of mercantile activity meant access to key 

markets. The courtyard of an Athenian oikos could have functioned as a viewing space for 

a household industry.96 If a family was involved in any craft-based business, one might 

find a workshop similar to those featured on vases. This space would have contained 

shelves on which to place tools, supplies, or products, as well as workbenches and a door 

leading outside, allowing for the movement of goods and raw materials.97 Whether slaves 

 
92 This date comes from the catalogue in Heinrich. 
93 R13:1, M18:8, G16:1, M 20: 3-L, R 13: 1, G 12:21, C 19: 9-U. 
94 One is from F 19: 2.L. 
95 Barbara Tsakirgis, “Living and Working Around the Athenian Agora: A Preliminary Case Study of 

Three Houses,” in Ancient Greek Houses and Households: Chronological, Regional, and Social Diversity, 

ed. Bradley A. Ault and Lisa C. Nevett (University of Pennsylvania Press, 2007), 67. 
96 Tsakirgis, “Living and Working,” 77. 
97 In the so-called House of Simon, archaeologists discovered short iron nails, bone eyelets, obsidian 

blades, and bone needles, which all point to some kind of industrial household, perhaps that of a cobbler. 

These materials were scattered throughout the courtyard, suggesting that these spaces had dual functions. In 

the House of Simon, the court floor, as well as those of the adjoining rooms, was made of yellow clay. 

Most Greek floors were made of tightly packed earth, except in the areas that would have been exposed to 

the elements. From the time of its construction to its destruction during the Persian war, this clay floor was 

repaved seven times.  
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or hired hands did some of the industrial labor has been debated.98 What is likely is that 

working arrangements differed according to wealth and status. One passage from 

Xenophon’s Memorabilia, regarding woman’s work within the home, gives the impression 

that aristocratic women would have abstained from such activities.99 An image on a fifth 

century black-figure vase by the Amasis Painter at the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New 

York, provides an entirely different perspective (fig. 6).100 In such depictions, women’s 

work is essential to the success of the oikos.  

Because of the extended timeframe of Athenian settlements near the Agora, 

individual houses could be owned by multiple families over time. The so-called “Marble 

Worker’s House” may have passed through multiple owners, as indicated by several 

inscriptions found throughout the structure—one appearing on a bone tool which lists 

Mikion as the possible first owner (fig. 7), the other appearing on a fragmentary cup which 

lists Menon as the final owner (fig. 8). The house was inhabited continuously from the 

early fifth to the late fourth century, separating Mikion and Menon by over a century.101 

Perhaps a result of political and economic conflicts, the last inhabitant of the “Marble 

Worker’s House” abandoned the site. These events correspond to a decrease in population 

of the Athenian Agora at the end of the fourth century, accompanied by evidence of a large 

 
98 Nicholas Cahill, “Household Industry in Greece and Anatolia,” in Ancient Greek Houses and 
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(University of Pennsylvania Press, 2007), 59-60. 
99 Cahill, 60. 
100 Attributed to the Amasis Painter, terracotta lekythos, ca. 550-530 B.C.E. Metropolitan Museum of Art, 

31.11.10, New York. 
101 Stella G. Miller, “Menon’s Cistern” Hesperia 43, no. 2 (1974): 194. 
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fire that consumed parts of the city. The epinetra from the Agora are part of this narrative 

of destruction and depopulation—they were placed in wells and cisterns along with similar 

accoutrements of the oikos once the structure was no longer habitable.  

Five Attic epinetra also come from the Kerameikos; two black-figure, two red-

figure,102 and one plainware. It should not be too surprising that these items would show 

up in the potters’ quarter of the city, where such products were manufactured. Three 

complete fifth century red-figure examples were discovered in graves near the Ilissus, a 

river that ran along one of the defensive walls bordering ancient Athens. Two of them are 

attributed to the Painter of Berlin 2624 by Beazley;103 both feature images of female busts 

at the knee end. One has images of courtship along the sides (cat. A33, pl. 66), while the 

other is decorated with foliate designs (cat. A3, pl. 37). The third is similar in construction, 

with a painted female bust at the knee, and depictions of domestic scenes, likely executed 

by the Painter of Munich 2335 (cat. A16, pl. 49).104  

In West Attica, we find additional fragments corresponding to two black-figure 

epinetra in the demos of Eleusis at the panhellenic sanctuary of Demeter and Kore, which 

was the center of worship for the goddesses throughout the region, as well as the site of the 

Eleusinian Mysteries.105 The city took up a prominent position along the land routes 

between Athens and the Peloponnese, as well as territories in northwestern Greece.106 Cult 

 
102 Images of Kerameikos 10388 have not been published. 
103 J.D. Beazley, Attic Red-Figure Vase-Painters, 2nd edition (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1963), 1225.2 and 

1225.3. 
104 Beazley, Attic Red-Figure Vase-Painters, 1167.117. 
105 Michael B. Cosmopoulos, Bronze Age Eleusis and the Origins of the Eleusinian Mysteries, (Cambridge 

University Press, 2015), 1. 
106 Cosmopoulos, 71. 
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activity at this site dates back to the Mycenaean Period: a Bronze Age shrine was 

discovered within a larger structure identified as a residential complex (Megaron B) 

beneath the later sanctuary remains. In this early period it is unclear whether Demeter, or 

some early manifestation of the goddess (such as the potnia siton of the Linear B tablets), 

was the focus of worship.107 Certainly by the 11th century, cult activity at Eleusis was 

centered around Demeter.108 The fragments present typical scenes for Attic epinetra. One 

set contains images of Amazons arming on one side and riding horseback on the other (cat. 

A41, pl. 74); these are from a funeral pyre that was set up in front of the Telesterion.109 

Another group contains an image of a female figure riding a chariot, from a building 

referred to as the “Sacred House” (cat. A46, pl. 79). A third group contains a domestic 

scene with seated female figures.110 Additional fragments constituting the knee ends of two 

other black-figure epinetra have also been recovered from sites in Eleusis without recorded 

findspots.111  

Thorikos on the south-eastern coast of Attica (about ten kilometers north of 

Sounion) also maintained a temple to Demeter and Kore.112 There is only one epinetron 

find from this site: a fragment discovered in room BI of Insula 3 on the lower southern 

 
107 Cosmopoulos, 78-93; Iōannēs Traulos, “To Anaktoron tēs Eleusinos,” in Archaiologike Ephemeris 
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109 For a longer discussion of these pyres, see K. Kokkou-Vyridi, Πρώιμες Πυρὲς Θυσιῶν στὸ Τελεστήριο 
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110 J.D. Beazley, Paralipomena, 220. 
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slope.113 This area was associated with a later phase of activity at the site dating to the 

Classical period, which includes a mix of public and private establishments, such as houses, 

sanctuaries, and burials “with no obvious attempt to separate the various activities.”114 The 

decoration this epinetron includes images of women working with spindles, which is 

appropriate for a textile processing tool (cat. A7, pl. 41). Further north along the coast, a 

fragmentary red-figure epinetron was discovered at the East Attic site of Velanideza (no 

recorded findspot),115 with additional imagery possibly relating to textile production (cat. 

A17, pl. 50). On one side, towards the lateral opening, we see two women, one standing 

and one seated, with a kalathos between them. Behind them, we see a sort of bag or satchel 

suspended against the wall. On the other side of the form, towards the knee end, there is an 

additional image of a woman holding a kalathos in one hand, while pulling at her sleeve 

with the other, possibly suggesting that the garment was of her own making. 

Discussed in further detail in chapter four of this text is a miniature epinetron that 

was part of an Attic tomb assemblage for a young woman or girl (tomb A2), which included 

a seated doll paired with a throne, a tiny pair of shoes, and a lebes gamikos, all made of 

terra-cotta (cat. M1, pl. 83). An additional Attic miniature epinetron comes from a cave 

shrine in Mount Parnassus dedicated to Pan and the nymphs (Korykion in Antiquity), 

decorated with an image of a rider on horseback (cat. M2, pl. 84).116 In Piraeus, a port city 

 
113 Heinrich, 178. 
114 John M. Camp, The Archaeology of Athens, Yale University Press, 2001: 312-313. 
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located on the Munichia peninsula just outside of Athens, we find another miniature 

epinetron (cat. M3, pl. 85) and five epinetra fragments (one black-figure and four red-

figure), all recovered from the Sanctuary of Artemis Mounichia. As one of the oldest 

sanctuaries in the region,117 it is significant that we find a concentration of epinetra here. 

Moreover, Artemis was worshipped here as a protector of young girls, “passing from 

childhood to adolescence,” as well as a guardian for mothers during childbirth, “thus 

preserving the continuity of the oikos and consequently the Athenian society.”118 As with 

Demeter, there is a strong tie between epinetra and Artemis. Fragments belonging to yet 

another miniature epinetron come from the site of Brauron (cat. M4, pl. 86), home to an 

active cult to Artemis, which held the most dedications of Attic epinetra outside of 

Athens.119 Excavators also found a multitude of spindles, spindle whorls, and loom 

weights. A list of offerings, preserved in stone, points to the dedication of textiles.120 The 

spindle whorls from this site are decorated, indicating their votive function. Scholars have 

noted the apparent material and iconographical consistency in the collection,121 with the 

weaving implements potentially forming sets that could have been dedicated as such.  
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Located on the east coast of Attica, Brauron was excavated between 1948 and 1963 

by J. Papadimitriou during his tenure as the director of antiquities.122 The sanctuary 

complex consists of a cave and a sacred spring.123 Cult activities took place in the temple 

and a three-winged stoa, with the latter serving as a reliquary for the votive dedications, as 

well as a space for dining.124 Offerings were also recovered from a neighboring spring.125 

A nearby cemetery, active between the Neolithic Period and the Late Bronze Age, did not 

yield any textile tools. The graves likely predate the cult site, which was established in the 

ninth or eighth century BCE.126 The epinetra from the site come from the northwest portion 

of the sanctuary and the so-called “Small Heroon of Iphigenia” (cat. A13, pl. 46). I discuss 

the mythological association between Artemis, worshipped here, and epinetra, in chapter 

four of this text.  

Outside Athens, black- and red-figure epinetra, much like other Attic ceramics, 

were imported to meet the needs of local populations. And just as we must ask of scenes 

corresponding to Athenian interests, we have to speculate as to the function of the 

iconography within “foreign” contexts. To the north of Attica, the city of Tanagra yielded 

two Attic black-figure epinetra (both at the National Museum in Athens),127 one decorated 

with domestic scenes of textile manufacture (cat. A15, pl. 48) and the other decorated with 

 
122 Lilly Kahil, “Mythological Repertoire of Brauron,” in Ancient Greek Art and Iconography, ed. Warren 
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images of Amazons arming for battle (cat. A40, pl. 73).128 Another example of Attic 

material in a Boeotian context, possibly from Thebes,129 also contains images of textile 

manufacture on both sides, with the possibility that one figure is thigh spinning (cat. A6, 

pl. 40).  

Three black-figure epinetra were found in Corinth: one from a fountain near the 

shops in the northwestern part of the city, and another from the Sanctuary of Demeter and 

Kore on the Acrocorinth, a sacred district with temples to multiple deities.130 The third has 

no provenience, though it features a rare symposium scene (cat. A27, pl. 60). A red-figure 

fragment was discovered among refuse filling laid down to level out a race track along the 

Sacred Spring, near the Peribolos of Apollo.131 The Sanctuary of Demeter and Kore was 

active from at least the seventh century BCE,132 and according to Pausanias, was founded 

by Plemnaeis in gratitude for the successful birth and rearing of his son Orthopolis, who 

was preceded by multiple failed pregnancies.133 The dedication of epinetra at this site may 

be indicative of their ideological connection to motherhood, discussed more fully in chapter 

four of this text. One of the most significant deposits of black-figure epinetra discovered 

 
128 Heinrich, 171-172. 
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outside of Attica was from another Sanctuary of Demeter and Persephone (Kore) in Cyrene 

on the north coast of Libya, where an annual Thesmophoria took place in honor of the 

archetypal Mother and Daughter.134 Eight separate fragments were discovered at this 

location corresponding to different specimens. 

Several more epinetra and epinetra fragments come from Eretria just across the 

South Euboean Gulf from Attica. A complete specimen from a grave presents a domestic 

scene of textile production (cat. A20, pl. 53), while another very well-known example, also 

discovered in a burial context, presents one of the few mythological scenes depicted on 

epinetra (cat. A34, pl. 67).135 Inscriptions identify, among others, Aphrodite, Eros, 

Persephone, and it appears to represent bridal preparations. This particularly Attic imagery 

makes sense in the context of Eretria, which had strong ties to Athens leading up to the 

Persian conflict. Eretria was known for its naval activities in Antiquity. It is listed in 

Homer’s Catalogue of Ships,136 and they supplied five vessels in support of the Ionian 

rebellion to compliment the fleet sent by Athens.137 The region presents other epinetra 

dedications: two Attic examples were recovered from Amarynthos in Evia at the Sanctuary 

of Artemis Amarysia.138  

Turning now to northern Greece, Sani, an Eretrian colony that maintained another 

sanctuary to Artemis, had a single black-figure epinetron dedication. The fragment features 

 
134 Donald White, “Cyrene’s Sanctuary of Demeter and Persephone: A Summary of a Decade of 
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an image of textile processing. But probably the largest concentration of black-figure 

epinetra dedications to Artemis comes from her sanctuary at Thasos, with fragments 

corresponding to eighteen specimens. It is interesting that these objects were dedicated to 

Artemis and not Athena, whose cult also maintained a prominent position within the city.139 

During the late sixth and early fifth century, when these items were likely manufactured, 

Thasos was a very prosperous city, gaining power and influence through its strategic 

position along essential trade routes, as well as its exportation of timber, marble, and 

gold.140 The imagery corresponds to the bulk of Attic epinetra: domestic scenes, chariot 

races, and foliate decoration. 

East of Attica, a black-figure fragment with scales and palmette decorations, dated 

to the early fifth century BCE, comes from Kofina on Chios. Just south in the Dodecanese, 

we find two Attic epinetra, one from the Grand Dépot of the Acropolis Sanctuary of Athena 

Lindia in Rhodes dated to the late Archaic period (cat. A18, pl. 51), and an additional red-

figure example dated to 400 BCE, from a grave in Pontamo, where it was discovered with 

several other gendered objects (cat. A23, pl. 56).141 Other fragments were recovered from 

the Cyclades, including one late Archaic find from a shrine dedicated to a female deity 

(possibly Artemis) at Kaminaki on Naxos. The fragment includes only the scale pattern, 

but the material suggests Attic origin. Other foreign products include a leg from a marble 

kore figure, terracotta figurines (such as a bird, a lion head, a Daedalic female figure), and 

 
139 Valerie C. Cooper, “Archeological Evidence of Religious Syncretism in Thasos, Greece during the 
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objects made from metal (fibulae and rings). The shrine also contained eleven examples of 

enthroned female statuettes, one female head wearing a polos, and several other protomes 

all of local manufacture.142  

There are several fragmentary examples from graves at Berezan, one of the earliest 

Greek colonies in the northern Black Sea region.143 Two of these are decorated with scenes 

of chariot races or processions, from around 500 BCE (cats. A44 and A45, pls. 77 and 78), 

likely from graves. These items entered the Hermitage in 1971 as a result of an 

archaeological expedition by the State Hermitage in 1968.144 Several other items, 

excavated later but roughly from the same period, hint to the cosmopolitan culture of the 

settlement. These include items from Miletus, such as an amphora from 550-540 BCE 

decorated in the Fikellura Style, with a depiction of revelers amongst large floral palmettes 

and ivy (fig. 9). Also, from Miletus is an amphoriskos, again in the Fikellura style and 

dated to roughly the same period (fig. 10). Here, we see a lack of figural representation, 

defaulting instead to geometric pattern. Another amphora from Miletus has a foliate 

decoration on the shoulder, and a scale pattern in the body (fig. 11). This scale pattern 

mimics that found on the top of epinetra precisely. We also have a series of female 

statuettes in various states of preservation, all from Ionia and dating to the second half of 

 
142 Evangelia Simantoni-Bournias, “Enthroned Goddesses from the Sanctuary of Hyria on Naxos,” in 

Figurines de terre cuite en Méditerranée Grecque et Romaine, volume 2: iconographie et contextes, ed. 

Arthur Muller and E. Laflı (École française d’Athènes, 2015), 491-492. See also G. Kokkorou-Alevras, 

“Die archaische Naxische Bildhauerei,” AntPlast 24 (1995): 101, n. 57-59. 
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in the Northern Black Sea, vol. 4 (Brill, 1999), xi.  
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the sixth century. Two of these have the pilos headdress, while the third is broken at the 

top of the nose (fig. 12). I make special mention of them here because these resemble the 

protomes on some of the epinetra in this study.  

It also appears that there was a trade relationship between the Black Sea settlement 

and eastern Greece, evidenced by a large transport amphora, also discovered at the site, 

which was produced in Lesvos around the middle of the sixth century (fig. 13). This single 

amphora is likely indicative of a significant trade relationship, though much of the material 

evidence was not preserved.145 Imports from Attica were also present, including a fragment 

of a mid-sixth century black-figure krater decorated with a wedding procession (fig. 14). 

Moreover, a sixth century pyramidal loomweight of local manufacture perhaps hints to 

small scale textile production (fig. 15).  

Sites of Greek colonies in Italy also provide examples of Attic epinetra. A black-

figure epinetron fragment from the Sanctuary of Demeter Malophoros in Selinunte 

(Selinus), a prosperous settlement in Sicily, provides images of textile processing and 

courtship (cat. A14, pl. 47).146 A male figure approaches a seated female figure, with a 

walking stick in one hand and a mirror in the other. The female figure appears to grab the 

male figure by the wrist, which is either an affectionate gesture or a defensive one. Another 

female figure stands behind the male figure. She also holds a mirror in one hand, while 

from her other hand holds a long thread with a drop spindle at the end. Another fragment 

 
145 Sergey I u͡. Monakhov and Elena V. Kuznet ͡sova, “Overseas Trade in The Black Sea Region from the 
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from the Sanctuary of Demeter Malophoros provides an image of a warrior on horseback 

armed with two spears (cat. A19, pl. 52). Behind him, a standing female figure reaches one 

arm upward, while the other clasps the hem of her skirt. It is possible that she is a statue or 

a goddess, as she is much taller than the male figure on horseback.  

Megara in West Attica is the only other site where we find a temple to Demeter 

Malophoros, whose epithet translates to “quince bearer” or “sheep bearer.”147 According 

to Pausanias, this name was given to her by the first shepherds of Megara.148 Her sister 

temple in Selinunte also had significant mythological history. Sicily was agriculturally rich, 

and provided the setting for the abduction of Persephone.149 Her cult was probably the 

earliest established at Selinunte (there are also sanctuaries to Zeus and Hekate), as the 

ceramic offerings are some of the oldest from the site.150  

In the Italian peninsula, the dedication of epinetra was not limited to Demeter—in 

Pyrgi, an ancient Etruscan port in central Italy, we find the sanctuary of a female deity, 

Leucothea.151 Two epinetra fragments were recovered from the depot south of the temple. 

One of the fragments displays an image of a woman holding what might be a ball of fiber 

or spun threads (cat. A9, pl. 43). The other fragment is a female protome, similar to what 

we find on other Attic epinetra (cat. A10, pl. 43). At the Saturo (Taranto) archaeological 

site in Southern Italy,152 possibly from the Sanctuary of Demeter and Persephone, we find 

 
147 Marconi, 196-197. 
148 Pausanias, Description of Greece, 1.44.3. 
149 Persephone may have been worshipped here as Pasikrateia or “all-powerful.” 
150 Marconi, 79. 
151 Leucothea was a sea goddess who interceded on behalf of sailors or ships in distress. Her cult is 

therefore appropriate in the context of Pyrgi, a port settlement. 
152 Saturo was a prominent colony founded by settlers from Laconia (Sparta). 
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another epinetron fragment with images of spinning (cat. A8, pl. 42). Here, we see several 

female figures engaged in domestic industry, one seated holding a spindle.  

These numerous examples of Attic epinetra attest to the scope of Athenian trade 

networks. Still, most Attic epinetra appear in Attica itself—distribution outside of that 

sphere is perhaps more limited than what we see with other black and red-figure products. 

Meanwhile, in Attica, direct or apt evidence for flax cultivation in the way of 

archaeobotanical finds is almost non-existent. This non-existence of evidence does not 

equal evidence of non-existence, of course. Flax cultivation may have occurred but was 

not significant or noteworthy to ancient historiographers and may have been too small scale 

to appear in the archaeological record. It may be that Attic soil was not conducive to this 

kind of cultivation. However, evidence of Attic linen appears in sanctuary dedications, 

graves, and in a few brief references to the sale of linen threads in Athenian plays.  

Textile remains in Athens are primarily composed of linen fibers, as the 

environment is more conducive to the preservation of plant materials.153 Examples date to 

the fifth and fourth centuries BCE, corresponding to the production of ceremonial epinetra. 

They range in quality, from fine to more coarse construction, indicated by the thickness of 

the fabric and the overall refinement of the thread. Some fragments are thin to the point of 

transparency, corresponding to garments depicted in fifth- and fourth-century 

iconography.154 Textile remains from one fifth century BCE cist grave in Kalyvia, which 

 
153 Marie-Louise Nosch, “Linen Textiles and Flax in Classical Greece: Provenance and Trade,” in Textile 
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appear to have been wrapped around a dinos carrying the cremated remains of two adults 

and one child, display an impressive thread count of sixty to a hundred threads per 

centimeter, and a trim stained with purple mollusk dye. With a loose, open-work knit 

pattern, this fabric may have had an almost gossamer effect.155  

Moreover, several linen fragments from Attica exhibit a combination of materials, 

such as two fifth century BCE textiles from the Kerameikos, each constructed with linen 

warp and wool weft.156 Records from Brauron might also confirm the dedication of mixed 

materials. Cecilie Brons suggests that textiles described as hēmiyphēs (translated as half-

weaves) could refer to fabrics with mixed fibers. This is consistent with what we know 

about textile construction, mainly that the warp threads need to be tougher and stronger 

than the weft, as they sustain the most damage during weaving.  

Complicating our understanding of the role of linen in Classical Athens is the 

absence of ancient literary material concerning the production of flax in Attica, as well as 

any excavated seed materials that point towards cultivation.157 However, recent 

excavations at Kontopigado in Alimos have indicated that flax processing could have taken 

place in Attica in the thirteenth century BCE, so it is at least possible that such activities 

could have continued into the Classical period. It seems unlikely that deeply embedded 

traditions would fade out so easily after the collapse of Late Bronze Age economies. 

Indeed, there seems to have been some activity on the site into the late fourth century 
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BCE.158 This evidence comes in the form of rock cut channels, designed to bring in a steady 

supply of water from Hymettos mountain which then fed into large basins, apparently used 

in the “retting” stage of flax processing.159 This retting, which separates the inner bast 

fibers from the tough exterior of the plant, occurs exclusively in the production of linen. 

Moreover, a flat surface cut into the rock face may have served the purpose of hammering 

or beating the stalks to shake loose the fibers.160  

Still, flax processing does not directly correspond to cultivation—we do not know 

the source of the plants being processed at this site. However, we might imagine that such 

sources would be somewhat near at hand in order to keep the supply consistent. Regions 

elsewhere in the Greek world, such as the Chalkidiki (Halkidiki) peninsula, discussed in 

the following section, may have served such a purpose, as raw flax could be shipped from 

there with relative ease.  

Attic epinetra, as stated at the start of this section, appear in a variety of contexts, 

though primarily votive and funerary. They were produced from the late sixth century to 

the middle of the fourth century BCE and could be found throughout the Mediterranean. 

With 112 black-figure, 43 red-figure, six plainware, and four miniature examples, it was 

by far the largest producer of epinetra in the ancient world. Of this material, ninety-five 

epinetra come from confirmed or suspected votive contexts, of which the large majority, 
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seventy-nine, are decorated in black-figure. Fourteen others are red-figure products, and 

two more are miniature examples. Of the material found in graves, only three are decorated 

in black-figure, while five are red-figure. And while the sample size for funerary material 

is relatively small, it does suggest that black-figure was more closely tied than red-figure 

to religious activity. Of the black-figure votive epinetra, the most popular imagery is of 

textile manufacture and chariots/horses, while the red-figure votive epinetra favor domestic 

scenes. This change in imagery between the late six century and the late fifth century 

suggests a shift in attitudes towards epinetra—male dominated scenes almost completely 

disappear from the visual repertoire, signaling a greater interest in the lives and aspirations 

of women. 

OLYNTHUS 

 

Olynthus was an ancient settlement located in the Chalkidiki peninsula, a region 

that produced flax into the late Byzantine period.161 This site constituted the first major 

excavation of Greek domestic architecture, and therefore allowed new insight into the 

ancient home. Located in northern Greece atop two large plateaus, Olynthus was separated 

into three settlements—the North Hill, the South Hill, and the Villa Section.162 Though 

early settlements on the South Hill trace back to the Neolithic Period, the first evidence for 
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town organization comes from the seventh century BCE.163 The North Hill was not settled 

until the fifth century, sometime after the Peloponnesian War, and conforms to a regular 

grid pattern. The Villa Section was likely the last to have been settled,164 and it is made up 

of larger dwellings than those on the North and South Hills—all three settlements are 

characterized by the pastas type dwelling.165 Conflict with Macedonia in 348 BCE led to a 

rapid abandonment of the site, and former inhabitants or soldiers removed many of the 

portable objects. Still, over eleven thousand artifacts were uncovered when David 

Robinson and his team from Johns Hopkins first excavated the site in 1928, and Olynthus 

presents a very specific picture of the Greek home during the Classical era.166 Excavation 

continues today through the University of Michigan, led by Lisa Nevett and David Stone.167 

Like Athens, Olynthus provides examples of the standard household industry in 

Greece. In house AVIII 7/9, archaeologists discovered 297 loom weights, which amounts 

to about seven to fifteen looms. This structure was the product of expansion, having been 

formed by the joining of two neighboring houses, indicating sustained wealth.168 Other 

houses at Olynthus are similarly impressive. The “House of Many Colors” points towards 

a desire for a decorated living space. As the name of the structure implies, nearly every 
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room displayed stucco decoration in a wide variety of colors, as opposed to the typical red 

monochrome.169 The courtyard walls are the most intact, keeping with the comparatively 

high state of preservation at the site. An epinetron (now lost) was discovered in room A of 

the “House of Many Colors” among an assemblage of weaving tools, which contained 

forty-one loomweights and a single spindle whorl.170 This amounts to roughly one loom. 

As such, the room likely served as a type of workspace, complete with several table vases: 

two fishplates, two lekythoi, a guttus (a type of pitcher), a group of twelve miniature cups, 

six saucers, a skyphos, and two lids. We see no coarse- or cook-ware here, suggesting that 

textile production was the primary function of this space.171 Room A had its own lightwell 

to facilitate spinning and weaving, under which excavators found an additional thirty-four 

loomweights, likely constituting a second loom.172 The space, undergoing renovation when 

it was destroyed, was decorated with a few gendered items, such as a terracotta female bust 

and a female mask.173  

Built after 400 BCE,174 the structure only stood for roughly fifty years. The 

inhabitants left abruptly just before the house was destroyed in 348 by the army of Phillip 

II—the house was being redecorated at the time of the invasion.175 The epinetron from this 

site cannot be located, making it impossible to establish a firm production date, though the 

excavation records suggest the late fifth century (cat. P12, pl. 32). If so, this item was 
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passed down rather than commissioned or purchased by the occupants of the oikos. As 

suggested previously, epinetra could have had extensive biographies—few were likely 

commissioned strictly for funerary or votive purposes. From descriptions, we know that 

the epinetron was decorated with black lines perpendicular to the open end, similar to 

examples from Rhodian contexts. An additional epinetron fragment was recovered from 

Mekyberna, the ancient port at Olynthus. This piece belonged to the knee end, and was 

decorated with palmettes, foliate imagery, and wavy lines. 

At Olynthus, we have just these two examples, both likely dated to the late fifth 

century BCE. There is an apparent discrepancy in the archaeological record between the 

abundant amount of tools used in the creation of fabrics, such as loom weights, and the 

tools used for spinning, such as the small number of spindles (three) and the singular 

epinetron and distaff recovered from the site. It cannot be that only weaving, and not 

spinning, took place within the home. In the case of epinetra, it appears that some of these 

materials might have passed undetected in the sorting process, which often eliminates 

ceramic objects resembling rooftiles. Sites such as Olynthus serve as evidence for the 

wholesale loss of epinetra that has occurred throughout modern archaeology—it is likely 

that these materials were far more ubiquitous than the remaining specimens would suggest. 

RHODES 
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The Dodecanese are a group of fourteen islands just off the coast of Asia minor.176 

Its name is fairly modern in origin, translating to “group of twelve Islands,” originating in 

1908 when twelve of the islands in the Eastern Aegean protested a loss of special privileges 

under Ottoman rule.177 The island of Rhodes, the most prosperous and powerful of the 

twelve islands, was settled by Mycenaean Greeks at around 1400 BCE.178 Only about 300 

years later, Dorian Greeks started settling on the island, ultimately forming the three major 

independent city states that would dominate the cultural, political, and religious spheres of 

Rhodes: Ialysos, Lindos, and Kameiros.179 These cities, along with the nearby island of 

Kos as well as both Knidos and Halikarnassos to the east, formed the Doric Hexapolis.180 

This confederation of cities represented the Dorian presence in Asia Minor and the 

Dodecanese, in contrast to the Ionians and Aeolians further north. Specifically, the location 

of Rhodes was significant in its early development—situated at the southern edge of the 

Hellenic world and with Anatolia directly adjacent, Rhodes was positioned at the nexus of 

commerce between Greece and Egypt, as well as territories due east.181 
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Unlike Spina, where we find epinetra in domestic (and potentially ritual) 

environments, or Attica, where most of the findspots are votive in nature, in southeastern 

Greece, epinetra (cats. R1-R12, pls. 11-22) are typically found in funerary contexts. But 

like Spina, there are more epinetra of local Rhodian fabric, a total of thirteen, than Attic 

imports, only two (which I discussed earlier in this chapter). The epinetra from Rhodes 

date roughly to the fifth century BCE, during the most tumultuous period of Rhodian 

history. Rhodes came under Persian control in 490 BCE, just at the tail end of the first 

invasion.182 The second invasion ended with the defeat of Persian forces at the Battle of 

Plataea and Battle of Mycale in 479 BCE.183 A year later, Rhodes joined the Delian League, 

only to drop out in 411 BCE. In 408 BCE, the three major cities of Rhodes formed a union 

in an event known as “the synoecism,” establishing a new city (named Rhodes) to serve as 

its capital.184 As the city grew and flourished, the influence and power of Ialysos, Lindos, 

and Kameiros began to wane. The following century was marked by shifting influence, as 

both Sparta and then Athens took control of the island, before Rhodes partnered with 

Persia.185  

As there appears to be little to no chronological discrepancy among the Rhodian 

epinetra, my examination will assess the material geographically, when provenience is 

known. One of the epinetra at the Archaeological Museum of Rhodes comes from the 
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cemetery at Macri Langoni, a site known for its significant number of gendered objects 

(cat. R10, pl. 20) The cemetery is situated between the waterfront and an adjacent hillside, 

near the Acropolis of Kameiros.186 Two hundred and sixty graves have been excavated, 

consisting mostly of the shaft and chamber variety.187 Even though the individual grave 

goods can, with a certain degree of confidence, be dated to specific time periods, 

establishing a chronology for the graves themselves has proven somewhat difficult. It 

seems that the graves, as was the case with other Rhodian necropolises from the Classical 

and Hellenstic periods, were reused over time.188 Some of the chamber tombs contain 

material dated to the fifth century, as is the case with tomb 30 (84), where we find the 

aforementioned epinetron. Earlier cremation burials from the seventh and sixth century 

again suggest that the site was used over a wide span of time.189  

The sheer number of grave goods discovered at this site, of which a large portion 

come from the graves of children or young adults, is impressive. There is also a significant 

amount of material from female graves, though the sex of the deceased was often not 

recorded during excavation at Kameiros. On six separate occasions, the excavators list 

“female” graves, though it is not clear how they established this identification—it was 

likely based on associated finds. Three of these graves contained spindle whorls, two of 

these also contained a significant amount of jewelry. However, jewelry was also found in 
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“male” graves at Kameiros, so we cannot rely on such objects to assess gender. Spindle 

whorls appear in several other tombs, where no gender has been identified.190 

The materials are varied, including miniature statues, fine jewelry, and pottery of 

local and foreign manufacture. The pottery has been placed into several different stylistic 

categories, which include Geometric Rhodian, Fikellura, Attic, and Wild Goat Style 

ware.191 If we were to categorize the epinetron from tomb 30, it would have to be late or 

imitation Fikellura, as it was produced fifty to a hundred years after the style was at its 

height. This too could be said for the epinetra from Karpathos discussed later in this 

chapter.  

Fikellura pottery is found throughout Rhodes in the second half of the sixth 

century,192 and though likely produced in Miletus,193 it defines the local Rhodian taste. At 

Macri Langoni, there is a significant amount of this type of product, only second to the 

Attic material. However, clay analysis has determined that the Fikellura pottery is likely 

from Miletus, rather than Rhodes itself. Fikellura pottery typically contains mica 

inclusions, which is common to some of the epinetra in this study.194 According to 

Alexandra Villing, this feature is common to ceramics from Kos, and less common to (but 

not absent from) Rhodian material.195 As we find very few epinetra in Asia Minor (only 
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the example from Smyrna) and none in Kos, it is unclear if these objects would have been 

produced at either location. In terms of the Fikellura material, most of the Fikellura objects 

at Rhodes are amphorae and lekythoi.196 We also have undecorated ceramic objects, 

making up much of the grave goods, that were produced locally. It is perhaps telling that 

Hellenistic Rhodes was a major center of production for amphorae—material stamped with 

Rhodian control marks are found throughout fourth and third century Greece.197  

Tomb 30 (84), which has been dated to 475-450 BCE based on the epinetron from 

the assemblage, contains a range of materials. These include a heavily corroded bronze 

mirror of unknown origin, which is the only non-ceramic item in the assemblage (fig. 16). 

A small black-glaze bowl (fig. 17), a black-glazed stemmed dish (fig. 18), and an all-white 

alabastron (fig. 19) are also of unknown origin.198 The reddish clay of the dish would 

suggest Attica—in fact, most of the assemblage is Attic in origin. This includes a lekythos, 

which is rather small and decorated with an intricate foliate pattern of large palmettes, 

resembling the designs found on epinetra (fig. 20).199 Another Attic lekythos, covered with 

black slip, has been attributed to the workshop of the Bowdoin Painter (fig. 21). Only the 

shoulder contains decoration, and here again we see the palmette form. A third lekythos, 

this time decorated in the red-figure technique, depicts a winged female figure (fig. 22).200 

Finally, we have an Attic vase in the shape of a female head (known as a “head vase”), 
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listing Midas as “maker” on the handle in white paint (fig. 23). Along the shoulder of this 

vessel, which constitutes the top of the female head, rests a pattern of ivy, as though she is 

wearing a wreath. Ivy is a plant often found on epinetra decoration, perhaps referring to 

ritual practices. Most of the items in this assemblage are associated with women in their 

form or decoration. The bronze mirror and the alabastron are the types of objects one might 

encounter in the many domestic scenes on Attic epinetra, associated with beautification 

and luxury.201 The three lekythoi (one with winged female figure), all have funerary 

associations, as these objects were used to anoint female bodies before burial.202 Finally, 

the vase shaped like a female bust might also have funerary associations. Similar head 

vases, while lacking provenience, are all fairly intact. It is likely that they also came from 

burials. 

The locally produced epinetra do not appear to have been more or less valuable 

than their Attic counterparts, nor do their presence among burial assemblages suggest 

anything about the wealth or status of the deceased. An Attic red-figure epinetron from 

tomb 7 of the Necropolis of Pontamo (cat. A23, pl. 56) was found with objects comparable 

to that of Tomb 30 of Kameiros. This includes a small, plaster, female bust, who appears 

to be drawing a fabric over her head (fig. 24), and a miniature chous with an image of an 

infant chasing a ball (fig. 25). These vessels were gifted to small children (between the 

ages of three and four) at a public ceremony known as the Anthesteria, possibly to mark 
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the occasion of their first sip of wine.203 Here, we see an emphasis on motherhood, 

especially of young children, perhaps suggesting that the deceased died in childbirth or 

childless. In addition to the chous, there are two lekythoi with palmette decorations, similar 

to the designs found on several epinetra (fig. 26). 

Although not known for flax or linen production, the proximity of the Dodecanese 

to other flax producing locations is noteworthy. To the west of Kos, just fifty-eight miles 

(ninety-three kilometers) by sea, lies Amorgos, known in Antiquity for its linen 

production.204 To the south east of Rhodes, approximately 252 miles (406 km) by sea was 

Cyprus, a major center for flax cultivation from the Late Bronze Age to the Hellenistic 

period.205 And though there is little evidence for fine linen production in Rhodes, its naval 

fleet was famous in Antiquity—there was a saying: “If we have ten Rhodians, we have ten 

ships,”206 the idea being that each citizen was capable of piloting a ship alone—which is 

an obvious hyperbole but useful here in determining the reputation of the Rhodian fleet. 

By the early Hellenistic period, Rhodes had the most sizeable navy in the region, which 

patrolled the Dodecanese as an anti-pirate force.207 This fleet required consistent linen 

supplies, which often came through previously established diplomatic relationships, as was 

the case with Egypt. According to one ancient source, Ptolemy Euergetes, the third king of 
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the Ptolemaic dynasty, sent three thousand talents of linen tow and three thousand pieces 

of sail cloth to Rhodes to supply their vessels, among other royal gifts.208 Lindos, the most 

prominent Rhodian city in Antiquity, served as a conduit for mercantile activity between 

Greece and eastern markets, and was a vital trading partner for King Amasis of Egypt in 

terms of his maritime access to mainland Greece and Ionia (which was his source for 

mercenaries).209 Amasis repaid his gratitude through the donation of a spectacular piece of 

linen body armor, known as a linothorax, comprised of threads made from 360 fibers each, 

which he gave to the Rhodian temple of Athena Lindia.210 Specifically, the number 360 

corresponds to the days in the Egyptian calendar year.211 This whole story comes full circle 

when we consider that Naucratis, a Greek settlement in Egypt, included the so-called 

“Dorians of Rhodes,” with whom Amasis was surely familiar.212 Moreover the name 

“Naucratis,” may derive from the word for “naval victory” in ancient Greek.213 It is 

therefore possible that linen, so thoroughly linked to the Rhodian maritime identity, 

affected the production of epinetra in Rhodian cities between the early fifth century and 

the early fourth century BCE. With five of the thirteen specimens sourced from graves and 

only one from a votive context (the others lack provenience), we might assume that an 
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epinetron served as a link between the deceased and her role within the larger cultural 

canvas of the Rhodian state. 

KARPATHOS 

 

The Dodecanese reveals further examples of epinetra, though their provenience is 

harder to trace. Two items from Karpathos came to the British Museum under dubious 

circumstances (cats. P3 and P4, pls. 23 and 24). A third was recovered from Smyrna,214 but 

is so similar to the Karpathian examples that they could have been produced in the same 

workshop (cat. P5, pl. 25). These objects have been dated to the late fifth to the first half 

of the fourth century BCE, but as their decoration is quite similar to what we find on 

Hellenistic Hâdra vases (fig. 27), that it seems likely that they instead come from the third 

century BCE.215 The excavator of the tombs on Karpathos, Theodore Bent, published a 

short article concerning his travels to the island in 1885.216 Bent excavated mostly in the 

Cyclades—his work would later become the basis for his book entitled The Cyclades, or 

Life among the Insular Greeks, published in the same year.217 However, he also traveled 

extensively in the Dodecanese, collecting traditional costumes from Karpathos and 

Nisyros, some of which would end up in the South Kensington Museum.218 The Burlington 
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Fine Arts Club exhibited his collection of embroideries in 1914, together with a wooden 

distaff now at the British Museum. Considering his obvious interest in textiles and wool 

working tools, it is ironic that he never recognized the two epinetra for what they actually 

were, and did not mention them in his article of 1885. In any case, we are still able to gather 

some important details. 

When discussing the material from Karpathos, he describes honeycomb tombs cut 

directly into the cliffs surrounding the town of Brykountios, where he could excavate 

“unmolested” by the Turkish authorities.219 Some of the tombs, according to Bent, had 

already been plundered during the Roman and Byzantine periods.220 However, several of 

the tombs remained sealed, likely due to their position overhanging the sea, which shielded 

them from view and made them difficult to access. The entrance to these tombs appears to 

have been blocked by large stones, indicating that they were likely undisturbed before 

Bent’s excavation.221 

Upon entering the tombs, Bent first noticed the pottery, which he described as 

“roughly adorned,” proving (as he argued) his suspicion that the Greeks of Karpathos had 

not advanced beyond the most basic level of craftsmanship. However, he also noted the 

great variety of pottery from various periods in close proximity, perhaps indicating the 

reuse of tombs over time.222 This seems consistent with the tombs of Rhodes, which often 
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constituted family burials or the reuse of ancestral burial chambers. In addition, there 

appears to be little consistency in the types of tombs favored at the site. Bent notes tombs 

consisting of single chambers, double chambers, multiple tombs stacked vertically, and 

tombs with steps leading to the entrance.223 The most frequent type are tombs consisting 

of two or three chambers in single file connected by a central axis. These chambers are 

preceded by a sloping dromos, which sometimes contained later material, such as Cyrenaic 

ware resembling pottery from Cyprus. There was also coarse ware, as well as Late Antique 

burials.224  

Generally, the first chamber of the tomb was roughly ten feet squared and six feet 

high, with stone benches carved from the rock lining the walls. He believed that each 

chamber was separated by a door—the hinges were still visible when he entered. Moreover, 

each successive chamber was later than the one preceding it, indicating that each space was 

dug out when needed. The graves were fairly uniform, consisting of “wells” that protrude 

from the ground.225 Each tomb contained the deceased accompanied by grave goods. 

According to Bent’s records, the grave of “Mienekrates” contained the most pottery, with 

twenty plates, ten lamps, and many undescribed smaller items. Another grave contained a 

pithos in which the deceased was interred. Bent describes finding a “prettily executed” 

black-figure mastos among the remains, though it does not appear that this mastos ever 
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made it into a museum collection.226 It is possible that this “mastos” was, in fact, one of 

the epinetra now at the British Museum.  

In addition to this type of tomb, Bent also notes several others whose construction 

capitalized on the natural caves and crevasses of the cliff face. These are of a slightly earlier 

period, often containing multiple remains. According to Bent, the pottery recovered from 

these naturally occurring caves were “of the best period.”227 Here, we can assume that he 

means Archaic or Classical, though he does not specify, nor does he provide any rationale 

for this attribution. Among these finds were several large vessels with the maker’s mark 

still visible, and multiple “well glazed things.”228 It is possible that the epinetra that ended 

up at the British museum were among these ill-described finds.  

However limited this information may be, it is perhaps useful for creating a lens 

through which we can examine the group of objects that came to the British Museum in 

1886 as a result of this project. In terms of sculpture, we have a Cycladic limestone female 

figurine, likely from the late Neolithic Period, dating to roughly 4500-3200 BCE (fig. 28). 

Carved out of a single slab of stone, it carries all of the basic markers of gender—round 

protrusions to signify breasts, a triangle with a line down the middle to indicate the vulva, 

small incisions representing pubic hair—very few other details are visible. The face is 

dominated by a large, beak-like nose, as well as faintly incised eyebrows. It is possible that 

other features, such as the eyes, would have been painted in. In any case, the antiquity of 
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this piece suggests that it was an heirloom of sorts before it was buried, and not likely an 

indicator of the tomb’s actual age.  

The rest of the material is ceramic ware, which I will address in groups based on 

places of origin, as well as in order of possible production date. The first of this group is a 

Corinthian white ground lekythos decorated with bands of around 500-450 BCE.229 As is 

the case with the Neolithic figurine, this object is not described anywhere in Bent’s records. 

However, lekythoi, having funerary associations, make sense within this context. 

Moreover, the inclusion of Corinthian material likely signals trade. As a port city, it is 

likely that there was a notable influx of foreign goods. We also have several later items 

from Knidos, such as a 200-76 BCE, wheel-made pottery lamp with a double-convex body, 

decorated with an applied “Knidian leaf” and black slip (fig. 29). Another black pottery 

lamp, this time mold-made, is decorated with a knotted scroll on each handle. This was 

made around 150-51 BCE. Lastly, we have a first to second century fragmentary Knidian 

relief ware lagynos made with a yellow-brown clay and decorated with a reddish-brown 

slip (fig. 30).230 It has a squat body, and the images consist of foliate patterns, including 

flowers and fruit tied with sashes.  

As further proof of foreign contact, we have several items that are surely from 

Attica. A red-figure squat lekythos with an image of a panther of circa 430 BCE was also 

acquired from one of the tombs (fig. 31). We also have a red-figure oinochoe, with images 

of epheboi, one with a wreath, wearing a himation, one nude, hands together, as though 
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reaching, a third, also cloaked in a himation, here with a walking stick often associated 

with well-to-do aristocratic men (fig. 32). Other material is of unknown origin, though 

likely Attic. There is a group of black-glaze vessels of various types that seem to form a 

set, though it is impossible to tell if they were together in a single tomb: a single handled 

cup, two kantharoi,231 and finally, a lamp-filler (possibly west-slope ware) decorated with 

a white pattern (fig. 33), all date to roughly 300-250 BCE. We also have a Megarian black 

ware bowl with a molded design of triangular protrusions, dating between the third and 

first century BCE. The rim is fairly worn in places, and there are traces of white paint.232  

From here, we begin to see more local products from the Hellenistic period, such 

as a plain ware hydria from the third century BCE.233 We have another hydria from around 

the same time with some red painted decoration, and an unguentarium decorated with white 

and red concentric circles, from between the third and first century BCE.234 In addition, 

Bent found a fragmentary Rhodian transport amphora of around 230-160 BCE, made of 

light brown clay (much like some of our epinetra). He described it briefly in the text, 

referring to the “maker’s mark” above the handle. The control mark appears as a 

rectangular stamp with a torch symbol and Greek letters spelling out the name “Sokrates,” 

likely a Rhodian fabricant (fig. 34).  

Perhaps the most important object for this study is a well-preserved Hellenistic 

lebes gamikos of local or Rhodian manufacture (fig. 35). The shape consists of two slightly 
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curved handles and an angled foot—closer, overall, to what Beazley defined as a Type 2 

lebes gamikos. It is clearly wheel made, and the concentric circles painted in brown slip 

were perhaps also executed on the wheel. The body and shoulder of the vessel are decorated 

in a foliate pattern with dots of slip accentuating the curve of each leaf. Though the date 

assigned to this piece is later than that of the epinetra from this site, it is perhaps worth 

speculating whether one or more of these three items were grouped together in a single 

deposit. Lebetes gamikoi were often associated with women, specifically brides—they 

were, after all, used in preparation for nuptials.235 As such, they appear frequently in female 

burials, which is also the case with epinetra. In addition, the foliate pattern that decorates 

the lebes gamikos is very similar to the pattern on one of the epinetra from this site (cat. 

P3, pl. 23), and they appear to be made of the same type of clay.  

Therefore, we might be able to tentatively suggest a connection between these two 

epinetra, dated to the late fifth / early fourth century BCE, and female burials. However, it 

is a bit more difficult to assume any connection to linen manufacture. There is little to no 

evidence of flax cultivation on Karpathos, though indigenous tree flax (Linum arboretum) 

is endemic to Karpathos, and still grows along the rocky terrain and the calcareous cliffs 

today.236 It does not grow in sufficient quantities for any kind of serious cultivation, but 

might have served for the occasional locally produced specialty item.  
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LEMNOS 

 

Epinetra are attested in the North Aegean as well. The single epinetron from 

Lemnos has been dated to the Classical period, likely the second half of the fifth century 

BCE (cat. P7, pl. 41). The object comes from a necropolis at the archaeological site of 

Hephaistia on the northern coast of the island. The Archaeological Museum of Lemnos in 

Myrina lists the object as Attic made, though its unique decoration might warrant a 

reattribution to local manufacture. I know of no other such object with images painted in 

the interior. The imagery on the exterior includes a stamped gorgon protome at the apex, 

and along the side a depiction of a woman in the process of textile work, possibly thigh 

spinning. She is seated with a kalathos in front of her, one hand on her knee and the other 

one raised in a gesture similar to other images of thigh spinning. Lemnos had a long history 

of textile production. For example, the Pylos Linear B tablet describes one group of female 

weavers as ra-mi-ni-ja (“women of Lemnos”).237  

The mythological tradition has it that Lemnos was inhabited solely by women after 

they killed their husbands in a jealous rage. The story of Jason and the Argonauts has the 

crew arriving at the island to find no other male presence in sight.238 Lemnos is also cited 
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as the location where Dionysus copulated with Ariadne after removing her from Naxos, 

and where Hephaistos landed after being cast out by Hera, later to be rescued by Thetis.239  

Galen described Lemnos in glowing terms, as it was an island with not one, but two 

major cities during its time under Athenian rule—indeed, it was often referred to with the 

epithet of “Dipolis,” referring to both Myrina, in the west, and Hephaestia, in the east.240 

The city of Hephaestia, where we find our epinetron, was the capital of the pre-Greek island 

population, referred to as the Pelasgians in ancient sources.241 It remained occupied from 

the tenth century BCE to the beginning of the thirteenth century CE, maintaining a 

prominent position in the region during the Classical period. The archaeological remains 

of the city consist of about ten stratigraphic layers, which include an eighth to sixth century 

sanctuary dedicated to a deity referred to as the “Great Goddess Lemnos,” closely aligned 

with Artemis.242 The Classical necropolis was discovered in the south-western portion of 

Hephaestia alongside several cemeteries of later establishment.243 The necropolis itself is 

noteworthy for its wide variety of gender related material. 

 However, the single epinetron, which is dated to the fifth century BCE, cannot 

provide us with a sense of the textile industry in Lemnos during that time. Moreover, there 

is nothing in the archaeobotanical record to indicate flax cultivation on the island, though 
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we do find some evidence further east in Asia Minor along with additional examples of 

epinetra. 

TURKEY 

 

As discussed previously, one Rhodian or Karpathian epinetron was discovered in 

Smyrna (cat. P5, pl. 25). The Ionian site dates back to the Early Bronze Age and was fairly 

prosperous into the seventh century BCE. However, the city was sacked by Lydian invaders 

around 600 BCE, and again by Persian forces at around 545 BCE.244 Smyrna took a while 

to recover—they never joined the Delian League, and there was little to no activity in the 

city during the Classical period.245 It was reestablished by Alexander the Great on the 

advice from an oracle, and quickly regained prominence as an important trade center.246 

This might be further indication that the Karpathian epinetra date to the third century, rather 

than the late fifth or early fourth century BCE, as the Smyrna example was likely interred 

or dedicated when the city emerged again as a prosperous settlement. A second, locally 

produced epinetron was discovered in Asia Minor, possibly from the necropolis in Antalya 

(cat. P6, pl. 26). This complete example has a red, cross or hatched design on the long edge, 

with two suspension holes at the knee end. No date has been established for this object, but 
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I would hazard a guess that it conforms to the chronology of the necropolis and the epinetra 

from nearby Cyprus, dating to around the third century BCE.  

As stated earlier, we know of some flax cultivation in Asia Minor. Pollux mentions 

nets made of linen from Sardes (λίνον Σαρδιανόν)247 and material remains, such as textile 

impressions on pottery bases, attest to the use of linen in Gülpınar in the Troad in the first 

half of the fifth millennium BCE.248 Flax was certainly harvested at Troy in the middle to 

late Bronze Age, where it appears to have been one of the chief crops.249 Flax was also 

harvested at the nearby site of Kumtepe, though it is unclear to what extent cultivation 

occured.250 Çayönü Tepesi, a Neolithic site in southeastern Turkey, also presents some 

evidence of cultivation in the form of charred remains.251 We find similar evidence at the 

Chalcolithic Girikihaciyan Tepesi.252 

CYPRUS 

 

Similarly, linen production is archaeologically documented south of the 

Dodecanese, in East Greek Cyprus. The majority of epinetra from the island come from a 

single site, Kafizin, four miles southeast of Nicosia. One epinetron appears in a chamber 
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grave at Hagioi Omologites, a neighborhood in Nicosia, dated to the Hellenistic or Roman 

periods of Cyprus (cat. P11, pl. 31). Hagioi Omologites sustained an active community of 

potters, metalworkers, and textile manufacturers, which was particularly productive in the 

2nd century BCE, as indicated by the frequent occurrence of stamped loom weights, 

metallic objects, and unfired pottery found among grave assemblages.253  

The nearby site of Kafizin, which is only 3.38 miles (5.44 kilometers) from the 

chamber tombs at Hagioi Omologites, presents additional evidence of textile industry. 

Situated on the slopes of a hill four miles south-east of Nicosia, the site includes the remains 

of a shrine used exclusively by flax and textile workers.254 The hillside of Kafizin is riddled 

by natural caverns formed by erosion. In Antiquity, one of these westward facing caverns 

was turned into a grotto that served as a sanctuary dedicated to the epigraphically attested 

Nymph, complete with a low, rock cut shelf for offerings.255 It was in this context that 

excavators discovered most of Kafizin’s archaeological material. Additional caverns on the 

eastern side of the hill also presented some scattered objects, though they do not seem to 

have been used extensively as shrines. 

Excavation of the hill began in August of 1939, carried out by the Cyprus Museum 

under George Anastasiou, the museum’s senior attendant. It is an incredibly rich site—

Anastasiou’s team excavated one hundred and thirty-four inscribed sherds in just the first 
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254 Terence Bruce Mitford, The Nymphaeum of Kafizin: The Inscribed Pottery, vol. 2 (Walter de Gruyter, 

1980), 3. 
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two days of digging, with additional finds uncovered over the next ten years.256 

Unfortunately, a large portion of the field notes taken by Porphyrios Dikaios, who 

conducted the formal excavation in June of 1949, went missing after his death in 1971.257 

In any case, most of the find spots for the archaeological materials were not recorded, 

making it difficult to assess the placement or relation of these objects to one another. 

It seems that epinetra served an important symbolic function at this site (cats. P8-

P10, pls. 28-30). In addition to the physical objects, there is a representation of an epinetron 

with a suspension strap in low relief just under the handle of a jug, also dedicated at the 

shrine.258 No other weaving tools have been found at the site, indicating a special 

relationship between the activities of the donor and the function of the epinetron. The clay 

is local, fired to a medium hardness, and described as “creamy pink.” The exterior of each 

object is covered in a thick, light brown slip, but they are otherwise unadorned.259 The 

shape of these epinetra is a bit atypical—they have a kind of spout protruding from the 

knee end, like that of the examples at the British Museum.260 Three of the epinetra from 

the site contain a “K” in their registration numbers, which indicates that they were 

reassembled from shards by Terence Mitford (cats. P8-P10, pls. 28-30).261 These numbers 

also indicate that the objects were inscribed, which is unusual for epinetra created outside 

 
256 Mitford, 1. 
257 Mitford, 4. 
258 Image unavailable. Described in Mitford, 185, cat. 251.  
259 Mitford, 232. 
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of Athens.262 For example, Epinetron K. 67 (cat. P9, pl. 29) has an inscription cut into the 

clay during the leather hard stage. This inscription indicates that the object was intended 

specifically for the nymph, and that it was paid for by the tithes of neighboring lands. It 

lists the name of the potter, Zomenes, who also produced at least three other vessels from 

the site: two shallow bowls and a pithos lid. In addition, it lists the name of the donor, 

Onesagoras, described elsewhere as the son of Philounios, belonging to the oikos of 

Androklou.263 This may be the only example of a donor name inscribed on an epinetron, 

and from it, we can gather significant information concerning the dedication. We know, 

for example, that the donor was Cypriot by birth—the name Onesagoras is distinctive to 

the island. He also lists his father’s name, uncommon among other donors, as a way of 

identifying his ancestral ties to Cyprus.264  

Perhaps most significant is our ability to identify the gender of the donor, which is 

surprising when one considers the overwhelming evidence that textile tools were typically 

dedicated by women. It appears that on Cyprus, male textile workers were not uncommon. 

Athenaeus of Naucratis explains in the Deipnosophistae: “For the art of weaving 

embroidered cloths was in great perfection in his [Plato’s] time, Acesas and Helicon, 

natives of Cyprus, being exceedingly eminent for their skill in it; and they were weavers 

of very high reputation.”265 He then quotes from an inscribed epigram supposedly at 

 
262 Mitford assigned numbers 1 through 309 to inscribed objects, and 501 and up word for objects that 

were uninscribed. Three epinetra fall into the first category. 
263 Mitford, 12. 
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“Pytho,” which we might take to mean Delphi: “Fair Venus’s isle did bring forth Helicon, 

whose wondrous work you now do gaze upon; and fair Minerva’s teaching bade his name 

and wondrous skill survive in deathless fame.”266 

Yet in every respect, the dedications from Kafizin appear to be the exception rather 

than the rule. With the abundant amount of objects dedicated by Onesagoras, we can 

assume that he was fairly wealthy, perhaps as a result of success in farming or trade. 

Mitford suggests that he was engaged in the farming and distribution of flax, which could 

be used to make linen thread.267 An epinetron, used for spinning, is an appropriate 

dedication for a person engaged in this sort of activity. Another inscribed dedication at the 

site, a ceramic pan, lists “Zenon’s Company for flax and linseed” preceding the name of 

Onesagoras. Zenon, it would seem, was the name associated with a group of Cypriots 

engaged in the cultivation of these two products. This group was associated with, or 

working out of, the Androklos Oikos in the Idalian territory of Cyprus.  

The inscriptions that Mitford published indicate that Zenon’s company was based 

in Soloi, but that shipment took place on the opposite side of the island, at the port of 

Salamis.268 Kafizin was midway along this journey, and therefore served as a good setting 

for votive dedications. Perhaps as a token of gratitude for a successful harvest, or as a way 

to ensure that the rest of the journey proceeded without incident, the flax workers or 

 
266 Athenaeus, The Deipnosophists, 2.30. 
267 Mitford, 92. 
268 It is unclear to me why this journey was necessary. One might expect that if the flax was produced in 

Soloi, that the shipment would occur from the nearest port. It is possible that the raw product was taken to 

another location, mid-island, for processing. It is also possible that the location of Salamis was more 

conducive to trade with the East.  
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merchants would dedicate ceramic and metal objects to the nymph worshipped at the 

hillside shrine. The name “Zenon” comes from a Ledrian who may have been the owner of 

the company, though surely Onesagoras had some important position within the group.269 

He, among several others, are listed as “partners” and he alone is listed as dekatiforos, a 

formal title which he consistently uses on his dedications, indicating his role in collecting 

or depositing the tithe on flax and linseed.270 This is no small task on Cyprus, which was a 

prominent center for flax cultivation in Antiquity.271  

Some scholars have argued that the evidence for processing of fiber and the 

subsequent weaving of fine linen textiles is lacking in Cyprus, suggesting that the crop was 

passed untreated to Patrae, where fine linen was produced and exported. A factory might 

have existed at Megara for such a purpose.272 However, it is possible that a significant 

portion of the flax was processed and woven into linen on Cyprus itself. Fragmentary 

pseudomorphic remains of textiles and heavy loom weights (corresponding to linen work) 

have been recovered from Cypriot contexts as early as the third millennium BCE.273 

Khirokitia, a Neolithic site six kilometers from the southern coast of Cyprus, provides the 

oldest extant textile from the island—it is made of linen or possibly another type of bast 
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fiber.274 When we consider this evidence alongside the presence of flax seeds in Neolithic 

and early Chalcolithic sites on Cyprus, it seems likely that there was a substantial linen 

industry. 

For this reason, Onesagoras had a special connection to the nymph worshipped at 

the site. His devotion is certainly indicated by the amount of dedications given in his name 

(250 in total).275 In one dedication, he names himself as the nymph’s “good steward.” On 

several others, he refers to her as his sister—not in the honorific sense, but in the personal 

sense. In two other cases, he addresses her as his daughter. Perhaps most significantly, he 

addresses her as his beloved on the aforementioned jug containing a small inscribed image 

of an epinetron below the handle. Based on this evidence, we can assume that the cult was 

privately owned and maintained by the “Zenon” flax distributor, which would explain the 

somewhat personal connection Onesagoras had with the mountain nymph worshipped 

there. 276  

The dedication of these three epinetra might mirror these associations in the third 

century BCE. Onesagoras provides the nymph with the gifts one might be expected to give 

to a wife, sister, or daughter. In a sense, the nymph was the matriarch (in lieu of an actual 

woman) of the Androklos Oikos that served as headquarters for the Zenon group. Artemis, 

as matriarch of the cult a Brauron, serves a similar function for the girls under her charge, 

a sort of surrogate mother for the little “bears.” This association is further confirmed by the 
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finds from Rhodes, which foster a connection to motherhood with the presence of 

kourotrophic protomes. These associations will be addressed more thoroughly in chapter 

four of this text. 

CONCLUSION 

 

To review, we find locally produced epinetra in four main areas: Spina, Attica, the 

Dodecanese, and Cyprus. In Spina, epinetra constituted the only class of object that was 

exclusively local, and were discovered in domestic settings, possibly serving as dedications 

in household shrines. In Attica, we saw these objects in ritual and burial contexts, with 

local consumption existing alongside distribution throughout the Mediterranean, though it 

is worth noting that the areas that imported large quantities of Attic epinetra did not have 

any discernable local production. In the Dodecanese, distribution was limited to east 

Greece and Ionia. Here, epinetra appear mainly in burial contexts, with a few examples 

serving as votive dedications. Finally, in Cyprus, epinetra were produced almost strictly 

for a single shrine, with the exception of one epinetron from a grave.  

If these objects were used exclusively in the production of linen thread, as I argue 

in chapter three in this text, we might expect to be able to connect epinetra distribution 

patterns with that of flax and linen production (fig. 3). For example, we see this overlap 

with Spina and Cyprus. We have evidence of flax cultivation in the Italian peninsula in the 

Early Bronze Age, with steady production through the Classical period and into the early 

days of Roman imperial rule, while Cyprus presents a direct link between the votive 

dedication of epinetra and the industry of the donor. But we might better explain this pattern 
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of epinetra production through a different economic lens—after all, Athens and Rhodes 

were not known as flax growers in the Classical period. For a more complete model, we 

have to turn away from cultivation towards consumption. Which areas had the greatest 

need for linen products? We know that linen was used extensively in burial and votive 

contexts—the inventory lists from sanctuaries across the Mediterranean indicate 

widespread use. But would the ritual needs of local populations necessitate largescale flax 

consumption, or could there have been other, more essential uses for linen products? I 

explore these questions in greater detail in the third chapter, which concerns the possible 

function of epinetra and their connection to linen processing.  

There are also quantitative differences between the production sites. Attica 

produced epinetra at a greater volume than any other location in the ancient world, 

exceeding the sum total of all other materials. We have at least 165 Attic examples, and 

that estimate does not take into account the very real possibility of many unpublished 

fragments at site museums throughout Greece and Italy. By comparison, there are only 

about 35 examples of non-Attic epinetra. One explanation might be that there is simply a 

difference in the nature of Attic dedications. As the Athenian examples seem intrinsically 

linked to cult practice (particularly at Brauron), we might speculate that religious activities 

there simply required more votive offerings of a textile nature. However, the quantitative 

discrepancy might simply result from misidentification—as the Attic material was more 

often decorated in recognizable ways, it is easier to spot during excavation and subsequent 

cataloging. Spinetic, East Greek, and Rhodian materials were not always decorated with 

slip, and when they were, patterns and geometric design were favored over figural or 
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narrative scenes. Moreover, the non-Athenian material were sometimes mold made, and 

therefore thicker, than wheel made examples, increasing the likelihood that they would be 

mistaken for rooftiles during excavation. These differences, and more, are addressed in the 

following chapter concerning typology and decoration. 
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Chapter Two – Typology and Decoration 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

This chapter will explore the shapes and decoration that craftsmen used to create 

epinetra, with a special interest in regional variation. I argue here, as well as the following 

chapter, that ceramic epinetra were ceremonial stand-ins for functional examples. As such, 

their decoration was charged with meaning—serving to amplify the associations between 

object and donor, object and deceased. In this way, they are not simply decorated, but 

illuminated, tapping into shared cultural understandings particular to the environments in 

which they were created. Therefore, I begin my investigation with a question: to what 

extent were non-Athenian materials influenced by Attic production, and how much power 

did the consumer have in choosing the decorative scheme? As I demonstrate in the 

following pages, form and imagery are very much informed by area of production. Attic 

epinetra, for example, feature figural scenes, while East Greek artists were more interested 

in geometric patterns and foliate decoration. These trends conform to the observed 

decorative patterns of other classes of ceramic objects, perhaps indicating that such objects 

were considered part of the larger collection of household pottery.  

The following analysis is divided into sections based on decorative scheme. I begin 

with the overall shape, protomes and applied decoration, then move into non-figural 

geometric patterns, and end with narrative, figural content. This progression is motivated 

by a desire to balance the scales of scholarship: so much of the discussion surrounding 
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epinetra is concerned with the figural imagery, which means that the Attic material has 

received much more scholarly attention than East Greek or Etruscan products. This chapter 

aims to reverse that model by discussing the imagery common to East Greek and Attic 

material first, which I believe provides a framework for looking at the larger body of 

epinetra design.  

Of course, there is no such thing as a homogenous group. There is wide variation 

even within the category of narrative and figuration. I have attempted to break these 

categories down even further into subsets of scenes based on the overall character of the 

imagery. Some epinetra display multiple types of decoration—for example, an object might 

have a domestic scene on one side and Amazons preparing for battle on the other. For this 

reason, some objects appear in more than one section. My analysis is based on formal 

observation, comparison to related material, contextual evidence, and ultimately, 

interpretation of motifs. Factors such as shape, articulation of form, composition, and the 

use of mark or incision, help to determine the overall character of each item. With this 

analysis, I hope to provide an avenue for further investigation into the stylistic qualities of 

these objects. 

SHAPE 

 

Epinetra are first and foremost three-dimensional objects—not merely flat surfaces 

on which to apply decoration. To overlook the physicality of these objects is to disregard 

the very purpose of their creation, which is to mimic functional tools that would have been 

placed on female bodies (primarily). Their connection to anatomy is particularly interesting 
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and reminds one of various vessel types that mimic genitalia or breasts, such as mastoi or 

phallus-shaped aryballoi. And yet, in the many publications on epinetra, few address shape 

as a significant factor in overall appearance.277 When one considers the vast body of 

literature concerning shape in Attic vase production, it is surprising that there is a lack of 

interest in a similar analysis of epinetra.  

In fact, there is no codified system of terminology to discuss the various parts of 

the form, unlike pottery studies that use words like “shoulder,” “foot,” “mouth,” and 

“belly” to narrow in on distinct parts of a given vessel. Instead, scholars have resorted to 

an array of terminology with varying degrees of success. The main, curved cylinder is 

referred to as the “body.” The terminal, rounded surface is designated as the “knee,” “knee 

end” or “closed end,” while the opposite side is referred to as the “opening” or “open end.” 

The “top” often refers to the wide, convex surface adjoining the two lateral “sides.” The 

sides are often designated “side A” and “side B” somewhat arbitrarily, giving the 

impression that one side is the “front” while the other is the “back.”278 In fact, some 

institutions label their epinetra with “front” and “back” designations. That said, most of 

this wording is useful: “body” evokes a connection to anatomy that is particularly 

appropriate for this form, and “knee” or “knee end” provides a clear sense of placement. 

However, without a more formalized system to identify the orientation of the object and in 

turn, which “side” is which, pertinent information about the formal qualities of these 

 
277 The exception is Rachel Kousser, “The World of Aphrodite in the Late Fifth Century BC,” in Greek 

Vases: Images, Contexts, and Controversies, edited by Clemente Marconi (Leiden, 2004), 97-112. 
278 To be fair, this is a huge problem with vase studies as well. 
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objects and their surface decoration cannot be properly addressed. Therefore, I submit my 

own system of terminology that I hope will establish the groundwork for future analysis 

(fig. 36).  

The “body” refers to the physical structure or main section of the epinetron. The 

“base opening” is the aperture along the horizontal length or underside of the body, while 

the “lateral opening” is the smaller, round hole opposite the “knee end.” The “knee end” is 

where one might expect the knee to rest—many scholars refer to this as the “closed end,” 

though such terminology does not consider those objects that are completely open at the 

knee.279 At the knee end, one might encounter a bust of a female figure or a kourotrophic 

pairing, in addition to occasional suspension holes. I discuss these components below. The 

“outer side” or “outer thigh” refers to the surface that would have rested on the outer thigh 

of the wearer—this is assuming that spinners would have worn epinetra on their right legs 

facilitating those who spun with their right hand, which is consistent with most ancient and 

modern depictions of thigh spinning. The “inner side” or “inner thigh” is the side that would 

rest on the inner thigh of the wearer, closer to the female genitalia and therefore more 

private. The inner and outer sides are where we typically find painted decoration.  

These new designations are essential for orienting oneself to the imagery present 

on epinetra. For example, an epinetron from the Musee du Louvre (cat. A5, pl. 39) has two 

opposing images on either side: one is a typical scene of domestic life, that of textile 

processing, while the other shows Amazons, some arming, others on horseback. 

 
279 The epinetra from Cyprus, for example, have openings at both ends. The same is true for the epinetron 

from Tanagra at the National Museum in Athens, inv. 1120. 
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Understanding that the domestic scene has been placed on the outer side, while the images 

of Amazons appear on the inner side, changes our understanding of these scenes and their 

relationship to one another. Conceivably, it is meant to act as a reversal of the traditional 

inner/outer dynamics of home vs. public life, or perhaps the painter’s intention was to 

showcase the more virtuous behavior on the outer side of the form. That is not to say that 

these objects were used, necessarily. They could have been placed on the body for 

ceremonial purposes, without having a functional application. Either way, the difference 

between inner and outer (private and public) would have been implied. Our understanding 

of the decoration is enriched by an acknowledgment of placement. 

The “bridge” refers to the uppermost or top surface of the epinetron that connects 

the inner and outer sides of the form. This plane is where we typically find scales (see 

chapter 3), an incised pattern mimicking a textured surface, though this space is sometimes 

decorated with slip or left blank. The “lip,” as one might expect, is the edge along the lateral 

opening, similar to the lip of a vase. Similarly, the “neck” refers to the transitional zone 

between the lip and the rest of the body. The “slope” is the curved surface closest to the 

knee end, and the “protome” refers to any applied decoration at the knee end. Finally, the 

“ledge” refers to the area where the disc that forms the knee end protrudes past the base 

opening, to form a kind of cap. Not all epinetra have this feature, just as not all epinetra 

have protomes. 

The overall character of each part can vary widely, and yet, there is no established 

typology for categorizing epinetra body types. By comparison, there are at least a dozen 

distinct varieties of amphorae. While some of these groups are determined by regional 
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tastes (for example, Nolan amphorae), most are categorized by their overall shape. 

Admittedly, the sample size is much smaller for epinetra, but the variety in type still exists. 

Therefore, I provide a system of classification based both on curvature and the relationship 

between the distinct parts to the whole, following the model established for other classes 

of ceramic objects. The names assigned to these shapes are meant to invoke connections 

with other categories of material culture:  

Type A or thimble shape – this type is defined by its angularity. It is wider 

at the lateral opening than at the knee end. The knee end is somewhat flat, 

with a smaller slope creating an almost right angle to the sides and the 

bridge. This shape comes with and without protomes. A key example can 

be found in an epinetron by the Diosphos Painter at the Sackler Museum in 

Harvard, once in the collection of David M. Robinson (cat. P14, pl. 35).  

Type B or flared thimble shape – this shape is a variation of the above 

form, with an outward curve of the neck towards the lip. A good example 

of this type is the “name vase” epinetron by the Painter of Berlin 2624 at 

the Antikensammlung in Berlin (cat. A32, pl. 65).  

Type C or bell shape – this form is similar to types A and B in that it is 

wider at the lateral opening than at the knee end, but it is defined by its fully 

rounded (as opposed to flat) knee and a flare at the lip. The aforementioned 

epinetron from the Louvre is an example of this type (cat. A5, pl. 39).  

Type D or rounded cone shape – this shape is also wider at the lateral 

opening than the knee end, which is rounded like the type C form. Here, 
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however, there is no distinguishable curvature in the body or flare at the lip, 

but rather a straight, diagonal contour from the lip to the slope or knee end. 

A Rhodian epinetron at the Allard Pierson Museum is one such example 

(cat. R11, pl. 21). 

Type E or bulb shape – the curvature of this form is the opposite of what 

we see with types A and B. The form is wider at the knee end, with a 

downward curve towards the neck. A prime example is a plainware 

epinetron from the Agora Museum in Athens (cat. A1, pl. 34).  

Type F or thumb shape – this form is defined by its bulging midsection. It 

is widest at the midway point between the knee end and the lateral opening. 

A key example is a Rhodian epinetron in the Ashmolean Museum (cat. R6, 

pl. 16).  

Type G or lotus shape – this type has an elongated, almost pointed knee 

end, giving it the appearance of a lotus bud. The knee end is articulated by 

a knob-like spout. This type is exclusive to the examples from Karpathos 

and Smyrna (cats. P3-P5, pls. 23-25). 

Type H or bottle shape – this type is reminiscent of an alabastron in its 

proportions, with a spout at the knee end resembling a splayed vessel mouth. 

This form is limited to the examples from Cyprus (cats. P8-P10, pls. 28-30).  

Type I or cylinder shape – this form is defined by a lack of any noticeable 

curve along the body. The lateral opening and knee end are roughly the 
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same size. The body is essentially a tube that has been cut in half. A prime 

example is an epinetron from the Athens National Museum (cat. P1, pl. 9). 

 

Some shapes are regionally defined. For example, types A and B are popular in 

Attic production, while type F is more prevalent in East Greek contexts. Type G is limited 

to the examples from Karpathos and Smyrna. The shapes, in many ways, do not correspond 

to function—an outward flare towards the lateral opening does not facilitate spinning, for 

example, nor does the addition of a protome. In fact, both features hinder production. The 

flare limits the workable surface, keeping the hand from moving down the entire length of 

the epinetron. The protome is often heavier than the rest of the body so that if one were to 

place such an object on their knee, it might simply fall off from the imbalance of weight. 

This is a further indication that such objects were likely ceremonial rather than functional. 

The shape of the body also has an impact on the decorative scheme—an epinetron with 

fewer curves and flatter planes, for example, provides a more workable surface for 

narrative scenes. Forms with curvilinear profiles are more conducive to geometric or foliate 

decoration. Therefore, the variation we see in regional shape also conforms to variation in 

the decorative scheme.  

PROTOMES AND APPLIED DECORATION 

 

Scholarship concerning the sculptural elements for epinetra has been fairly 

limited—typically, the two-dimensional decoration takes precedence over the applied 

forms. But as Rachel Kousser explains in her examination of an example by the Eretria 
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Painter, epinetra provide “not a few flat, isolated, painted scenes but rather an elaborate 

amalgam of painting and sculpture, including a three-dimensional female bust projecting 

from one end.”280 Almost always applied decorative elements occur at the center of the 

knee end of the epinetron.281 These take the form of singular female busts (either divine or 

generic), though examples from Eastern Greece sometimes display male-female pairings. 

Protomes were particularly fashionable for Attic production during the Archaic period, 

after which we find them primarily in East Greek examples of the Classical period.282  

The Protomes on Attic Epinetra 

 

There are sixteen protomes from black-figure examples, most of which are still 

attached to the surfaces of epinetra (either complete or fragmentary). Nine are entirely or 

mostly detached, with some remnants of the substructure or knee end remaining. Two 

additional black-figure epinetra appear to have had protomes that are now missing. All of 

these examples date to the late sixth or early fifth century, and most appear in Attic 

contexts—one of the sixteen black-figure examples comes from Tanagra. There are two 

miniature epinetra that have protomes, one from the Sanctuary of Artemis at Brauron and 

one from Tomb A2 in Attica, both dated to the fifth century BCE. Finally, there are only 

two red-figure epinetra with protomes, dated to the late fifth century, one from a grave in 

Eretria and the other from an unknown context. Therefore, protomes are part of the earlier, 

 
280 Kousser, 97. 
281 Chiara Mercati, Epinetron: storia di una forma ceramica fra archeologia e cultura (Petruzzi, 2003), 99. 
282 Mercati, 99. 
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perhaps more conservative phase of Attic epinetra decoration. Eight of the black-figure 

examples and one of the miniature epinetra are from votive contexts. Only two of the Attic 

specimens were sourced from burials: the red-figure example mentioned previously and 

the other miniature epinetron from Tomb A2. One black-figure protome fragment was 

discovered in the Kerameikos. Twelve examples do not have established provenience. The 

earliest attestation of an Attic protome is from a black-figure example from the late sixth 

century, detached from the substructure. It was discovered in a fountain on the north slope 

of the Acropolis in Athens. The latest attestation is a red-figure example discovered in 

Eretria, dated to around 430/420 BCE.  

They are mold-made and thus hollow, applied to the surface of the epinetron during 

the semi-dry phase with a layer of slip acting as a binding agent.283 As Attic red clay is rich 

in iron, this slip turns black along with any decoration executed in the same material—the 

painter could either apply a layer of white pigment over the knee end or add slip to the hair, 

headgear, or background of the figure to mask these joinery lines.284 After firing, the artist 

could then apply additional polychrome pigments to the face, still partially preserved in 

some examples. We see some indication of how this pigmentation would have appeared in 

Antiquity in a type C epinetron by the Sappho Painter (cat. A40, pl. 73). The hair would 

have been painted bright red, contrasting with the black stephane. The eyes and irises 

would have been outlined in black, with a small black dot marking the pupil. Similarly, the 
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eyebrows would have been articulated with a black line. The lips would have been 

distinguished from the skin by a light pink pigment.285  

As the Attic products are limited in time (mostly early fifth century) and distribution 

(they generally stayed within Attica), the formal elements are fairly consistent. The face is 

typically oval shaped, with almond-shaped eyes, full and expressive brows, high 

cheekbones, and a prominent chin. The hair is represented by a voluminous mass above 

the forehead, extending down the face, almost like sideburns, that terminate roughly at the 

same level as the tip of the nose. The remaining hair is then tucked behind the ear to form 

long braids or tendrils, two or three on each side, that frame the entirety of the bust. The 

head is topped by a tall, veiled stephane, which acts as a transitional form between the bust 

and the surface of the epinetron, while also masking the joinery lines between the two 

surfaces. The form is typically cut off just below the neck, so that just the top of the chest 

is visible, if at all. The neckline of a garment is often represented, indicating that these 

figures are meant to be understood as clothed forms.286  

The Attic group is particularly homogenous in type, though some variety can be 

discerned through close examination. As Mercati demonstrated, the protomes from the 

epinetra of the Golonos Group (cats. A24, A25, A28, and A29; pls. 57, 5, 61, and 62), 

along with the type B example from the Rijksmuseum in Leiden attributed to the Diosphos 

Painter (cat. A30, pl. 63), form a cohesive set.287 A protome from a type B epinetron at the 
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Metropolitan Museum of Art, assigned to a workshop akin to the Golonos Group, might 

also belong to this category, though the distinctive lateral braids are missing here (cat. A6, 

pl. 40).288 Several other protomes are also similar to this group, though with varying 

degrees of elaboration. It is possible that there were just a few Attic workshops producing 

molds for protomes, which were then used in-house by several different epinetra 

manufacturers. Recent studies in coroplastic industry might confirm this collaborative 

practice. We know, for example, of the close proximity of coroplasts’ and potters’ 

workshops in the Agora, as attested by a refuse pit, Deposit S 17:2 (119-156), dated to the 

second half of the seventh century BCE, which contained numerous complete and 

fragmentary ceramic vessels as well as roughly 290 fragments of terracotta figures.289 

Similarly, deposits from the Potters’ Quarter in Corinth suggest figurines and vessels could 

have been produced in the same vicinity, as early as the seventh century BCE.290 We also 

know that molds were employed in ceramic workshops in the Roman world.291 It is likely 

that protomes for epinetra were produced in-house, as they would need to be attached to 
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the surface of the object, decorated with slip, and brought to a semi-dry state before firing, 

as stated previously. 

There is also no reason why we should suspect that these molds were used 

exclusively for epinetra. We see similar protomes in several different vessel types, 

including oinochoai, kylikes, and kantharoi.292 Some survive only in fragmentary form, 

detached from their original substructure (fig. 37). Many of these make up what is known 

as the “Akropolis-Terrakotten”: a group of figures discovered among the ruins of the 

Acropolis.293 As Marcella Pisani argued in 2006, a strong Ionian influence can be seen in 

the early production period in Attica, where there was a preexisting “capacity for 

assimilation of foreign styles.”294 We see this especially in a fragmentary mold-made 

protome at the British School in Athens (fig. 38), which draws parallels to representations 

from Rhodes.295  

Moreover, many come from non-Greek contexts, such as the protome of a female 

bust from the Museo Nazionale Archeologico in Ferrara (fig. 39). Here, we can see some 

similarities to the Athenian material, though the details appear more defined, and certainly 

more Etruscan in nature. With sharp, angular features, it appears so much like Etruscan 

terracotta statuary.296 In fact, there are also quite a few terracotta statuettes that share 
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similarities with the protomes from epinetra. We see these both in late Archaic Attica and 

Eastern Greece. For example, a terracotta statuette of a seated woman from the early fifth 

century BCE at the Metropolitan Museum of Art, though somewhat worn down, employs 

the white ground technique that we see with Attic epinetra protomes (fig. 40). Though it is 

difficult to make out, the hair and stephane are arranged in a similar manner. Other 

terracotta figures with stephane from the sixth and fifth centuries BCE are also represented 

in the seated position.297 Therefore, we can view them as appropriate references to the 

position afforded by thigh spinning.  

The style of protome prevalent in black-figure also appears in the red-figure 

example, perhaps harking back to the earlier tradition. However, we see several 

adjustments in this newer type, best exemplified by the type C example by the Clio Painter, 

from the Athens National Museum, dated to the third quarter of the fifth century BCE (cat. 

A20, pl. 53). The neck is wider and shorter than previous examples, and the placement of 

the protome has been altered—where black-figure examples featured the bust directly in 

the middle of the cap that forms the knee end, the red-figure example shifts the bust to the 

very bottom of the knee end.298  

The Eretria Painter type C epinetron, with a figural protome that is unique for 

ceramics of any period, deserves a more detailed look here (cat. A34, pl. 67). The bust 

takes up almost the entirety of the knee end, with the head modeled almost completely in 

the round. The form extends downwards to reveal the nude breast of the figure. The hair is 
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swept up to further expose the bare neck and shoulders. Like earlier examples, the body 

has been painted white, with details picked out in red, pink, and black, but there may have 

been added gold in the hair.299 Lezzi-Hafter and Mercati compare this object to the sphynx 

rhyton by the Sotades Painter from the early to middle of the fifth century300—here, the 

face of the Sphynx, with its broad eyebrows, heavily lidded eyes, jutting chin, sculptural 

nose, as well as the hairstyle and the shape of the head, serves as a precedent for the bust 

on the Eretria painter epinetron (fig. 41).  

She wears a sakkos instead of a stephane, a type of headgear associated with both 

married women and hetairai.301 Combined with her nudity, we might be tempted to make 

an association with the latter, though it seems unlikely that such a representation would 

appear on an object meant specifically for female consumption. When women are 

represented nude (fully or partially) during this period, their nudity is usually connected to 

specific circumstances: they are identified with mythological content, such as abduction 

scenes; activities, like bathing; or otherwise related to professions, such as hetairai.302 We 

can make no such connection here—the bust appears isolated from other figures, objects, 

or scenery.  

Furthermore, the subject of these busts is up for debate. Some claim that they 

represent Athena, while others default to Aphrodite. Benbow argues that while the head 
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appliqués could represent any goddess or, for that matter, the woman for whom the 

epinetron was made, they are likely associated with Athena based on numismatic 

evidence.303 Although the busts do not contain any of the typical attributes of the goddess 

(we do not see a helmet, Aegis, or weaponry), we find similar depictions on coins minted 

in the late 6th century, such as a hemidrachm with the bust of Athena Ergane as the reverse 

type, here without helmet (fig. 42). On the obverse, an image of the typical, helmeted 

Athena acts as a sort of counterpoint. According to Benbow “this un-helmeted Athena, 

with its loose hair and stephane or fillet, bears a striking similarity to the plastic heads of 

our epinetra.”304 Moreover, the fact that the concept of Athena Ergane was prevalent 

enough to end up on coinage, suggests that it would have been an acceptable image for an 

epinetron.  

Robinson, via Hartwig, interprets these busts as representations of Aphrodite, 

conforming with the long-established theory that these items are connected to marriage.305 

However, as these items do not appear in a single shrine or sanctuary to Aphrodite, this 

association is probably inaccurate. Other scholars point to the nudity exhibited in the 

aforementioned Eretria painter bust as an indication that all protomes depict Aphrodite.306 

However, it seems incredibly unlikely that even Aphrodite would be represented in this 

manner in the fifth century BCE—long before such imagery would have been 
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acceptable.307 The Aphrodite of Knidos by Praxiteles does not appear until the mid-fourth 

century when her nudity is palliated by the narrative of a ritualistic bath.308 She has just 

taken off her clothes, which she still clasps in her left hand—we are to understand that her 

nudity is preceded and followed by a clothed state. Moreover, we see some attempt to cover 

her pubic area, however half-hearted. The Eretria Painter protome, on the contrary, does 

not attempt to cover herself—she exists in a perpetual state of nudity, rather than a 

temporary lapse in decorum. This is not a matter of simple evolution in the trajectory of 

female nudity, as the bust was fashioned several decades earlier than the Aphrodite of 

Knidos. Other sculptural examples of Aphrodite from the late fifth century are chaste by 

comparison, only exposing a shoulder or the shape of the body through thin drapery.  

However, Kousser provides examples from the late fifth century of terracottas that 

resemble the bust both in nudity and form.309 These are the so-called “dolls” of Classical 

Athens310—their representation in funerary contexts likely indicates a ritual function rather 

than one corresponding to play. Two items at the Metropolitan Museum of Art display 

solemn expressions reminiscent of the Eretria Painter bust, with the same uncompromising 

nudity, and only partial limbs (fig. 43). Here we see similar hairstyles, with the wavy locks 

tied up in a sakkos away from the neck and shoulders. We also see these objects represented 

in grave stelae, such as that of Aristomache from about 330 to 320 BCE, at the MFA Boston 

(fig. 44). Another example from roughly the same period, this one belonging to “Melisto,” 
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displays a much younger looking girl, here smiling at the truncated “doll” (fig. 45). These 

representations indicate that such items could be associated with a wide range of age and 

were not limited to children. Moreover, such images indicate that the truncated “doll” was 

never meant to have limbs. Rather, they existed almost like busts. As Kousser argues, the 

Eretria painter epinetron bust provides an image of an “ideal mature woman,” an example 

that the owner of this item was expected to emulate.311 To convey this message, the potter 

combined two funerary objects—the doll and the epinetron—both of which were 

associated with womanhood. Like the “dolls,” epinetra busts could be polysemous in 

meaning, depending on location. As Mercati argues, “the same kind of image could be 

associated from time to time with different cults, on a backdrop of common stylistic 

features.”312 

The Protomes of East Greek and Rhodian Epinetra 

 

This connection is further stressed in the epinetra busts from East Greek and 

Rhodian contexts dated to the fifth century BCE, contemporary with most of the Attic 

examples (aside from the singular Attic protome dated to the late sixth century), and 

reminiscent of Rhodian terracotta figurines (fig. 46). There are six East Greek and Rhodian 

epinetra that feature busts at the knee end: five are Rhodian and one does not have an 

established provenience. Of these, only two have recorded findspots—they both come from 

graves at Kameiros. Two examples, one at the Louvre (cat. R1, pl. 11) and the other at 
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Harvard (cat. P14, pl. 35), are likely the earliest examples of East Greek protomed epinetra 

(early fifth century BCE), while the others date roughly to middle of the fifth century BCE. 

Some of these examples are singular (cat. R1, pl. 11), as we see with the Attic examples—

though they conform to the stylistic preferences of the East, with wide faces, almond 

shaped eyes, broad noses, high-arching brows, and thick lips that extend past the nostrils. 

They generally terminate higher on the neck than the Athenian examples, and they do not 

present the shoulders or upper chest. One is accompanied by a second bust (cat. R2, pl. 12), 

while another epinetron had three heads, of which one is now missing (cat. R3, pl. 13). 

These additional busts are smaller and male in their characteristics, with pointed (pilos) 

hats resembling the costume choices of soft Italian terracottas.313 Some scholars have 

speculated that such figures are mythological in nature. Benbow argues that it is “likely 

that they are deities,”314 suggested by the combination of female and male images. A better 

case can be made for a kourotrophic interpretation, discussed in further detail in chapter 

four of this text. However, such multiples are completely unique to East Greek contexts 

both in content and manufacture. They are mold made, but inconsistently attached. In the 

case of one Rhodian example, the two heads are smoothly attached to the surface (cat. R3, 

pl. 13). There are no visible seams. However, the face on the left appears to have been part 

of the mold, while the face on the right was added on. It is unlikely that this addition took 

place after the clay dried. Drying causes shrinkage—if the two surfaces dry at different 

times or different rates, cracks or breakage would appear. Rather, it appears that the entire 
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epinetron was mold made, but with only the female bust. So why was the other added on? 

Perhaps the standard mold only had a single “female” head, with additional heads added 

upon request. The addition of the male head could signify the birth of a son. 

At Lindos, the sheer number of votives in the form of females nursing infants in 

addition to numerous figures of young boys, children in cradles, and solitary female 

figures, suggests that the cult of Athena there had an active kourotrophic dimension.315 

Fourteen terracotta kourotrophos-figurines come from the great deposit, thirty-nine come 

from the small deposit, and forty-three were discovered in the surrounding area. The two 

types most frequently presented at Rhodes are those with a seated female figure, hair 

covered in a himation, holding a nude child to the left (often referred to as the “veiled 

Ionian type”),316 and those that depict a standing female figure with a child sitting on her 

left shoulder.317 Rhodian kourotrophic figurines seem to have enjoyed a wide 

distribution—we find them at Selinous, Sicily (discovered on the acropolis) dating to the 

third quarter of the fifth century BCE. Similarly, kourotrophoi of Rhodian type were 

discovered in deposits at Olous, a site in eastern Crete. Alongside these objects were many 

female protomes and figurines of children.318 Images of children with a peaked hat, held 

on the mother’s left side, come from Rhodes and Kition on Cyprus, at the sanctuary of 
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Artemis Paralia. These are likely the same category of figure represented on Rhodian 

epinetra, identified as a Cypriot-Phoenician type.319  

The best-preserved example of this kind of applique is on a Rhodian epinetron at 

the British Museum with no known provenience, dated to 500-470 BCE (cat. R2, pl. 12). 

Here we see two applique heads with mold-made plaques of satyrs on the lateral sides. Like 

other examples, it was originally painted white with some added black for details. Both 

heads were created and applied in an identical manner, but the method of application is 

unusual. It appears that the craftsman cut a hole at the knee end, then added the hollowed-

out heads. They create recessed spaces in the neck of each bust, large enough to fit a single 

finger. It is unclear why this technique was employed—the other appliques on the inner 

and outer sides do not receive this same treatment. On each side of the form, there appears 

an applique of a satyr running to the right holding an oinochoe (a reference to intoxication), 

attached directly onto the form. These seem to have been made from a single mold, so that 

one appears to be running towards the protomes at the knee end, and the other towards the 

lateral opening.  

The motif of the wine-serving satyr has precedence in Attic black and red-figure, 

though the figure is typically paired with Dionysus holding a kantharos, ready to act as 

wine-receiver. We see this type of scene on a red-figure pelike from the Metropolitan 

Museum of Art, wherein a satyr carries an oinochoe on one side, while on the reverse 

Dionysus holds out his kantharos expectantly (fig. 47). Such images are perhaps more 
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typical in sympotic contexts, which is difficult to reconcile with the function and 

ideological significance of the epinetron, which is typically linked to female domestic or 

ritual activity. Rather, it seems more likely that this imagery was tied to the concept of 

servitude (in this case, to a deity), or Dionysian ritual activity. If placed in a grave, which 

is likely considering the relatively good state of preservation, then the imagery could have 

had funerary overtones. Another isolated case of applied decoration also hints at Dionysian 

associations. An applique placed on the knee end of a type C epinetron from Lemnos is 

completely unique in its presentation of what looks like a gorgon head or smiling mask 

(cat. P7, pl. 41). Though missing some key features that may have been painted in, it is 

typical of the kind of masks used to protect kilns from evil spirits, such as that featured on 

a black-figure hydria in Munich (fig. 48).320 We also see gorgons frequently featured on 

shields, acting as apotropaic emblems.321 Similar masks are shown, sometimes attached to 

a tree or a pole, in scenes of Dionysian festivals.322 We might speculate that this object, 

found in a grave near the Hephaistia in Lemnos, showcases the kind of apotropaic imagery 

one might encounter during birthing rituals. This idea will be explored further in chapter 

four of this text. 

Protomes and applied decoration vary widely even within small production areas. 

It seems plausible that craftsmen could reuse molds created for other purposes, and 

therefore had a wide selection of types to choose from. It is unclear whether Rhodian 
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epinetra “borrowed” the concept of the protome from the Attic corpus. If so, they borrowed 

only the idea of subject (primarily female busts) and placement (at the knee end). Outside 

those features, local tastes seem to play a prominent role—Attic buyers preferred single 

busts of generic or divine women, with features that conformed to the aesthetic of ritualistic 

“dolls,” while East Greek patrons sought out single busts, pairings, and other applied 

decoration that aligned more closely with kourotrophic imagery and Dionysian ritual. Such 

distinctions are perhaps further indication of the wide interpretive potential and symbolic 

role of epinetra.  

SCALES 

 

Scales, which sometimes appear on the bridges of epinetra, defy specific 

categorization: they can project from the surface, like sculptural elements; they can be 

incised into the surface, providing further texture to the form; and finally, they can be 

painted in slip, and therefore flush with the surface. Within these groups, there is further 

division in typology: 

 

Connected Scales – this pattern consists of connected “u” shapes, each 

sharing a side with its adjacent loops so that the row forms one continuous 

line (fig. 49).  

Stacked Scales – this pattern consists of “u” shapes that are interrupted by 

lateral loops, making it appear as though they are “stacked” on top of each 

other. This is perhaps most closely related to the appearance of scales on 
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functional examples, though we cannot be certain that such objects would 

have even contained scales (fig. 50).  

Double Scales – this pattern consists of loops that exhibit an inner and outer 

shell, represented by a double line and filled interior. These may be of the 

connected or stacked variety (fig. 51). 

Punctured Scales – this pattern consists of loop forms that have markings 

within each form, represented either as dots or dashes (fig. 52).  

 

The direction of the scales is important to note—scales always run parallel to the 

lateral opening, and perpendicular to the base opening. Moreover, the wider, open end of 

the scale typically faces the knee end, while the rounded edge faces the lateral opening. 

This is useful when trying to identify the orientation of fragments containing scales. For 

example, a fragment from Brauron featuring a domestic textile workshop scene likely 

appeared on the inner side (inner thigh) of the object, based on the direction of the 

preserved scales (cat. A13, pl. 46). Another fragment from Brauron shows a very different 

type of scene—figures on horseback, possibly participating in a race (cat. A43, pl. 76). 

Here, the direction of the scales indicates that the scene would have appeared on the outer 

side (outer thigh) of the original structure. To my knowledge, there are only four cases 

where the scale direction is reversed—we see this with an example from Kameiros at the 

Louvre (cat. R1, pl. 11), another in the Historical Museum at Lund University (cat. P13, 

pl. 33), a third at the Arthur Sackler Museum at Harvard University (cat. P14, pl. 35), and 

the last in Lemnos from the Hephaistia (cat. P7, pl. 41). These are also the only known 
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cases of scales on non-Athenian epinetra, so perhaps the conventional orientation was not 

understood or important in these contexts. 

It is strange that the direction should be so consistent when the scales seem to serve 

no actual purpose. That scales were not always applied, and that in some cases, the scales 

were painted rather than sculpted or incised, indicates that the functionality of this feature 

was not central to the design. Benbow argues that the scale decoration mimics feathers, 

thereby signifying an owl, the symbol of Athena.323 There is certainly something to be said 

for the connection between owls and spinning. After all, Athena Ergane is the goddess of 

wool-working—as such, she is personified as a spinning owl on a group of loom weights 

from South Italy (fig. 53).324 Margarete Láng suggests that scales were fully functional, 

rather than representational. One possible use could have been the delineation of pattern 

for embroidery.325 Other scholars, such as Helen McClees, argue that the scales, whether 

functional or not, are proof that the epinetron was used for making roves.326 My analysis 

falls more in line with that of Benbow, but I do not agree that the scales mimic feathers. 

More likely, this pattern refers to the scales present on linen body armor, a concept I discuss 

in greater detail in the third chapter.  

It should be noted that scales appear on a variety of vessels, not just epinetra. For 

example, an East Greek amphora at the Museo di Antichita in Turin displays an 

impressively delicate design of stacked, punctured scales that wrap around the form of the 
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vessel, much in the same manner as the scales on epinetra (fig. 54). An East Greek neck 

amphora at the British Museum presents another example of stacked scales (fig. 55). In 

both cases, the loops open towards the top of the vessel. If we were to stand an epinetron 

up vertically, we would see the same direction of scale decoration.327 In these cases, the 

scales serve to add visual interest to the vessel, and perhaps nothing more. As these are 

isolated incidents, we cannot assume that they represent a similar motivation as that of the 

scales featured on epinetra, which are far more prevalent, while simultaneously restricted 

by region.  

INCISED LINES 

 

Aside from scale decoration, incision has a long history in Greek and Italic wares 

as a mode of surface articulation. However, there are only two examples of epinetra that 

employ incision as a decorative motif. A fragment from Spina employs fine line and dots 

to create an incredibly subtle, but dynamic geometric design (cat. S2, pl. 2). There are no 

traces of added color. Another example (type C) from the Komotini Archaeological 

Museum provides a more complete system of incision, here covering almost the entire 

surface (cat. P2, pl. 10). It was probably created in the late fifth to early fourth century 

BCE, based on the chronology for other East Greek epinetra. According to the archival 

records at the Komotini Archaeological Museum, it was found at Makri, a Thracian 

settlement in Northeastern Greece near Alexandroupoli. The decoration consists of incised 
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marks from the knee to the middle of the body. An unarticulated strip separates the scored 

surface from a band of zigzag and line decoration at the lateral opening. The body is finely 

made, but the incised decoration seems haphazard. Black slip was applied to the surface at 

the lip, overlapping some of the incised decoration.  

This incised decoration is reminiscent of Thracian metal work—we see a similar 

surface articulation on a silver beaker from Thrace (likely from the region corresponding 

to present-day Romania or Bulgaria). Stamped, chased, and repoussé designs form wave 

and cloud patterns, as well as the dashes within the body of the central stag (fig. 56). Based 

on these similarities, it is likely that the epinetron from Makri dates to around the fourth 

century BCE, coinciding with the proliferation of silver beakers in Thrace.328  

LINEAR AND GEOMETRIC PATTERNS 

 

Similar in nature to incised decoration are the non-figural patterns that appear on 

ancient epinetra. Unfortunately, there has not been any extensive treatment of the 

geometric shapes and forms that make up much of the design of East Greek wares, 

particularly that of the late Archaic or Classical periods. When scholars examine these 

motifs individually, they are cast as mere decoration, without any kind of symbolic content. 

However, the proliferation of certain symbols is indicative of their significance across 

generations. In this section, I address some of the more popular motifs that form a 

microculture of design. 
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There are eleven epinetra with strictly geometric decoration. These objects are 

devoid of any kind of figural protome, and do not contain any foliate or animal imagery, 

though some of the patterns might resemble recognizable flora or fauna. Nine of these 

objects are from East Greek or Etruscan contexts. There are only two Attic examples in 

this category: one appears to be unfinished rather than figure-free (cat. A2, pl. 36)329 and 

the other is a miniature example, and therefore limited in surface area (cat. M3, pl. 85).330 

Therefore, it is right to assume that geometric patterns were more appealing to Etruscan 

and East Greek audiences. Taken together, this group displays an impressive array of 

decorative motifs. Circles, dots, spirals, and crosshatching articulate the surface, and 

cruciform or cruciform-spiral designs331 appear at the closed end.  

Articulated cruciform – this motif comes in two forms: a cruciform whose internal 

angles are echoed by additional line, and a cruciform with a dot in each quadrant. These 

can appear on any part of the epinetron, though they are often showcased at the knee end 

of the form, as though replacing the missing protome. We can see this clearly in the 

examples from the Ashmolean Museum (cat. R6, pl. 16) and the Archaeological Museum 

of Rhodes (cat. R9, pl. 19). The lines of the cross emphasize the terminal quality of this 

surface, as this is where the various planes of the form meet. This cruciform has precedence 

in East Greek pottery—it appears on ceramic plates from the Dodecanese, such as an 

example from Kechraki at the Archaeological Museum in Rhodes (fig. 57).332 

 
329 The use of the black-figure technique, as well as the distinct reddish color, indicates Attic production. 
330 This object was discovered in Parnassus, but again displays coloration that indicates an Attic origin.  
331 RM Cook referred to these as rectilinear loops.  
332 It appears on the left side. 
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Cruciform-spiral – This symbol may be a reference to earlier types of 

production—similar designs can be found on Wild Goat Style pottery. It is comprised of a 

cruciform where each arm curls into a spiral. Like the articulated cruciform, it can appear 

on any part of the epinetron. It is placed at the knee end of a type F or thumb shape epinetron 

from Kameiros at the Altes Museum in Berlin (cat. R8, pl. 18), and on the side of a type B 

example from the Archaeological Museum of Rhodes (cat. R9, pl. 19) mentioned 

previously. 

Dotted circle – This motif consists of a circle punctuated by a single, central dot. 

Two of these dotted circles appear on either side of the articulated cruciform at the knee 

end of the Ashmolean Museum type F epinetron (cat. R6, pl. 16). Together, these shapes 

almost appear like eyes, with the cruciform serving as a nose. Alternatively, one is 

reminded of the Greek mastos, a vessel that mimics the shape of a woman’s breast. The 

bottom is often articulated with a circular band and protrusion, which resembles a nipple. 

It is unclear whether the two dotted circles on the Ashmolean epinetron serve a similar 

function. Other dotted circles appear throughout East Greek ceramic production, such as a 

figure vase aryballos at the Antikensammlung in Berlin (fig. 58). On either side of the 

helmeted bust, we see a similar dotted circle motif, here with concentric rings. A similar 

pattern is presented on East Greek plates, such as an example from the National Museum 

in Copenhagen (fig. 59), and oinochoai, such as a vessel at the Goethe-Universitat in 

Frankfurt (fig. 60). 

Intersecting lines – One type C example from the Antalya Museum in Turkey 

features a design in which crossed, intersecting lines make up the decoration of the form 
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(cat. P6, pl. 26). The pattern is only preserved along the base opening and the bottom 

portion of the knee end. The remaining surfaces are blank, likely worn down over time.  

Wavy lines – In the Rhodian epinetra, patterns serve to accentuate shape; wavy 

lines run along the length of the form like loose threads. If we consider the process of thigh 

spinning, where the fibers are rolled down the length of the leg before turning back at the 

knee, we can imagine the spinner’s hands figuratively following the path of these wavy 

lines—though of course, these objects would not have been used during actual spinning. 

Three objects display this motif: one from the Ashmolean Museum (cat. R6, pl. 16), 

another from the Altes Museum (cat. R8, pl. 18), and a third at the Archaeological Museum 

in Rhodes (cat. R9, pl. 19). Surprisingly, wavy lines, such as the type found on these East 

Greek epinetra, are uncommon elsewhere in ceramic production. There are a few isolated 

cases where such lines appear, though they are always accompanied by straight, parallel 

lines, forming registers across the form. An example from the Ashmolean Museum 

provides the closest comparison, though the pattern does not cover the entire form (fig. 61). 

Another example from the Archaeological Museum in Rhodes presents an allover wavy 

line pattern (fig. 62), but slip has been applied in such a way that it almost appears blurred 

at the edges, not defined like the lines on East Greek epinetra. 

Parallel lines – Straight lines create bands across the body as though to comply 

with draped thread or imaginary wheel marks. Parallel lines appear in East Greek epinetra, 

like examples from the National Museum in Athens (cat. P1, pl. 9), the Altes Museum in 

Berlin (cat. R7, pl. 17), and the Allard Pierson Museum in Amsterdam (cat. R11, pl. 21), 

as well as in Etruscan contexts, such as a fragmentary example from Spina (cat. S1, pl. 1). 
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The example in Athens appears at first glance to be plainware and is it fact listed as such 

in Robinson’s catalog from 1945.333 However, on closer inspection, one can see that the 

object was originally decorated with striations or bands. These are very thin and curve 

along the surface, running counter to the wheel marks. The linear pattern conforms with 

overall shape, with four lines along one side. However, the lines are inconsistent in type, 

varying between wavy and straight. The example from the Altes museum is unique in the 

character of the lines. The decoration consists of long, streaky brush strokes, likely started 

at the knee end—they get gradually lighter towards the lateral opening. The lines are fairly 

thick, similar to what we see on the example from the Allard Pierson Museum, except these 

run from the knee to the lateral opening, instead of banding across the length of the form.  

Parallel lines are prevalent throughout ceramic production in Greece and Italy, so 

it is not surprising that they are featured so prominently on epinetra. We see similar 

articulation across the surface of an East Greek alabastron from the Allard Pierson Museum 

(fig. 63), as well as the exteriors and interiors of East Greek plates and bowls. However, 

these are often accompanied by images of flora and fauna, with parallels in epinetra 

production. 

FLORA AND FAUNA 

 

Most epinetra have some floral or animal decorative motifs, arranged either as 

border pattern or as elements of narrative scenes. This section focuses on those objects 

 
333 Robinson, 490, no. 41. He describes it as a “child’s onos or plaything,” that is “without decoration, 

unpainted, left rough.” 
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whose primary decoration consists of these motifs rather than narrative or figural 

representations. This too is an area that is generally overlooked in scholarship. Little 

attempt has been made to identify specific plants presented on Greek pottery or their 

significance in Greek life.334 Likewise, animals are thought of in the same way “genre” 

scenes were once addressed: as aesthetically interesting decoration, but devoid of any real 

meaning. Of course, we now know that domestic scenes are symbolically charged, acting 

as visual manifestations of fundamental concepts. When one considers the centrality of 

flora and fauna to the rituals and practices of ancient Greeks, it seems unlikely that these 

motifs would be inconsequential.  

Flora  

 

One type G epinetron from Karpathos at the British Museum displays two different 

types of plants (cat. P3, pl. 23). On the outer side, we see a carefully drawn rolling garland 

of ivy running parallel to the edge from the lateral opening to the knee end. The 

characteristic heart-shaped leaves fill in the bays formed by the rhythmical undulation of 

the double stem of the plant. This arrangement imparts a highly ornate character to this 

artifact, which speaks to the ceremonial (rather than functional) nature of this class of 

objects. Ivy garlands appear on objects aligned with women,335 and also had associations 

 
334 However, a recent publication by the Getty Museum does offer analysis of plants in Greco-Roman 

mythology: Annette Giesecke, The Mythology of Plants: Botanical Lore from Ancient Greece and Rome, 

Getty Publications, 2014. 
335 For example, see the hydriai at the J. Paul Getty Museum (86.AE.113), the British Museum (B346), and 

the San Antonio Museum of Art (86.134.42).  
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with both Dionysus and Demeter.336 Celebrants of the god of revelry would wear garlands 

of ivy, and his thyrsus was often wrapped in the plant in the visual culture.337 According to 

Ovid, when Dionysus was born, his nurses hid him from Hera’s view by covering his crib 

with ivy.338 Therefore, representations of this plant are associated just as much with the 

protection and growth of the young as they are with revelry.  

On the inner side, however, we see a completely different type of plant. Here, a 

single stem grows out of the edge of the lateral opening. Like the ivy on the other side, it 

runs parallel to the lower edge (base opening) of the epinetron and features symmetrical 

pairs of oblong leaves whose upper edge is carefully lined with dots. Based on comparison 

to other images of similar foliage on Greek pottery, I propose that this floral motif 

represents a twig of myrtle, which would be particularly appropriate in this context. Myrtle, 

in Greek myth, was associated with both Aphrodite and Demeter. Artemidorus asserts in 

the Oneirocritica that when one dreams of a myrtle garland, it is “especially auspicious for 

farmers because of Demeter and for women because of Aphrodite. For the plant is sacred 

to both goddesses.”339 Pausanias confirms this connection when he states that one of the 

Graces at the sanctuary of Elis holds a myrtle branch, since “the rose and the myrtle are 

sacred to Aphrodite and connected with the story of Adonis, while the Graces are of all 

deities the nearest related to Aphrodite.”340 Both sides reflect deities associated with 

 
336 Demeter in her role as a goddess of crops and vegetation. 
337 Giesecke, 71-72. 
338 Ovid, Fasti, 3.767. 
339 Artemidorus, Oneirocritica, I.77. (translation by Hugh G. Evelyn-White). 
340 Pausanias, Description of Greece, VI 24.7. 
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fecundity, rebirth, and motherhood, which is significant in a funerary context (it was part 

of a collection of items recovered from a series of chamber graves in Karpathos), where 

birth and death meet in a nexus of consequence.341 It is possible that this item was gifted 

to a bride and served as a treasured item in her home until her death. The bird motif featured 

prominently in the center of the bridge, which I address in the following section, also lends 

itself to this interpretation.  

Palmettes are also popular on epinetra as a central motif. East Greek examples place 

the palmette at the center of the bridge. A type G epinetron from Karpathos at the British 

Museum, combines a symmetrical palmette with a circular motif on the same axis and close 

to the lateral opening (cat. P4, pl. 38). These motifs are combined with a scrolling vine 

pattern running along the edges. A more ornate type G epinetron from Smyrna in Berlin 

(cat. P5, pl. 25) combines a palmette on the bridge with lateral garlands and a bird.342 

Originating in Egypt, palmettes were adopted and adjusted by the Greeks.343 Boardman 

argues that the pseudo-botany of palmettes, including the combination of elements that do 

not occur together naturally, is a particularly Hellenic endeavor.344 Certainly, by the fifth 

and fourth centuries, when East Greek workshops were producing epinetra, the motif, 

 
341 See Nancy Demand, Birth, Death, and Motherhood in Classical Greece (Johns Hopkins University 

Press, 1994); Erika Kunze-Götte, Myrte als Attribut und Ornament auf attischen Vasen (Akanthus, 2006), 

59 and 72; Hellmut Baumann, Flora mythologica: griechische Pflanzenwelt in der Antike, vol. 8, 

(Akanthus, 2007), 39. 
342 I am unable to identify the type of plant in each of these examples with certainty, as they appear highly 

stylized. 
343 James Stevens Curl, Egyptomania: the Egyptian Revival, a Recurring Theme in The History of Taste, 

Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1994, 5. 
344 John Boardman, “Reflections on the Origins of Indian Stone Architecture” Bulletin of the Asia 

Institute 12 (1998): 16. 
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always stylized, had a long history in various decorative arts of the Mediterranean and 

surrounding areas. It is possible that palmettes represent botanical fecundity, rather than 

any specific plant. 

However, not all palmettes follow a standard formula. On one example from 

Kameiros (tomb 30) dated to 475-450 BCE, we see an effort to present a more naturalistic 

palmette which appears hastily drawn on the knee end of the otherwise simple type D 

epinetron (cat. R10, pl. 20). Two lines, originating on opposite sides at the lateral opening, 

meet at the knee end to create a v-shape, upon which rests an asymmetrical, four leafed 

grouping. Here, the leaves bend slightly inward, rather than outward like a traditional 

palmette. This image might evoke a crocus flower—along the sides, the painter has 

depicted other crocus flowers, which have numerous significant connotations in Greek art, 

literature, and myth.  

The plant is indigenous to Greece and can still be spotted growing perennially on 

Rhodes.345 The stigma of the plant is the source of saffron346—the dots floating above and 

around the flowers on the Rhodian epinetron may be an allusion to this product. Saffron 

was used for textile dyes, such as those worn by young girls (Artemis’s “bears”) at Brauron, 

as well as perfumes, paint pigments, and medicines.347 Its medicinal applications were 

numerous—we know, for instance, that saffron was used for the treatment of various 

female concerns and ailments from the accounts of Pliny the Elder, which included 

 
345 It typically flowers in autumn and early winter. 
346 Baumann, 108-110. 
347 Baumann, 109; Jo Day, “Crocuses in Context: A Diachronic Survey of the Crocus Motif in the Aegean 

Bronze Age,” Hesperia, 80.3 (2011): 365, 367-368. 
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promoting conception and easing the pain of childbirth.348 Crocuses also appear within the 

epic and mythological tradition. A sexual encounter between Zeus and Hera in the Iliad is 

described as follows: “So speaking, the son of Kronos caught his wife in his arms. There 

underneath them the divine earth broke into young, fresh grass, and into dewey clover, 

crocus and hyacinth so thick and soft it held the hard ground deep away from them.”349 

Similarly, crocuses are described in the Homeric Hymn to Demeter—Persephone is 

picking the flower when she is abducted by Hades.350 Therefore, it is possible that this 

imagery is associated with marriage, childbirth, or death.  

The plant appears most notably in the frescoes from Akrotiri, where we see images 

of women (and sometimes monkeys) harvesting crocuses in the presence of a goddess (fig. 

64), and in the famous Ship Procession Fresco, where the topmost, central boat is adorned 

with yellow crocus garlands (fig. 65).351 Minoan vessels also depict crocus plants, such as 

a double jug from Poros dated to the 15th century BCE at the Heraklion Archaeological 

Museum, which features the plant across the surface (fig. 66). Images of crocus plants 

appear later on black and red-figure vessels, such as the fifth century black-figure plate at 

the Antikensammlung in Berlin, which displays a male and female figure (possibly 

Dionysos and Ariadne) holding a drinking horn and a crocus respectively (fig. 67).  

In the context of the Rhodian epinetron, the design appears organic, subtle, and 

delicate, rather than fixed or rigid. Overall, the East Greek material has this same kind of 

 
348 Pliny the Elder, Natural History, 24.102 and 30.43.14. 
349 Homer, Iliad, 14.346-349. 
350 Homeric Hymns, Hymn 13 to Demeter, 425-430. 
351 Day, 348 and 371. 
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spontaneous, free flowing appeal, which is altogether different than the more formulaic 

products from Attic workshops. That said, it is unlikely that East Greek painters were 

thinking of aesthetics exclusively. More likely, floral designs communicate specific 

messages with cultural or religious associations. Because we are far removed from these 

people and their subtle system of coding, we cannot fully understand their intentions, but 

we can suppose that such images carried meaning.  

Fauna 

Birds 

 

Similarly, images of animals may have communicated ideas and concepts now 

somewhat inaccessible to modern audiences. Animals appear as central motifs primarily in 

avian form. And horses appear as well, though always in conjunction with chariots or 

riders. Four epinetra display birds: three are East Greek—one from Rhodes (cat. R12, pl. 

22), one from Karpathos (cat. P3, pl. 23), one from Smyrna (cat. P5, pl. 25), and one 

fragment from Attica (cat. A4, pl. 38). The latter is an incomplete example and may have 

contained additional figural decoration in its complete form. The East Greek examples are 

surprising in their consistency. These are reminiscent of late seventh and early sixth century 

East Greek bird bowls and skyphoi, which feature images of birds, in outline, with internal 

cross-hatching (fig. 68). These examples are assigned to North Ionian production centers, 

such as Smyrna.352 As one of these objects hails from Smyrna (cat. P5, pl. 25), we might 

 
352 Robert Manuel Cook and Pierre Dupont, East Greek Pottery, (Psychology Press, 1998), 27. 
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assume that the others, particularly the examples from Karpathos, were imported into the 

Dodecanese.  

Why were birds featured so prominently on epinetra, when few other animals 

receive similar treatment? One possibility is that they represented pets—we find images of 

birds on the grave steles of young girls. But as Neils and Oakley point out, such 

representations carry other meanings in the context of funerary art: “They were apparently 

perceived by the ancients as appropriate playthings for the dead, possibly because they, 

like the souls of the dead, were able to traverse the planes to the underworld to continue to 

be playmates.”353 If epinetra were meant specifically for the grave, we are perhaps seeing 

a similar concept play out in the representations, though they may have been commissioned 

during the lifetime of the deceased.  

However, it is unclear what types of birds are painted on these epinetra, and the 

type can change the meaning of the depiction. Based on comparison to other ceramic 

objects, I would argue that these birds can be classified as waterfowl, though ducks, geese, 

and swans are notoriously difficult to tell apart in Greek vase painting. The East Greek 

examples are similar to depictions of geese in Italo-Corinthian wares, such as a ceramic 

goose-shaped vase at the Fitzwilliam Museum in Cambridge, with connections to Greek 

mythology and ritual practice (fig. 69). We see their appearance on vessels that suggest 

sacrifice. A vase from the Museo Archeologico in Gela shows a woman, likely a priestess, 

holding a torch in each hand (fig. 70). She stands before an altar with a goose at her feet. 

 
353 Jenifer Neils, John H. Oakley, Katherine Hart, and Lesley A. Beaumont, Coming of Age in Ancient 

Greece: Images of Childhood from the Classical Past, (Yale University Press, 2003), 307-308. 
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On the other side of the vessel, we see another altar, here on its own. It is likely that this is 

ritual being performed for the benefit of a torch-bearing goddess, as indicated by the 

accoutrements and gender of the participant.354 These sacrifices are attested in ancient 

source material, though typically goose offerings refer to the cult of Isis. We know, for 

example, that sacred geese were kept for the worship of Isis in Smyrna and on Delos during 

the Hellenistic period.355  

One source discusses sacrificial geese in conjunction with Aphrodite, albeit very 

late: a sixth century CE passage from John Lydus in his de Mensibus (The Months). The 

month of April offers the following commentary: “They would sacrifice geese and 

partridges to her, because they [these birds] take pleasure in waters — and Aphrodite 

belongs to the sea — and because they [the males of the birds] are led off and caught by 

the voices of the females. Such are the opinions held by the ancients regarding Aphrodite, 

as regards mythical and natural speculation.”356 Aphrodite is sometimes shown riding a 

goose (alternatively, a swan). Athena is also depicted with a single goose, perhaps in 

connection with her role as a kourotrophos, or even as a makeshift guardian of the home, 

as argued by Alexandra Villing.357 We might also connect the representation of geese with 

 
354 Alexandra Villing, “A Wild Goose Chase? Geese and Goddesses in Classical Greece,” in Essays in 

Classical Archaeology for Eleni Hatzivassiliou 1977-2007, ed. Donna C. Kurtz, Hans-Caspar Meyer, and 

Eleni Hatzivassiliou (Oxford: Archaeopress, 2008), 173. 
355 Alexandra Villing, “Don’t Kill the Goose that Lays the Golden Egg? Some Thoughts on Bird Sacrifices 

in Ancient Greece,” in Animal Sacrifice in the Ancient Greek World, ed. Sarah Hitch and Ian Rutherford 

(Cambridge University Press, 2017), 63. 
356 Johannes Lydus, The Months (de Mensibus), translated by Mischa Hooker for Roger Pearse, 2013, 117. 
357 Villing, “A Wild Goose Chase,” 176. 
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the character of Penelope, who explains “I have twenty geese here about the house, and 

they feed on grains of wheat from the water trough. I love to watch them.”358 

However, these sources refer to domesticated, white geese, and are represented as 

such in Attic vase painting. The waterfowl present on East Greek epinetra appear to be of 

the wild, dark-feathered variety, with black heads and necks and hatch-marked bodies. 

More specifically, the birds represented on East Greek epinetra might be ducks, which 

would explain their darker coloration. Unlike geese, representations of ducks on ceramic 

surfaces were not limited to the white, domesticated variety. Instead, we see a wide range 

of pattern and coloration. Ducks are featured in late fifth century in depictions of bathing 

and as children’s pets, but also as vessel shapes. Duck askoi were popular in Eastern Greece 

and Etruria, the Clusium Group being particularly celebrated in scholarship.359 We also 

find duck shaped perfume bottles, flasks, cosmetic boxes, and aryballoi in the Dodecanese, 

Ionia, and Cyprus. We might assume connection to Aphrodite and her Etruscan 

counterpart, Turan, as the adapted shapes are associated with beautification and 

courtship,360 but perhaps also to Artemis in her role as potnia theron, or Mistress of 

Animals, as we are reminded of the wild nature of these waterfowl through the display of 

dark plumage.361 Displayed on an epinetron, we might wonder if avian imagery serves as 

a metaphor for the virtues of a young bride or a dutiful wife.  

 
358 Homer, Odyssey, 19.535-37. Translation by Lattimore. 
359 See Maurizio Harari, Il “Gruppo Clusium” nella ceramografia Etrusca,” L’erma di Bretschneider, 

Rome, 1980. 
360 Otto J. Brendel, Etruscan Art, Yale University Press, 2nd edition, 1995, 351, 458, n.35. 
361 Villing, “A Wild Goose Chase,” 176. 
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A Dog and a Hare or Rabbit 

 

Other animals that appear on epinetra can be associated with Artemis. One fifth 

century BCE type C epinetron from a grave in Lemnos (locally produced), displays an 

image of a dog on its interior, appearing to stalk a rabbit on the opposite side of a palm tree 

(cat. P7, pl. 41). We can connect the palm tree to Artemis—Leto leaned against a palm as 

she was giving birth to the divine twins.362 The architectural framework might be further 

reference to Delos, the site of Artemis’s birth. The dog, in the pursuit of prey, might also 

refer to the dogs of Artemis, who would carry out punishments on her behalf. However, 

we can also connect this imagery to Artemis-Hekate (and thereby, childbirth)—a 

possibility I discuss in greater detail in the third chapter of this text.  

However, the exterior presents an entirely different image. Towards the knee end 

on the inner side, we see a singular depiction of a seated figure, possibly in the process of 

thigh spinning. If we compare this image to that of the spinner on the type B epinetron 

from the National Museum in Athens who operates an epinetron, the similarities are 

unmistakable (cat. A21, pl. 54). Both figures are seated on a klismos with a kalathos, a 

vessel associated with textile work, in front of them. Moreover, both figures place their 

right hand on their knee, as if rubbing fibers across the surface, while their left arm is raised, 

as though pulling the fibers to keep them tight. There can be little doubt that the figure on 

the Lemnos epinetron represents a textile worker, which is remarkable when we consider 

 
362 Evgenia Vikela, “Artemis: The Worship of Artemis in Attica: Cult Places, Rites, Iconography,” in 

Worshiping Women: Ritual and Reality in Classical Athens, edited by Nikos E. Kaltsas and H. A. 

Shapiro (New York: Alexander S. Onassis Public Benefit Foundation in collaboration with the National 

Archaeological Museum, Athens, 2008), 80. 
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that domestic scenes, prevalent in Attic production, are lacking in East Greek and Etruscan 

examples—the example from Lemnos is the only non-Athenian epinetron with painted 

figural decoration. 

When we consider all of the rather unusual elements to the piece—the painting on 

the interior of the form hidden from general view, the imagery associated with Artemis in 

her connection to childbirth, the gorgon mask at the knee end with an apotropaic function, 

and the sitting spinner on the exterior—it seems possible that the epinetron was gifted to a 

women after a successful childbirth, during a time that was fraught with anxieties 

concerning evil spirits and illness, and later buried with her upon death. It might also be 

that said woman died in childbirth, or shortly thereafter, so that the imagery serves to 

highlight the sacrifice of the mother’s life, symbolized in the unsuspecting rabbit, who 

turns its back to the crouching dog.  

TEXTILE SCENES AND THEIR CONNOTATIONS 

 

The solitary figure of the working woman on the epinetron from Lemnos is unique 

in the corpus of non-Attic epinetra. These lack narrative scenes altogether, a fact that sets 

them in contrast with the Attic series. In Attic epinetra, domestic scenes often take the form 

of textile production—at least sixteen epinetra depict textile processing. Furthermore, 

images of textile workers far outweigh those of other crafts on other extant ceramic 

products.363 These depictions are particularly interesting in their focus on thread 

 
363 Sian Lewis, “Images of Craft on Athenian Pottery: Context and Interpretation,” Bollettino di 

Archeologia, Roma, v. speciale, C 4 (2010), 18. 
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processing, a remarkably consistent element in this group (cat. A5, pl. 39). They typically 

involve multiple women (between three and five)—at least one in a seated position in front 

of a kalathos, again emblematic of textile work.364 The figures are fully clothed, though 

occasionally we see a bare arm or exposed leg. Generally, these figures do not interact 

directly with one another—their attention is instead applied to the task at hand, perhaps 

modeling for the viewer the diligence expected of domestic production. These 

representations are similar to other textile processing scenes on Greek vases, such as the 

lekythos by the Amasis Painter at the Metropolitan Museum of Art (fig. 71). 

These tasks were essential for the economy of the household and the cultural vitality 

of the city—after all, there is evidence that the entire Panathenaic procession was centered 

around the presentation of a peplos to the cult statue of Athena.365 These activities were 

also essential for the economic stability of an oikos. In Xenophon’s Memorabilia, 

Aristarchus explains to Socrates that he has had to take in a large number of female relatives 

who were left behind during a military conflict, bringing the total membership of his oikos 

to fourteen people. This influx has resulted in economic hardship for Aristarchus—

Socrates, in turn, suggests that Aristarchus put the women of his household to the task of 

textile production, as this would relieve some of his fiscal anxieties.366 However, this 

passage also gives the impression that aristocratic women would have abstained from such 

 
364 A recent dissertation on the topic of kalathoi, which will be available in July of 2020, is likely to be an 

important contribution to the study of such objects: Κonstantinos Ananiades, “Kalathoi and Kalathoid 

Vases in Attic Vase-Painting and their Iconography (10th-4th Cent. B.C.),” University of Athens, 2011. 
365 Jenifer Neils, ed. Worshipping Athena: Panathenaia and Parthenon. Univ of Wisconsin Press, 1996, 

80. 
366 Xenophon, Memorabilia, 2.7.  
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commercial activities.367 What seems likely is that working arrangements differed 

according to location and status.368  

For example, a legal inscription of Gortyn specifying the conditions of divorce and 

inheritance seem to indicate that both divorced women and childless widows were entitled 

to “half of whatever she has woven.”369 The heirs of a childless deceased woman were also 

granted similar provisions. However, there is no mention of monetary gain acquired from 

any commercial activity tied to weaving, even though such considerations were made 

towards income acquired from land and livestock. Of course, the archaeological record is 

limited, and so it neither accurately reflects the quantity and quality of textiles in ancient 

contexts, nor their significance in contemporary culture.  

And though these records hint at the economic significance of domestic labor, in 

textile-working scenes depicted on Greek vases, there is an overall lack of physical exertion 

on the part of the worker. The process appears delicate and graceful, rather than demanding 

and strenuous. Women are rarely shown at large looms; instead the handloom is often 

preferred, though it would not have been of much use in large-scale production.370 Such 

apparent delicacy might relate to a possible link between spinning and sexual attraction, 

referred to as the “Lucretia idea” by Sian Lewis. Lucretia’s act of spinning, signalling her 

 
367 John William Humphrey, John Peter Oleson, and Andrew N. Sherwood, Greek and Roman Technology, 

a Sourcebook: Annotated Translations of Greek and Latin Texts and Documents (London: Routledge, 

1998), 60. 
368 Sian Lewis, The Athenian Woman: An Iconographic Handbook (New York: Routledge, 2002), 62. 
369 Mary R. Lefkowitz, and Maureen B. Fant, Women’s Life in Greece and Rome: A Source Book in 

Translation (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2005), 56.  
370 Lewis, The Athenian Woman, 65. 
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virtue and chastity, increases the desire of her pursuer, Sextus Tarquinius, son of the king 

of Rome. It is a disturbing trope, wherein a predator is drawn to innocence rather than overt 

sexuality. Lewis suggests that male audiences might have similarly interpreted a seemingly 

innocent scene of textile work, as represented on Greek vases, as sexually stimulating.371  

Panayota Badinou argues that this concept of the male gaze permeates even objects 

intended for female consumption, and accounts for the discrepancy between the lived 

experience of textile work, which is considered both strenuous and monotonous, and the 

elegant depiction of these activities on vases.372 The painters do not represent the actual 

work, but rather an idealized (and sexualized) version of it. According to the author, this 

also accounts for the images of Amazons and maenads that appear alongside textile 

workers on Attic epinetra.373 As Dominique Frère puts it in her review of Badinou’s book, 

“It is the feminine world that is presented, not the real female world but a generic world 

conceptualized by the masculine gaze.”374 According to this model, it is unlikely that the 

painter would change his approach to suit different patrons. However, the prevalence of 

such imagery on the very tools designed to assist in textile production or to celebrate it 

symbolically suggests that painters were indeed thinking about their clientele. They 

 
371 Lewis, The Athenian Woman, 65. Eva C. Keuls, The Reign of the Phallus: Sexual Politics in Ancient 

Athens, Univ of California Press, 1993, was the first scholar to make this argument regarding images of 

women on Greek vases. 
372 Panayota Badinou, La laine et le parfum. Epinetra et alabastres. Forme, iconographie et fonction. 

Recherche de céramique attique féminine, vol. 2 (Peeters Pub & Booksellers, 2003), 50.  
373 Badinou, 121. 
374 Dominique Frère, “Badinou Panayota, La laine et le parfum. Épinetra et Alabastres. Forme, 

iconographie et fonction. Recherche de céramique attique feminine,” Kernos. Revue internationale et 

pluridisciplinaire de religion grecque antique 20 (2007): 449. 
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consistently provide scenes that feature female protagonists. This cannot be solely for the 

benefit of male viewers.  

Instead, one might argue that images of female textile workers were linked to the 

idea of feminine virtue, which likely appealed to both men and women (though, of course, 

it was constructed and reinforced by men). A good wife was also a skilled craftsperson, as 

demonstrated by Penelope, wife of Odysseus, who uses weaving to hold off her numerous 

suitors.375 As Antinous tells Telemachus: “she is so dowered with the wisdom bestowed 

by Athene, to be an expert in beautiful work, to have good character and cleverness, such 

as we are not told of, even of the ancient queens.”376 She is not only faithful, but also skilled 

in textile production. Antinous’s comment recalls the various images of spinning and 

weaving on epinetra—both depict a woman as a capable craftsperson.  

The process displayed on epinetra is most often preparatory—fibers are pulled from 

kalathoi or spun into thread. A fragment from a private collection in Basel displays an 

image of a woman almost certainly thigh spinning, possibly with the assistance of an 

epinetron (cat. A11, pl. 44). The figure places her hand on a protrusion off the edge of the 

right knee. It is certainly not part of her body or her garment. Rather, it appears to be made 

of a solid material. The position of the hands is reminiscent of the Athens National Museum 

type B example upon which Carl Roberts deciphered the textile usage of epinetra (cat. A21, 

pl. 54). In general, we do not see the latter part of textile production, such as weaving or 

sewing. These scenes were not absent from late Archaic ceramics, so it appears that vase 

 
375 Ruth Scodel, “The Suitors’ Games.” American Journal of Philology 112 (2001): 310. 
376 Homer, Odyssey 2.116-119, trans. Richmond Lattimore (New York: Harper Perennial, 1991), 42. 
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painters chose spinning specifically for its connection to the function of the tool. The only 

exception is the aforementioned red-figure type B example that presents a seated figure 

using an epinetron (cat. A21, pl. 54). In this image, we have a rare depiction of a loom, 

paired with the equally rare depiction of an epinetron in use. For many scholars, the 

appearance of a kalathos unequivocally signifies wool work, though it is just as likely that 

such objects held other kinds of fibers, including linen (see my discussion in chapter three). 

Heinrich claims that the “focus is on the preparation of wool for spinning, while spinning 

itself is relatively rare.”377 However, her definition of what constitutes thread production, 

which is limited to traditional methods of spinning wool with a spindle and distaff, reduces 

the number of potential spinning scenes considerably. If we consider the possibility that 

some of these scenes represent thigh spinning, which require no such tools, then the number 

increases. Heinrich also notes the lack of interaction between textile workers in these 

scenes.378 They work in the presence of other women, but individually, as though unaware 

of their companions. Though women could have indeed worked in groups, spinning is in 

itself a solitary act. It does not require the assistance of others, so it should not be surprising 

that they do not engage with one another.  

Similarly, there is uncertainty around the status of the principle actors of these 

scenes. Some art historians argue that when alone or with other women, the status of the 

spinner or weaver is clear. She is an aristocrat taking part in an activity that defines her 
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virtuous nature and her ability to provide for her oikos. However, when a male figure is 

introduced into a textile scene, the interpretation shifts—any such women should be 

considered a prostitute or hetaera, according to modern scholarship.379 On an example in 

Istanbul, we have an image of a seated figure, spinning with a distaff and a drop spindle, 

while a standing male figure looks on (cat. A18, pl. 51). A dog appears behind the seated 

figure, its ears tucked back—we are here reminded of the dog on the interior of the 

epinetron from Lemnos. The male figure appears older, with a beard and a walking stick, 

often associated with well-to-do citizens. His head is topped by a wreath. Similar images 

appear on the type B epinetron at the National Museum in Athens, where the pair of figures 

is repeated (cat. A21, pl. 54), as well as an example from Selinunte, where the male figure 

presents a mirror to a seated female figure who clasps his wrist, while a standing female 

figure operates a distaff and drop spindle behind him (cat. A14, pl. 47). The suggestion that 

we must automatically interpret these interactions as a lead-up to a sexual encounter is too 

extreme. There is no reason why we should believe that the male members of the household 

were entirely barred from the spaces where textiles were produced. This is especially true 

when we consider that these spaces could have been the most public rooms of the house, 

where the women could take advantage of the natural light of the courtyard, for instance.380 

Furthermore, there is nothing in the literary tradition that would suggest that adult men 

 
379 This binary is most prevalent in Panayota Badinou, La laine et le parfum. 
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would not have been permitted to observe household textile production. Even if we were 

to assume as much, we know that male children would have spent significant time in these 

spaces.381 One fragment from the Agora Museum includes the ubiquitous kalathos, 

suggesting a preparatory stage of textile production, alongside a standing female figure 

holding a small male child (cat. A12, pl. 45). Here, we can assume that the artist is pointing 

to the connection between the rearing of children and the making of fabrics emphasized in 

the classical tradition.382 

As Heinrich argues, it is more likely that such scenes present us with “ideal-type 

women sitting opposite ideal men.”383 That said, it is indeed likely that prostitutes and 

hetairai were involved in textile production, as it would prove an effective method for 

increasing income between their dealings with customers.384 We have evidence of this 

practice in the substantial number of loom weights discovered in a fifth century BCE 

brothel in the Kerameikos.385 However, this does not mean that fully clothed women in the 

presence of men should be taken as direct representations of prostitution, even when money 

pouches are present, such as in the type B epinetron from the Antikensammlung in Berlin 

(cat. A32, pl. 65). After all, money pouches never appear in symposia or sex scenes on 

Attic vases, which one might expect if indeed they were symbolic of sex work.386  

 
381 Susan Blundell, Women in Ancient Greece, Harvard University Press, 1995: 139. 
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386 Sheramy D. Bundrick, “Housewives, Hetairai, and the Ambiguity of Genre in Attic Vase 
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These money pouches, once taken to be a telltale sign of sex work, have recently 

been assigned more multivalent interpretations entirely dependent on context clues. 

Panayota Badinou argues that scenes where a male figure offers a spinning figure money 

cannot be domestic, but is rather an image of a “spinning hetaera” in a brothel.387 This 

interpretation goes against that of Mercati, who argues in favor of a domestic 

interpretation—she suggests that these scenes represent an exchange of money for textile 

products.388 Eva Keuls argues that such scenes represent a “henpecked” husband seeking 

the approval of a domineering wife,389 though it seems more likely that men and youths 

hold purses merely to suggest their status.390 Rarely does the opposing figure reach out as 

if to accept said offering. In weaving images, these are clear indications of a woman’s 

ability to create a marketable product. As Alan Schapiro pointed out, the purse symbolizes 

“economic power” and the “freedom and independence” of the holder.391 Sheramy 

Bundrick further suggests that the scenes represent “harmonious economic partnership,” 

where each member of the household contributes to the overall success of the oikos.392  

The women represented on epinetra present an ideal, constructed type—these were 

objects given to women, to serve as examples of their socially prescribed roles. These are 

not the bawdy, sympotic images designed for male consumption. At most, they might hint 
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at the sexual responsibility that a wife was expected to uphold as a lead up to childbearing. 

But to assume that women who engage with men on epinetra do so only as a result of 

prostitution removes the possibility of female contribution to a domestic partnership and 

ignores her very real power and presence within the home. Images of female domestic and 

ritual activities, as discussed in the following section, are very much indicative of the active 

participation of women in society. 

OTHER DOMESTIC AND RITUAL ACTIVITY 

 

There are at least twelve Attic epinetra that showcase domestic activity, without 

alluding to textile work. These images consist of multiple seated figures, typically holding 

or interacting with items associated with female consumption, such as boxes or alabastra. 

Occasionally, we see figures participating in some kind of bath—these are likely an 

allusion to ritual activity, which may take place within or outside the home. A fifth century 

BCE black-figure fragment from the Acropolis presents one such scene (cat. A22, pl. 55). 

The architectural framework suggests a public setting, while the nudity of some of the 

figures suggests ritual activity. 

Mirrors, alabastra, and kalathoi are some of the most popular items associated with 

female use in fifth century BCE Athens.393 One example is a red-figure epinetron fragment 

from the Agora, which shows a female figure, seated on a klismos, examining a rather 

oversized alabastron placed in her outstretched hand (cat. A31, pl. 64). To show women 
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with mirrors or perfume vessels was to display the individual at a moment of leisure.394 

Moreover, such items indicate the status of both the woman and the oikos. These are costly 

possessions that have little utility beyond personal enjoyment. Alabastra contained 

perfumes that added to the appeal of the woman to her male counterpart,395 but did not 

make her economically valuable to the household. These items, when paired with epinetra, 

constitute the materiality of gender—they serve to define (and in many ways, confine) a 

woman’s position in society. They are meant to be held in hand, and their representation 

evokes the sensation of touch. When an alabastron is present, the viewer’s sense of smell 

might also be triggered. Thus, these are inherently sensual scenes that rely on shared 

experience. We should not assume that they were created solely with the intention of 

presenting the “male gaze,” but rather that they reflect the desires and aspirations of a 

female audience.  

That said, when an all-female domestic scene is presented on an epinetron, it is 

often accompanied by (or complemented) with a mixed male-female scene on the opposing 

side. These images invite further speculation as to the status of women featured on epinetra, 

and by extension, the women for whom these objects were produced. 

MALE AND FEMALE INTERACTION  

 

 It seems nothing gets scholars specializing in iconography (both male and female) 

more animated than the opportunity to label women as prostitutes when trying to decipher 
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painted images. In their haste to cast female figures as either “virtuous” or “unchaste,” they 

neglect all other avenues of inquiry that might lead to more sustainable interpretations. In 

the case of epinetra, there is often a lack of signifiers that would suggest that the female 

participant should be identified as a hetaera or porne. We do not, for example, see full 

nudity or sexual activity. Even the sympotic images are fairly tame. That is not to say that 

representations of prostitutes do not exist within the wider scope of vase painting—on the 

contrary, there are numerous images that unequivocally point to sex-work.396 However, we 

should not interpret any image where a male figure interacts with a female figure as such 

a scene. Rather, a whole range of possibilities exist. 

 For example, a red-figure type C epinetron at the National Museum in Athens 

attributed to the Clio Painter features a fairly standard domestic scene on the outer thigh of 

the form (cat. A20, pl. 53). A woman sits on a klismos with a kalathos before her, twisting 

or spinning fibers in her outstretched hands. Another female figure approaches from the 

right holding a large box, possibly filled with clothing or jewelry. On the other side of the 

form, we see a similar scene. A female figure sits in a klismos, while a female attendant 

brings her a box (here fairly damaged). However, to the far right, we see a standing male 

figure holding a walking stick or vakteria. Without the accompanying scene on the outer 

side, we might assume something untoward about the relationship between these two 
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figures—is he her client? Is she preparing herself for the ensuing task? Are we witnessing 

a typical interaction in a brothel? Yet when paired with the depiction on the outer side, it 

is clear that this is simply a different type of domestic scene, one in which a woman 

interacts with a potential suitor or with her husband.  

 Courtship scenes are entirely common on Attic epinetra. There are at least five 

examples. These images frequently feature a seated couple who face one another, mirrored 

by a second couple in the same position. The male figure typically holds a walking stick, 

while the female figure grasps at her garment with one raised hand in a gesture of modesty. 

A key example is a black-figure type C epinetron at the British Museum, attributed to the 

Golonos Group by Bulas (cat. A24, pl. 57). The outer thigh is listed as “side b” in the 

British Museum catalog, despite the fact that this side was likely more visible than the inner 

thigh when worn or put on display. Here we see a standing female figure to the far left in 

a chiton and himation, seeming to observe the two couples in front of her. Her role is 

uncertain, but she is perhaps a servant or younger member of the household. Her relatively 

short height indicates a lower social status than the seated figures. The couple in front of 

her, seated on diphros okladia (folding stools), appear to be engaged in conversation. The 

male figure is beardless, suggesting youth. Nonetheless, he holds a scepter (or walking 

stick), a clear reference to wealth and status. His companion sits across from him in an 

embroidered chiton and himation. She extends her left hand towards her suitor, signaling 

physical contact or flirtation. To the right, the couple is mirrored by a second set of figures, 

with the male and female positions reversed. Here, the figure sits in a diphros (not a folding 

chair), backed by a carved swan’s neck and head—a clear allusion to Aphrodite. She 
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reaches out, as in the other grouping, as if to touch her partner. He is also clean-shaven and 

holds a staff in his right hand. However, unlike the other pair, they sit close to one another, 

their knees pressing together. Are we to understand this as two different couples, engaged 

in similar activities, or are they the same couple at different moments in time, perhaps 

moving from unfamiliar to intimate? Behind the figures, we see a total of five garments 

suspended on the wall, an allusion to the role of the epinetron in creating textiles. On the 

inner thigh, we see another courtship scene, with some adjustments. The young girl or 

servant has been removed, and the figures are evenly spaced apart. Instead of a highbacked 

diphros with a carved swan finial, we see some kind of waterfowl (identified in the British 

Museum catalog as a goose but could equally be a duck) placed between the two groups. 

Returning to the earlier exegesis on representations of avian fauna on East Greek epinetra, 

we can assume a connection to domestication, ritual, and fidelity. 

All of these motifs point to an overall theme of courtship and coupling. Still, some 

scholars take issue with this interpretation. Heinrich argues that scenes in which we find 

multiple male and female figures could not be representations of actual experiences. 

Courtship would have occurred in a controlled environment, and without the presence of 

other couples.397 Ferrari similarly argues that scenes involving both male and female 

figures should be read as references to the distant past (such as that described in legend), 

rather than contemporary scenarios. She bases her argument on the assumption that men 
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and women were kept apart from one another “from their adolescent years onward.”398 This 

idea of seclusion has been challenged in recent scholarship.399 Women likely engaged in 

work and leisure freely throughout most of the home, instead of being restricted to a 

designated area, or the so-called gynaikon. And while women might not have interacted 

with men outside of their families, they certainly would have had contact with the male 

members of the oikos.  

Symposia scenes raise even more questions. Three exceptional epinetra display 

images of drinking parties, opening speculation into viewership (cats. A23-A25, pls. 56-

58). If symposia images were designed for male consumption, then why do they appear on 

objects that are almost exclusively associated with women? What makes these images even 

more intriguing is the fact that they both include female figures among the symposium 

participants. In one type B example from the British Museum (cat. A25, pl. 58), the male 

figures appear to recline on the ground, with female figures seated on diphros okladia. 

Robinson describes these figures as representations of Dionysus and Ariadne, likely based 

on this unusual configuration of reclined and seated figures—other images of the couple 

display similar details.400 This image appears on the inner thigh of the epinetron, opposite 

a scene depicting textile or thread production on the outer thigh. Four female figures pull 

fibers from several kalathoi placed between them, indicating an early stage in manufacture. 

It is tempting to link the imagery of thread processing with the representation of Ariadne 
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on the inner thigh. After all, it was Ariadne’s thread that led Theseus through the Labyrinth. 

But the connection might be more conceptual than literal—Ariadne represents the virtue 

and fidelity of a good wife, as does the image of textile work. Furthermore, Ariadne and 

Dionysus are often associated with female cult activity and funerary iconography, where 

we also find links to spinning and weaving. We do not know the archaeological context for 

this epinetron. Had it been discovered in a sanctuary or a grave, we would have a much 

clearer understanding of the ideological association between the banquet and workshop 

scenes.  

Another symposium scene, on the outer thigh of an epinetron at the Eretria 

Archaeological Museum, is a bit more typical (cat. A26, pl. 59). We see a male and female 

reclining on a raised couch, surrounded by other symposium participants. These two 

figures reach out to crown each other with wreathes as a smaller, nude male figure, 

crouched below the couch, applies perfumed oils to the bare, outstretched leg of the female 

figure.401 A dog, also placed beneath the reclining pair, tentatively sniffs at the other bare 

leg, presumably attracted by the scent of the oils.402 We see a similar canine depiction on 

the type C epinetron in Corinth (cat., pl. 36.3). Inscriptions of unclear meaning or 

designation are dispersed throughout the scene. Unfortunately, we do not have the 

complete image, nor the scene on the inner thigh, to further elucidate meaning. However, 

the eroticism is clear, if not overt. Several Classical sources point to the use of perfume in 
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the prelude to sex,403 and we have examples of perfume containers that are modeled to 

resemble legs or feet. 

Who was the target audience for this image? Panayota Badinou discusses these 

fragments in order to address a controversial issue, namely the status of women who 

worked wool. The inscription, as well as the posture of the woman, leads Badinou to 

conclude that the figural decoration concerns prostitutes who entertain their clients after a 

feast either in the andron of a wealthy male patron or in the confines of a brothel.404 

Furthermore, Badinou suggests that sympotic imagery indicates that the epinetron 

belonged to a prostitute, as elite women would have been forbidden from taking part in 

these events.405 However, we cannot assume that this prohibition extends to viewership. 

Alternatively, Susanne Moraw argues that Athenian women would have seen reflections 

of their own attractiveness in these images,406 while Mercati argues for a kind of cross-

pollination between the iconography of the symposium, the gynaikon, and the preparations 

surrounding the wedding ceremony.407 Nina Strawczynski presents a similar argument 

when analyzing these images—a recognition of eroticism is sufficient on its own, without 

having to resort to an identification of prostitution.408  

 
403 See Aristophanes, Lysistrata, 938-947, and Assemblywomen, 523-525. 
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However, it should be noted that this example was discovered at the Sanctuary of 

Artemis Amarysia and likely served a votive function. Whether it was purchased expressly 

for this purpose or dedicated later on is unclear, though its unusual imagery might suggest 

that it was commissioned rather than produced on spec. Either way, the donor must have 

believed this an appropriate dedication for Artemis, which in itself is strange. There is 

nothing about Artemis or her cult that would align with this imagery. Still, if it was an 

appropriate gift for Artemis, we can assume that it would have been equally appropriate 

for an elite female viewer. It is entirely possible that this class of object was gifted to a 

woman during her lifetime, possibly to mark a significant life event, like marriage—it was 

both valuable and personal, commission specifically for the individual. Before or after 

another significant life event, perhaps the successful birth of a child, it was dedicated to 

Artemis in supplication or gratitude. It is highly improbable, even given the suggestive 

imagery, that this epinetron was meant to signal prostitution. 

MYTHOLOGICAL SCENES 

 

Few images on Attic epinetra explicitly represent myth, and the subjects are fairly 

limited in range. It is unclear whether these scenes represent the type of imagery popular 

for items associated with female use or the specifications of the buyer, though it is obvious 

that the painters or patrons favored stories that featured female protagonists.409 These 
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images were appropriate both as dedications in sanctuaries to female deities and as gifts 

and grave goods for mortal women.  

Mythological Marriages 

 

In the Eretria Painter’s type C epinetron (cat. A34, pl. 67), we see a conflation of 

two types of scenes, marriage preparations and mythology. As such, it belongs squarely 

between these two categories. In the scene presented on the outer thigh, we see the wedding 

preparations and ritual adornment of Harmonia.410 Harmonia, seated at center, is 

surrounded by Aphrodite (also seated), Himeros (seated and holding a box, possibly filled 

with fabrics spilling over the edge, and a perfume container), and Eros (standing and facing 

Aphrodite, with a closed box in his hands). The three other standing figures are identified 

through accompanying inscriptions as Peitho, to the left of Harmonia, Persephone to the 

right, and Hebe, with arms raised, between Persephone and Himeros. As Rachel Kousser 

points out in her examination of this object, this scene is the most visible part of the 

decorative program, and therefore, we should understand it as inherently public.411 The 

bride, surrounded by her attendants, turns in her seat to look at her friend or 

nymphokomos.412  
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We see hesitation or anxiety on the part of the bride, a trope common to vessels 

associated with female use.413 The rest of the image is filled with items related to 

beautification: perfume bottles, jewelry, and mirrors. Watching over these preparations are 

the deities who represent two motivating factors in this union, Eros (love) and Himeros 

(desire). According to Oakley and Sinos, “the wedding was the time for the most 

extravagant adornment of a woman’s life.”414 This scene highlights that extravagance, with 

every fold of fabric, hair, or wing clearly delineated by a thin, careful line, with a thoughtful 

interplay of gesture and touch, and with details picked out in gold overlay. 

On the slope (the surface that connects the bridge and sides with the knee end), we 

see a depiction of Peleus and Thetis, along with Nereus and fleeing Nereids, including 

Altis, Melite, Eulimene, Auro, and Nao. Peleus wrestles with Thetis; She twists in his grasp 

and reaches out as though to call for help. A seahorse charges from the left to assist Thetis, 

though the viewer surely would recognize these efforts as futile. As an allusion to the 

eventual outcome of the struggle, Peleus wears the wreath of a bridegroom.415 Similarly, 

Thetis lifts her veil, possibly referring to the moment in the ceremony where a bride is 

presented to the groom, known as the anakalypteria, and hints at her domestication from 

wild nymph to committed wife.416  

In the scene that appears on the inner thigh of the form, and therefore the most 

intimate location, we have a depiction of the post-wedding ritual of epaulia for Alcestis, 
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who leans on the edge of a kline (an allusion to her marital bed and to marital sex). The 

day after the wedding, the newly married couple would receive guests in their home. These 

guests would present gifts for the couple in a ritualistic manner. The focus of the ceremony, 

and the visual depictions of it, was almost entirely on the bride, as this was her first full 

day in her husband’s house.417 Alcestis is placed closest to the opening of the form, 

meaning that she was also closest, if worn, to the owner’s genitalia.418 Her companions, all 

labeled, engage in various activities. Theo, on the far left, arranges sprigs in the two lebetes 

gamikoi in front of her, while Napis looks on. Another figure, whose accompanying 

inscription is only partially preserved, similarly adjusts a loutrophoros filled with leafy 

branches. To the right, Asterope leans on a seated Hippolyte, who plays with a bird that 

rests on her outstretched hand. All the hand gestures seem to point towards Alcestis, the 

protagonist of this scene.  

This object was discovered in a grave in Eretria, though it might have originally 

served as a gift for a living woman. There was a longstanding association between death 

and marriage,419 so its presence in a burial assemblage is appropriate. Its blend of imagery 

and sculpted material (which, as discussed earlier in this chapter, is distinctive) suggests 

that it was an item of great importance—it is unique among such objects, and clearly 

personalized for the deceased. Taken together, these depictions draw the viewer’s eyes 

around the epinetron, forming a sequence in which a woman goes from wild girl to settled 
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wife through the transformative act of marriage.420 The choice of both Harmonia and 

Alcestis is specific—Harmonia was the goddess of marital concord, soothing tensions 

within a partnership, while Alcestis represents the ultimate example of wifely devotion, 

sacrificing her life for that of her husband.421 The timing of the imagery cannot be 

coincidental. The object is dated to around 430/420 BCE, just after Euripides’ play, 

Alcestis, was produced at the City Dionysia festival of 438 BCE.422 In the play, Alcestis 

cries over her marital bed before her death423—on this epinetron, she leans on that same 

bed, unaware of the role it would play in sealing her fate.424 Moreover, by depicting 

Alcestis in the very last scene of the sequence of imagery on this epinetron, the patron is 

perhaps referring to the death of his own bride, evoking the choral lament, “When goodness 

dies, all good men suffer, too.”425  

Mythological Beasts 

 

Other epinetra exhibit equally potent subtexts. On the type B epinetron from the 

National Museum in Athens that displays the only image of an epinetron in use, we have a 

representation on the knee end of Bellerophon atop Pegasus as he fights Chimera (cat. A21, 

pl. 54). He holds the weapon that will ensure his victory, a spear that he will top (or already 

 
420 Kousser, 98. 
421 Euripides, Alcestis, 1. 
422 Niall W. Slater, Euripides: Alcestis, (London: Bloomsbury Publishing, 2013), 1. 
423 Euripides, Alcestis, 175-180. 
424 We are reminded too, of the tragedy that would befall both Thetis and Harmonia, as well as their 

descendants. 
425 Euripides, Alcestis, 110. Translation by Dudley Fitts and Robert Fitzgerald, 1960. 
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has topped) with a block of lead. When he plunges the spear into Chimera’s throat, the lead 

will melt from the heat of the beast’s fiery breath, causing it to slowly suffocate. The image, 

with its overt display of male heroism, might appear out of place on an object designed for 

female consumption, particularly when we consider the decoration of the adjoining sides, 

which consists of weaving and spinning imagery. We can reconcile this conflicting 

narrative in a couple of ways. For one thing, Bellerophon was aided in his quest by Athena, 

who provided him with the means to capture and command Pegasus. With her connection 

to textile work, we might assume that this epinetron was destined for her shrine. Another 

possibility is a connection to Artemis in her role as mistress of beasts. As both Athena and 

Artemis received dedications of epinetra, the imagery would have been appropriate for 

either goddess. A third interpretation centers around the animals themselves: here we see 

a contrast between the tamed Pegasus and the feral Chimera, and therefore an appropriate 

companion image for the domestic scenes on each side. Here, Pegasus serves as a metaphor 

for the domesticated status of the wife. Equally, the plunging of the spear into the throat of 

the Chimera may suggest penetrative sex. Any one of these connections may have been 

readily understood by the artist, patron, recipient or viewer. There are no excavation 

records to provide archaeological context, so much of this analysis rests on speculation. 

What is perhaps most significant about the decoration of this epinetron is the idea that male 

heroes of Greek mythology can exist for female consumers, side by side with 

representations of their own experience, real or idealized.  
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The Epic Tradition 

 

Similarly, an epinetron from the Acropolis displays an image of Memnon and 

Achilles just after combat, each with their divine mothers (cat. A35, pl. 68). In the lost epic 

Aethiopis, Achilles fights Memnon at the behest of Nestor, who seeks revenge for the death 

of his son, Antilochos.426 The battle represents the ultimate match of skill and strength, as 

both opponents wear armor created by Hephaestus, both are semi-divine by their 

matrilineal ancestry, and both are favored by Zeus. However, Memnon eventually falters, 

and Achilles stabs him through the heart. The moment represented on the epinetron is one 

of loss: Memnon has fallen to the ground, defeated, his shield just barely propping up his 

body, as his mother, Eos, rushes forward with arms extended in distress. In a separate 

fragment we see just the bare leg of the Achilles and the flowing gown of Thetis.  

There are several unique aspects of this decoration. First is the choice to represent 

an image from an epic cycle—as far as I am aware, this is the only confirmed example of 

epic imagery on an epinetron. Secondly, the choice of scene is significant. As much as this 

is an image of battle, it is an image of motherhood. The women play a central role in the 

narrative in several important ways, but perhaps their most significant contribution is that 

of armor. Both sought out Hephaestus to construct the gear that would protect their sons in 

battle. This imagery stands as a celebration of the role of mothers in arming their sons. The 

fact that this item was discovered on the Acropolis, and thus could have served as a 

 
426 Aethiopis was composed after the Iliad in the 7th century BCE. The death of Memnon was also detailed 

in Quintus of Smyrna’s Posthomerica, 514-548, and Philostratus’ Imagines.  
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dedication to Athena, supports this intended meaning.427 As goddess of military prowess 

and textile production, she is the appropriate recipient of an object whose function and 

decoration reference these two essential aspects of her patronage—as I argue in the third 

chapter, there may be a connection between epinetra and the production of linen body 

armor. Similarly, an epinetron fragment discovered on the Acropolis contains an image of 

Athena in full battle armor, her aegis edged by serpents, a spear clasped in her left hand 

(cat. A36, pl. 69). According to Heinrich’s interpretation of the scene, she appears to be 

supervising a game (possibly dice) between Achilles and Ajax,428 though the imagery is 

too fragmentary to make a clear association. Moreover, as this is one of the only known 

depictions of Athena on this type of object, any assumptions need to be based on materials 

from other media, rather than comparable epinetra. 

Maenads and Amazons 

 

By contrast, maenads are more common (cats. A37-A39, pls. 70-72). Myths 

relating to Dionysus are featured prominently at the same time that we see Dionysian image 

reappearing across vessel types. This popularity follows the establishment of the “Great 

Dionysia” by the Pisistratids.429 Heinrich asks whether the appearance of such imagery on 

forms designed for female consumption signaled a change in symposium practices, which 

 
427 Alternatively, this may have served as a dedication to Artemis, who also had a sanctuary on the 

Acropolis. 
428 Heinrich, 114-116. 
429 Mercati, 53. 
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would allow for increased female participation. She dismisses the idea as soon as she 

suggests it: after all, written sources of the fifth and fourth century BCE are explicit when 

it comes to the exclusive nature of symposium practice.430 Cult activity, on the other hand, 

provided an appropriate social institution in which woman could actively participate.431 

That said, Dionysian rites existed in a state of transgression. They took women out of their 

roles within the home, but only on a temporary basis. The presence of maenads on epinetra 

rely on this distinction between the wife and the devotee, the oikos and the cult, two spheres 

in which women were expected to participate. The third sphere, that of the funerary rite, 

also has Dionysian associations.432 Therefore, these images are pertinent for any context in 

which we find epinetra. We are reminded of the Dionysian imagery presented also on one 

of the Rhodian epinetra at the British Museum, signaling that these concepts were not 

unique to Athens (cat. R2, pl. 12). 

In the fifth century BCE, we see an increase in female participation in Dionysian 

cults.433 Ceramic decoration complements these external factors—in the sixth century, the 

maenad was always represented alongside a male figure, either a satyr or Dionysus himself, 

who acted almost like an anchor to keep the imagery tethered to its essentially male context. 

In the fifth century however, we see maenads appearing without male counterparts. We 

also see this change in representations of Amazons—prior to the fifth century, they are 

 
430 Heinrich, 108-109. 
431 See Joan Breton Connelly, Portrait of a Priestess: Women and Ritual in Ancient Greece, Princeton 

University Press, 2007. 
432 Courtney JP Friesen, Reading Dionysus: Euripides’ Bacchae and the Cultural Contestations of Greeks, 

Jews, Romans, and Christians, Vol. 95, Mohr Siebeck, 2015, 11. 
433 Heinrich, 109-110. 
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only represented with male opponents. After 500 BCE, however, we see them as stand-

alone figures. For example, on Attic epinetra, we do not see Amazons fighting with, and 

ultimately defeated by, male counterparts. Instead, they partake in activities without any 

male interaction. Heinrich argues that this change, alongside increased production of 

female vessels an imagery corresponding to female domestic activity, suggests a “new 

interest in the recipient.”434 Women represented a significant market in the fifth century, 

and production reflects this new demand.  

The most famous Amazon scene on a type C epinetron is that by the Diosphos 

Painter (cat. A5, pl. 39). On the inner side, four armor clad figures appear to move towards 

the right side of the frame. The two central figures are on horseback, stacked one on top of 

the other, only visible by the doubled heads and legs of the horses. One of these central 

figures carries a pelta, a half-moon shaped shield. A standing figure to the left appears to 

be arming herself, pulling her shield down from above the pictorial frame. A fourth figure, 

at the far right, advances holding a spear at the ready. The scene is flanked by hanging 

textiles—the figure on the far left carries another textile on her extended arm. These fabrics 

may correspond to the actions that take place on the opposite side of the epinetron. The 

outer side displays workshop activities surrounding textile production. If we are to assume 

that the images are linked beyond the expression of various gender stereotypes, we might 

speculate that the spinning scene on the one side relates to the idea of warfare and combat, 

on the other side, through the creation of linen armor.  

 
434 Heinrich, 111. 
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 A type C epinetron at the Athens National Museum presents images like that on the 

aforementioned Diosphos epinetron (cat. A40, pl. 73). Three Amazons arm themselves. 

The two outer figures appear to pull down shields from just outside the image frame, with 

textiles draped over their extended arms. The other side presents a parallel image, with 

three figures in similar poses. Fragments from an epinetron in Eleusis display figures 

partaking in similar activities (cat. A41, pl. 74). Some are on horseback, while others arm 

themselves. A textile hangs behind one of the arming figures. One might argue that the 

presence of textiles in these images simply represents part of the visual repertoire of 

Amazon arming scenes. However, it is notable that arming scenes present on epinetra are 

the only Amazon depictions, to my knowledge, that display hanging fabrics.435 Therefore, 

the textiles in these scenes are likely a reference to the function of the object, establishing 

a connection between the making of fabric and arming oneself for battle. 

As Mercati proposes, both Amazons and maenads represent a “wild and subversive 

vision of the female gender, with multifaceted implications.”436 Amazons held a prominent 

place in Greek iconography. The abduction of Antiope by Theseus, and the ensuing 

Amazonomachy outside the gates of Athens, as well as the Amazons described in Homer, 

 
435 I have searched through the book by Dietrich Von Bothmer, Amazons in Greek Art, (Oxford: Clarendon 

Press, 1977), and the volumes by John D. Beazley, Attic Black-Figure Vase-Painters, (New York: Hacker 

Art Books, 1978) and Attic Red-Figure Vase-Painters, (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1963). I have not found 

any comparable imagery. The closest representations are those that display hanging swords or armor. There 

is also a black-figure neck amphora at the Metropolitan Museum (21.88.92) with an image of Theseus 

battling the Minotaur, with a woman looking on (possibly Ariadne) and a cloth suspended above. Similarly, 

a red-figure stamnos from the British Museum (1898.7-16.1) features an Amazonomachy on one side and a 

domestic scene on the other with a hanging cloth in the background—however, this feature does not appear 

in the Amazonomachy itself.  
436 Mercati, 54. 
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loomed large in the public imagination, particularly after the Persian wars.437 The Amazons 

served as stand-ins for foreign invasion, the forces of chaos that threatened to overtake that 

of reason, embodied by the Greeks themselves.438 They could also represent a kind of “anti-

woman,” a polar-opposite of what an aristocratic woman was supposed to be.439 But the 

meaning behind such representations can be multivalent. Mercati argues that an Amazon 

also existed as a “prototype of strength” and as “the idea of femininity in the wild.”440 Their 

connection to Artemis, as a wild huntress and protector of young women, seems to be at 

play with the epinetra that carry such imagery, dedicated in the places most closely 

associated with her worship, such as her sanctuary in Brauron. Attic epinetra might subtly 

hint at this double meaning—Amazons are courageous and strong, while simultaneously 

acting as models for behavior to avoid.  

FIGURES IN CHARIOTS AND ON HORSEBACK 

 

Perhaps more perplexing than the appearance of Amazons is the representation, on 

multiple examples, of horsemen and chariots (cats. A40-A47, pls. 73-80). They belong to 

a category of imagery generally associated with male consumption, and yet they appear 

with regularity on these textile tools. Chariot and horse races were an important feature of 

 
437 Mercati, 50. 
438 Erik Jensen, Barbarians in the Greek and Roman World, Hackett Publishing, 2018, 70. 
439 See John Henderson, “Timeo Danaos: Amazons in Early Greek Art and Pottery,” in Art and Text in 

Ancient Greek Culture, ed. by Simon Goldhill and Robin Osborne (Cambridge University Press, 1994), 85-

137. 
440 Mercati, 50. 
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both Olympic competition and the Panathenaic games, as evidenced by numerous 

representations on Prize Amphorae.441 In most cases, the chariots and horses face the right 

side of the picture plane, though the scales face different directions, indicating that they 

might appear either on the inner or outer thigh of the form. Only black-figure examples 

feature these images, and they are therefore relegated to the earlier phase of Attic epinetra 

production.442 As Heinrich points out, “no direct relation between the function of the object 

and its image content can be recognized.”443 She further argues that the presence of such 

scenes in the context of items designed for female consumption is a result of their overall 

popularity during that time.444 Her second and more compelling theory relates to the shape 

and form of the epinetron. It seems that racing was popular for objects with “frieze-style 

image fields,” such as the bowls, amphorae, stamnoi, and kraters associated with male 

consumption, and the hydrae, pyxides, and loutrophorae linked to female usage.445 

It is interesting to note that of the nine examples of chariot races depicted on Attic 

epinetra, six are from contexts outside of Attica. One is from Brauron—though with this 

example, we are likely seeing a battle and not a race or procession. The remaining two have 

no listed archaeological context. Three of the nine examples come from Berezan (cats. A44 

and A45, pls. 77 and 78), a site in the Black Sea region. Badinou argues that as epinetra 

 
441 Jenifer Neils, “Replicating Tradition: The First Celebrations of the Greater Panathenaia,” in The 

Panathenaic Games: Proceedings of an International Conference Held at the University of Athens, May 

11-12, 2004, edited by Olga Palagia and Alkestis Spetsieri-Choremi (Oxbow Books, 2015), 46. 
442 At least two (and possibly three) of these examples were attributed to the Sappho painter by Bothmer, 

Haspels, and Moore based similarities in the rendering of the forms. 
443 Heinrich, 128. 
444 Heinrich, 129. 
445 Heinrich, 129. 
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are generally found in sanctuaries and therefore served votive functions, “they testify to a 

balanced oikos between feminine work in the gynaikon (in the epinetron) and masculine, 

outdoor activities of sporting and violence (in the imagery).”446 However, the examples 

from Berezan all come from funerary contexts, so this theory does not apply.  

The most intact example of such decoration appears on a type C epinetron at the 

Metropolitan Museum of Art, with representations of chariot races or processions on both 

the inner and outer thigh of the form, and two heavily draped female figures on the knee 

end (cat. A47, pl. 80). On the outer thigh, we see two chariots (each with three to four 

horses), directionally oriented towards the knee end, as though moving to the right side of 

the picture plane. On the other side, we see this scene repeated, with the chariots facing the 

knee end, and therefore moving to the left side of the frame. Heinrich distinguishes the 

images that appear to show slow movement with those that display a rapid pace,447 though 

this distinction likely has more to do with artistic preference and style than any special 

meaning.  

Mercati remarks that such images are reminiscent of departure scenes in which a 

warrior is seen off or equipped by the female members of the household, suggesting their 

“important social significance as mothers and wives of soldiers, heroically dedicated to the 

protection of their community.”448 Mercati also points to another implication for chariot 

 
446 Badinou, 50. 
447 Heinrich, 128-129. 
448 Mercati, 48. 
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imagery on funerary epinetra, the idea of a journey or a final test to complete.449 However, 

it should be noted that in other contexts, images of riders and chariots act as references to 

actual social and military practices, as well as idealized representations of elite concerns.450 

Late Archaic pottery likewise celebrates physical (read: masculine) achievements as a 

marker of inner strength and nobility. Physical strength acts as a stand-in for qualities 

difficult to represent on flat, static surfaces, such as courage and virtue, which bring honor 

to both the oikos and the state. And while these qualities were likely admired by individuals 

across the socioeconomic spectrum, images of horses and chariots carry an additional 

message of status. Horses were expensive to purchase and maintain (as they are now), and 

the equipment associated with chariot racing or processions was also costly, meaning that 

only the wealthiest families could afford to participate in competitions. Therefore, the 

placement of such imagery in the context of an item destined for the sanctuary or the grave 

conveys the idea of courage and virtue, but also acts as a status symbol (realized or aspired) 

of the donor or the deceased. 

CONCLUSION 

 

Scholars often speculate whether images can be trusted to present an accurate 

account of Athenian life.451 However, that may be the wrong question to ask of these 

 
449 Mercati, 48. 
450 Mercati, 46. 
451 The scholarship on this question is abundant. An excellent treatment is that of Sian Lewis, The Athenian 

Woman: An Iconographic Handbook, Psychology Press, 2002. Heinrich also asks this question of epinetra, 

111. 
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objects. Similar imagery exists on numerous other types of ceramic production. Thus, 

epinetra are not unique, nor can the iconography tell us anything more specific about the 

reality of women’s lives. Furthermore, it has been proven time and again that these images 

suggest an ideal, rather than a lived experience—reiterating those arguments here is not 

productive. Other questions might be more pertinent to epinetra studies. For example, why 

were these ideal images applied to these very intimate objects in the first place? Were they 

public or private? Were they commissioned or produced on spec? Are they generalized or 

distinctive? These questions pertain to the social life of epinetra and raise the issue of 

women as viewers capable of tuning into the connotations of either isolated images or even 

“programs” of images in these gendered objects.  

Heinrich argues that the limited distribution of Attic epinetra indicates that the 

corresponding imagery was designed specifically for Attic tastes.452 As we have seen from 

the distribution patterns, Attic epinetra did have a presence in foreign markets, though 

somewhat limited in comparison to other export items. Indeed, the imagery on Attic 

epinetra conforms to the types of representation that we find on other classes of ceramic 

objects, so it stands to reason that these images reflect Athenian interests. 

Likewise, the idea that images associated with male concerns should appear on 

“male” vessels, while those associated with women should appear on “female” forms, does 

not factor into ceramic decoration until the end of the sixth century BCE.453 Before this 

point, the images that appealed broadly to male buyers were applied to all ceramic 

 
452 Heinrich, 71. 
453 Heinrich, 130. 
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production, regardless of the recipient. As women began to achieve some steps toward 

gender parity within Athenian society, and their contributions to home and state are more 

generally recognized, we see a greater interest in images that speak to women’s 

experiences. Thus, the Classical period saw an increase in imagery of women on vessels 

associated with female consumption, such as hydriai—suggesting that such items were 

starting to be marketed directly towards female audiences.454 These audiences may have 

been diverse. Young, unmarried women and girls might have viewed these images as 

didactic, informing them of their future duties as wives and mothers. Women already 

married and in command of an oikos might see these images as reflexive, confirming their 

role within the home. And finally, lower class women might have engaged in these images 

as aspirational, providing scenes of desired, rather than realized, social status.  

Furthermore, when scenes that describe outdoor activities appear on the outer side 

of the form, facing away from the body of the “wearer,”455 such scenes represent public 

affairs that presumably anyone (except perhaps, women) had access to. Meanwhile, when 

scenes related to indoor activities are represented on the inner side of the form, turning in 

towards the body, it is because such images are private in nature—they take place in the 

female-dominated parts of the home, and are therefore shielded from public view. When 

we see a reversal this dynamic, it is typically because the inner scene is somehow salacious, 

such as an image of Amazons arming for battle, or images related to sympotic activities, 

 
454 Bundrick, 29. 
455 It is important to reiterate that these were not actually worn—rather, these associations to the body were 

understood metaphorically.  
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or possible prostitution. It is clear, in any case, that Athenian painters thought about 

placement when it came to figural representation. They were not haphazardly applied, but 

considered in relation to the female body.  

In sum, the corpus of epinetra altogether comprises roughly two hundred objects. 

Of these, 112 are black-figure and 43 are red-figure. Of the black-figure, 45 have contexts 

outside Athens. Of the red-figure, four were discovered outside Athens. This brings us back 

to the question proposed at the start of this chapter: to what extent were non-Athenian 

materials influenced by Attic production, and how much power did the consumer have in 

choosing the decorative scheme? There is a clear demonstration of local preference in 

epinetra production both in shape and decoration. Each regional corpus seems to work 

within an established, autochthonic tradition. East Greek and Etruscan epinetra are more 

curvilinear and generally provide fewer flat surfaces than their Athenian counterparts. As 

a result, the types of imagery available also becomes regionally defined, with East Greek 

and Etruscan customers favoring non-figural scenes and Attic material favoring narrative. 

In that sense, it seems that the buyer very much dictated production, and that neither 

Etruscan nor the East Greek material was directly influenced by Attic workmanship. 

The often-neglected non-Athenian material therefore deepens our understanding of 

epinetra as a whole. We now see that the form was far more popular in the earlier phases 

of ceramic production, with a much larger representation in black-figure. The materials 

from the Dodecanese and Spina are also backward looking, working off established 

decoration styles from earlier periods. In this way, the form and decoration are inherently 

conservative. In the last chapter of this text, I discuss the reasons why such traditions are 
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maintained—mainly, that their connection to the mature matriarch and her contributions to 

home and state, is a primary motivating factor in epinetra production and distribution. 
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PART II: FUNCTION, PURPOSE, AND MEANING 
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Chapter Three – The Function of Epinetra 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

The decorated ceramic examples of epinetra presented in this study are ceremonial 

versions of functional tools made of perishable materials, such as cloth, leather, or wood, 

that no longer survive. This presents a problem—if we do not have the actual tools, how 

can we determine their function? Were they designed for spinning, carding, the creation of 

roves, or for refining prespun thread? By reevaluating the evidence, it might be possible to 

determine not only how they were used, but what they were used to create. This chapter 

presents two connected arguments. First, I argue that functional epinetra were used for 

spinning thread, supported by ethnographic studies of several textile traditions, as well as 

an analysis of ancient source material. Secondly, I propose that this thread was composed 

of linen fibers, rather than wool. As mentioned in chapter one, Onesagoras, the donor of 

several ceremonial epinetra at a nymphaeum in Cyprus, was associated with a group of 

Cypriots engaged in the cultivation of flax and linseed.456 He dedicated no other weaving 

tools at the site, indicating a special relationship between epinetra and linen production—

a distinction not shared with other such utensils. This connection is supported by additional 

evidence of flax cultivation from other regions of the ancient world, forcing us to challenge 

 
456 Terence Bruce Mitford, The Nymphaeum of Kafizin: The Inscribed Pottery, vol. 2 (Walter de Gruyter, 

1980), 255. 
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our previously held assumption that functional prototypes of epinetra, which the corpus of 

decorated epinetra imitate, were used to process wool exclusively.  

SCHOLARSHIP ON FUNCTION 

 

When Carl Robert identified the ceramic epinetron as a textile tool in the late 19th 

century, he might not have realized the force of that claim.457 Rarely were these items 

associated with female consumption or viewership, let alone production. Of course, there 

were loom weights and spindle whorls, but these were hardly considered to be of high value 

or craftsmanship, and would not be seriously evaluated for another seven decades.458 The 

idea that vase painters and potters would create “luxury”459 items associated so closely with 

the female experience was entirely new—and now underappreciated in discussions of 

epinetra. 

Prior to this breakthrough, these objects were commonly mistaken for rooftiles, 

tomb tiles, rhyta, and vessels used at symposia for the kottabos game.460 Robert based his 

analysis on an Attic type B epinetron, now in the archaeological Museum in Athens (cat. 

 
457 Working in Germany alongside an uptick in female activism focused specifically on education and 

labor, Carl Robert was in some sense working against the standard upper-class view of women’s work as 

something to be discouraged. The Bund Deutscher Frauenvereine was established in 1894, just two years 

after Robert’s Onoi Pēlinoi of 1892.  
458 The first study of loom weights, to my knowledge, was Karl Schlabow’s Der Thorsberger 

Prachtmantel: Schlüssel zum altgermanischen Webstuhl of 1965, looking specifically at textiles from 

Roman Denmark. A year later, Marta Hoffman published The Warp-Weighted Loom: Studies in the History 

and Technology of an Ancient Implement, which deals more generally with weaving technology in 

Classical Antiquity.  
459 I use the word luxury here to suggest an item whose function was ceremonial rather than practical. 
460 Chiara Mercati, Epinetron: storia di una forma ceramica fra archeologia e cultura (Petruzzi, 2003), 17. 
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A21, pl. 54), establishing a connection between the ceramic examples and literary 

descriptions.461 It depicts a textile workshop, with a seated figure working material over 

the surface of an object placed on her knee. Consequently, his solution provided answers 

not only to the physical objects, but also to the occasional use of the word “epinetron” in 

conjunction with textile manufacture in textual sources. Ancient lexicographers provide 

clues as to the function of these objects,462 though none offer definitive answers. Little is 

mentioned of the epinetron itself, though we do have some sources that deal with the onos, 

which seems to have been synonymous. The word “epinetron” does not appear until the 

second century CE in Pollux, which has led many scholars to doubt its accuracy.463 Even 

so, Pollux uses the word “epinetron” in reference to spinning rather than carding, so this 

should be our first clue. Specifically, he states that “the epinetron is also called a spindle” 

which implies a similar function.464 He then claims that the word “onos” has many 

meanings but one is spindle and another, related to function, is similar to a grinding or mill 

stone. Here, he seems to be referring to the rough, scaled surface of the onos/epinetron. It 

is this second interpretation of “onos” that has convinced some scholars of a carding 

function. The next text to define this material is that of Hesychius of Alexandria, writing 

in the fifth or sixth century CE. He suggests that the epinetron or onos was used for 

“rubbing/smoothing/pounding”—the term itself is unclear, and could apply to any number 

 
461 Carl Robert, Onoi Pēlinoi (Athēnai, 1892), 249. 
462 Hesychios, Etymologicum Magnum, 326,20; Pollux VII.32 and x.125; Photius, Lexicon. 
463 Pollux, Onomasticon, 7.32 and 10.124-125. 
464 Pollux, Onomasticon, 7.32 and 10.124-125. 
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of processes.465 “Rubbing” or “smoothing” equally suggests spinning or carding, while 

“pounding” does not seem to apply in this context.  

Vague as the ancient sources are, they provided the basis for Carl Robert’s 

attribution. He believed that the epinetron was employed before spinning in the production 

of roves, making the fibers “more supple to spin.”466 Comparing the visual and textual 

material, in hindsight, might seem fairly obvious. Yet even after he published this landmark 

study in 1892, epinetra remained obscure and misidentified. A year later, Walters claimed 

that the two type G epinetra from Karpathos at the British Museum were simply rooftiles 

(cats. P3 and P4, pls. 23 and 24), despite featuring “a knob with a spout”—a trait entirely 

unheard-of among rooftiles.467 Like many other art historical discoveries, news was slow 

to travel and was often erratically applied. Even so, Gisela Richter, during her time at the 

British School at Athens, argued that epinetra were used in the process of spinning.468 This 

idea was new to the study of these objects, though she based her conclusions on the same 

image that Carl Robert employed in his identification twelve years earlier. According to 

Richter, “she is spinning, and passes the thread over the implement on her knee.”469 She 

provides no further justification for this attribution and seems unaware that the function 

was even in dispute. Conversely, Richard Engelmann argued that these objects were used 

 
465 Hesychius, Alphabetical Collection of All Words. 
466 Carl Robert, Archaeologische Hermeneutik; Anleitung zur Deutung klassischer Bildwerke (Berlin: 

Weidmann, 1919), 96. 
467 H. Beauchamp Walters, Catalogue of the Greek and Etruscan Vases in the British Museum, vol. II 

(London: Order of the trustees, 1893), 79. 
468 Gisela Marie Augusta Richter, “The Distribution of Attic Vases,” Annual of the British School at 

Athens, no. 11 (1904): 235. 
469 Richter, 235. 
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for refining thread that had already been spun in order to make finer, more consistent 

fabrics.470 According to his estimation, “spinning belongs to only two devices, the distaff 

and the spindle . . . Nowhere is there space for the use of the epinetron.”471 Rather, it was 

“necessary to remove unevenness and to give the thread a consistent diameter 

throughout.”472 He suggests that this was accomplished by “rotating it on a fixed support,” 

and argues that the Athens National Museum epinetron depicts this action. He disregards 

the use of “spinning” in the Pollux text, and instead opts for the term “rubbing” or 

“smoothing” provided by Hesychius.473 A British Museum guide to its Greek and Roman 

collection published a year later also capitalizes on this definition, claiming that “before 

the wool was placed upon the distaff, it appears to have been rubbed with a view to the 

separation of the fibres, upon an instrument known as an epinetron or onos.”474  

Margarete Láng’s argument of 1908 fell in line with that of Engelmann. She argued 

that carding and cleaning had their own, specific set of tools, and an epinetron would not 

have been required for either of these processes.475 She further argued, less convincingly, 

that Attic epinetra could have had multiple functions; she discounted the information 

provided by ancient lexicographers, and claimed that the purpose of the tool could have 
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changed over time.476 She suggests that one possible use could have been the delineation 

of pattern onto fabric through its scales, sort of like an ancient graphing paper, allowing 

for copying embroidery onto the surface of a textile.477 She also declassifies the objects 

from Karpathos, arguing that they are too different from the Attic examples to have 

functioned in the same way, and that they “could never fit onto a human limb.”478 Láng’s 

theory discounts any object whose dimensions do not conform with presumed utility, and 

yet she admits that functional examples were likely made out of wood rather than clay.479 

She seems unaware of the British Museum’s miniature epinetron from a child’s grave (cat. 

M1, pl. 83), excavated just outside of Athens several years prior, which challenges the idea 

that these objects need to fit onto an actual thigh to be considered among the more 

traditional examples.  

Láng’s interpretations, though skillfully argued, were not widely accepted. 

Friedrich Hauser, an intellectual forerunner of John Beazley, sided with Carl Robert in the 

debate over function.480 He added a somewhat nuanced discussion of class and gender 

dynamics to the debate by suggesting that such objects were specifically designed to 

maintain the modesty of elite women.481 In doing so, he recognizes the performance of 

status over the performance of an everyday task, emphasizing that the production of roves, 
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as depicted on a pyxis at the Metropolitan Museum (fig. 72), would not necessitate a leg 

covering.482 Also examining the Athens National Museum epinetron, he argues that “there 

can scarcely be any doubt that the red woolen cord was once painted on the onos, and has 

now disappeared as a result of heavy corrosion of the clay surface.”483 He does not consider 

that the depiction of this “cord” could equally represent the process of spinning.  

Hugo Blümner, in his Onos und Epinetron of 1910, argued against previous 

treatments of the ancient texts—according to his assessment of Pollux, the onos and the 

epinetron were two separate objects.484 In terms of function, he relies on portions of Láng’s 

and Hauser’s theories. Though he disagreed with Hauser’s interpretation of the 

lexicographers, he supported the claim that epinetra could be used in the creation of 

roves.485 Similarly, he was dismissive of Láng’s idea that the designs on ceramic epinetra 

could translate into woven or embroidered designs on textiles, but accepted that the object 

could be used for the smoothing of prespun threads.486 In this way, the Attic epinetron 

serves as a sort of catch-all utensil, with the potential to fix or adjust woolen yarn both 

before and after spinning. The actual spinning, however, was still relegated solely to the 

spindle and distaff.  

Recognizing a deficit in direct observation, Stefanos Antoniou Xanthoudidis sought 

out modern comparanda for his research on Attic epinetra, becoming the first scholar to 
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approach these objects anthropologically.487 The same year that Blümner published his 

study, Xanthoudides argued that something similar to an epinetron was still being used in 

modern Crete, where he spent much of his childhood.488 He based his study on a new 

interpretation of Pollux, who he claimed did not use the Greek word for “spin” but rather 

talks of “accumulating” material: “The scaly surface of the epinetron serves mainly to hold 

the wool laid on it and to keep it from slipping off.”489 He believed the name “onos” comes 

from the image of a donkey laden with a heavy pack; accordingly, the onos would look 

like such a donkey with wool “heaped” upon it.490 However, this “epinetron” that he 

observed in Crete was merely a wooden tray placed upon the lap of a wool worker, used 

for separating small amounts of wool to be spun on a distaff, which conflicts with the image 

provided on the Athens National Museum example. The ancient worker does not appear to 

“heap up” the material. Moreover, the specificity of the object does not lend itself to a task 

that could much more easily be accomplished on a table or another flat surface.  

However, Christian Blinkenberg was completely convinced, stating that “the 

explanation seems to be irrefutable.”491 And yet, he fully acknowledged that the process 

described by Xanthoudides did not require a special tool. Rather, he chalked up the 

proliferation of epinetra during the fifth century BCE to the whims of fashion as they were 
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“limited in time and location,” citing the lack of precursors and successors as evidence that 

the tool was wholly unnecessary.492 He also championed the idea that epinetra were limited 

to the sphere of Athenian influence, and that objects found in other parts of Greece 

corresponded with locations where “Attic customs and Attic goods were received.”493 As 

proof of the material’s limited range, he even claimed that “up until a few years ago, only 

epinetra made in Athens, which were decorated in the manner of later black-figure and red-

figure vases, were known.”494 It comes as a bit of a surprise that Blinkenberg, who 

excavated the site of Lindos at Rhodes, was so dismissive of the Rhodian examples495 that 

had been available for study for roughly twenty-five years. 

In stark contrast to Xanthoudidis and Blinkenberg, Franz Feldhaus proposed in Der 

Onos in China of 1917 that these objects were not limited to Greece. Citing an early 19th 

century print from China (fig. 73), Feldhaus argues that something similar to an epinetron 

was being used by women to produce cotton thread.496 He relies on information provided 

in a German translation of a bilingual French-English text. However, judging by the 

original image, it is just as likely that the figure spins any variety of plant fibers (we will 

return to this point later in the chapter). She uses both hands, much like what we see on the 

Athens National Museum epinetron. The same process is illustrated in a 19th century print 

at the Bibliotheque Nationale in Paris (fig. 74). Here, the presence of a squat vessel, which 
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could be a wetting bowl used in the production of linen thread, might hint at the true 

application of epinetra. According to later studies of textile technology in China, these 

make-shift epinetra were actually repurposed rooftiles, bringing us full circle to the original 

interpretation of the Greek examples.497 Rudolf Hommel observed this practice firsthand: 

“Itinerant cobblers on the street, and sometimes women in the country (I do not forget the 

one in Kien Chang, Kiangsi, who would not sell me the beautiful green glazed tile of the 

Ming dynasty, as it fitted her thigh so snugly), place a roofing tile upon their thighs, and 

twist the yarn upon this, others, to save their clothing, roll up their trousers and twist the 

fibres upon the bare leg.”498 Here, he seems to describe spinning, not carding or rove-

making. In addition, Hommel notes that in his encounters with rural spinners, thigh-

spinning was used primarily for domestic production of hemp yarn, rather than cotton.499 

One imagines that a similar process was employed in ancient Greece.500 

Seemingly unaware of these conversations, Helen McClees maintained that the 

epinetron was used for making roves. She cites the scale pattern incised on some Attic 

examples as proof of this function.501 Later in the text, she conflates carding and rove-

making (though she is clearly referring to the latter), suggesting that her familiarity with 
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the process may have been rudimentary.502 David Robinson, student of Carl Robert, 

challenged her assessment in his study of an Attic black-figure epinetron in his private 

collection; at the time, it was only one of two examples in an American collection (the 

other being at the Metropolitan Museum), and rightly deserved special attention. He 

proposed that the epinetron was used for carding, protecting the user’s garments from dirty, 

unprocessed wool.503 As for the Athens National Museum epinetron, he claimed that “the 

seated lady can hardly be said to be spinning, or to be improving the texture of the spun 

threads for weaving, or to be rubbing thread over the surface of the epinetron to make it 

even and smooth. She is using both hands and not one…”504 The idea that spinning was a 

process that only required one hand results from a lack of direct observation. All kinds of 

spinning, by hand, spindle, or thigh, require the use of two hands. Moreover, as 

Blinkenberg had done eight years prior, Robinson disregards the evidence from Rhodes, 

calling them “local imitations” and reiterates that the epinetron was an Attic invention.505  

Georgios Bakalakis would challenge Robinson’s theories on function when he 

published a photograph in 1960 of a relief from Brauron (fig. 75). It appears to show a 

woman using a leather or cloth epinetron, which provided the basis for his argument; the 

thread itself was too tough to be smoothed or roughed by such an object.506 In his opinion, 
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the image on the Athens National Museum epinetron did not, as argued in previous 

treatments, present a post-spinning phase of production.507 By way of example, he 

established a modern context for this device. He cites a practice he witnessed in modern 

Germany of sealing the joints of wooden ships with tow (short, loose fibers) made of linen 

(fig. 76). According to Bakalakis, crewmen created these thick ropes by rubbing the flax 

fibers over a “Byzantine-Turkish roof tile.”508 The two images, the relief from Brauron and 

the photograph of the ship worker, form a diagram of the intended usage for ancient 

epinetra. Here, the practice is reserved specifically for linen, though Bakalakis seems 

reluctant to apply a precise type of material to the ancient technique.  

Like Bakalakis, Bernhard Schweitzer proposed an alternate theory to carding, 

emphasizing that “a table-top, or at least a flat board, and a comb, was much better suited 

than an epinetron.”509 He dismisses the information provided in Pollux for a similar reason, 

as spinning could be completed with a distaff and spindle. Instead, he theorizes that the 

object was used to rough out threads for the creation of mantles and peploi. The roughened 

thread would appear “hairy,” accounting for the word “onos,” which according to 

Schweitzer refer to the hairy backside on a donkey. This process would result in a warmer 

fabric, trapping additional body heat.510 Here we see the first effort to associate epinetra 

with a particular type of garment, though his theory did not gain traction.  
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From here, the question was essentially dropped. Instead, scholarship on epinetra 

turned to considerations of iconography and attribution, which also meant that the non-

Attic material would continue to play a minor role. Christoph Clairmont, discussing an 

epinetron by the Eretria painter, defers to Bakalakis’s interpretation of usage.511 Later 

treatments, such as that of Brian Sparkes and Lucy Talcott, do not commit to any specific 

application beyond that of a “knee-guard used in wool working.”512 The sudden disinterest 

in questions of function runs counter to the development of Processual Archaeology in the 

early 1960s, for which this topic would have been well suited. It was not until roughly 

fifteen years later that the matter would resurface in the form of a highly influential doctoral 

dissertation, still cited widely today. In it, Pamela Benbow argued that carding was far too 

“dirty” and “rough” to take place indoors, and was certainly not the delicate process that 

we see on the National Museum example.513 Nor did she believe such objects were used 

for making roves, a task that would not have required a specialized tool.514  

As Benbow points out that “the use of the verb, νέω, to spin, by every ancient source 

in direct connection with the function of the epinetron has been ignored or explained away 

by almost every modern scholar.”515 She also suggests that thigh-spinning “may combine 

several already spun threads into a thicker thread, a sort of second spinning, for heavier 
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material or for use in decoration of garments.”516 Yet spinning itself is not seriously 

considered as a function of the epinetron. By her estimation, the object could not have had 

any kind of significant role in thread processing, due to its relative obscurity: “It is highly 

unlikely that an object which is almost non-existant in the ancient literary sources and 

relatively rare in its number of preserved examples would have enjoyed a wide 

geographical distribution or a long life.”517 Instead, she categorizes the epinetron as a 

highly specialized object with limited use.  

Arguing against Láng, she posits that epinetra could not have had a wide range of 

functions. Similarly, she argued that “the making of roves was not, on the basis of sound 

evidence, the chief function of the clay epinetron.”518 She believes, like Carl Robert, that 

the epinetron was used to refine threads that had already been hand spun with a spindle and 

distaff. She cites as evidence “wear marks” on several ceramic epinetra, though those 

marks are highly suspect.519 It is unclear if these marks represent actual usage or just typical 

wear and tear. In any case, she argues that they are too fine to correspond to rove-making, 

which would have left thicker marks. She seems to waver on this subject, arguing a 

connection both to spinning and to post-spinning. She is unwilling to let go of the ancient 

sources, which describe spinning with an epinetron, but also unable to commit to this 

process as a primary function.  
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It would be another three decades before the discussion was reopened by Chiara 

Mercati and Panayota Badinou.520 This long gap accompanied a shift in academic thinking, 

which included the introduction of feminist theory and behavioral archaeology into the 

modus operandi. Thus, the new scholarly treatments of epinetra benefitted from nearly 

thirty years of additional working material. Mercati lists the possibility that epinetra were 

used for spinning, but only in the context of other interpretations.521 In terms of possible 

connections to linen production, she also addresses the material from Cyprus, but merely 

to highlight the versatility of these objects.522 Still, she was the first scholar to suggest that 

the work carried out on an epinetron could include material other than wool, though 

Bakalakis had hinted as much. However, she does not consider this to be evidence of 

overall function. Instead, she describes the epinetron as an object used to refine raw wool 

thread, “to aid in the preparation of the preliminary yarn or in the refining of the already 

spun product,” but does not describe how this task is accomplished.523 In a way, her work 

does not stray far from Carl Robert, who came to the conclusion that epinetra were used to 

refine thread.524 Like Benbow, she too believes that an epinetron “could also be necessary 

to double the yarn in order to manually reinforce it.”525 
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Panayota Badinou, publishing a text on epinetra in the same year, argued that the 

function could only correspond to rove-making; the inclusion of scales corresponds with 

this usage.526 She also reasoned that such a process would result in a more pliable thread 

after spinning, one better suited for the weft.527 She admits that an epinetron was not 

absolutely necessary for pre-spinning fibers, and that this process could have easily been 

executed on a bare leg, as depicted in several vase images. Rather, “a specific tool, such as 

the epinetron, probably allowed the preparation of a rove that was more appropriate to the 

desired quality of yarn.”528 She attributes the relatively abbreviated time of ceramic 

epinetra production to changing preferences in utilitarian objects, stressing that another 

object must have replaced the epinetron.529 Simple, small tiles could have functioned in 

this capacity. And yet her theory does not account for the proliferation of the decorated 

examples in specific places during specific times—if such objects were easily replaced, 

then one has to wonder why they ever existed at all.  

Frauke Heinrich’s study of 2006 is slightly more robust, and presents one of the 

most in-depth examinations of epinetra decoration to date.530 Unlike Mercati, she insists 

on the material of production: “the sources describe wool being processed on the epinetra 

as woolen thread.”531 In terms of function, she argues that the second reference to the 
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epinetron in Pollux makes it clear that the onos and the epinetron were in fact separate 

objects, rather than synonyms for the same tool. Instead, both tools “performed distinct 

functions in the same work.”532 Furthermore, she claims that “the interpretation of the 

epinetron as a knee protection and that of the onos as the footstool seems more plausible 

than the interpretation of both terms as knee protection.”533 She disregards the idea that an 

epinetron could be used for smoothing the thread post-spinning: “It is hardly conceivable 

that a thread was first spun into fine yarn, wound up, and unwound to smooth it on the 

epinetron.”534 Instead, she argues that these tools were used for the creation of roves. She 

points to imagery where some women appear to be making roves across their legs,535 

though this could very well be spinning. Even so, none of these women use an epinetron, 

so the evidence is a bit suspect. Heinrich further argues that coarse ware examples served 

as functional epinetra.536  

To review, there are several camps of scholarly opinion when it comes to the 

function of epinetra. There are those that suggest carding, such as David Robinson; those 

that suggest rove-making, such as Carl Robert, Hugo Blümner, Helen McClees, Panayota 

Badinou, and Frauke Heinrich; those that apply the process of spinning, such as Gisela 

Richter; and those that have suggested the refining of spun thread, such as Richard 

Engelmann. Yet none of these theories have gained widespread or unilateral acceptance, 

and the question of function remains largely unanswered. Now, after a decade of inactivity, 
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I believe it is time to revisit the discussion. The following section attempts to settle the 

matter outright, with the hope that future scholarship can utilize the given information for 

further inquiry and discovery.  

THE FUNCTION OF EPINETRA 

 

The first question is whether these objects were actually used. Benbow cites “crude 

workmanship”537 as a sign that some of the Rhodian epinetra were functional, though that 

reasoning is faulty. It demonstrates an unspoken bias towards the Athenian material 

decorated in the preferred black-figure or red-figure style. Moreover, whether an object is 

aesthetically pleasing has little to do with usage. Some very “crude” items served as highly 

valued dedications or grave goods; the many roughly hewn votive figurines sitting in 

museum storage facilities around the world attest to this reality. Conversely, finely crafted 

vessels also had functions beyond ceremonial usage. She also cites “frequent use of 

suspension holes”538 created post firing, which she argues corresponds to usage in a 

workshop environment. However, as we have seen from suspension holes on ceramic 

plaques meant for votive or commemorative purposes, this feature could also indicate 

display.  

As far as I could tell from my examination, there are no definitive signs of use on 

any of the existing examples. Any surface scratches that I noted appeared accidental. 

Continued use would likely leave multiple, roughly parallel striations running across the 
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surface in a perpendicular fashion. Instead, the few appearances of cuts or grooves do not 

seem to have been formed with any kind of intention. The type C epinetron at the Komotini 

Archaeological Museum exhibits several grooves across the closed end of the form (cat. 

P2, pl. 10). The placement of these marks (at the knee rather than the thigh, where material 

would have been worked) does not correspond with usage. Rather, these scratches may 

result from a hasty hand-forming of this part of the object. On the interior surface, 

presumably where no working of fibers took place, we find similar marks. Moreover, if we 

were to assume that such marks indicate usage, we would also have to assume that the user 

repeatedly used the same few, randomly chosen spots for their task. If the process carried 

out on an epinetron involved “rubbing” as suggested by ancient lexicographers, then the 

fibers would have moved across the surface, rather than rotating in a single position.  

With this unsubstantial evidence of usage, it seems unlikely that any of these 

objects were functional. Instead, we should be asking: were these objects made specifically 

for the grave and the sanctuary, or were they created for some other purpose. The 

suspension holes seem to indicate that the Rhodian epinetra were hung, either for 

convenient storage or for display. Given the overall lack of wear on these objects, it seems 

that the most likely scenario is that these were hung for display, possibly demonstrating a 

different context than their Athenian counterparts—though a lack of suspension holes does 

not mean that they could not have been placed for viewing on a table, altar, or at the foot 

of a shrine. In any case, this changes our understanding of epinetra in the Dodecanese. 

They were not created simply for manufacture, or as grave goods meant to communicate 
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or establish the status of the deceased. Rather, they served some kind of symbolic or 

ceremonial function prior to burial.  

This symbolic or ceremonial function is further attested by the relatively good state 

of preservation of the painted designs. The fact that, in some cases, the scales were painted 

rather than incised, indicates that the functionality of the tool was not central to its design. 

Also, the scarcity of the objects likely indicates their special nature. If ceramic epinetra 

were essential for the processing of fibers, one might expect to see more of them. The fact 

that we have so few suggests that the everyday epinetra were made of more perishable 

materials, or materials not recognized as epinetra during excavation (such as repurposed 

rooftiles). Moreover, it seems unlikely that the everyday tool itself was limited to certain 

locations, yet ceramic examples only appear in Attica, Rhodes, and a few other locations. 

The custom of making, burying, and dedicating ceramic epinetra was determined by 

cultural factors, not by extensive textile manufacture. Moreover, in the areas where we do 

find epinetra, they are consistently discovered in religious or burial contexts. To my 

knowledge, only the Spinetic epinetra (cats. S1-S7, pls. 1-7) and the Olynthus epinetron 

(cat. P12, pl. 32) have been discovered in domestic contexts where, presumably, the 

majority of textile production took place. It is either the case that all functional epinetra 

were coarse ware, and subsequently disposed of or misidentified during excavation, or 

some were made of perishable materials, like wood, leather, or fabric. As demonstrated in 

the Brauron relief (fig. 75), such objects could have been made of thick fabric or leather. 

That said, the object presented in the Athens Museum type B epinetron more closely 

resembles decorated ceramic examples (cat. A21, pl. 54). This might indicate that this 
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scene has ritual overtones previously unexplored. Another possibility, though difficult to 

prove, is that repurposed rooftiles could serve as makeshift epinetra, much like the 

examples from 19th century China and Germany. If so, there would be no indication in the 

archaeological record, as such objects would appear simply as architectural elements and 

would be tossed aside during excavation. With this possibility in mind, Donati proposes a 

convincing narrative for the development of the tool. He argues that in looking for a 

workable surface, Greek women began by utilizing what was already available to them at 

home—namely, spare rooftiles kept in reserve to replace those that might get damaged or 

broken on the exterior of the home.539 From these humble origins, the epinetron was 

developed and refined by potters and painters to better fit their function. This would explain 

why it is so difficult to find epinetra in domestic contexts (outside of Spina). Perhaps the 

functional examples were traditionally just rooftiles, and therefore indistinguishable from 

regular rooftiles found in any settlement. The decorated examples, by contrast, might not 

have been meant to be functional. They were designed for funerary or religious contexts—

as such, they are easier to identify.  

Therefore, it is essential to determine how functional epinetra (in any material) were 

used, in order to provide insight into the significance of these objects in ceremonial 

contexts. By looking to contemporary weavers and spinners for clues, and by shifting the 

focus to objects from outside of the Athenian tradition, I believe we can successfully put 

some of these questions to rest. At the heart of it, what many of these aforementioned 
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explanations lack is any type of modern comparanda. Looms, spindles, and distaffs were 

all in use into the modern era and are therefore easy to identify in ancient examples. 

Scholars like Xanthoudidis, Feldhaus, and Bakalakis each attempted to find similar 

comparanda, with varying degrees of success. Xanthoudidis thought he had found it in 

Crete, in the wooden trays practitioners used to pile up their raw material. Feldhaus argued 

that the images from China, which depict women using roof tiles as surfaces for spinning, 

were the obvious solution. He was essentially correct, though there is no indication that 

functional epinetra were made of ceramic materials in ancient Greece. Finally, Bakalakis, 

along with his image of the relief from Brauron, suggested that such items (again in the 

form of roof tiles) were being used in modern day Germany.540 They each reasoned that if 

such items were important enough to replicate in ceramic form, and to be dedicated in 

temples and placed in graves, that they must have had some kind of integral function still 

applicable today.  

To further resolve this issue, I would like to introduce an additional example. The 

Tlingit, a modern first nation people of the Pacific Northwestern United States and Canada, 

continue to produce thread by hand, using what they refer to as “spinning pads” to aid in 

this process (figs. 77 and 78).541 These spinning pads, and the work of Tlingit artists in 

general, was not considered in previous scholarship of epinetra.542 I present some of their 

 
540 See earlier discussion. 
541 Clarissa Rizal, “What Are Spinning Pads?” Clarissa Rizal’s Blog, November 17, 2014, 

http://clarissarizal.com/blog/what-are-spinning-pads. 
542 I am indebted to Professor Louis Waldman, who suggested I look into Tlingit spinning pads during in 

November of 2014.  
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work here with permission from the artists themselves, who provided many of the images 

and the technical expertise that form the basis of my argument. Spinning pads are typically 

made of canvas wrapped over the thigh to provide a surface for the production of Chilkat 

warp thread.543 Chilkat weaving544 is highly complex, and allows for curvilinear or circular 

patterns to exist within the woven design (fig. 79). Like ancient Greek textiles, Chilkat 

fabrics are produced on a vertical upright loom (fig. 80).545 The warp threads, which form 

the framework for the design, need to be particularly strong, consistent, and tight, as they 

sustain the most damage during weaving. The spinner can achieve this tensile strength by 

rolling the thread down their thigh,546 for which an epinetron or spinning pad is well suited.  

Tlingit thigh spinning, much like that in the ancient world, involves long plant 

fibers.547 Rarely is this technique used for wool alone, as the short length of these fibers 

does not allow for easy spinning along the thigh (fig. 81).548 Sometimes, as is the case with 

Chilkat warp thread, thigh spinning is the preferred method for creating a mixed yarn of 

wool and plant fibers.549 The Tlingit use two strands of wool from a mountain goat and 

fibers from the inner bark of a yellow cedar tree for this purpose (fig. 82).550 The high 

 
543 Clarissa Rizal, e-mail message to author, August 29, 2016. 
544 The word “Chilkat,” derives from the name of a group of people who belong to the larger Tlingit 

nation. Chilkat weaving is practiced by Tlingit, Haida, Tsimshian, and other Northwest Coast First Nation 

people of Alaska and British Columbia. 
545 Charles Avery Amsden, Navaho Weaving: Its Technic and History (Courier Corporation, 1934), 27. 
546 Elizabeth Wayland Barber, Prehistoric Textiles: The Development of Cloth in the Neolithic and Bronze 

Ages with Special Reference to the Aegean (Princeton University Press, 1991), 43.  
547 Erica J. Tiedemann and Kathryn A. Jakes, “An Exploration of Prehistoric Spinning Technology: 

Spinning Efficiency and Technology Transition,” Archaeometry 48, no. 2 (2006): 294. 
548 Elizabeth Wayland Barber, Women’s Work, the First 20,000 Years: Women, Cloth, and Society in Early 

Times (New York: Norton, 1995), 34-35. 
549 Tiedemann and Jakes, 294. 
550 Alena Samuel, “Chilkat Spinning,” Threads Magazine, 1 (1985): 55. 
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tensile strength of the cedar fibers provides a sturdy base for the weft threads.551 Clarissa 

Rizal, a Tlingit weaver who used, made, and sold spinning pads, explained that “in the old 

days, we spun on our bare thighs. Because the cedar bark can tend to be rough, it can take 

the first layer of skin off, so women began to wear pants. Spinning warp on blue jeans was 

a relief, though the blue dye from the jeans bled into the color of the warp.”552 Her account 

is echoed by other practitioners who encountered similar issues with thigh spinning; in 

each case, they adopted some form of protection for their skin during thread processing.553 

It seems that epinetra might have served a similar function as modern clothing.554 

Obviously, ancient Greek women did not have the luxury of tight jeans, and their garments 

were far too loose to serve as a stable surface for the twisting of yarn. Moving fabric aside 

to expose a bare leg would have been deemed inappropriate for an aristocratic woman and 

would have added to the discomfort of spinning on unprotected skin. Instead, another 

instrument was needed—an object that could fit over the fabric covering one’s leg, serving 

the same function as the spinning pad used by many Tlingit spinners, while preserving the 

spinner’s modesty. 

Moreover, thigh spinning is a highly effective way of producing multi-spun or 

double-ply yarns. The task of creating double spun yarn on the thigh is accomplished by 

using the palm and the fingers of one hand (typically the right) to roll two sets of fibers 

 
551 It also accounts for the distinctive and pleasant aroma of Chilkat blankets. 
552 Clarissa Rizal, “What Are Spinning Pads?” Clarissa Rizal’s Blog, November 17, 2014, 

http://clarissarizal.com/blog/what-are-spinning-pads. 
553 Samuel, 57. 
554 Samuel, 57, observed that after spinning a number of yards on her thigh, her skin became sore and red. 

Her solution was to wear a pair of tight jeans, which prevented irritation. 
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down the right thigh, while using the fingers or palm of the other hand to twist together, in 

the opposite direction, the threads created by the right hand (fig. 83).555 This method has 

certain advantages. Thigh spinning allows the artisan to spin multiple individual threads, 

while simultaneously combining those threads into a single, double-ply yarn. If using a 

distaff and spindle, the artisan is required to spin each thread individually, then spin each 

of these threads together, a three-part manufacturing process. To create a double spun 

thread, the thigh spinner needs to perform only one process, thereby eliminating two 

steps.556 If a thigh spinner wishes to increase the length of their two-ply yarn, they can 

splice additional fibers to the ends of each thread, and keep spinning. The spindle spinner, 

because they must create individual threads before combining them, does not have the same 

advantage, as it is much less effective to splice once the third spinning is complete. Of 

course, there are several advantages to spindles. They require less physical effort and 

movement than thigh spinning, as they remain in motion after the spinner has applied the 

initial torque (fig. 84).557 It would seem that each method has an appropriate application 

and one is not empirically better than the other.558 However, it is debatable which method 

is faster at producing two-ply thread. The results often have more to do with the overall 

quality of the fibers, and the experience or skill level of the spinner, than other factors.559 

Spinning a single thread with a spindle is certainly faster.560 Therefore, unless the spinner 

 
555 Tiedemann and Jakes, 294. 
556 Tiedemann and Jakes, 296. 
557 Tiedemann and Jakes, 294. 
558 Some practitioners may prefer to stand (spindle spin) as it allows for greater mobility and multitasking, 

while others may prefer to sit (thigh spin) for greater comfort.  
559 Tiedemann and Jakes, 293. 
560 Tiedemann and Jakes, 304. 
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was simply more comfortable using their thigh, it would make little sense to re-spin single 

threads on an epinetron. If the spinner is forced to use a spindle for the individual threads, 

as is the case with wool, it makes little sense to then move to an epinetron for the final 

spinning. It requires more movement, time, and effort.  

If we compare the image of the seated figure from the Athens National Museum 

epinetron to modern images of thigh spinning, we see a similar placement of hands. The 

right hand sits on the spinner’s thigh, while the left hand is raised, presumably twisting 

fibers into a double-ply yarn. Looking at modern thigh spinning, we have to wonder 

whether it is possible that such threads were produced in ancient Greece. If so, would they 

have been used in a similar manner to what we see in Tlingit textiles, or perhaps for another 

purpose entirely? It seems possible that there was a specific type of textile that required the 

use of an epinetron. This possibility reconciles both Richter and Benbow’s conclusions—

that indeed, the epinetron was used for spinning, as the former suggests, and had its own 

unique function that could not have been carried out by other tools, as the latter argues. 

In conclusion, the evidence suggests that epinetra were used for spinning, but 

perhaps not exclusively for the production of woolen threads. As outlined, other scholars 

have argued that epinetra were either used for twisting multiple, pre-spun woolen threads 

together, or were used in rove making or refinement of woolen threads. However, when 

presented with tools that facilitate wool production, like spindles and distaffs, there would 

appear to be little need for an additional tool. Moreover, in all cases of thigh spinning 

examined thus far, we see a surprising lack of wool production. The Tlingit artists use cloth 

epinetra for mixed fibers, and 19th and 20th century spinners in China and Germany used 
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ceramic tiles for hemp, cotton, and flax. The common theme among these examples 

appears to be plant fibers.561 If this were the case in ancient Greece, we might assume 

epinetra were used for the production of linen threads. In the following sections, I lay out 

the evidence for the connection between epinetra and flax, as well as the function of linen 

in the Hellenic world. 

FLAX AND THIGH SPINNING  

 

The process for making linen, much like wool fabric, is labor intensive. Flax plants 

have to be pulled from the soil (rather than cut), then the seeds are extracted and the stalks 

softened in water, in a process known as retting.562 The stalks are left out to air-dry and 

stored for a month or more in order to cure. Afterwards, the stalks are pressed and scraped 

(a process called scutching) in order to remove the remaining woody casing. The fibers 

are then combed through, sometimes on a bed of nails (heckling).563 This both separates 

the material into individual fibers and removes the shorter fibers, called tow.564 Once the 

fibers are processed, they could be spun on a drop spindle, much like what we see with 

 
561 John F. Leeds, “Making Cordage Fast,” Bulletin of Primitive Technology 17 (1999): 41. Leeds, another 

Tlingit artisan, recommends wetting the pant leg to prevent slipping. This would not have been an issue for 

flax, as it needs to remain wet anyway during the spinning process. Still, this might be the function of the 

scales: to keep the thread from slipping off the surface. However, these scales may present other issues—

Leeds also advises against loose material, as the string gets easily caught on wrinkled fabric. 
562 Gregory S. Aldrete, Scott M. Bartell, and Alicia Aldrete, Reconstructing Ancient Linen Body Armor: 

Unraveling the Linothorax Mystery (Johns Hopkins University Press, 2013), 21. 
563 Stina T. Andresen and Sabine Karg, “Retting Pits for Textile Fibre Plants at Danish Prehistoric Sites 

Dated between 800 B.C. and A.D. 1050,” Vegetation History and Archaeobotany 20.6 (2011): 518-519.  
564 Ruzica Surina and Maja Andrassy, “Effect of Preswelling and Ultrasound Treatment on the Properties 

of Flax Fibers Cross-linked with Polycarboxylic Acids,” Textile Research Journal 83, no. 1 (2013): 67. 
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wool.565 Therefore, the tools associated with linen textiles are generally the same as those 

associated with wool, with the exception of the wetting bowl, used to soften flax during 

thread processing, and large, heavy loom weights, which would have been necessary for 

weaving.  

Flax fibers, having to remain wet during spinning, might have required some kind 

of surface to keep the spinner clean, dry, and free of rope burn. A cloth epinetron, possibly 

made of thick linen, could have served this purpose.566 Similarly, in order to create the 

multi-spun threads described in the construction of certain types of linen, the use of an 

epinetron would have been more efficient than other spinning tools.567 Barber describes the 

process for spinning fibers along one’s thigh, citing this technique as the easiest, most 

straightforward method of creating thread. However, it only works properly if the fibers 

themselves are naturally long. Flax fibers can grow up to 4 feet, while wool can only grow 

to several inches.568 As a result, spindles and distaffs are necessary for keeping the woolen 

thread consistent, particularly where the fibers overlap. It is unlikely that an epinetron 

would have been useful in the production of regular wool thread, but perfectly suitable for 

the creation of linen.  

 
565 Aldrete, et. al., 21. 
566 The decoration on some epinetra might reflect this function. If one compares foliate designs on these 

objects to flax with its various buds, we can see striking similarities. 
567 In Exodus, the word for creating flax thread is “shazar,” which means “to twist” or “to glue.” See 

Barber, Prehistoric Textiles, 50 and 72. 
568 Barber, Women’s Work, 34-35. 
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Therefore, it seems that thread doubling was more closely associated with creating 

linen textiles than woolen cloth. A Sumerian poem referred to by Thorkild Jacobsen569 as 

“The Bridal Sheets” outlines this process as early as the third millennium BCE. It consists 

of a narrative in which Utu (the sun god) brings flax to Inanna (his sister, and goddess of 

love and fertility) to make linen.570 They discuss the process in stages: first retting (soaking 

in water to soften and separate the fibers), then spinning, and finally “doubling.”571 Here, 

the doubling is an important step, one that comes right before dying and weaving. 

 It is therefore reasonable to make a case for the association between linen 

production and epinetra. This possibility has not been seriously considered in past 

scholarship, mainly due to a reliance on ancient source material that highlights the 

importation of linen from outside of Greece. In the following section, I review the modern 

scholarship and subsequently present the evidence from ancient literature. 

MODERN SOURCES ON FLAX  

 

Despite archaeological and etymological evidence, scholars tend to downplay the 

importance of flax. It is generally believed that “flax required more fertile soil than was 

available in most parts of mainland Greece,”572 though we know from the Linear B tablets 

 
569 See Thorkild Jacobsen, The Treasures of Darkness: A History of Mesopotamian Religion (New Haven 

and London, 1976), 30–31. 
570 Susan Ackerman, “Asherah, the West Semitic Goddess of Spinning and Weaving?” Journal of Near 

Eastern Studies 67, no. 1 (2008): 1 
571 “The Bridal Sheets,” Sumerian poem translated in Thorkild Jacobsen, The Harps that Once--: Sumerian 

Poetry in Translation (Yale University Press, 1997), 13. 
572 Ian Jenkins, “The Greeks,” in The Cambridge History of Western Textiles, vol. 1 (Cambridge 2003), 71.  
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that flax was grown extensively in Messenia.573 Cook argued in 1993 that flax was not 

cultivated in Europe until the Romans brought it from Egypt.574 This gap between the 

Mycenaean record and that of the Roman empire should be fairly suspicious to most 

scholars. After all, the idea that a prevalent agricultural practice would simply drop out of 

fashion only to return later as a foreign import does not conform to our understanding of 

cultivation in the ancient world. Part of this issue lies in the lack of interest in fabric beyond 

the whims of fashion. To many historians, the question of whether chitons were made of 

wool or linen seems irrelevant to the conversation of dress overall. Those opinions are now 

changing, as manufacturing processes have entered the canon of archaeological and art 

historical inquiry. Moreover, the lack of scholarship on linen is reflective of a larger desire 

to manufacture a clear dichotomy between Greece and the “outside” world, particularly 

Egypt, as a way of asserting Hellenic exceptionalism. Such scholarship leaned heavily on 

any source that seemed to confirm this position (such as Herodotus), and disregarded those 

that did not. 

In the late 19th and early 20th centuries, Paul Giraud and Henri Francotte attempted 

to address questions surrounding flax production in Classical Greece. Giraud advocated for 

a model of trade, arguing that although linen is “very often mentioned in the Greek texts, 

even in Homer,” it was likely that such items were imported from abroad.575 Accordingly, 

 
573 Marie Louise Nosch, “Linen Textiles and Flax in Classical Greece: Provenance and Trade,” in Textile 

Trade and Textile Distribution in Antiquity, ed. Kerstin Droß-Krüpe (Harrassowitz Verlag, 2014), 17. 
574 J. G. Cook, Handbook of Textile Fibres, vol. 1: Natural Fibres (Merrow, 1993). 
575 Paul Guiraud, La Propriété foncière en Grèce jusqu’à la conquête romaine (Paris: Impr. Nationale, 

1893), 502. 
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he cites Herodotus, stating that flax was a “special plant in the country inhabited by the 

Scythians.” It was therefore already foreign in his time and “nowhere acclimatized in 

Greece.”576 He asserts that we would have to rely on Thucydides and Theophrastus for any 

real proof that flax was a “native product of Greece.”577 Francotte questions the role of flax 

in ancient Greece, asking “if it were the practice of the Athenians to wrap themselves in 

linen clothing, the flax industry should be almost as important as that of wool, and, 

curiously enough, we find only rare references to it.”578 Francotte also points out that “no 

author provides the slightest details about the places of origin or the importation of the raw 

material.”579 To him, this suggests that the product must be local in origin, though he 

stipulates that linen consumption was limited to elite consumers, and therefore not 

widespread.  

Julius Beloch in volume 2 of his Griechische Geschichte of 1927, argues that 

preferences in textile type (wool or linen) could have had a political dimension.580 He 

argues that Greeks would have associated linen with Ionian custom. Therefore, with the 

waning of Ionian influence in Athens, men would have opted for wool as a kind of 

statement of disinterest in eastern fashion. Women, according to Beloch, were not bothered 

by these political realities: “Only in feminine clothing did the canvas [linen] maintain its 

 
576 Guiraud, 502. 
577 Guiraud, 502. 
578 Henri Francotte, L’industrie dans la Grèce Ancienne, vol. I (Bruxelles: Société Belge de Librairie, 

1900), 81. 
579 Francotte, 81. 
580 Karl J. Beloch, Griechische Geschichte: Bis auf die Sophistische Bewegung und den Peloponnesischen 

Krieg (Berlin: Walter de Gruyter, 1927), 106–107. 
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place beside wool.”581 However, he provides little evidence for this supposition, and it 

seems that linen textiles were not relegated to any one gender. In fact, Herodotus suggests 

that women could be compelled to switch fabrics as a punitive measure. In his Histories, 

he presents an anecdote about the untimely demise of the single surviving Athenian soldier 

upon his return from a disastrous campaign in Aegina. The widows of his compatriots, 

enraged at the perceived injustice of his continued existence among such great loss, stabbed 

him to death with their dress pins. Supposedly, “they could find . . . no other way to punish 

the women than changing their dress to the Ionian fashion. Until then the Athenian women 

had worn Dorian dress, which is very like the Corinthian. It was changed, therefore, to the 

linen tunic, so that they might have no brooch-pins to use.”582  

Robert Forbes addressed the use of flax in ancient Greece, but drastically 

downplays its significance. He describes flax production as something of a local 

phenomenon, not developing far beyond a “small-shop system,” which “dwindled into 

insignificance” with increased importation from Egypt.583 Ian Jenkins presents a similar 

scenario in The Cambridge History of Western Textiles from 2003, wherein most, if not all, 

flax came from abroad. According to this model, linen was hardly a factor in ancient 

Greece, and when we do have linen, “the raw flax is likely to have been imported and then 

worked by Greek women, or sometimes the cloth itself was imported.”584 Wood and 

 
581 Beloch, 106–107. 
582 Herodotus, the Histories, 5.87. 
583 Robert J. Forbes, Studies in Ancient Technology, vol. 4: The Fibres and Fabrics of Antiquity (Leiden, 

1964), 138. 
584 Jenkins, 71. 
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Roberts argued in 2005 that in Greece, “there was little effort made to develop home-based 

flax production,” with the assumption that most flax and linen was imported.585  

Demetrius J. Georgacas analyzed flax cultivation by looking to toponyms, and 

argued that “the cultivation of flax and the linen industry were wide-spread in Greece itself, 

as is shown by terms designating production of flax and manufacture of flaxen articles and 

linen clothing in all periods of the Greek language and by place-names derived from the 

terms for ‘flax’ etc.”586 One can observe this phenomenon even in the modern period 

(though some of these names may have ancient origins). Roughly 150 place names bear 

some connection to linen, including geographical features like hills, rivers, and fields, as 

well as villages and other small towns. These names often refer to a specific occupation 

involving linen work, rather than flax more generally, such as Λιναρά, Λιναρές, 

Λιναράκια, and Λινάρι.587 As Nosch points out, “these toponyms do not necessarily refer 

to places where flax is grown or processed; they could be places owned by a linen weaver 

or even by someone with a nickname related to linen.”588 Other place names seem to refer 

to flax cultivation, such as a site in Kythera called Λιναροχώραφο, which translates to “flax 

field.” On Crete, two sites Λινοκάμπι and Λινόκαμπος likely derive their names from the 

word for linen in Greek, and the word “campo,” meaning “field” in Italian.589 Other 

 
585 F. A. Wood and G. A. F. Roberts, “Natural Fibres and Dyes,” in The Cultural History of Plants, ed. G. 

Prance and M. Nesbitt (New York, 2005), 294. 
586 D. J. Georgacas, “Greek Terms for ‘Flax,’ ‘Linen,’ and their Derivatives; and the Problem of Native 

Egyptian Phonological Influence on the Greek of Egypt,” Dumbarton Oaks Papers 13 (1959): 254. 
587 Nosch, “Linen Textiles and Flax,” 33. 
588 Nosch, “Linen Textiles and Flax,” 33. 
589 Nosch, “Linen Textiles and Flax,” 33. 
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toponyms, such as Λινοβροχειό and Λιναροβροχειό, suggest environments suited for flax 

cultivation or processing. These names appear at various sites in Euboia, Chios, Kea, 

Kephalonia, Leukada, Ithaka, Kythera, Crete, Zakynthos, Achaia, Messenia, Lakonia, 

Phokis, and Phthiotis.590 Here, we find a combination of the word for linen and forms of 

βροχή, referring to wet or rainy climates. Nosch argues that these names indicate sites for 

retting, and “thus evidence for the processing of flax fibres locally”591 though these terms 

might simply refer to ecological conditions of cultivation. Overall, the places where we 

find the most flax toponyms are also islands (the Ionian Islands and Crete).592 

ANCIENT SOURCES ON FLAX  

 

For sure, some linen was imported from elsewhere. Various ancient sources attest 

to the presence of Egyptian textiles. The Linear B tablets discuss the taxation of linen 

imported en masse from Egypt.593 Other than the aforementioned anecdote about the 

murderous Athenian widows, Herodotus mentions linen only in discussions of foreign 

dress. In his larger discussion of Babylonia, he claims that “for clothing, they wear a linen 

tunic, reaching to the feet; over this the Babylonian puts on another tunic, of wool, and 

wraps himself in a white mantle.”594 He speaks extensively on the subject of Egyptian 

 
590 Nosch, “Linen Textiles and Flax,” 33. 
591 Nosch, “Linen Textiles and Flax,” 33. 
592 Nosch, “Linen Textiles and Flax,” 33. 
593 Alain Bresson, The Making of the Ancient Greek Economy: Institutions, Markets, and Growth in the 

City-States (Princeton University Press, 2015), 97. 
594 Herodotus, the Histories, 1.195. 
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linen, stating that priests “wear a single linen garment and sandals of papyrus,”595 while 

non-clergy are characterized as wearing “linen tunics with fringes hanging about the legs, 

called ‘calasiris,’ and loose white woolen mantles over these.”596 However, wool was 

forbidden in other contexts; wool was barred from temples, and it was considered impious 

to be buried in woolen wrappings.597 In more practical terms, the Egyptian preference for 

linen is likely due to its breathability and absorbency. Moreover, it traps less dirt than wool, 

which was considered “unclean” by Egyptian standards.598 Other sources address the 

foreign nature of linen in a more roundabout fashion. In the Trojan Women, Euripides 

describes the sails of the Greek ships as “twisted handiwork from Egypt,” implying either 

linen or papyrus.599 It is unclear here if “twisted handiwork” suggests that the fabric was 

produced in Egypt, or if it were simply created in an Egyptian fashion (out of linen). 

Athenaeus, in the Deipnosophists, also alludes to an Egyptian source for linen: “The sweat 

of oaks, and a long leafy branch, cut from a bush supports me, and a thread drawn from 

Egyptian linen, clever snare to catch the flying birds.”600 Elsewhere in the text, he quotes 

Hermippus list of “blessings Bacchus gave to man,” which includes, again, “sails from 

Egypt.”601 Though he does not specify a fabric, we can assume he means linen based on 

other literary evidence. Even so, we cannot be sure if Hermippus implies that linen sails 

 
595 Herodotus, the Histories, 2.37. 
596 Herodotus, the Histories, 2.81. 
597 Herodotus, the Histories, 2.81. 
598 Barber, Women’s Work, 189. 
599 Euripides, Trojan Women, 122–135. 
600 Athenaeus, The Deipnosophists, 10.74. 
601 Athenaeus, The Deipnosophists, 1.49. 
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were chiefly imported, or whether the idea of using linen for sails was considered an 

Egyptian invention.  

We know that Elis in the Peloponnese was a major supplier: Pausanias mentions 

that “the land of Elis is fruitful, being especially suited to the growth of fine flax. Now 

while hemp and flax, both the ordinary and the fine variety, are sown by those whose soil 

is suited to grow it.”602 By “ordinary” and “fine,” he might refer to different qualities of 

linen fabrics produced with the various types of flax, or to the different types of flax grown 

for the purposes of linseed oil vs. fabric. We also know of flax cultivation on the western 

coast of Asia minor, and some parts of the Black Sea region. Xenophon briefly mentions 

linen nets from Carthage and the Phasis (a river in Colchis).603 Coins from Pontos are 

emblazoned with flax flowers, likely indicating cultivation on the Paphlagonian Coast.604 

Colchis was particularly famous for its linen. Herodotus remarked that “they [the 

Colchians] and the Egyptians alone work linen and have the same way of working it, a way 

peculiar to themselves.”605 Accordingly, this product came in two types: “the Colchian kind 

is called by the Greeks Sardonian; that which comes from Egypt is called Egyptian.”606 As 

Nosch points out “Colchis and Egypt represent two extremities of the world as seen from 

Greece, and in each their way represent what is not Greek.”607 Here, Nosch echoes the 

concepts presented by François Hartog in 1988, a process of differentiation in Greek texts 

 
602 Pausanias, Description of Greece, 7.21.14. 
603 Xenophon, On Hunting, 2.4. 
604 Bresson, 355. 
605 Herodotus, the Histories, 2.105. 
606 Herodotus, the Histories, 2.105. 
607 Nosch, “Linen Textiles and Flax,” 23. 
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that he calls “the rhetoric of otherness.”608 At the two ends of the spectrum, Colchis and 

Egypt represent the versatility of flax cultivation.  

According to Strabo, “the country is excellent both in respect to its produce—

except its honey, which is generally bitter—and in respect to everything that pertains to 

shipbuilding; for it not only produces quantities of timber but also brings it down on rivers. 

And the people make linen in quantities, and hemp, wax, and pitch. Their linen industry 

has been famed far and wide; for they used to export linen to outside places; and some 

writers, wishing to show forth a kinship between the Colchians and the Egyptians, confirm 

their belief by this.” It is unclear how this linen was being used. The description starts with 

an exaltation of produce and shipbuilding, so it seems possible that the linen described here 

was used for sails. However, within the context of other items mentioned (hemp, wax, 

pitch), it could easily refer to fabrics used for garments. Moreover, Strabo’s description of 

Colchis seems to confirm what we know about the conditions necessary for flax cultivation. 

Several freshwater sources (rivers and lakes) provide the necessary irrigation. Pollux, who 

provides us with one of the few ancient sources on epinetra, also talks about linen 

production. He lists linen nets from Sardes, Egypt, Carthage, and the area surrounding the 

Phasis river near the Black Sea.  

We also know of an association between flax production and the island of Amorgos 

from ancient texts—Thucydides, Aristophanes, Aeschines, Pollux, and Plato all reference 

 
608 François Hartog, The Mirror of Herodotus: The Representation of the Other in the Writing of History 
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linen from Amorgos.609 Thucydides mentions “pounded linseed” (a.k.a. flax) from 

Amorgos in his History of the Peloponnesian War.610 Aeschines mentions that in Amorgos, 

there was a particular woman who was “skilled in flax-working, who produced fine goods 

for the market.”611 In the Epistles of Plato (whose authorship is contested) the text states 

that “to Cratinus the brother of Timotheus, and my own companion, let us present a 

hoplite’s corslet, one of the soft kind for foot-soldiers; and to the daughters of Cebes three 

tunics of seven cubits, not made of the costly Amorgos stuff but of the Sicilian linen.”612 

Here, not only do we discover that Amorgos linen was of particular quality and value, but 

that linen could also be produced cheaply in other locations, such as Sicily. In addition, the 

author refers to a “hoplite’s corslet,” specifying that it is “the soft kind for foot-soldiers.” 

Here, he likely refers to a Linothorax (a type of linen body armor discussed later in this 

chapter), which fits in with the other items of linen discussed in the same passage. In 

Aristophanes’ Lysistrata, one of the women attempts to avoid an awkward situation by 

suddenly realizing her unattended household chores: “How unfortunate I am! Oh, my poor 

flax (Amorgis)! It’s left at home unstript.”613 Here, flax is synonymous with a particular 

location, Amorgos. This passage indicates that some of the fiber processing took place 

within the home, though to what extent is unclear. Moreover, the reference to Amorgos 

might indicate that the flax was imported to Athens from the Cycladic island, or simply 

 
609 Nosch, “Linen Textiles and Flax,” 31. 
610 Thucydides, History of the Peloponnesian War, 4.26. 
611 Aeschines, Against Timarchus, 97. 
612 Epistles, 12,363a. 
613 Aristophanes, Lysistrata, 735–738. 
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that the material was being worked in the Amorgos style.614 It is also possible that with the 

pre-existing connection between linen and Amorgos, the term could be applied unilaterally 

to all linen products. 

Based on this textual information, flax could be adapted to various environments, 

though it is typically grown in flat, rainy, or well-irrigated regions.615 Ancient sources 

suggest that flax was particularly hard on the soil, draining it of nutrients. However, modern 

sources do not confirm these accounts. Like any other crop, it likely functioned on 

rotation.616 This being so, it was particularly adaptable. Pliny remarks that there is “no 

vegetable production that grows with greater facility” and “no other plant grows more 

rapidly.”617 Also, flax seems to grow in a variety of different soil types and geological 

settings, including high-altitude environments. The only drawback for cultivation is its 

need for large quantities of water, a factor that explains why we see flax produced in areas 

that have either frequent rainfall or access to a reliable freshwater source.618 Pliny mentions 

 
614 Nosch, “Linen Textiles and Flax,” 32. 
615 Bresson, 354 
616 Nosch, “Linen Textiles and Flax,” 19. 
617 Pliny the Elder, Natural History, 19.1.6 and 19.2.7. 
618 Aldrete et. al., 20. 
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several regions where this seems to be the case.619 Egypt is his primary concern in this 

regard, as it was likely the largest producer of linen.620 

THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD  

 

Linen enjoyed a long and significant history. It is an old technology, predating wool 

manufacture by several millennia in the ancient Near East.621 The oldest textile in the world 

comes from Çayönü in southern Turkey—a small linen fragment dated to around 7000 

BCE, approximately 3500 years before wool appears in the archaeological record.622  

In Greece, the earliest evidence for textile production indicates that wool and linen 

threads were produced in tandem, evidenced by the discovery at Myrtos of wetting bowls 

used to soften flax during spinning alongside objects typically used for wool.623 This 

collaborative environment is also demonstrated by the visual evidence. The type B 

epinetron at the Athens National Museum depicts a female figure working at a loom, 

several baskets of wool, and another woman using an epinetron (cat. A21, pl. 54). A similar 

 
619 Pliny also mentions Gaul, where flax was cultivated for sail manufacture, and Germany, where linen 

production took place in “deep, underground caves.” Allegedly, Spain produced linen of the best quality 

and luster, which Pliny attributes to “the waters of a stream which washes the city of Tarraco.” Spain also 

seemed to be the source of some of the linen used for hunting nets in Italy; this flax came from Zoela, a 

coastal city like those found in Rhodes. He remarks that such hunting nets were composed of cords made 

up of “no less than 150 threads.” Pliny the Elder, Natural History, 19.2. 
620 Bresson, 354. A customs papyrus of 475 BCE further indicates that Egypt was a source of natron, 

which was used to bleach linen to its characteristic white. When mixed with water, natron strips fabrics of 

color, a practice that was typical in Egypt, as well as Greece, in the fifth century BCE. 
621 Marion Vaisey-Genser and Diane H. Morris, “Introduction: History of the Cultivation and Uses of 

Flaxseed,” in Flax: The Genus Linum, ed. Alister D. Muir and Neil D. Westcott (CRC Press, 2003), 14. 
622 Vaisey-Genser and Morris, 14. 
623 Barber, Women’s Work, 104. 
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scene on a pyxis in New York might present two different methods of spinning—one 

woman operates a distaff and spindle, while the other pulls a thread across her leg, which 

may correspond to thigh spinning (fig. 72).624 The range of materials was not limited to 

simply wool and linen, however. Textiles could be produced with mixed materials: a 

Bronze Age band from Chania contained a mixture of plant and animal fibers—linen warp, 

goat hair weft, with additional weft made from nettle.625 This product sounds similar to the 

Chilkat textiles produced by Tlingit artists, who combine goat hair and cedar bark for their 

warp threads. 

We know that flax was produced in Messenia and Crete during the Bronze Age.626 

The Linear B tablets, as mentioned previously in this chapter, provide additional relevant 

information regarding the cultivation of flax and the production of linen in mainland 

Greece. The tablets from Pilos and Knossos suggest that flax fibers were collected for the 

purpose of making various types of garments. There are two syllabic designations for flax 

within these texts: RI and SA.627 RI corresponds to the word ri-non, which is the Linear B 

 
624 Even if we assume that the two women produce different types of thread, this setting was likely typical 

for textile manufacture. Such specialization could not have happened in isolation. Rather, one individual 

would work linen, while the rest would be occupied with wool. 
625 See Christophe Moulherat and Giouli Spantidaki, “Cloth from Kastelli Chania,” Arachne 3 (2009): 8-

15. 
626 Lin Foxhall, “Bronze to Iron: Agricultural Systems and Political Structures in Late Bronze Age and 

Early Iron Age Greece,” Annual of the British School at Athens 90 (1995): 243; Soultana M. Valamoti, 

“Flax in Neolithic and Bronze Age Greece: Archaeobotanical Evidence.” Vegetation History and 

Archaeobotany. 20.6 (2011): 558. 
627 Françoise Rougemont, “Flax and Linen Textiles in the Mycenaean Palatial Economy,” in Ancient 

Textiles: Production, Crafts and Society: Proceedings of the First International Conference on Ancient 

Textiles, held at Lund, Sweden, and Copenhagen, Denmark, on March 19-23, 2003, ed. Carole Gillis and 

Marie-Louise B. Nosch (Oxford: Oxbow Books, 2014), 46. 
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word for linen (or linon in Greek).628 SA appears in connection to land plots, suggesting 

that it refers to an earlier stage in flax cultivation or processing.629 Françoise Rougemont 

argues for an association between SA and flax stalks “just uprooted or after retting.”630 SA 

might therefore represent a pre-Hellenic term, now unknown.631 RI however, seems to refer 

to flax fibers that have already been cured and heckled, just waiting to be spun, or otherwise 

already spun into linen threads.632 Rougemont argues the latter, pointing to evidence in the 

Knossos tablet Np 7423, where we find ri-no preceding a measurement of weight equaling 

roughly 42 grams. This low number would only fit if RI corresponds to spun thread.633 For 

comparison, a linen tunic weighed around 300 grams.634 Moreover, RI could be combined 

with various prefixes or suffixes to differentiate fabric types. For example, TUN + RI or u-

po-we seems to concern a garment worn beneath armor.635 Similarly, the records indicate 

differences in quality. For example, ri-no re-po-to corresponds to fine linen (KN L 693 and 

PY Un 1322).636 We also have designations for specialized linen workers: the records from 

Pylos include references to female workers as ri-ne-ja (lineiai) involved in some stage of 

 
628 Rougemont, 46. 
629 Rougemont, 46. 
630 Rougemont, 46. 
631 Marie Louise Nosch, “The Textile Logograms in the Linear B Tablets: Les Idéogrammes 

Archéologiques du Textile,” Biblioteca Di Pasiphae 6 (2012): 317. 
632 Rougemont, 46. 
633 Rougemont, 46. 
634 Rougemont, 48, note 2.  
635 Michael Ventris and John Chadwick, Documents in Myceaean Greek (Cambridge: University Press, 

1973), 411 and 589; Leonard R. Palmer, The Interpretation of Mycenaean Greek Texts (Oxford: Clarendon 

Press, 1969), 116. 
636 Nosch, “The Textile Logograms,” 315. 
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processing or textile work.637 In addition, it appears that the palatial administration directly 

acquired flax or linen through a process of taxation. Both finished textiles and flax fibers 

could have been procured by a so called “linen collector”—a male individual with the title 

of ri-na-ko-ro.638  

The archaeological record provides additional evidence for continued linen 

production in the Mediterranean world. Linen textiles have generally survived better than 

woolen material, which is simply an accident of preservation, and not indicative of 

preference.639 The largest linen textile found in Greece is from fifth century Eleusis, 

measuring 220 by 50 centimeters. It was retrieved from the bottom of a bronze vessel 

placed in a grave.640 Another fifth century grave from the Kerameikos contained more 

elaborate linen textiles with stitch holes left by embroidery and fabrics decorated with 

purple designs. Additional linen was discovered in burials at the Kerameikos and from 

Kalyvia Thorikos.641  

Flax industry on Cyprus was fairly extensive with several cultivation areas and 

wide-scale distribution. This model is attested by literary sources that discuss Cypriot linen 

production. Curtius Rufus in his Historiae Alexandri Magni states that Alexander “ordered 

the governors of Mesopotamia to cut timber on Mt. Libanus, transport it to Thapsacus, a 

 
637 Rougemont, 48. 
638 Rougemont, 48. 
639 Moulherat and Spantidaki, 20–21. Marie-Louise Nosch argues that linen finds in graves do not 

adequately represent what people would have worn in life. While she is correct in this assessment, this 

information indicates that linen was at least present in Greece during the Classical Period: Nosch, 21. 
640 Nosch, “Linen Textiles and Flax,” 21. 
641 Nosch, “Linen Textiles and Flax,” 21. 
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city of Syria, and lay the keels of 700 ships; all were to be septiremes, and to be taken to 

Babylon. The kings of the Cypriots were ordered to furnish copper, hemp and sails.”642 

Here, “hemp” probably refers to tow, while the “sails” were likely made of linen. In 

addition to the tools associated with spinning, other ceramic dedications from the 

Nymphaeum depict flax plants, another reference to the industry of the donor (figs. 85 and 

86).643 However, Nosch points out that such depictions correspond to the shorter variety of 

flax used only for oil and seed production, rather than the taller variety used in linen 

production. She also argues that “the drawings are certainly neither technically nor 

botanically accurate” so we should not assume that linen flax was not also cultivated and 

processed in Kafizin.644 Similarly, we cannot assume that the flax was merely grown here 

and not processed into linen textiles. The inscriptions list “linon” as the product of Zenon’s 

company, which may refer strictly to agricultural activities, or might also include retting, 

spinning, and weaving.645 We also do not know the extent of this distribution—however, 

the inscriptions from Kafizin do provide us with a framework for understanding industrial 

flax cultivation on Cyprus in the third century BCE. Other sites, such as those that produce 

ceramic epinetra, might have also maintained some local cultivation.  

 
642 Curtius Rufus, Historiae Alexandri Magni, 10,1,19: “Igitur Mesopotamiae praetoribus imperavit ut 

materia in Libano monte caesa devectaque ad urbem Syriae Thapsacum septingentarum carinas navium 

ponere: septemremis omnes esse deducique Babylona. Cypriorum regibus imperatum, ut aes stuppamque et 

vela praeberent.” Translation by John C. Rolfe, 1946. 
643 Nosch, “Linen Textiles and Flax,” 25. 
644 Nosch, “Linen Textiles and Flax,” 25. 
645 Nosch, “Linen Textiles and Flax,” 25. 
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If there was an industry of linen production, we might expect to find evidence of 

similar activities elsewhere on Cyprus. Kafizin ceramic inscriptions 263 (a pitcher) and 

283 (an amphora) provide references to the Idalion territory, which might pertain to other 

areas of production in central Cyprus.646 Nosch argues that trade patterns for flax would 

have followed a similar model to what we see for grain and olive oil, rather than the model 

established for wool—after all, wool is a product of animal husbandry rather than 

agriculture.647 Rather than arguing that flax was strictly imported or sourced domestically, 

she instead suggests that the demand for flax would have required both.648 

THE FUNCTION OF FLAX IN THE ANCIENT WORLD 

 

Would there have been a widespread necessity for epinetra if they were used only 

in the production of linen thread? It seems likely that most women would have been 

proficient in both wool and linen production, as each served a variety of functions in Greek 

life. Moreover, the use of linen is fairly well-established in the ancient world. In Egypt, 

flax was thigh-spun using a spindle whorl.649 This process is depicted in tomb goods and 

images—the most famous example comes from the Middle Kingdom tomb of Meketre, 

where we see a sculpted model of a textile workshop in action (fig. 87). Small terracotta 

figures line the wall, kneeling as they prepare linen threads. Before them, assistants pull 

 
646 Nosch, “Linen Textiles and Flax,” 25; Mitford, 253-255. 
647 Nosch, “Linen Textiles and Flax,” 18. 
648 Nosch, “Linen Textiles and Flax,” 18. 
649 “The Bridal Sheets,” 67. 
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the bast fibers from standing distaffs. This kind of collaborative environment is necessary 

for mass production of textiles, particularly when it comes to the spinning stage, which is 

significantly more time consuming than weaving.650  

While wool was certainly the fabric of choice in most Greek homes, flax fibers are 

particularly absorbent and cool to the touch, which makes linen textiles preferable in warm 

weather and as undergarments.651 Flax is one of the few materials that become stronger and 

more durable when wet. Linen is therefore used for ropes, sails, fishing nets, and tents—

corresponding to open-air settings or nautical activities.652 Therefore, it is possible that sea-

fairing cultures had a greater need for flax in order to maintain a supply of linen sails, tow, 

and rope.653 Pliny claims that flax can be employed both on dry land and “the seas.”654 

Here, we can assume that he is referring to sails. In addition, he stresses that flax was 

utilized in almost every aspect of life, its versatility making it useful in various types of 

products. Aside from clothing, it was used for armor, awnings, sails, tents, bandages, and 

packaging.655 Moreover, flax is lightweight, has high tensile strength, dries quickly, and is 

fairly durable, making it particularly good for warm climates.656 Praising its application in 

sails, Pliny lists several voyages that were made possible because of linen: “To think, in 

 
650 Agnès Garcia-Ventura, “Constructing Masculinities through Textile Production in the Ancient Near 

East,” in Prehistoric, Ancient Near Eastern and Aegean Textiles and Dress, ed. Mary Harlow, Cécile 

Michel, and Marie-Louise Nosch (Oxbow Books, 2014), 169. 
651 Nosch, “Linen Textiles and Flax,” 17. 
652 Nosch, “Linen Textiles and Flax,” 17. 
653 Nosch, “Linen Textiles and Flax,” 34. 
654 Pliny the Elder, Natural History, 19.1. 
655 Aldrete et. al., 20. 
656 Aldrete et. al., 20-21. 
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fine, that that which moves to and fro, as it were, the various countries of the earth, should 

spring from a seed so minute, and make its appearance in stem so fine, so little elevated 

above the surface of the earth!”657 

According to Polybius, Ptolemy Euergetes sent three thousand talents of linen tow 

and three thousand pieces of sail cloth to Rhodes to supply their vessels, among other royal 

gifts.658 Similarly, Pseudo-Xenophon points out: “if some city is rich in ship-timber, where 

will it distribute it without the consent of the rulers of the sea? Again, if some city is rich 

in iron, copper, or flax, where will it distribute it without the consent of the rulers of the 

sea? However, it is from these very things that I have my ships: timber from one place, iron 

from another, copper from another, flax from another, wax from another.”659 It was a 

system that fed into itself—mercantile activity relied on ships, and ships relied on 

mercantile activities. Flax was part of that system.  

Another important use for linen was the construction of a type of linen body armor, 

known as a Linothorax—the record of which survives only in literary and visual accounts, 

having been made of perishable materials.660 Linothorakes were the armor of choice for 

Athenian soldiers after the military reforms instituted in the early fourth century BCE by 

the general Iphicrates.661 Diodorus Siculus states the following in regards to Iphicrates: 

“For he is reported to have possessed shrewdness in command and to have enjoyed an 

 
657 Pliny the Elder, Natural History, 19.1. 
658 Nosch, “Linen Textiles and Flax,” 35. 
659 Pseudo-Xenophon (Ath. Pol. 2,11) 
660 Aldrete et. al., 1. 
661 Aldrete et. al., 14. 
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exceptional natural genius for every kind of useful invention. Hence we are told, after he 

had acquired his long experience of military operations in the Persian War, he devised 

many improvements in the tools of war, devoting himself especially to the matter of 

arms.”662 These changes were put in place to increase mobility both in long campaigns and 

combat. In addition to adopting linen body armor, the “Iphicratean reforms” increased the 

length of Athenian spears and swords.663 The heavy aspis shield was replaced with a lighter 

pelte, which freed the left hand to take advantage of the longer weaponry.664  

Much as was the case in Greece, linen in Etruria was used for bedsheets, towels, 

and clothing, as well as material associated with nautical activities and warfare, such as 

sales and body armor,665 further corroborated by the material evidence.666 The lining of a 

bronze shoulder piece discovered in Tarquinia indicates that this practice was in place as 

early as the seventh or eighth century BCE. And if we believe the ancient source material, 

linen was standard in Etruscan votive contexts. Livy discusses the presence of linen body 

armor in temple offerings, possibly belonging to king Lars Tolumnius of Veii: “Having 

once heard Augustus Caesar, the founder or restorer of all our temples, on entering the 

temple of Jupiter Feretrius, which being dilapidated by the time he rebuilt, aver that he 

himself had read the said inscription on the linen breastplate, I thought it would be next to 

 
662 Diodorus Siculus, Library, 15.44.1. 
663 Christopher Matthew, “The Length of the Sarissa,” Antichthon 46 (2012): 94-95. 
664 Matthew, 96. 
665 Livy, The History of Rome, 28.45.15: The people of Caere furnished corn, and provisions of every 

description, for the crews; the people of Populoni furnished iron; of Tarquinii, cloth for sails. 
666 See Margarita Gleba, “Linen-clad Etruscan Warriors,” in Wearing the Cloak: Dressing the Soldier in 

Roman Times, ed. Marie-Louise Nosch and Henriette Koefoed (Oxbow Books, 2011), 45-55. 
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sacrilege to rob Cossus of such a testimony respecting his spoils as that of Caesar, the 

renovator of the temple itself.”667 Linen body armor was widely used in fourth century 

BCE Italy, though it had lost most of its popularity by the time of the Empire. There are 

several images of linen body armor in the material remains from Spina, perhaps indicative 

of its relevancy in a region of epinetra users. We see five separate cases, all red-figure.668 

One late fifth century BCE example contains six separate images of linen body armor: a 

red-figure volute krater with a depiction of Seven Against Thebes, the third play in 

Aeschylus’ Oedipus cycle of 467 BCE (fig. 88).669 The prevalence of this imagery suggests 

that the people of Spina would have been aware of (and perhaps preoccupied by) the 

manufacture of linen armor.  

We also see references to Linothorakes in the Dodecanese. Pliny mentions Amasis, 

a former king of Egypt, who donated a linen cuirass to the Rhodian temple of Athena 

Lindia.670 It also appears that Amasis gifted Cleobulus, the ruler of Lindos at the time, a 

statue of Athena Lindia made of green stone, supposedly carved by Scyllis and 

Dipoenus.671 Cleobulus was in power for a relatively long stretch of time in the middle of 

 
667 Livy, The History of Rome, 4.20.7. 
668 Museo Nazionale di Spina, Ferrara: 2891 (T313), 2895 (T936), 3031 (T579), 3089 (T411A), and 

T113AVP. 
669 J.D. Beazley, Attic Red-Figure Vase-Painters, 2nd edition (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1963), 612.1, 

1662; Aldrete et. al., 193. 
670 The Lacedaemonians were also gifted a linen corselet, which was intercepted in transit by the Samians. 

See Herodotus, the Histories, 3.47. 
671 Herodotus mentions not only the “spectacular linen corselet” but also two statues of stone. Hiero and 

others claim that the statues were “golden.” They could have been gilded at a later date, possibly after the 

temple and most of its offerings were destroyed by a fire at around 342 BCE. Other objects, such as the 10 

phialai reported by Xenagoras, may have been gifted along with the Linothorax and the statues, making a 

kind of collection from the East. Other Greek states were also on the receiving end of Amasis’s diplomatic 

generosity. Cyrene, Delphi, Samos, and Sparta seem to have been singled out alongside Lindos, 
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the sixth century BCE, making him a contemporary of the famous tyrant Pisistratus. He 

was one of the so-called “seven sages,” ruling during a period of considerable prosperity 

in Rhodes.672 With this prosperity, Cleobulus was able to restore the temple of Athena 

Lindia on the Acropolis, which, according to tradition, was established by Danaus himself, 

legendary founder of Rhodes.673 Moreover, it seems that Cleobulus had an interest in 

Egyptian philosophy, according to Diogenes Laertius.674 Lindos served as a conduit for 

mercantile activity between Greece and eastern markets, and was a vital trading partner for 

Amasis in terms of his maritime access to Ionia (his source for mercenaries) and mainland 

Greece.675 The city itself represented a kind of beacon to the south, “situated on a mountain 

and extending far towards the south and especially towards Alexandria.”676 Moreover, 

Naucratis, the Greek colony in Egypt, included “the Dorians of Rhodes,” with whom 

Amasis was probably familiar.677 The connections between these two communities were 

presumably strong.  

According to Pliny, the cuirass of Amasis was made of dense linen threads 

composed of 365 fibers each. He quotes Mucianus, who claimed to have seen this item in 

situ, describing it as fragmentary because of overhandling.678 In addition to Pliny’s 

 
representing an interest in strategic foreign policy. See E.D. Francis and Michael Vickers, “Amasis and 

Lindos,” Bulletin of the Institute of Classical Studies, no. 31 (1984): 120-122. 
672 Francis and Vickers, 119. 
673 Francis and Vickers, 119. 
674 Francis and Vickers, 119. 
675 Francis and Vickers, 125. 
676 Strabo, Geography, 14.2.11. 
677 Herodotus, Histories, 2.178-9. 
678 Pliny the Elder, Natural History, 19.2. 
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description, we have an account by Herodotus and the Chronicle of Lindos, both claiming 

that each thread consisted of 360 strands. Specifically, the number 360 seems to correspond 

to the days in the Egyptian calendar year, which was later changed by Pliny to 365 to 

correspond to the Roman calendar, suggesting it was common knowledge that the corselet 

contained threads with strands equaling the number of days in a year.679 Clearly, the cuirass 

of Amasis was something of a local treasure, perhaps due to its complicated manufacture, 

but the gift of linen armor makes sense as a companion piece to the statue of Athena, 

embodying two of her attributes: weaving and warfare. If so, it would make sense for us to 

find such an object dedicated to Athena alongside the very items that contributed to its 

creation, namely epinetra, and an epinetron fragment from the large votive deposit at the 

temple of Athena Lindia is one such object. In any case, the temple hosted other donations 

of textiles in its inventory.680 In addition to Amasis’s cuirass, we know that the Persian 

general Darius dedicated a pair of linen trousers and that, similarly, the Demos donated a 

“royal robe.”681 However, the linen corselet of Amasis is significant among this group for 

the premium it places on spinning. Notice how the emphasis is always on the threads 

themselves, rather than the overall construction.682 

 
679 Aldrete et. al., 19. 
680 Cecilie Brøns, “Textiles and Temple Inventories,” in Tradition: Transmission of Culture in the Ancient 

World, ed. Jane Fejfer, Mette Moltesen, Annette Rathje (Museum Tusculanum Press, 2015), 57. 
681 Josephine Shaya, “The Greek Temple as Museum: The Case of the Legendary Treasure of Athena from 

Lindos,” American Journal of Archaeology 109, no. 3 (2005): 439, table 2. 
682 Perhaps it was the dedication of this object that brought about a rise in epinetra dedications, both in 

sanctuaries and in graves in the region. 
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It is also possible that the cuirass represented the maker’s acknowledgment of a 

significant Egyptian contribution to Greek society. Certainly, the Greek military presence 

in Egypt could account for the spread of linen body armor in the Eastern Aegean. We know, 

for example, of “corselets of new linen” from Alcaeus, when he describes the objects 

hanging from the wall of an armory.683 Such armor is featured twice in ship lists from book 

two of Homer’s Iliad. Ajax (the lesser) is described as wearing linen armor: “Small of 

stature was he, with corselet of linen, but with the spear he far excelled the whole host of 

Hellenes and Achaeans,”684 as are the twin sons of Merops: “Adrastus and Araphius, with 

corslet of linen, sons twain of Merops of Percote.”685 Xenophon, in describing the 

Chalybians, claims that they had “corselets of linen reaching down to the groin, with a 

thick fringe of plaited cords instead of flaps.”686 He also describes Abradatas as wearing a 

“linen corselet, such as they used in his country.”687 Strabo talks about Linothorakes in his 

Geography, pointing out that Spanish warriors wore them in battle.688 Additionally, several 

sources list Argives as wearing linen armor.689 Sophocles even cites the weavers of such 

armor in Epigonoi.690  

 
683 Frag. 234; Aldrete et. al., 13. 
684 Homer, Iliad, 2.528-30. 
685 Homer, Iliad, 2.830. Aldrete et. al., 11. 
686 Xenophon, Anabasis, 4.7.15. 
687 Xenophon, Cyropaedia, 6.4.2. 
688 Strabo, Geography, 3.3.6. 
689 Aldrete et. al., 12. 
690 Aldrete et. al., 160. 
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Linen armor is cited 41 times by 27 different ancient authors, though it is debatable 

whether such armor was entirely effective in protecting the wearer.691 According to 

Pausanias, “linen breastplates are not so useful to fighters, for they let the iron pass through, 

if the blow be a violent one.”692 He also comments that “the teeth of lions and leopards 

break off on them,”693 meaning that the breastplates could have been useful in hunting or 

as adequate protection against arrows.694 Taking this analysis a step further, we might 

wonder whether there is a connection to Artemis, as the goddess of the hunt. If linen body 

armor was used in both hunting and fighting, and epinetra were used to produce the basic 

material of such armor, then dedications of these objects in the temples to both Athena and 

Artemis makes perfect sense. The Linothorax seems to have been used primarily during 

the time that we see epinetra being placed in graves—from the Archaic period to the 

Hellenistic era. One might speculate as to whether epinetra, particularly the ceremonial 

variety, were popular because of their role in producing such armor. Further references 

indicate that linen body armor was widely used in the Eastern Mediterranean, from Egypt 

to Asia minor, roughly corresponding to the areas where we see epinetra.  

Linen body armor likely played a significant role in the lives of both men and 

women. In the early fourth century BCE, the Linothorax became the standard for Athenian 

soldiers rather than armor made of metal, a change that was instituted in order to increase 

 
691 Aldrete et. al., 12. 
692 Pausanias, Description of Greece, 1.21.7. 
693 Pausanias, Description of Greece, 1.21.7. 
694 Such linen armor could be multilayered, providing additional protection to the wearer. These layers 

were either bound together by glue or by sewing, though gluing was probably more effective. 
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mobility without losing any protection.695 Metal armor would have been hotter and heavier 

to wear, impeding movement on long campaigns. Recent experiments conducted at the 

University of Wisconsin have determined bronze body armor to be three times heavier than 

linen of an equivalent degree of protection.696 This would also mean that a smaller shield 

could be used in place of a large one, as there was less surface area to cover, as well as 

simpler repairs, since linen armor requires little expertise to maintain.697 Finally, linen body 

armor was simply less expensive to produce, and could be made at home without the 

service of an outside specialist.698 That said, highly elaborate versions could be made, as 

we see with the addition of decoration or scales added to linen substructure, or with the use 

of multi-spun threads, as is the case with Amasis’s cuirass. Linen armor was particularly 

popular in the Hellenistic era among the Macedonian army led by Alexander the Great, and 

was used well into the Roman period by the likes of Caracalla, among others.699 Most 

importantly, linen body armor seems to have been available to a wide swath of ancient 

cultures, as well as a range of individuals within any given military environment. Even 

generals sometimes preferred linen to metal armor.700 

Considering the popularity of the Linothorax, it is a little surprising that we do not 

hear more about its construction in ancient sources. This perplexing silence may 

correspond to cultural ideologies surrounding gender in the ancient world. While some 

 
695 Aldrete et. al., 14. 
696 Aldrete et. al., 167. 
697 Aldrete et. al., 14 and 140. 
698 Aldrete et. al., 158. 
699 Aldrete et. al., 15. 
700 Aldrete et. al., 68. 
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evidence suggests that there were a few male weavers, it is more plausible that women 

were responsible for the construction of linen body armor, since their primary 

responsibility throughout the day involved the production of textiles. As ancient texts 

concerning the lives of women are somewhat limited, it is possible that this information 

was simply left off the record. That said, it might be difficult to reconcile this practical 

choice with the overwhelming evidence that men produced most military equipment. 

Warfare in the Greek world, being a male sphere, does not seem to accommodate women 

in any way. However, when we consider Athena, goddess of warcraft as well as the 

domestic craft of spinning and weaving, it seems likely that armor, at least that made of 

textiles, could be produced by women.  

Visual evidence helps attest to this scenario. We see several images of young 

warriors leaving home on military endeavors, and as the soldier arms for battle, he is 

assisted by the female members of his household (figs. 89 and 90).701 Such images are not 

only meant to convey the emotions involved in leaving home, but also the poignancy of 

carrying the protection of home and mother on the battlefield. A red-figure cup by the 

Oedipus painter shows such a scene (fig. 91). On one side, we see the women of the 

household in the process of spinning, here using drop spindles. The woman in the center is 

shown in a seated position as matron of the household. As mentioned earlier, such a 

position was required for the use of an epinetron. On the other side of the vase, we see a 

young man arming for battle—he wraps himself in a linen corselet, indicated by the 

 
701 Aldrete et. al., 164-5. 
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protruding shoulder flaps. On the surface, these two images merely represent the different 

realms in which men and women existed, yet the link between these two images may be 

more direct. If we interpret the women to be spinning the flax necessary for the production 

of linen body armor, then the next scene, in which the young warrior arms himself, becomes 

more about cause and effect, celebrating the role of women in producing armor and 

protecting their sons.702 This juxtaposition further supports the idea of a link between 

motherhood and epinetra.  

These arming scenes are particularly relevant to the discussion of linen corselets. 

As women would have been responsible for any textile related activities, we might assume 

that epinetra would be preferable for spinning linen to provide protection for an adult 

son.703 Spinning in a seated position was not only a marker of status, but it also indicated 

a specific need. Women and girls in ancient Greece were often employed in the production 

of sacred vestments for cult statues, and so the production of linen body armor might have 

taken on a religious or sacred significance.704 Along these lines, records indicate that most 

textile dedications were made by women, though it is often difficult to determine the type 

of fabric indicated.705 Surprisingly, the word for linen is only recorded once in the 

inventories at Brauron.706 However, that is not to say that it was unusual to dedicate linen 

objects. At Tanagra, the temple inventory lists three dedications of linen: a purple chiton, 

 
702 Aldrete et. al., 164-5. 
703 Images of Amazons on epinetra might correspond to function more than was realized. 
704 Aldrete et. al., 162. 
705 Sue Blundell and Margaret Williamson, The Sacred and the Feminine in Ancient Greece (Psychology 

Press, 1998), 34. 
706 Brøns, 63. 
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a purple priestess vestment, and a chiton with a decorative purple border.707 Similarly, the 

Delian records of the hieropoioi and Athenian Temple administrators discuss a statue of 

Leto that was dressed in a linen chiton and a linen shawl. Several statues of Hera were 

similarly dressed in linen. The temple inventory at Samos also listed several linen objects, 

as is the case with the temple of Artemis at Miletus.708 Significantly, there is a substantial 

difference in the recording of wool or linen in these inventories: linen appears far more 

often in the records.709 Whether this disparity signals a preference for linen as a votive 

object is unclear. More likely, wool being the standard fabric, it was not specified in the 

records, while linen, perhaps considered a little fancier, was singled out. If women were in 

fact responsible for producing linen armor, it seems likely that some of that weaving or 

spinning would have taken place within a sanctuary context, providing additional 

protection for the wearer.710  

If functional epinetra were also made of linen, there could be a metaphorical 

connection between men’s armor and women’s “armor.” This theory is supported by the 

inclusion of painted and incised scales on many of the ceramic epinetra. If we look at 

depictions of linen body armor, we can clearly see a similar scale pattern (fig. 92). The 

inclusion of scales on epinetra might relate to their function in creating Linothorakes, or to 

functional epinetra; if they were also made of linen, they might have featured similar scales 

 
707 Brøns, 63. 
708 Brøns, 52. 
709 Brøns, 63. 
710 Aldrete et. al., 162. 
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for extra protection and to enhance their functionality. These scales, both in terms of body 

armor and the epinetra, could have been made of metal, leather, or scraps of linen, which 

would be the most practical way of reusing the leftover material from textile 

construction.711 In images of this type of armor, the scales appear to be either round or 

square, corresponding to the variations in epinetra scales. A hydria at the Museum of Fine 

Arts in Boston depicts both types on one corselet (fig. 93). Physical evidence of scales only 

exists in metal, as one might expect. We find these in Olympia, in the form of silver-plated 

bronze. In Delphi, we see scales of both bronze and iron likely belonging to a single 

corselet. We also see them in Philia, Troy, Lefkandi, and Mycenae. There was even a fifth 

century BCE fragment of a scaled corselet found in the Crimea. Reinach supposedly 

recovered a group of 3500 scales during excavation.712 All of these examples support the 

idea that such scales were likely attached to some kind of fabric or leather framework, 

which has since deteriorated. Many of these discs have small holes or loops, indicating that 

they were either strung together or individually sewn onto the corselet.713 In the case of 

cheaper body armor, in which the scales were made of additional textile or leather, they 

were likely sewn on. In the depictions of armor with scales, we see that some contain little 

dots or slashes in the center, which might represent a small hole in the material where it 

could be attached to the surface of the armor. We see the same marks in the depictions of 

scales on epinetra (fig. 52). The addition of scales to linen body armor was likely more for 

 
711 Aldrete et. al., 37. 
712 Aldrete et. al., 221, note 20. 
713 Aldrete et. al., 37. 
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show than anything else. While a layer of metal would certainly offer the wearer some 

extra protection in battle, the monetary and time cost of maintenance may not have made 

the material altogether desirable.714 Similarly, images of scaled armor display a puzzling 

variety of coverage, with some covering the full corselet, others only the right side. It might 

be that these spots correspond to weak or more vulnerable areas, requiring additional 

protection. If you could afford it, metal scales certainly made you look more impressive to 

your compatriots as well as your enemies. If scales on decorative ceramic epinetra were 

meant to correspond with those found on body armor, they too might be an expression of 

status.  

These naval and military activities would have had an impact on flax production. 

Nosch, using estimates from a study conducted by the University of Southern Denmark, 

determined that Attica alone would have required at least 300,000 kg/300 tons of flax per 

year in order to meet the needs of individual households. This is assuming an annual 

consumption of only 100 grams per individual within a population of roughly 300,000, an 

estimate that Nosch admits is fairly low.715 One expects that the requirements of a naval 

fleet would also have been significant, especially when we factor in military campaigns, 

expeditions, and trade. If we add the need for linen body armor to this equation, the 

numbers increase drastically. According to the estimates provided by the University of 

Wisconsin research team, a Linothorax, with an (optimal) thickness of about 12mm 

 
714 Aldrete et. al., 55. 
715 Nosch, “Linen Textiles and Flax,” 38. 
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composed of 10 layers of fabric, would necessitate 65,000 cm of linen. At a weight of 500 

grams per 2,400 meter of thread, and an estimated total of 12,600 meters of thread, one 

Linothorax would have required 2,625 grams of linen yarn,716 which corresponds to 26.25 

kg (or roughly 57.9 pounds) of harvested flax. It is difficult to extrapolate from here, as we 

cannot be sure how many soldiers would have worn linen body armor, or how often such 

items were produced; one expects that a single Linothorax could last for years under the 

right conditions. That said, it seems likely that any serious uptick in naval or military 

activity would necessitate growth in flax cultivation. Colonization efforts and expansion of 

trade in the 8th century BCE, as well as both the Persian and Peloponnesian wars of the 

5th century BCE, would have significantly increased the demand for flax. Foreign imports 

would not have entirely met this demand, which is why we see instances of local flax 

production.717 Household industry could have facilitated cultivation. As both sails and 

armor required massive amounts of linen thread, one imagines that the spinning of linen 

fibers would necessitate an enormous organization of labor—this workforce may have been 

largely female, as women could conduct their spinning at home. 

CONCLUSION 

 

Since the late 19th century, our understanding of epinetra has been predicated on 

the assumption that textile workers used them to process wool exclusively. As a result, 

scholars struggled to place the device within the various stages of textile manufacture, as 

 
716 Aldrete, et al., 149-150. 
717 Nosch, “Linen Textiles and Flax,” 39. 
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there were tools to accommodate every other part of wool work. The epinetron could hardly 

be said to improve upon any existing technology. However, the evidence from modern 

thigh spinners suggests that the epinetron was well-suited for the spinning of linen thread, 

for which there is a long-established tradition. We know, for example, that linen served as 

votive offerings and grave goods, and was essential for maintaining a military and naval 

fleet. It is perhaps because of these factors that Onesegoras of Cyprus felt the need to 

dedicate epinetra in response to his booming flax business rather than traditional spinning 

tools. It is possible that other dedications to female deities also capitalized on the 

ideological connection between thigh-spinning, linen processing, and status—particularly 

that of the mature wife and mother. I explore this possibility in greater detail in the 

following chapter. 
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Chapter Four – Epinetra and the Construction of Identity 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Beyond the practical application of functional epinetra, the ceremonial versions, 

dedicated in sanctuaries and placed in the graves of Greek women, served to reaffirm social 

structures and identity within the wider tapestry of society. This identity was inherently 

complex, oscillating between the reality of lived experience and the construction of an 

ideal. Both of these poles were further mitigated by local tradition, religious practice, and 

legal precedent. The resulting image is intersectional, providing ancient women with a 

complicated system of social expectations as well as autonomy. Ancient epinetra served as 

active assertions of individual female power, as well as women’s roles within the state. 

However, studies examining the construction of gender in non-Athenian contexts 

have been somewhat lacking, with notable exceptions being the extensive compilation of 

articles relating to early Cyprus, edited by Diane Bolger and Nancy J. Serwint,718 as well 

as the work of Riet Van Bremen.719 Bolger and Serwint’s volume deals with material 

between the Neolithic Period and the Late Bronze Age, while Van Bremen looks at material 

in the Hellenistic period and beyond. To my knowledge, there are no major publications 

 
718 Diane Bolger and Nancy J. Serwint, Engendering Aphrodite: Women and Society in Ancient Cyprus, 

American Schools of Oriental Research, 2002. 
719 Riet Van Bremen, The Limits of Participation. Women and Civic Life in the Greek East in the 

Hellenistic and Roman Periods, JC Gieben, 1996. 
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that exclusively discuss women’s lives in Archaic or Classical Eastern Greece. Even the 

texts that address the Rhodian and Cypriot epinetra do not delve deeply into the 

construction of gender in these environments.720 As there is little information regarding 

Spinetic constructions of gender, I have chosen to forgo an in-depth treatment here. I 

believe this is an area for future investigation, further enriching our understanding of 

epinetra from the site.  

The deficit in current scholarship is a result of the paucity of information provided 

in ancient texts. However, by looking at archaeologically documented visual and material 

culture, especially objects associated closely with female consumption such as epinetra, 

we can begin to form a framework for further analysis. This being so, this chapter will 

attempt to address some important issues regarding gender roles outside of Athens, while 

acknowledging central distinctions in local customs and practices among separate 

microcultures. Its function within the wider scope of this text is to define the context in 

which epinetra from the Dodecanese and Cyprus were produced, with the hope that this 

analysis will lead to future scholarship.  

WOMEN IN ANTIQUITY 

 

Scholarly opinion on the status of women in Antiquity shifts dramatically along 

with the changing landscape of feminist discourse. With political movements reflecting an 

increased interest in the rights and roles of women within our socio-political environment, 

 
720 The texts by Benbow, Mercati, and Heinrich, though incredibly valuable to the field, do not contain in 

depth analysis of East Greek epinetra. 
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much of my own discourse is likely to reflect the perspective of my time—the time of the 

“Me Too” and “Time’s Up” movements, rather than that of Antiquity. In a similar fashion, 

optimist and pessimist scholarly opinion of gender roles in ancient Greece comes in waves, 

with opposing viewpoints following popular discourse—nineteenth century Classicists, 

working within the framework of Victorian morality, came to essentially the same 

conclusions as Second Wave feminists of the 1980s and 1990s working with the 

“subordination” theory.721 Generally speaking, negative or pessimistic perspectives on the 

role of women in Antiquity, such as those championed by Eva Keuls and Nancy 

Demand,722 have led scholars to ignore the important roles they could occupy. In their 

eagerness to cast women as entirely subjugated by a male dominated society, such scholars 

deny women their agency—a model that is simply not supported by the available textual 

and visual evidence. And of course, it is unreasonable to hold ancient societies up to our 

modern standards of equality; recent history has shown that these standards are hardly ever 

met even today.  

Furthermore, authors like Nancy Demand argue that “the Greek polis was 

detrimental to the interests of both women and polis,” a counterintuitive premise.723 A 

system that is detrimental to itself simply would not survive, let alone thrive culturally, 

militarily, and economically for centuries. The model Demand suggests, in the most basic 

 
721 Joan Breton Connelly, Portrait of a Priestess: Women and Ritual in Ancient Greece, (Princeton 

University Press, 2007), 21-24. It seems that viewpoints have been moving back towards optimism in 

recent discourse. 
722 Eva C. Keuls, The Reign of the Phallus: Sexual Politics in Ancient Athens, University of California 

Press, 1993; Nancy Demand, Birth, Death, and Motherhood in Classical Greece, JHU Press, 1994. 
723 Demand, 154. 
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terms, is as follows: women were shunned from birth and treated with disdain until they 

reached marriage age, at which point they were handed off to another family, whereby the 

matriarch of that household (the mother-in-law), herself subjected to the same systematic 

oppression, would then project this mistreatment unto her daughter-in-law.724 The cycle 

continues onward. Demand’s argument rests on the idea that the social system of the oikos 

privileged the male existence at every stage of life. From birth, women were considered 

“poor investments,” owing to the fact that they existed only as temporary fixtures, forced 

to move out of the home upon marriage.725 Existing in an entirely different world, male 

progeny suffered little restriction. Boys, according to Demand, required less supervision 

than girls.726 More importantly, they brought in additional workers (wives) and dowries 

upon marriage, contributing financially to the welfare of the oikos. They were able to care 

for aging parents later in life, although this work was likely carried out by the female 

members of the household.727 However, one could argue that a son’s bride could be valued 

for all the same reasons, while also providing the oikos with future sons. 

Moreover, the spaces where women wielded power, namely the oikos and the 

sanctuary, were staples of the Greek existence.728 Domestic life was central to identity, and 

therefore the activities of the oikos were far more important than typically acknowledged. 

 
724 Demand, 154. 
725 Demand, 31. 
726 Demand, 31. She does not quite qualify this statement—in what ways were boys deemed safer than 

girls? 
727 Demand, 31. 
728 Scholarship has begun to reassess the idea of female “seclusion,” arguing that there is a difference 

between separation and seclusion. In particular, see James Davidson, "Bodymaps: Sexing Space and 

Zoning Gender in Ancient Athens," Gender & History 23, no. 3 (2011): 597-614. 
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To parrot John Winkler’s assessment of ancient Greek gender relations in The Constraints 

of Desire, women “enclosed” the lives of men, rather than existing in a permanent state of 

submission and subjugation.729 He further argues that “women’s double consciousness 

about their own existence and about men’s representations of it is connected with their 

encompassing activities—birth, nurturance, and care of the dead—activities in which they 

manage and control the fundamental course of life.”730 Similarly, Joan Connelly argues 

that participation in cult practice served to reinforce both “a sense of community and a 

sense of self”731 for Greek women. These positive feminist perspectives, categorized under 

third wave feminism,732 allow for a nuanced understanding of women in the ancient world 

by avoiding the tendency to cast women as a “homogenous, nomothetic group.”733 In this 

inherently intersectional approach, first promoted by scholars such as Elizabeth 

Brumfiel734 and Lynn Meskell,735 epinetra dedicated at sanctuaries represent a dimension 

of these positive assessments of female social roles, as they highlight both a woman’s 

contribution to the oikos and the community, as well as her personal connection to a deity. 

Such objects further provide a roadmap for accessing a particular moment in a woman’s 

 
729 John J. Winkler, The Constraints of Desire: The Anthropology of Sex and Gender in Ancient Greece, 

(New York: Routledge, 1990), 209.  
730 Winkler, 208. 
731 Connelly, 195. 
732 See Lynn Meskell, “The Intersections of Identity and Politics in Archaeology,” Annual Review of 

Anthropology 31, no. 1 (2002): 279-301, for a thorough analysis of these different stages of feminist theory. 
733 Connelly, 22. 
734 Elizabeth M. Brumfiel, “Distinguished Lecture in Archeology: Breaking and Entering the Ecosystem—

Gender, Class, and Faction Steal the Show,” American Anthropologist 94, no. 3 (1992): 551-567. 
735 Lynn Meskell, Archaeologies of Social Life: Age, Sex, Class et cetera in Ancient Egypt, Wiley-

Blackwell, 1999. 
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lifecycle, that of the mature wife and mother, titles that were unparalleled in the 

construction of identity.  

Athenian historical sources show that women were valued members of home and 

family. In the Oeconomicus by Xenophon (after 362 BCE), we find a detailed discussion 

of household management and agriculture. Here, money is not considered profitable if a 

wife is not an equal partner in the management of the estate. Women are characterized as 

fellow-helpers in improving fortunes. Furthermore, men and women are “a perfect 

partnership in mutual service.”736 In this discourse, Socrates asks: “Is there anyone to 

whom you commit more affairs of importance than you commit to your wife?”737 After all, 

a wife who has been trained in the art of household management has “equal influence with 

her husband for their common prosperity.”738 In this model, the household is common 

property, with the material possessions belonging to both parties. The wife’s duties are 

listed in this order: bearing of children, preparation of food, and the making of clothes from 

wool.739 Ischomachus emphasizes this last part by stating that “when wool is brought to 

you, you must see that cloaks are made for those that want them.”740 

 
736 Translation by William Heinemann. Xenophon, Oeconomicus, 7: “ἐμοὶ γάρ τοι, ἔφη φάναι, καὶ οἱ θεοί, 

ὦ γύναι, δοκοῦσι πολὺ διεσκεμμένως μάλιστα τὸ ζεῦγος τοῦτο συντεθεικέναι ὃ καλεῖται θῆλυ καὶ ἄρρεν, 

ὅπως ὅτι ὠφελιμώτατον ᾖ αὑτῷ εἰς τὴν κοινωνίαν.” 
737 Xenophon, Oeconomicus, 3: “πάντως δ᾽, ἔφη, ὦ Κριτόβουλε（φίλοι γάρ ἐσμεν οἱ παρόντες）
ἀπαληθεῦσαι δεῖ πρὸς ἡμᾶς. ἔστιν ὅτῳ ἄλλῳ τῶν σπουδαίων πλείω ἐπιτρέπεις ἢ τῇ γυναικί; οὐδενί, ἔφη. 

ἔστι δὲ ὅτῳ ἐλάττονα διαλέγῃ ἢ τῇ γυναικί.” 
738 Translation by John Bacon Leeds. Xenophon, Oeconomicus, 3: “νομίζω δὲ γυναῖκα κοινωνὸν ἀγαθὴν 

οἴκου οὖσαν πάνυ ἀντίρροπον εἶναι τῷ ἀνδρὶ ἐπὶ τὸ ἀγαθόν. ἔρχεται μὲν γὰρ εἰς τὴν οἰκίαν διὰ τῶν τοῦ 

ἀνδρὸς πράξεων τὰ κτήματα ὡς ἐπὶ τὸ πολύ, δαπανᾶται δὲ διὰ τῶν τῆς γυναικὸς ταμιευμάτων τὰ πλεῖστα: 

καὶ εὖ μὲν τούτων γιγνομένων αὔξονται οἱ οἶκοι, κακῶς δὲ τούτων πραττομένων οἱ οἶκοι μειοῦνται.” 
739 Xenophon, Oeconomicus, 7. 
740 Translation by William Heinemann. Xenophon, Oeconomicus, 7: “ἦ καὶ ἐμὲ οὖν, ἔφη ἡ γυνή, δεήσει 

ταῦτα ποιεῖν; δεήσει μέντοι σε, ἔφην ἐγώ, ἔνδον τε μένειν καὶ οἷς μὲν ἂν ἔξω τὸ ἔργον ᾖ τῶν οἰκετῶν, 
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Moreover, the Oeconomicus suggests that the Gods created women for indoor 

activities and men for outdoor activities, but that the gods gifted memory and power of 

attention equally to men and women.741 Ischomachus is able to spend time outdoors 

because his wife “is quite capable of looking after the house by herself.”742 This being so, 

the natural order can be preserved. The text compares the organization of a home to the 

organization of the city: women are expected to be the “guardians of the laws” established 

in the home and to inspect the household furnishing as a commander of a garrison inspects 

his troops.743 Within the domestic sphere, the role of wife and mother was one of honor 

and respect, suggesting that a woman could be revered as “queen bee” should she remain 

faithful to her duties.744 It was considered “a far greater pleasure to hear of the merit of a 

living woman, than if Zeuxis were to exhibit a picture of the most beautiful woman.”745 

External, physical beauty is of limited value. Rather, a woman’s ability to commit to her 

socially ascribed role reflects positively on her husband. The wife in the scenario presented 

 
τούτους συνεκπέμπειν, οἷς δ᾽ ἂν ἔνδον ἔργον ἐργαστέον, [36] τούτων σοι ἐπιστατητέον, καὶ τά τε 

εἰσφερόμενα ἀποδεκτέον καὶ ἃ μὲν ἂν αὐτῶν δέῃ δαπανᾶν σοὶ διανεμητέον, ἃ δ᾽ ἂν περιττεύειν δέῃ, 

προνοητέον καὶ φυλακτέον ὅπως μὴ ἡ εἰς τὸν ἐνιαυτὸν κειμένη δαπάνη εἰς τὸν μῆνα δαπανᾶται. καὶ ὅταν 

ἔρια εἰσενεχθῇ σοι, ἐπιμελητέον ὅπως οἷς δεῖ ἱμάτια γίγνηται.” 
741 Xenophon, Oeconomicus, 7: “ὅτι δ᾽ ἀμφοτέρους δεῖ καὶ διδόναι καὶ λαμβάνειν, τὴν μνήμην καὶ τὴν 

ἐπιμέλειαν εἰς τὸ μέσον ἀμφοτέροις κατέθηκεν. ὥστε οὐκ ἂν ἔχοις διελεῖν πότερα τὸ ἔθνος τὸ θῆλυ ἢ τὸ 

ἄρρεν τούτων πλεονεκτεῖ.” 
742 Xenophon, Oeconomicus, 7: “ἐγὼ μὲν τοίνυν, ἔφη, ὦ Σώκρατες, ὅ με ἐπήρου, οὐδαμῶς ἔνδον διατρίβω. 

καὶ γὰρ δή, ἔφη, τά γε ἐν τῇ οἰκίᾳ μου πάνυ καὶ αὐτὴ ἡ γυνή ἐστιν ἱκανὴ διοικεῖν.” 
743 Xenophon, Oeconomicus, 9: “νομίσαι οὖν ἐκέλευον, ἔφη, τὴν γυναῖκα καὶ αὐτὴν νομοφύλακα τῶν ἐν 

τῇ οἰκίᾳ εἶναι, καὶ ἐξετάζειν δέ, ὅταν δόξῃ αὐτῇ, τὰ σκεύη, ὥσπερ ὁ φρούραρχος τὰς φυλακὰς ἐξετάζει, καὶ 

δοκιμάζειν εἰ καλῶς ἕκαστον ἔχει, ὥσπερ ἡ βουλὴ ἵππους καὶ ἱππέας δοκιμάζει, καὶ ἐπαινεῖν δὲ καὶ τιμᾶν 

ὥσπερ βασίλισσαν τὸν ἄξιον ἀπὸ τῆς παρούσας δυνάμεως, καὶ λοιδορεῖν καὶ κολάζειν τὸν τούτων 

δεόμενον.” 
744 Xenophon, Oeconomicus, 7: “ἡ τῶν μελιττῶν ἡγεμὼν.” 
745 Translation by Paul Monroe. Xenophon, Oeconomicus, 10: “τὰ ποῖα; ἔφην ἐγώ: λέγε: ὡς ἐμοὶ πολὺ 

ἥδιον ζώσης ἀρετὴν γυναικὸς καταμανθάνειν ἢ εἰ Ζεῦξίς μοι καλὴν εἰκάσας γραφῇ γυναῖκα ἐπεδείκνυεν.” 
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by the Oeconomicus asks her husband how she can make herself more naturally beautiful, 

to which he tells her to “preside at the loom like a mistress” and to teach others, and to 

learn.746 Ischomachus assures his young wife that “it is delightful to teach spinning to a 

maid who had no knowledge of it when you received her, and to double her worth to 

you.”747 When she responds to these instructions positively, stating that it would be harder 

for her to neglect her duties than to attend to them, Socrates and Ischomachus note that she 

is “possessed of a manly understanding” and an “extreme nobleness of mind.”748 

The dichotomy between the ideal presented in the Attic literary tradition and reality 

is perhaps a result of the limitations placed on both men and women. Men were responsible 

for the creation of history, but their experiences with women (aside from courtesans or 

priestesses) were limited to the domestic sphere. As ἱστορία (historia, a written account 

resulting from systematic inquiry and observation) does not deal with these domestic 

realities, but rather external happenings, women are naturally left out of the discussion. 

However, various forms of literature that depend not only on conditions of the state but 

 
746 Translation by J. S. Watson. Xenophon, Oeconomicus, 10: “καὶ ἐγὼ μέντοι, ὦ Σώκρατες, ἔφη, 

συνεβούλευον αὐτῇ μὴ δουλικῶς ἀεὶ καθῆσθαι, ἀλλὰ σὺν τοῖς θεοῖς πειρᾶσθαι δεσποτικῶς πρὸς μὲν τὸν 

ἱστὸν προσστᾶσαν ὅ τι μὲν βέλτιον ἄλλου ἐπίσταιτο ἐπιδιδάξαι, ὅ τι δὲ χεῖρον ἐπιμαθεῖν, ἐπισκέψασθαι δὲ 

καὶ σιτοποιόν, παραστῆναι δὲ καὶ ἀπομετρούσῃ τῇ ταμίᾳ, περιελθεῖν δ᾽ ἐπισκοπουμένην καὶ εἰ κατὰ χώραν 

ἔχει ᾗ δεῖ ἕκαστα. ταῦτα γὰρ ἐδόκει μοι ἅμα ἐπιμέλεια εἶναι καὶ περίπατος.” 
747 Translation by William Heinemann. Xenophon, Oeconomicus, 7: “ἄλλαι δέ τοι, ἔφην ἐγώ, ἴδιαι 

ἐπιμέλειαι, ὦ γύναι, ἡδεῖαί σοι γίγνονται, ὁπόταν ἀνεπιστήμονα ταλασίας λαβοῦσα ἐπιστήμονα ποιήσῃς 

καὶ διπλασίου σοι ἀξία γένηται, καὶ ὁπόταν ἀνεπιστήμονα ταμιείας καὶ διακονίας παραλαβοῦσα 

ἐπιστήμονα καὶ πιστὴν καὶ διακονικὴν ποιησαμένη παντὸς ἀξίαν ἔχῃς, καὶ ὁπόταν τοὺς μὲν σώφρονάς τε 

καὶ ὠφελίμους τῷ σῷ οἴκῳ ἐξῇ σοι εὖ ποιῆσαι, ἐὰν δέ τις πονηρὸς φαίνηται, ἐξῇ σοι κολάσαι.” 
748 Translation by J. S. Watson. Xenophon, Oeconomicus, 10: “καὶ ἐγὼ ἀκούσας, ἔφη ὁ Σωκράτης, 

ἀποκρίνασθαι τὴν γυναῖκα αὐτῷ ταῦτα, εἶπον: νὴ τὴν Ἥραν, ἔφην, ὦ Ἰσχόμαχε, ἀνδρικήν γε ἐπιδεικνύεις 

τὴν διάνοιαν τῆς γυναικός. καὶ ἄλλα τοίνυν, ἔφη ὁ Ἰσχόμαχος, θέλω σοι πάνυ μεγαλόφρονα αὐτῆς 

διηγήσασθαι, ἅ μου ἅπαξ ἀκούσασα ταχὺ ἐπείθετο.” 
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also of the family and the home are able to explore these dynamics more successfully. 

Similarly, treatises that deal with day-to-day functions—health and household 

management—rely on establishing proper protocol for body and home. By examining all 

of the available literature, we can begin to reconstruct something close to the lived 

experiences of women in ancient Greece: perhaps enjoying a status somewhere between 

“the most oppressed creatures” as described by the titular character in Euripides’ Medea,749 

and Xenophon’s “guardians of the laws.”750  

However, the above sources regarding women in Greece were written by Athenian 

authors. Can we apply this information to areas outside of Attica? For example, what was 

the status of women in Rhodes and the larger Dodecanese? As stated previously, the 

scholarship in this area is lacking. However, we can begin to address these inquiries 

through an examination of cult practice. The three most prominent cities on Rhodes 

(Lindos, Ialysos, and Kameiros) had sanctuaries dedicated to Athena. Of those three 

centers, Lindos provides clear evidence for the connection between epinetra and the status 

of mature women. Several ancient sources describe the origin of the cult of Athena Lindia, 

where we find the dedication of an epinetron alongside other important finds relating to 

textile work: Herodotus claims that “the temple of Athena in Lindus is said to have been 

founded by the daughters of Danaus, when they landed there in their flight from the sons 

 
749 Translation by Michael X. Zelenak. Euripides, Medea, 230-235: “πάντων δ᾽ ὅσ᾽ ἔστ᾽ ἔμψυχα καὶ 

γνώμην ἔχει γυναῖκές ἐσμεν ἀθλιώτατον φυτόν: ἃς πρῶτα μὲν δεῖ χρημάτων ὑπερβολῇ πόσιν πρίασθαι, 

δεσπότην τε σώματος [λαβεῖν: κακοῦ γὰρ τοῦτ᾽ ἔτ᾽ ἄλγιον κακόν].” 
750 Xenophon, Oeconomicus, 8. 
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of Egyptus,”751 which is later corroborated by Strabo.752 A passage from the Library by 

Pseudo-Apollodorus, written in the first or second century CE, provides a fuller account of 

this foundation myth: “Egyptus had fifty sons, and Danaus fifty daughters. As they 

afterwards quarrelled concerning the kingdom, Danaus feared the sons of Egyptus, and by 

the advice of Athena he built a ship, being the first to do so, and having put his daughters 

on board he fled. And touching at Rhodes he set up the image of Lindian Athena.”753 The 

significance of these accounts is two-fold: they tell us that Rhodes was deemed an 

appropriate asylum for young women, and that Athena Lindia was a protector of her female 

celebrants. We can extend this model to address the significance of objects associated with 

particular aspects of womanhood in the Dodecanese.  

Here, the connection to Athena is a strong determining factor. Pindar’s 7th 

Olympian, constructed in honor of Diagoras of Rhodes (one of the most famous boxers in 

antiquity), details the creation and foundation of Rhodes in three parts, moving in reverse 

chronological order.754 I address them here in chronological order for the sake of clarity. 

The start of the narrative takes place when the gods cast lots for various regions of the 

world. At this crucial moment, Helios was absent and “no one marked out a share for 

 
751 Translated by A. D. Godley, 1920. Herodotus, The Histories, 2.182: “ἐς μέν νυν Σάμον ἀνέθηκε κατὰ 

ξεινίην τὴν ἑωυτοῦ τε καὶ Πολυκράτεος τοῦ Αἰάκεος, ἐς δὲ Λίνδον ξεινίης μὲν οὐδεμιῆς εἵνεκεν, ὅτι δὲ τὸ 

ἱρὸν τὸ ἐν Λίνδῳ τὸ τῆς Ἀθηναίης λέγεται τὰς Δαναοῦ θυγατέρας ἱδρύσασθαι προσσχούσας, ὅτε 

ἀπεδίδρησκον τοὺς Αἰγύπτου παῖδας.” 
752 Strabo, Geography, 14.2.12. 
753 Translated by Sir James George Frazer, 1921. Apollodorus, Library, 2.1: “γίνονται δὲ ἐκ πολλῶν 

γυναικῶν Αἰγύπτῳ μὲν παῖδες πεντήκοντα, θυγατέρες δὲ Δαναῷ πεντήκοντα. στασιασάντων δὲ αὐτῶν περὶ 

τῆς ἀρχῆς ὕστερον, Δαναὸς τοὺς Αἰγύπτου παῖδας δεδοικώς, ὑποθεμένης Ἀθηνᾶς αὐτῷ ναῦν κατεσκεύασε 

πρῶτος καὶ τὰς θυγατέρας ἐνθέμενος ἔφυγε. προσσχὼν δὲ Ῥόδῳ τὸ τῆς Λινδίας ἄγαλμα Ἀθηνᾶς ἱδρύσατο.” 
754 Pindar, Olympian 7. 
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him.”755 Rather than recasting the lots, Helios agreed to take an island that had not yet 

appeared above the surface of the ocean.756 This was Rhodes. Later on, one of Helios’ sons, 

Kerkaphos, fathered three sons, Lindos, Ialysos, and Kamiros, who would become the 

eponyms of the three major cities.757 Their mother was Kydippe, daughter of Ochimos and 

Rhode. The somewhat complicated genealogy of Rhodes was thus established, with Rhode 

herself serving as the eponym of the island.758  

The next important landmark for the island was the establishment of a fireless 

sacrifice to mark the occasion of Athena’s birth. Helios, upon learning of her miraculous 

parturition from the head of Zeus, instructed the people of Rhodes to construct a place of 

worship, so “that they should be the first to build for the goddess an altar visible to all men, 

and by founding a sacred burnt-offering warm the spirit of the father and of the daughter 

who thunders with her spear.”759 However, in their eagerness to carry out Helios’s orders, 

“they climbed the hill without bringing the seed of burning flame; and they established the 

sacred precinct on the acropolis with fireless sacrifices.”760 Despite this blunder, both Zeus 

and Athena were grateful for the honor. Athena, now serving as an important deity 

alongside Helios in the cultic practices of the Rhodians, “bestowed on them every art, so 

that they surpassed all mortal men as the best workers with their hands; and the roads bore 

 
755 Pindar, Olympian 7.55-60. 
756 Pindar, Olympian 7.60. 
757 Pindar, Olympian 7.75. 
758 Burkhard Meißner and Hans-Ulrich Wiemer, Rhodische Traditionen in der hellenistischen 

Historiographie (Frankfurt am Main: M. Clauss, 2003), 209-211. 
759 Pindar, Olympian 7.44. 
760 Pindar, Olympian 7.49. 
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works of art like living, moving creatures, and their fame was profound.”761 This account 

helps us to ground the worship of Athena on Rhodes within its cultural context; her 

benefaction allows for a flourishing of visual culture, such as textiles and epinetra, which 

are then dedicated back to the goddess at her altars throughout Rhodes.  

Part of this narrative hinges on the ethnic identity of the Rhodians themselves, as it 

seems that Athena replaced a local goddess, assuming some of her important attributes, 

when Dorian Greeks settled in Lindos in the 10th century BCE.762 The final episode in 

Pindar’s narrative details the colonization of the island by Tlepolemos, who was the Dorian 

founder of Rhodes according to legend.763 Rhodians were considered members of the 

“widely powerful race of Heracles,” a trait they share with Sparta and other islands in the 

Dodecanese. We therefore see a complicated mix of affiliations, both female and male, that 

play out in various ways in the cultural identity of the Rhodian people: they are the children 

of Helios and trace their name matrilineally to Rhode; they are the celebrants of Athena, 

who bestows them with unparalleled craftsmanship; and they are the progeny of Herakles 

(and thereby Zeus) through their Dorian forebearers.  

With established cults to a female deity in Rhodes, can we assume participation 

from women in the form of dedications of votives or priestesshoods? At other sanctuaries, 

such as Brauron, service towards a cult afforded women an opportunity to enjoy high, if 

 
761 Pindar, Olympian 7.51. 
762 J. Gordon Melton, Faiths Across Time: 5,000 Years of Religious History (ABC-CLIO, 2014), 82. 
763 Richard Leo Enos, “The Art of Rhetoric at Rhodes: An Eastern Rival to the Athenian Representation of 

Classical Rhetoric,” in Rhetoric Before and Beyond the Greeks, ed. Carol Lipson and Roberta A. Binkley 

(Albany: State University of New York, 2004), 188. 
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not equal status and rights to those of men. Priestesses were valued and honored by their 

communities, and cults to goddesses were just as important as those to gods.764 In the same 

vein, mystery rites specifically designed for women seem to indicate some degree of 

autonomy.765 Rather than viewing these rites as an expression of a repressed counterculture 

seeking outlets in ways that threatened the status quo, scholars like Winkler argue that these 

rituals were sanctioned, though perhaps not entirely understood, by the male-dominated 

society.766  

Both prior to and just after the synoecism, the textual evidence for female 

participation in cult activity on Rhodes is tenuous. The Chronicle of Lindos, an inscription 

dated to 99 BCE that catalogs the dedications made to Athena Lindia prior to the 

destruction of the original temple in the fourth century (discussed in the previous chapter), 

does not list any donations made by women, though we can be sure they occurred; roughly 

a hundred dedications of kourotrophic figurines (the earliest dating to the Archaic period) 

were recovered from the votive deposits at the sanctuary of Athena Lindia, all likely given 

by women in supplication or gratitude for successful childbirth.767 Additionally, it seems 

that female participation in certain cult activities was restricted. For example, a fourth-

century text from Lindos states that: “To Athena Apotropaea (Athena Lindia), a sheep. The 

archierothytâs (a position just beneath priesthood in hierarchy) must sacrifice it. The 

 
764 Connelly, 2. 
765 Connelly, 40. 
766 Winkler, 193. 
767 Theodora Hadzisteliou Price, Kourotrophos: Cults and Representations of the Greek Nursing Deities, 

(Brill Archive, 1978), 154. 
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offerings must be consumed on the spot. For women, not hosia (sanctioned).”768 Similarly, 

an inscription on a fourth century marble stele states that, “On the eleventh day of the 

month Hyacinthius (July) to Zeus Amalus a boar of six months old. The sacrificing priest 

makes the offering, an Aegelian. For women, not hosia (sanctioned).”769 Saskia Peels 

argues that “the prohibitions against women may have been part of sets of exceptional, 

cult-specific arrangements designed to construe a contrastive, special identity and to 

establish an individual relationship for the community in question with a god,” but that 

they do not indicate complete prohibition from cult activity.770 Rather, by stipulating the 

exclusion of women from these specific rituals, we might infer that they were active in 

other facets of worship; if they were banned wholesale, there would be no need to state it 

outright in these limited instances.  

Though literary evidence attesting to female priesthood prior to the third century 

BCE on Rhodes is lacking, visual evidence may indicate the importance of such roles in 

the lives of women. On an early sixth century black-figure cup from Kameiros, we see an 

image of what might be a priestess performing some kind of ritual at a harvest festival (fig. 

94). Standing at a flaming altar, she holds the type of basket known as a liknon, used in the 

process of separating wheat from chaff.771 An enthroned Demeter observes at the far left. 

In addition, there are five female dancing figures and one male figure, with a spit between 

 
768 N. Suppl. Epig. Rodio 169 20a; lss 88: Vacat [Ἀθάνα]ι Ἀποτροπαία[ι] οἴ̣ ς· θυέτω ἀρχιεροθύτας· τὰ 

θυθέντα̣ αὐτεῖ καταχρῆσθαι. γυνα̣ιξὶ οὐχ ὁσία vacat vacat. 
769 Lindos ii 26, lss 89: Ὑ̣ακιν[θίο]υ̣ἑνδε-κάται Διὶ Ἀμαλῶ[ι] κάπρος ἑξάμην[oς]. θύει ἰαροθύτας Αἰγήλιος̣. 

γυναιξὶ ὀκ (sic) ὁσία. Vacat. 
770 Saskia Peels, Hosios: A Semantic Study of Greek Piety, (Brill, 2015), 204. 
771 Connelly, 66. 
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them. According to Joan Connelly, we can identify the female figure at the altar as the 

“presiding cult agent,” though scholars have debated the specific event taking place.772 

Bernard Ashmole identified the Kalligeneia, which is the third day of the Thesmophoria 

celebration.773 Erika Simon argues that this is a depiction of the Chloia or the Haloa.774 In 

either case, it is the earliest extant representation of a priestess of Demeter.775 Of course, 

one might argue that as an Attic product, it has more significance to its native Attica than 

to Rhodes, but this object demonstrates that priestesshood would have not only been 

familiar to the Rhodian owner, but also a major concern. Priestesses are known to have 

appeared within the cult of Helios, and it is likely that the local cult of Athena Lindia 

maintained an active female priesthood.776  

Clearly, a shift took place on Rhodes in the century after the synoecism. In the third 

century, we begin to see references to female priests. That is not to say that priestesshood 

suddenly appeared on the island, but rather that the epigraphic tradition evolved to meet a 

reality that may have existed for some time prior. By the Hellenistic period, statue bases 

attest to the dedication of “priestess portraits” in sanctuaries throughout the island.777 For 

example, a priestess by the name of Hageso was honored with a portrait statue during the 

third or second century BCE.778 As time went on, other honors were bestowed on Rhodian 

 
772 Connelly, 66. 
773 Bernard Ashmole, “Kalligeneia and Hieros Arotos,” The Journal of Hellenic Studies 66 (1946): 8-10. 
774 Erika Simon, Festivals of Attica: An Archaeological Commentary, (University of Wisconsin Press, 

2002), 20. 
775 Connelly, 66. 
776 Connelly, 28.  
777 Connelly, 118. 
778 Connelly, 140. 
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women—one was honored for her victory in a chariot race with dedications of silver 

portraits, crowns, and statues. She was likely the owner of the winning horses and may 

have had some measure of independence in the management of her finances.779 

As is the case with Athens, priestesses may have served an essential function in 

Rhodes, likely to have come from wealth and privilege, though becoming one had just as 

much to do with familial tradition and obligation.780 These titles, of course, were not simply 

granted. They would have been earned after a series of service roles within a cult. Such a 

progression likely mirrored that of the male experience. As attested at Lindos on Rhodes 

as early as 320 BCE, a series of priestly service began first with the role of hierothetes, or 

as a priest in the cults of Poseidon Hippios, Dionysus, or Apollo Pythios.781 From here, a 

male acolyte could choose to take on a one-year position as a priest of Athena Lindia. 

Finally, he could end his service with an illustrious position as a priest of Helios. 

Women in the Greek world had several different avenues for obtaining some level 

of power. Priestesshood was one of them, and of course, marriage was probably the most 

common route. Marriage could be used as social capital, increasing the status of one oikos 

through association with another. According to Claire Taylor, women could play a “key 

role in developing the social capital – and social status – of both families, expanding the 

network and maintaining or improving the economic and social positions of all those within 

 
779 Connelly, 205. 
780 Connelly, 28. 
781 Connelly, 28. 
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it.”782 Marriage enabled status negotiation and mobility, with women acting as key agents 

in this process. Prior to the synoecism, marriage could have served to solidify alliances 

between competing elite families of Ialysos, Lindos, and Kameiros. We see a similar 

occurrence of this type of marital diplomacy in the famous episode described in Herodotus 

concerning the marriage of Agariste, the daughter of Cleisthenes of Sicyon, to Megacles 

of the Alcmaeonid clan.783  

However, marriage was not the only way in which women would have functioned 

as social capital in Rhodes. A system of adoption was in place to allow women to move 

from one oikos to another.784 Female adoption is not rare in the ancient world, though it is 

particularly well attested in Hellenistic Rhodes.785 Adoption, like other familial-political 

arrangements, likely benefitted the oikos at large more than the individual women 

involved.786 These adoptions were not designed to provide homes and families for 

orphaned children, but instead were used to maintain connections with birth families, 

allowing property to remain within a particular bloodline or to allow members of the family 

to be eligible for public office and priesthood.787 Often adult women were adopted within 

their own families— for example, Peisithea, a woman living in Hellenistic Rhodes was 

 
782 Claire Taylor, “Women’s Social Networks and Female Friendship in the Ancient Greek City,” in 

Gender and the City Before Modernity, edited by Lin Foxhall and Gabriele Neher (John Wiley & Sons, 

2012), 216. 
783 Herodotus, The Histories, 6.126. 
784 Vincent Gabrielsen, The Naval Aristocracy of Hellenistic Rhodes (Aarhus University Press, 1997), 51. 
785 See Eftychia Stavrianopoulou, “Die Frauenadoption auf Rhodos,” Tyche – Contributions to Ancient 

History, Papyrology and Epigraphy 8.1 (1994).  
786 Taylor, 216. 
787 Taylor, 216. 
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adopted, along with her husband and her children, by her uncle, possibly in an attempt to 

continue the family line, as her uncle had no children of his own.788 Adoption also served 

an important role in cult practices—many of the adopted women had specific ties to 

priesthood. One Rhodian family adopted the daughter of a prominent priest of the cult of 

Athena Lindia (IG XII 1, 854), another was the wife of priest of the same cult (IG XII 1, 

818). Yet another was the daughter of a priest of Poseidon (Lindos 382b). Others were 

sisters or granddaughters of priests. In this way, “women were pivotal to family networks 

and wielded social capital both within the household and beyond it.”789 In other words, 

women had the power to maintain or enhance the social position of their oikos. Male 

members of the family certainly benefited from this advantage. The sons and husbands of 

adopted Rhodian women were poised to receive public honors, and the practice “seems to 

be a way in which elite families ensured maximum access to political and economic 

resources.”790 

However, it should also be noted that women could wield social capital for civic 

endeavors, particularly in the form of financial contributions (epidoseis).791 These public 

benefactions were honored with the dedication of stelae listing donors, often occurring in 

groups, set up in public places such as sanctuaries.792 These markers provide a glimpse not 

only into the role of women in ancient Rhodes, but also into their collaborative efforts. One 

 
788 See Lindos 131d. 
789 Taylor, 216. 
790 Taylor, 227. 
791 Taylor, 218; Gabrielsen, 34-35. 
792 Taylor, 219. 
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example, dated to the second half of the second century BCE (SEG 43.526) records the 

benefaction of aristocratic women towards a specific cause, though the cause is unknown 

to us now. Each woman is represented by a male guardian, or a kyrios, who assisted in 

financial and legal endeavors.793 For example, one donor was listed as “Theudora of 

Berytos, whose kyrios is Theudoros of Berytos, the metic, [donated] 10 dr.”794 While it is 

unclear what kind of relationship existed among the women listed on this stele, it appears 

that some women shared a kyrios, indicating a familial connection or a shared association 

with an oikos.795 Based on the origin of many of the names, this group of women may have 

been diverse in terms of possible ethnicity—there are Rhodian natives among the donors, 

but the majority of women seem to have come from the greater Mediterranean, such as 

cities in Asia Minor or the Eastern Mediterranean. These cities likely included Berytos 

(Beirut), Seleukia, Antioch, Tyre, Halicarnassos, Miletus, Patara and Neapolis.796  

It is unclear what brought this group of women together, but judging from other 

Rhodian epidoseis, we can speculate that the donation benefited a local cult, such as in the 

sponsoring of a festival or sacrifice, or the renovation or maintenance of a sanctuary. The 

donation could also have been civic in nature, providing food, arms, or naval pay, as 

Rhodian military activity relied heavily on its navy. Another possibility is the provision of 

funds (loans or charitable) to the poor.797 Regardless of their status and the nature of the 

dedication, the fact that this group of individuals participated in this act of public 

 
793 Taylor, 217. 
794 Taylor, 217. 
795 Taylor, 217. 
796 Taylor, 217. 
797 Taylor, 217. 
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benefaction is noteworthy. And though the practice occurs later than our dedications of 

epinetra in the Dodecanese, it is indicative of the role of women in Rhodian society, which 

is different than that of women in other parts of Greece, namely Athens, where the 

restrictions on women (particularly in their financial dealings) were far more inflexible.  

Therefore, in trying to reconstruct the realities of gender in the ancient world, we 

should not assume that the status of women in Athens was at all reflective of the status of 

women elsewhere. In fact, Athens was the exception, not the rule, when it came to gender 

relations. For example, we have records that indicate women in ancient Delphi, Gortyn, 

Thessaly, Megara, and Sparta were able to own land, which would have amounted to the 

majority of a family’s financial holdings.798 This is in contrast to what we see in Athens, 

where women had limited property rights, which prevented full citizenship.799 As a result, 

we have no records indicating that any Athenian woman had gained citizenship,800 though 

surely women maintained a degree of power within their oikos and as highly valued 

priestesses.801 These restrictions were potentially a result of the democratic system, which 

placed a premium on citizenship and therefore centered around one’s ability to establish 

paternity, especially after a law of 460 BCE that restricted citizenship to those born of 

 
798 Ute Gerhard, Debating Women’s Equality: Toward a Feminist Theory of Law from a European 

Perspective, (Rutgers University Press, 2001), 33. 
799 Steven Johnstone, “Women, Property, and Surveillance in Classical Athens,” Classical Antiquity 22, 

no. 2 (2003): 247-274. Women in Athens could obtain property through gifts and inheritance, though with 

the caveat that her kyrios would represent her in any legal dealings regarding land. 
800 Roger Just, Women in Athenian Law and Life (Routledge, 2008), 9. 
801 This is not to trivialize power within the home, as the oikos was the foundation of Athenian life.  
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Athenian fathers and mothers.802 The activities of women were restricted in order to negate 

any question of adultery, and by extension, the legal standing of the offspring.  

Furthermore, the differences between Athenian and Rhodian gender dynamics 

might come down to the differences in Dorian and Ionian cultural systems. To what extent 

does the Dorian identity of Rhodians determine gender relations, and can we assume some 

parity with other Doric populations? We know of the considerable amount of autonomy 

the women of Sparta, Gortyn, and Cos maintained, which may provide additional context 

for the status of women on Rhodes and other parts of the Dodecanese. According to 

Xenophon, who lived in Sparta for twenty years, Spartan girls were encouraged to forgo 

textile work (as it was sedentary) in favor of physical exercise, with the intention of 

producing stronger future offspring.803 Moreover, girls were not married off prematurely, 

but when they were old enough to withstand the pains of childbirth.804 Plutarch reports that 

Gorgo, wife of Leonidas, responded to a foreigner’s criticism that Spartans “are the only 

women who rule over men,” with the quip that Spartan women are “the only ones who give 

birth to men!”805 In sports too, Spartan women exhibited freedoms unknown in other parts 

of the Greek world. Cynisca, a woman from a royal house in Sparta, won a four-horse 

chariot race at Olympia at around 396 BCE. A statue base at Olympia attests to her famous 

victory: “Kings of Sparta were my fathers and brothers. I, Cynisca, victorious in the chariot 

 
802 Tatiana Summers, “Democracy and Women in the Ancient World.” International Journal of the 

Humanities 6, no. 9 (2009). 
803 Xenophon, Constitution of the Lacedaimonians, 1.3-4. 
804 Xenophon, Constitution of the Lacedaimonians, 1.6. 
805 Plutarch, Life of Lycurgus, 14.2-4. 
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race with my swift-footed horses, erected this statue. I assert that I am the only woman in 

all of Greece to have won this crown.”806 

Spartan marriages were also distinct from the Attic tradition. Xenophon and 

Plutarch report the practice of polyandry, whereby women could have sex with men other 

than their husbands as a means of ensuring strong progeny.807 These arrangements were 

permitted especially when the husband was older and therefore deemed less likely to 

produce a strong heir. Beyond the possibility of sexual freedom, this practice benefitted 

women in that they had the opportunity to “be in charge of two households.”808 Plutarch 

also comments that Spartan women sometimes developed sexual relationships with 

younger women, paralleling the practice of pederasty in Athens.809  

Aristotle, as an Athenian, was less supportive of the freedoms exhibited by Spartan 

women and interpreted their ability to own property as a failure of the state: “In the 

beginning it seemed that the freedom awarded to women had come about with good reason 

for the Spartans, for men used to be away from home for long periods, warring against the 

Argives and again against the Arcadians and Messenians.”810 However, when the men 

returned from war, “Lycurgus tried to bring [the women] under the laws, but they rebelled 

and he backed off. So these women are the cause of what happened, in that it is clear that 

they are responsible for Sparta’s failures.”811 Specifically, women were responsible for the 

 
806 IvO 160 = AP 13.16. 
807 Xenophon, Constitution of the Lacedaimonians, 1.7-9; Plutarch, Life of Lycurgus, 15.7. 
808 Xenophon, Constitution of the Lacedaimonians, 1.9. 
809 Plutarch, Life of Lycurgus, 4.18. 
810 Aristotle, Politics, 2.1270a1-3. 
811 Aristotle, Politics, 2.1270a7-9. 
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unequal distribution of wealth: “It has happened that some of them have acquired too much 

property and others extremely little . . . Nearly two fifths of the whole country is in the 

hands of women.”812 

On Cos, public statues were set up in honor of important or prominent women 

beginning in the late third century BCE, including one dedicated to Delphis, a female poet, 

in the sanctuary of Asclepius.813 Three women are also listed among the 250 individual 

donors to the Coan war effort between 205 and 201 BCE, without mention of a male 

sponsor or tutor.814 While this number might seem insignificant, contributions devoid of 

male association are rare in ancient Greece, and suggest a degree of financial freedom for 

the women of Cos.815  

This is all to highlight that the treatment of women in Athens, though well 

documented, was informed by the cultural and civic realities of the state, rather than a 

reflection of a wider ideological stance towards women throughout the Greek world. It is 

therefore necessary to draw greater distinction between the gendered material culture of 

Athens and that of elsewhere, including the Dodecanese. The production of epinetra, which 

may have served similar functions in both contexts, were not born of the same mindset 

regarding women in society. We therefore need to further clarify the way in which epinetra 

 
812 Aristotle, Politics, 2.1270a25. 
813 Kerstin Hoghammar, “Women in Public Space: Cos c. 200 BC to c. AD 15/20,” in Sculptors and 

Sculpture of Caria and the Dodecanese, ed. Ian Jenkins and Geoffrey B. Waywell (London: British 

Museum Press, 1997), 129. 
814 Hoghammar, 129. 
815 Hoghammar, 129. 
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were perceived in order to understand why ceramic examples were produced and consumed 

in such disparate environments. 

EPINETRA, MOTHERHOOD, AND KOUROTROPHIC DEITIES 

 

Scholars have generally associated epinetra with young women, specifically those 

at the age prior to or just after marriage. We see early reference to this concept in 

Bruckner’s text of 1907, where he suggests that epinetra were given during the ritual of 

epaulia, where the bride and groom were presented with gifts the morning after the 

wedding.816 Just a year later, Láng argued that epinetra served as grave goods for unmarried 

girls, finding parallels with loutrophoroi.817 These theories have remained popular today: 

Rachel Kousser argued in 2004 that ancient Greek epinetra were specifically associated 

with the sexual maturation of young girls, evidenced by dedications of these objects to 

Artemis, who was charged with their protection.818 In this section, I undertake a closer look 

at the contexts in which these objects have been recovered, including those outside of 

Athens. The insights from this step, coupled with a more nuanced reading of the role of 

female deities in the lives of women, produces an entirely different picture than that of 

other scholarship. Specifically, I argue that epinetra are representative of older, more 

 
816 Alfred Brückner, Lebensregeln auf Athenischen Hochzeitsgeschenken, vol. 62, (G. Reimer, 1907), 95. 
817 Láng, 62-64. For information on the association between loutrophoroi and unmarried girls, see Gisela 

M. A. Richter, “A Newly Acquired Loutrophoros,” Bulletin of the Metropolitan Museum of Art (1928): 54-

57. 
818 Rachel Kousser, “The World of Aphrodite in the Late Fifth Century BC,” in Greek Vases: Images, 

Contexts, and Controversies, ed. Clemente Marconi (Leiden, 2004), 97-112. 
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mature women who have not only honed the skills of their craft, but also served as 

matriarchs in their homes. 

This discussion begins with a late fifth century miniature epinetron at the British 

Museum, excavated from a child’s grave (A2) in Attica.819 Part of an attic tomb assemblage 

that may have belonged to a young woman or girl (cat. M1, pl. 83), this collection 

represents in miniature the type of materials found in adult women’s graves, including 

items such as a tiny pair of shoes and lebes gamikos, both made of terra-cotta.820 These 

objects seem to form a kind of set, particularly when paired with the miniature throne and 

seated doll, which once had movable arms (known as a plaggon). Though it is 

understandable that the appearance of an epinetron in a child’s grave would trigger an 

association with youth, the doll itself, rendered in a seated position upon a throne, more 

likely served as a tool of enculturation, conveying a model of adulthood and aristocracy 

that the young Athenian girl could aspire to. Oliver Pilz argues that “as idealised images 

of females at a nubile age, dolls may have foreshadowed the future social role of young 

girls as brides,” but then goes on to qualify “The scenes on the grave stelai may rather 

betray a specific connection between thrones and mature women, that is to say, 

 
819 Kousser, 101. The only other complete miniature epinetron comes from the sanctuary of Artemis 

Mounichia from the second half of the 5th century. One is reminded of the bathtub shaped larnakes used for 

the burial of infants, discussed in Konstantina Kallintzi and Irini–Despina Papaikonomou, “La Présence des 

enfants dans les nécropoles d’Abdère,” in L’Enfant et la mort dans l’antiquité I: nouvelles recherches dans 

les nécropoles Grecques; le signalement des tombes d’enfants, ed. Anne-Marie Guimier-Sorbets and 

Yvette Morizot (Paris: De Boccard, 2010), 144.  
820 Marina Sgourou, Attic Lebetes Gamikoi (University of Cincinnati, 1994), 28. 
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mothers.”821 Certainly, we can compare this miniature throne to a full-sized painted marble 

version found in a tomb in Vergina attributed to Philip’s mother, Eurydike (fig. 95).822 In 

addition, terra-cotta representations of seated women, either on thrones or prestigious 

chairs like those that appear in Athenian grave reliefs from the late fifth century onwards,823 

are found among the grave goods of the Macri Langoni cemetery in Rhodes. A figure dated 

to 500 BCE from tomb 109 (32) sits upon a broad, highbacked chair with traces of vibrant 

pigment (fig. 96). Clearly, a throne was meant to convey not only gendered status, but elite 

concerns. 

Pilz suggests that these conflicted associations between “nubile bride” and “mature 

woman” were anticipatory, in that they outline the entire life cycle that the young girl was 

unable to complete. The ceramic epinetron similarly refers to this concept, as one is 

required to sit while using it. Being the matriarch, the woman of the house, allows the 

individual to remain seated when working while others around her are expected to stand. 

However, both the lebes gamikos and the shoes from tomb A2 in Attica are 

associated with bridal ritual.824 The lebes gamikos, often referred to as a “wedding bowl,” 

is a round, shoulder-handled vase attached to a cylindrical stand. Marina Sgourou argues 

that the lebes gamikos, unlike the loutrophoros which was associated with unwed girls, was 

 
821 Oliver Pilz, “The Uses of Small Things and the Semiotics of Greek Miniature Objects,” Pallas 86 

(2011): 23. 
822 See I. Kakoulli, A. Kottaridou, N. Minos, “Materials and Technologies of Ancient Monumental 

Paintings: Methodology and Analysis of the Painted Throne from the ‘Tomb of Eurydice’, Vergina,” 

Proceedings from the III Archaeometry Symposium, Athens 6–9 November 1996 (2001): 261–274.  
823 Gisela Marie Augusta Richter, The Furniture of the Greeks, Etruscans and Romans (London: Phaidon 

Press, 1966), 35. 
824 Pilz, 22.  
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“a symbol of a truly accomplished life which, for the Athenian woman was the wedding 

and the procreation of legitimate children.”825 A lebes gamikos is often depicted in wedding 

scenes being presented to the bride or accompanying her during preparation for the 

ceremony.826 One example is a vessel (a lebes gamikos) in the Athens National Museum 

(fig. 97), discussed in detail by Oakley and Sinos, which displays two lebetes gamikoi 

among the gifts presented to a new bride.827  

Shoes were also given to a bride upon her wedding day, possibly associated with 

the transition from childhood home to that of the husband, thereby indicative of her new 

position in society. According to Frauke Heinrich, “it therefore makes sense to regard the 

miniature boots used in a funerary context as signs of a bride who died young.”828 At the 

same time, Heinrich argues that epinetra were associated with the concept of the parthenos, 

that is, the transitory period between childhood and marriage, rather than directly linked to 

marriage ritual.829 The imagery on epinetra, as she points out, rarely reference the wedding 

ritual itself.830 Heinrich further argues that the connection between epinetra and parthenos 

is established through dedications of epinetra in sanctuary contexts, like that found at 

Brauron, which center around the maturation of young girls. On the surface, this would 

appear to be the case in Attica, where many black and red-figure examples were dedicated 

 
825 Sgourou, 28. 
826 She also argues that there was a shift in the types of imagery associated with the parthenos within the 

fifth century BCE, from being focused on “domestic diligence” to “beauty and eroticism.” 
827 Oakley and Sinos, The Wedding in Ancient Athens, 39. 
828 Heinrich, 59. 
829 Frauke Heinrich, Das Epinetron: Aspekte der weiblichen Lebenswelt im Spiegel eines Arbeitsgeräts, 

Vol. 93, (Verlag Marie Leidorf, 2006), 59. 
830 Heinrich, 120.  
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in Artemisian sanctuaries. However, we also see an association with childbirth and child-

rearing at Brauron, which complicates our understanding of the epinetra dedicated there.  

The Importance of Childbirth and Motherhood in Ancient Greece 

 

Even though childbirth was the cornerstone of female life and success within 

society, the rituals surrounding childbirth have been left out of the narrative of most Greek 

texts. Issues that concerned women and the female experience were not addressed by male 

authors, as there was a clear bias against female attitudes towards religion and religious 

customs. They were treated as superstitious and overly emotional in character, and 

therefore not worthy of serious consideration.831 Another problem is the lack of inscriptions 

on votive objects, including epinetra. Greeks did not often inscribe their dedications, and 

when they did, they rarely provide any indication of the direct purpose for the offering.832 

That said, some information can still be gleaned from the available evidence. Birthing 

traditions are remarkably consistent over a wide range of time and location. They are, by 

nature, passed down from mother to daughter over numerous generations.833 Susan Wise 

argues that the same is true of geographical variation—the biological realities that dictate 

any of the rituals surrounding childbirth are the same, and therefore the rituals are fairly 

 
831 Plutarch, De superstition, 3.166; Diogenes Laertius, Lives of Eminent Philosophers, 6.37-38. 
832 Susan Wise, “Childbirth Votives and Rituals in Ancient Greece,” PhD dissertation, (University of 

Cincinnati, 2007), 13.  
833 Wise, 15; See Richard H. Blum and Eva Maria Blum, The Dangerous Hour: The Lore of Crisis and 

Mystery in Rural Greece. London: Chatto & Windus, 1970, for observations of ancient cult practices in 

modern Greece. 
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consistent within a given culture.834 Therefore, it should not be surprising to us that the 

types of offerings made in gratitude for successful deliveries would also remain the same. 

I propose that the dedication of epinetra at sanctuaries associated with kourotrophic deities 

is one of these types of offerings.  

Dedications in gratitude for successful delivery support the idea that childbirth was 

vital to the status of a woman, whose moniker of “gyne” and “alokhos” depended on the 

production of male heirs.835 Legitimate sons served multiple purposes: they carried on the 

family line, maintained ancestral property, and ensured proper care for aging parents.836 As 

a result, the birth of a legitimate child could dramatically increase a woman’s station in 

life. She might be treated with more respect within her oikos, as well as granted additional 

freedoms. By way of example, Euripides’ Ion provides glimpses into the perceptions of 

mothers. The chorus sings of the “immoveable security of overpowering happiness for 

mortals, when the youthful strength of children, who will bear fruit in their turn, shines in 

the father’s halls, and they will have inherited wealth from their fathers in the form of other 

children.”837 Along these lines, the birth of a child “brings a cure in ills, pleasure in good 

fortune, a saving defense with the spear for one’s native land.” For a woman, “the careful 

 
834 Wise, 15. 
835 Demand, 25.  
836 Wise, 17-18. 
837 Translation by Robert Potter. Euripides, Ion, 472-480: “ὑπερβαλλούσας γὰρ ἔχει θνατοῖς εὐδαιμονίας 

ἀκίνητον ἀφορμάν, τέκνων οἷς ἂν καρποτρόφοι λάμπωσιν ἐν θαλάμοις πατρίοισι νεάνιδες ἧβαι, διαδέκτορα 

πλοῦτον ὡς ἕξοντες ἐκ πατέρων ἑτέροις ἐπὶ τέκνοις.” 
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nurture of dear children” is “beyond wealth and a king’s palace.” The ultimate goal, as 

outlined here, is to be “blessed with children and moderate wealth.”838  

Then there were the supposed health incentives to pregnancy and childbirth. A 

whole slew of illnesses were associated with the approach of the first menstruation for a 

young girl, including mood disorders, respiratory issues, and hallucinations, all of which 

could lead to serious injury or death.839 The easiest solution to such illnesses was to marry 

and begin the process of impregnation as quickly as possible. Yet the benefits of 

motherhood often came at a great cost: deadly infections, pre-eclampsia (toxemia), and 

massive blood loss were just a few of the potential threats to the mother’s survival.840 The 

mortality rate may have been somewhere between 2.5 and 10 percent, based on the 

mortality rate in pre-industrial societies and those without access to antiseptics.841 These 

risks were considerably higher for first time pregnancies and for those women giving birth 

before the age of seventeen, as was customary in parts of ancient Greece, particularly 

 
838 Euripides, Ion, 480-490: “ἀλκά τε γὰρ ἐν κακοῖς σύν τ᾽ εὐτυχίαις φίλον, δορί τε γᾷ πατρίᾳ φέρει 

σωτήριον ἀλκάν. ἐμοὶ μὲν πλούτου τε πάρος βασιλικῶν τ᾽ εἶεν θαλάμων τροφαὶ κήδειοι κεδνῶν γε τέκνων. 

τὸν ἄπαιδα δ᾽ ἀποστυγῶ βίον, ᾧ τε δοκεῖ ψέγω: μετὰ δὲ κτεάνων μετρίων βιοτᾶς εὔπαιδος ἐχοίμαν.” 
839 Hippocrates, Peri Parthenion 5-6. Lesley Dean-Jones, “The Cultural Construct of the Female Body in 

Classical Greek Science,” in Women’s History and Ancient History, ed. Sarah B. Pomeroy (Chapel Hill: 

University of North Carolina Press, 1991), 111-137; Lesley Dean-Jones, Women’s Bodies in Classical 

Greek Science (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1994), 136-146; Demand, 35-6, 95-99, 103-7. 
840 Hippocrates, On the Nature of the Child, 30, 11; On the Diseases of Women 1.1, 36, 42, 46, 72. 

Demand, 71-86. 
841 Aline Rousselle, “Body Politics in Ancient Rome,” in A History of Women in the West, I: From Ancient 

Goddesses to Christian Saints, edited by Pauline Schmitt Pantel and Arthur Goldhammer (Harvard 

University Press, 1994), 298; Valerie French, “Birth Control, Childbirth, and Early Childhood,” in 

Civilization of the Ancient Mediterranean: Greece and Rome 1, ed. Michael Grant (New York: Scribner, 

1988), 1357. 
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Athens.842 Moreover, adolescent pregnancies produce a higher rate of birth defects in 

offspring.843  

Beyond survival, there were other significant considerations when it came to 

childbirth. Though is seems absurdly obvious to state, without the tempering of modern 

medicine, giving birth is an exceedingly painful endeavor. Euripides’ Medea laments that 

she suffered the pains of childbirth, only for her children to die later on: “It was all in vain, 

I see, that I brought you up, all in vain that I labored and was wracked with toils, enduring 

harsh pains in childbirth.”844 And Plato equates the difficulties of philosophical pursuit 

with those of giving birth: “Now those who associate with me are in this matter also like 

women in childbirth; they are in pain and are full of trouble night and day.”845 With the 

considerable risks that women faced during labor, including pain suffered as a result of the 

procedure or medical intervention, it was especially significant that a woman should 

survive into maturity after numerous births.846 The epinetron, which dictates a seated 

position and thereby the status and respect gained from reaching maturity, would serve as 

a suitable dedication to a goddess that protects both mother and child during labor. 

 
842 Soranus, Gynec. 4.1.53; Aristotle, Politics, 1335a. Wise, 20; Demand, 102-103. 
843 Wise, 20; Demand, 102-103. 
844 Translation by David Kovacs. Euripides, Medea, 1030: “ἄλλως ἄρ᾽ ὑμᾶς, ὦ τέκν᾽, ἐξεθρεψάμην, ἄλλως 

δ᾽ ἐμόχθουν καὶ κατεξάνθην πόνοις, στερρὰς ἐνεγκοῦσ᾽ ἐν τόκοις ἀλγηδόνας.” 
845 Translation by Harold N. Fowler. Plato, Theaetetus, 151: “πάσχουσι δὲ δὴ οἱ ἐμοὶ συγγιγνόμενοι καὶ 

τοῦτο ταὐτὸν ταῖς τικτούσαις: ὠδίνουσι γὰρ καὶ ἀπορίας ἐμπίμπλανται νύκτας τε καὶ ἡμέρας πολὺ μᾶλλον 

ἢ ‘κεῖναι…” 
846 Pregnant women also feared the evil eye from other, childless women, as well as the retribution of 

angry or jealous deities. Hera seems to be the main culprit in this regard, with several mythical stories of 

difficult deliveries attributed to her jealously. 
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Epinetra and Kourotrophic Cult Practice 

 

Of the deities worshipped in connection with childbirth and motherhood, the most 

significant are Artemis and Athena, in whose sanctuaries we also find the most significant 

deposits of epinetra.847 As discussed in the first chapter of this text, ninety-five epinetra 

come from confirmed or suspected votive contexts. Forty-nine of those are dedicated to 

Artemis: twenty-eight from Brauron, eleven from Thasos, six from the Sanctuary of 

Artemis Mounichia in Piraeus, two from the Sanctuary of Artemis Amarysia in 

Amarynthos, one from her sanctuary at Sani, and another from a shrine dedicated to a 

female deity, possibly Artemis, at Kaminaki on Naxos. Athena received far fewer 

dedications of epinetra at her sanctuaries: two were recovered from the Sanctuary of 

Athena Lindia and twenty-seven were found on the Athenian Acropolis, which may have 

been associated with Athena or Artemis. Demeter received thirteen dedications, with seven 

from the Sanctuary of Demeter and Kore at Cyrene, two from Eleusis, two from the 

Sanctuary of Demeter Malophoros at Selinunte, one from the Sanctuary of Demeter and 

Kore at Corinth, and one from Saturo. Four more are from shrines dedicated to nymphs: 

three come from a nymphaeum in Kafizin, Cyprus, and one comes from the cave shrine of 

Pan and the Nymphs in Parnassus.  

 
847 Other deities worshipped in this capacity include Aphrodite, Asklepios, Eileithyia (who is sometimes 

conflated with Artemis), Hera, Leto, and Zeus, though there is no evidence that any of their associated 

sanctuaries received epinetra as offerings.  
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Artemis, the protector of young girls and their transitions, seems to have had the 

closest connection to epinetra. One might expect them to appear equally often as 

dedications to Aphrodite if there were any kind of bridal association.848 However, it would 

seem that Artemis’s position as a protector of purity and youth does not conflict with her 

role in child-bearing. After all, it is only through purity and fidelity that a true Athenian 

citizen could be born, free of any suspicion of infidelity. In some contexts, midwives and 

pregnant woman sought additional success in childbirth from Artemis and Eileithyia or 

Lochia, though Artemis often assimilated these other two deities. According to her origin 

myth, Artemis assisted her own mother in the birth of her twin, Apollo.849 Therefore, she 

often functions as a mythical stand-in for midwifery.  

One might assume that a goddess’s interference could work both ways, with the 

death of the mother or infant during childbirth attributed to her neglect. It is possible that 

first time mothers both feared and revered Artemis in this capacity. Susan Wise has argued 

that “just as she could aid in birth, Artemis could readily destroy the women who sought 

her protection.”850 Furthermore, she argues that “women who lost their lives during 

childbirth were regarded by the Greeks as sacrificial victims to Artemis in much the same 

way that Iphigeneia herself was intended to be.”851 If these claims are correct, it would 

 
848 Oakley and Sinos discuss the connection between Aphrodite and an epinetron by the Eretria Painter, 

The Wedding in Ancient Athens, 46. 
849 Evgenia Vikela, “Artemis: The Worship of Artemis in Attica: Cult Places, Rites, Iconography,” in 

Worshiping Women: Ritual and Reality in Classical Athens, edited by Nikos E. Kaltsas and H. A. 

Shapiro, (New York: Alexander S. Onassis Public Benefit Foundation in collaboration with the National 

Archaeological Museum, Athens, 2008), 80. 
850 Wise, 21-22. 
851 Wise, 22. 
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seem that dedications to Artemis were meant to placate an angry goddess for the loss of 

virginity, not to honor a benevolent facilitator of childbirth.  

However, in the Palatine Anthology, we find one reference that suggests Artemis 

could choose which form she took during childbirth: that of the huntress, armed with a 

bow, or that of a kind protectress.852 Other accounts, such as Euripides’ Iphigenia in Tauris, 

suggest that it is rather Iphigenia that bears the burden for fatalities associated with 

childbirth: “You, Iphigenia, shall hold her [Artemis’] sacred keys and serve her shrine at 

the Brauron steps. There, when you die, they shall adorn your grave with gowns of softest 

weave left in their store by women who die in childbed.”853 Alan Shapiro points out that 

this narrative was likely invented to explain cult rituals that had already been in practice 

for some time, but had lacked an origin story. If so, the dedication of textiles to Iphigenia 

at Brauron in honor of women who died in childbirth would have been an established 

tradition by the fifth century.854 

Epigrams in the Anthology also confirm the invocation of Artemis for successful 

childbirth, and dedications of the same nature appear in the archaeological record, made 

with varying degrees of expense.855 Models of female genitalia and breasts served as votive 

 
852 Anth. Pal. 6.271. 
853 Translation by Gilbert Murray. Euripides, Iphigenia in Tauris, 1462-1467: “σὲ δ᾽ ἀμφὶ σεμνάς, 

Ἰφιγένεια, κλίμακας Βραυρωνίας δεῖ τῇδε κλῃδουχεῖν θεᾷ: οὗ καὶ τεθάψῃ κατθανοῦσα, καὶ πέπλων ἄγαλμά 

σοι θήσουσιν εὐπήνους ὑφάς, ἃς ἂν γυναῖκες ἐν τόκοις ψυχορραγεῖς λίπωσ᾽ ἐν οἴκοις.” See Alan Shapiro, 

“Heroines: Cults of Heroines in Ancient Athens,” 162-183, and Evgenia Vikela, “Artemis: The Worship of 

Artemis in Attica: Cult Places, Rites, Iconography,” 78-105, in Worshiping Women: Ritual and Reality in 

Classical Athens, edited by Nikos E. Kaltsas and H. A. Shapiro (New York: Alexander S. Onassis Public 

Benefit Foundation in collaboration with the National Archaeological Museum, Athens, 2008). 
854 Shapiro, 164. 
855 Demand, 88. 
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offerings at the shrine of Artemis Kalliste and Ariste, located outside the Dipylon Gate on 

the road to the Academy,856 likely dedicated in supplication for healthy offspring or in 

gratitude for survival of mother and child.857 At Delos, the mythical birthplace of Artemis, 

the sanctuary of Artemis Eileithyia serves to highlight the dual nature of the goddess. A 

relief from the site offers additional context—it presents an image of a pregnant woman, 

presumably making dedications at a shrine (fig. 98).858 Other offerings suggest gratitude 

for successful pregnancies and births: Artemis’s cult at Thasos, where we find eleven 

black-figure epinetra, received numerous dedications of kourotrophic figurines.859 

Similarly, the Sanctuary of Artemis Mounichia in Piraeus, where archaeologists uncovered 

six epinetra, may have had kourotrophic overtones.860 Here we find a figurine of a 

swaddled infant and a list of dedications that include clothing, possibly dedicated in 

gratitude for successful childbirth.861  

At the sanctuary of Artemis in Brauron and its associated shrine to Iphigeneia, 

dedications indicate a connection to both childbirth and child rearing. Dedication of 

clothing might be linked with birth, while dedications of terracotta figurines of children 

seem to indicate a connection to motherhood more generally.862 These objects could mark 

 
856 Pausanias, Description of Greece, 1.29.2. 
857 Vikela, 80; Carol L. Lawton, Votive Reliefs, (American School of Classical Studies at Athens, 2017), 

129; Jessica Hughes, Votive Body Parts in Greek and Roman Religion, (Cambridge University Press, 

2017), 29 and 61. 
858 Demand, 89. 
859 Price, 164. 
860 See Lydia Palaiokrassa, To Hiero Tes Artemidos Mounichias, Thessaloniki, 1983. 
861 SEG XXXIX 163. 
862 IG II2 1514-1531. Tullia Linders, Studies in the Treasure Records of Artemis Brauronia Found in 

Athens, (Stockholm: Svenska Institutet i Athen, 1972), 12-13. 
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major life events, such as the transition to womanhood embodied in the first menstruation 

(as described earlier in this chapter, this could be a harrowing process for a girl in ancient 

Greece), marriage, and childbirth.863 One Hippocratic writer, though skeptical of the 

efficacy of such offerings, discusses the tradition of girls or their mothers dedicating 

textiles to Artemis to mark the end of the first menstruation: “And the virgins, those who 

are right for marriage, if they remain unmarried, suffer this more at the time with the 

onslaught of their menstrual cycle… And when the girl comes to her senses, that women 

dedicated to Artemis many other things, but especially the most carefully finished of the 

female clothing, as the oracles demanded, but they are deceived.”864 It is important to note 

that the items of clothing that were dedicated in these situations are described as 

polutelestata, meaning “expensive” or “completely finished.”865 Such was the occasion 

that one was expected to dedicate only the best material. Garments were displayed in open 

caskets, much like the chests we see in vase imagery associated with marriage.866 

Otherwise, they were draped over the cult statue itself, as a form of peplophoria. Some of 

these were likely intended as dedications from the start, with inscriptions and woven 

designs of figures.867 However, most were likely worn by the donor prior to dedication, 

with some fabrics showing damage from years of wear.868  

 
863 Susan Guettel Cole, “Domesticating Artemis,” in The Sacred and the Feminine in Ancient Greece 

(1998), 36-37. 
864 Hippocrates, Peri Parthenion, 5-6. 
865 Cole, 37. 
866 Demand, 90. 
867 Demand, 90. 
868 Demand, 90. 
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Moreover, temple inventories at Brauron attest to dedications of spindles, 

spindlewhorls, distaffs, and spun wool (seemingly all connected to the process of spinning), 

by women and their families.869 Other sanctuaries also received these items. Noteworthy 

are the spindles listed in the treasury records of the Eileithyiaion at Delos, again likely 

connected to the goddess’s role in childbirth and care.870 Herodotus mentions another 

tradition, apparently unique to Delos, involving spindles: “The Delian girls and boys cut 

their hair in honor of these Hyperborean maidens, who died at Delos; the girls before their 

marriage cut off a tress and lay it on the tomb, wound around a spindle. This tomb is at the 

foot of an olive-tree, on the left hand of the entrance of the temple of Artemis.”871 Here we 

see the potent symbolism of one’s own hair wrapped around a spinning implement, the 

type of tool aligned with activities of adulthood, left for deities associated with both 

girlhood and motherhood, almost as if willing maturation into being.  

It is possible that the dedications of epinetra at Brauron were made by mothers who 

had once served as her little “bears.” If so, the idea of maturity, of sitting while working, 

and motherhood, may be the real impetus for the gifting or dedication of epinetra, not the 

event of marriage. The connection to motherhood is further established by the numerous 

references to birth stories in the material from Brauron. These include an image of an infant 

 
869 See Linders, Studies in the Treasure Records of Artemis Brauronia Found in Athens. 
870 Richard Hamilton, Treasure Map: A Guide to the Delian Inventories, (American Mathematical Society, 

2000), 191. 
871 Translation by A. D. Godley. Herodotus, The Histories, 4.34: “καὶ ταῦτα μὲν δὴ ταύτας οἶδα ποιεύσας: 

τῇσι δὲ παρθένοισι ταύτῃσι τῇσι ἐξ Ὑπερβορέων τελευτησάσῃσι ἐν Δήλῳ κείρονται καὶ αἱ κόραι καὶ οἱ 

παῖδες οἱ Δηλίων: αἱ μὲν πρὸ γάμου πλόκαμον ἀποταμνόμεναι καὶ περὶ ἄτρακτον εἱλίξασαι ἐπὶ τὸ σῆμα 

τιθεῖσι (τὸ δὲ σῆμα ἐστὶ ἔσω ἐς τὸ Ἀρτεμίσιον ἐσιόντι ἀριστερῆς χειρός, ἐπιπέφυκε δέ οἱ ἐλαίη).” 
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Artemis carried by her mother on the leg of a tripod-pyxis (fig. 99). Additionally, we find 

representations of the birth of Athena on a black-figure plate (fig. 100), as well as various 

other children from myth. We also find an abundance of statues of male infants at Brauron. 

These may have been dedicated in supplication for protection over the child but might 

equally represent dedications of gratitude for the birth of a son.872  

Other images from Attica attest to a connection between the goddess and successful 

childbirth. A votive stele from the late fifth century BCE displays an image of a woman 

who has just successfully given birth (fig. 101). The event is attended by two torch-bearing 

deities, identified as Eileithyia and Artemis by Mitropoulou.873 When she is featured with 

a torch, her association with childbirth is clear; Evgenia Vikela argues that a torch would 

make little sense in hunting, as such activities often took place during early morning or at 

nightfall.874 Artemis’s presence here should not be surprising: as Nancy Demand points out 

“Artemis was a goddess with whom young women were familiar and comfortable, for her 

worship had played an important role in their lives during childhood.”875 Other objects 

associated with Artemis support this argument. On a marble relief from Brauron, we see 

Artemis seated with one arm extended toward an approaching child (fig. 102), possibly 

celebrating the end (or the beginning) of an arkteia. Her left arm reaches towards her knee 

in a gesture that is reminiscent of working with an epinetron. The cult of Artemis at 

 
872 Wise, 167-168. 
873 Demand, 88. Richter identified the pair as Hygeia and Asclepius.  
874 Vikela, 80. 
875 Demand, 88. 
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Brauron, therefore, had many layers, touching on the lives of women from adolescence 

into adulthood. It would be unwise to assume a specific connection to girlhood alone. 

The decoration of ceramic epinetra might also point to Artemis’s role as a 

kourotrophic deity. A locally produced, fifth century BCE type C epinetron from a grave 

near the Hephaistia on Lemnos displays an image of a dog and a rabbit positioned on either 

side of a single palm tree (cat. P7, pl. 41). The plant has clear associations with Artemis: 

legend has it that Leto gave birth to the divine twins, on Delos, while leaning against a 

palm.876 We might also associate the dog, who appears to be hunting the rabbit, with 

Artemis who maintained a small fleet for hunting purposes. However, it is also a reference 

to Hekate, as representations of Artemis-Hekate often feature a single dog.877 Hekate is 

connected to childbirth and the art of midwifery through her association with transitions, 

crossroads, entrance-ways, and herbs. When combined with Artemis or Artemis Kalliste, 

Hekate’s connection to birth was further emphasized.878 Some textual evidence suggests 

that dog sacrifices were made to Hekate (in her role as a chthonic deity) as a means for 

purifying and cleansing both mother and household after childbirth. Plutarch, trying to 

justify dog sacrifices made to Geneta Mana, a rarely mentioned Roman deity, states that 

the tradition is reminiscent of practices in Greece: “Accordingly, just as the Greeks 

sacrifice a bitch to Hecatê, even so do the Romans offer the same sacrifice to Geneta on 

 
876 Vikela, 80. 
877 Vikela, 82. 
878 Aeschylus, Supp. 670-675; LSCG 18 B 6-13; Hesychius s.v. Kallivsth. 
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behalf of the members of their household.”879 Leslie Day suggests that dog burials were 

performed in a purification capacity for women who did not survive labor.880 Moreover, 

the protome, which consists of a gorgon-like mask, might evoke the kind of apotropaic 

imagery associated with birthing rituals. The appearance of imagery associated with 

Artemis-Hekate on a grave good might suggest that the deceased died in childbirth. 

Furthermore, we see a direct link between the kourotrophic capacity of Artemis and the 

gifting or dedication of epinetra.  

Athena had similar associations as indicated by the dedication of epinetra at her 

sanctuary in Lindos as well as the appearance of epinetra in the ruins of the Acropolis. Her 

cult in Athens, according to Price, had distinct fertility and kourotrophic associations.881 

The Palatine Anthology includes a reference to Athena in gratitude for a successful 

childbirth882 and Pausanias tells us about a similar practice on Elis: “The women of Elis, it 

is said, seeing that their land had been deprived of its vigorous manhood, prayed to Athena 

that they might conceive at their first union with their husbands. Their prayer was 

answered, and they set up a sanctuary of Athena surnamed Mother [Athena Mater].”883 

According to Homer, she was responsible for the care of Erechtheus: “But the men who 

held Athens, the strong-founded citadel, the deme of great-hearted Erechtheus, whom once 

 
879 Plutarch, Quaestiones Romanae. Translation by Bill Thayer, Loeb Classical Library edition, volume 4, 

1936. 
880 See Leslie P. Day, “Dog Burials in the Greek World,” American Journal of Archaeology, 88.1 (1984): 

21-32.  
881 Theodora Hadzisteliou Price, Kourotrophos: Cults and Representations of the Greek Nursing Deities, 

(Brill Archive, 1978), 101-105. 
882 Pausanius, 2.33.1; Anth. Pal. 6.59. 
883 Pausanius, 5.3.2. 
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Athene Zeus’ daughter tended after the grain-giving fields had born him, and established 

him to be in Athens in her own rich temple.”884 

We see how significant her role could be from a passage in Euripides’ Ion. Creusa 

recognizes her son by the clothes, necklace, and olive wreath (made from the leaves of the 

sacred tree of Athena) that she gave to him as a child. She goes on to describe the imagery 

of this weaving: A Gorgon in the middle of the robe, bordered by serpents to resemble an 

aegis. The necklace also incorporated images of snakes. Here, Creusa remarks on the role 

of Athena: “she tells us to rear children, in imitation of Erichthonius of long ago.”885 Here, 

we see a direct reference to Athena as a kourotrophic deity.886 Images on Attic vases feature 

Gaia handing off the child to her open arms, mimicking imagery of nurses holding out 

infants for seated mothers.887 Creusa also mentions that this garment is something she 

“wove as a child”888 but had not completed, “like a practice-work from the loom.”889 These 

early weavings from childhood, which developed the skills of womanhood, seemed to hold 

special value for Athenian women, potentially reserved for incorporation into the clothing 

of their first born or dedicated in the sanctuaries of goddesses who aided in childbirth or 

childcare. For example, we know from the temple inventories at Brauron that unfinished 

 
884 Homer, Iliad, 2.546-549. Translation by Richmond Lattimore, 1951. 
885 Translation by Robert Potter. Euripides, Ion, 1429: “δράκοντες: ἀρχαῖόν τι παγχρύσῳ γένει δώρημ᾽ 

Ἀθάνας, ἣ τέκν᾽ ἐντρέφειν λέγει — Ἐριχθονίου γε τοῦ πάλαι μιμήματα.” 
886 Susan Deacy, “‘Famous Athens, Divine Polis’: The Religious System at Athens,” in A Companion to 

Greek Religion, ed. Daniel Ogden (Oxford: Blackwell, 2007), 227. 
887 Wise, 232. 
888 Translation by Robert Potter. Euripides, Ion, 1417: “σκέψασθ᾽: ὃ παῖς ποτ᾽ οὖσ᾽ ὕφασμ᾽ ὕφην᾽ ἐγὼ . . .” 
889 Euripides, Ion, 1419: “οὐ τέλεον, οἷον δ᾽ ἐκδίδαγμα κερκίδος.” 
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woven garments were often dedicated to Artemis.890 We see similar practices in ancient 

Mesopotamia—Sumerian texts describe the gifting of spindles to female infants, 

representing their future role within the household.891 

At the sanctuary of Athena Lindia, archaeologists uncovered roughly a hundred 

kourotrophic figures dating from the Archaic period to the late Hellenistic.892 The deposits 

contain votives in the form of females nursing infants, numerous figures of young boys, 

children in cradles, and solitary female figures.893 Nursing mother figurines were also 

discovered in graves at Kameiros, where we also get six of our Rhodian epinetra.894 

Kourotrophic images typically consist of a mother figure paired with at least one child, 

often two, either seated on her lap, standing beside her, or seated on her shoulder. It is my 

contention, as discussed in the second chapter of this text, that the terracotta groups 

presented at the knee end of Rhodian epinetra are, in fact, kourotrophic imagery, truncated 

as a kind of visual shorthand.  

The sheer number of dedications suggests that there was an active cult of 

kourotrophos.895 Fourteen kourotrophoi come from the Great Deposit, thirty-nine come 

from the Small Deposit, and forty-three were discovered in the surrounding area. The so-

called “Great Deposit” was discovered at the Western side of the propylaea. The votive 

 
890 See Linders, Studies in the Treasure Records of Artemis Brauronia Found in Athens; Liza Cleland, The 

Brauron Clothing Catalogues: Text, Analysis, Glossary, and Translation, BAR-IS 1428, Oxford 2005. 
891 Jackie Pringle, “Hittite Birth Rituals,” in Images of Women in Antiquity, ed. Averil Cameron and 

Amelie Kuhrt (Oxfordshire: Routledge, 1993), 132. 
892 Price, 154. 
893 Price, 154. 
894 Price, 148. 
895 Price, 154. 
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figures have been dated roughly between 525-400 BCE, with some appearing to have been 

made only slightly earlier in the mid-sixth century.896 The figures from the Small Deposit 

date to the third century, indicating that the practice occurred over several hundred years.897 

This group was discovered north of the big portico. Blinkenberg mistook these figures for 

images of the donors, which he believed were women as they were more pious and 

“superstitious.”898 However, much like kouroi and korai figures, they appear to be 

generalized images rather than specific representations. Some of the Archaic kourotrophic 

female figures wear poloi, indicating some connection to divine status.899 According to 

Susan Wise, “it seems quite likely that among the kourotrophos figurines, several 

combinations of divine and mortal might be shown: a goddess and her divine offspring, a 

goddess holding the mortal child of a votary, or the votary herself with her child.”900 

The two types most frequently presented at Rhodes are those with a seated female 

figure, hair covered in a himation, holding a nude child to the left (often referred to as the 

“veiled Ionian type”),901 and those that depict a standing female figure with a child sitting 

on her left shoulder.902 The earlier material from the Great Deposit consists of the “veiled 

Ionian type.” Some of these groups are depicted standing, with two children instead of 

 
896 Price, 154. 
897 Price, 154. 
898 Christian Blinkenberg, Ejnar Dyggve, Søren Dietz, Lone Wriedt Sørensen, and Peter Pentz, Lindos. 

Fouilles de l’Acropole 1 (Berlin/Copenhagen: De Gruyter/The National Museum of Denmark, 1931), 34. 
899 Wise, 160. 
900 Wise, 161. 
901 Price, 155. 
902 Price, 148. 
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one.903 This would seem to correspond with the epinetra appliqués containing three heads 

rather than one or two. Later, we see a return to a single child kourotrophos; however, the 

child remains on the shoulder of the mother, sometimes sharing her veil.904 According to 

Price, “the examples with two children most probably represent the worshipers,” though 

she does not explain why.905  

Rhodian kourotrophic figurines seemed to have enjoyed a wide distribution—we 

find them at Selinous, Sicily (discovered on the acropolis) dating to the third quarter of the 

fifth century BCE. Kourotrophoi of Rhodian type were also discovered in deposits at 

Olous, a site in eastern Crete. Alongside these objects were many female protomes and 

figurines of children.906 Images of children with a peaked hat, held to the left of the mother 

figure, come from Kition, at the sanctuary of Artemis Paralia, Cyprus, and Rhodes. These 

are likely the same type of figure represented on Rhodian epinetra, identified as a Cypriot-

Phoenician type.907  

The purpose for such dedications could have been multifaceted: they may have 

been given in gratitude for successful offspring or to mark a special occasion for the child, 

or perhaps as a plea for protection, guidance, or healing.908 Epinetra may have been 

dedicated under similar circumstances. Accordingly, such dedications “communicated the 

idea that the goddess should watch over the child,” with the kourotrophos serving as “an 

 
903 Price, 155. 
904 Price, 155. 
905 Price, 157. 
906 Price, 88. 
907 Price, 96. 
908 Wise, 161. 
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expression of thanks for a successful pregnancy and birth; acknowledgment of having 

presented the child to the goddess, and a reminder to the goddess to continue to look after 

the child throughout childhood.”909  

A significant number of seated child figurines as well as images of nude infants in 

cradles were also dedicated at Lindos. The infant is typically positioned on his back, legs 

spread apart, as to exhibit the genitalia. Sometimes, the infant places a hand near his 

genitals, further indicating that the attribution of sex was a primary goal.910 None of these 

individual child images are female. Moreover, none of these male children exhibit any 

attributes that would connect them to specific children from myth, suggesting that they 

may have been mortal, rather than divine or heroic figures.911 Two possibilities exist for 

the dedication of these votives, though they are not mutually exclusive: they could have 

been gifted to Athena Lindia as fertility images, with the intention of garnering divine favor 

in the form of male offspring, or they might have been dedicated in gratitude after the birth 

of a son. Being that much of the other imagery from Lindos seems to serve a kourotrophic, 

rather than fertility function, the latter is more likely. Either way, it seems possible that this 

type originated at Rhodes, with key examples hailing from Lindos912 and Kameiros,913 

 
909 Wise, 162. 
910 Wise, 167. 
911 Wise, 168. 
912 Lindos I, 691, nos. 2935-2937; Gustave Mendel, Catalogue des figurines Grecques de terre cuite, 

(Constantinople: Typ. et lithographie A. Ihsan, 1908), 102, nos. 1307 and 1308. 
913 Reynold A. Higgins, Catalogue of the Terracottas in the Department of Greek and Roman Antiquities, 

British Museum, (London: British Museum, 1954), nos. 155-157. 
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though we also find them in parts of Aeolia, such as Lesvos,914 Myrina,915 Assos,916 and 

Troy,917 as well as Ionia, at Smyrna.918 And while images of mortal childbirth and 

pregnancy are uncommon and nonexistent in most sanctuary and funerary contexts, those 

that do exist appear in specific locales, namely, Attica and Rhodes, precisely the locations 

where we find significant groups of epinetra in votive and funerary contexts.  

The use of this class of representation in Rhodes makes typological sense. Price 

argues that the roots of Kourotrophos worship “can be traced in the prehellenic inhabitants 

of the islands of Cyprus and Crete who passed it to the Greeks together with other 

elements.”919 Price further demonstrated that the imagery originated in Cyprus, within the 

same geographical region as the Dodecanese.920 The spread of this iconography probably 

happened in the prehistoric period, accounting for the presence of kourotrophic figures on 

the Greek mainland by the Mycenaean Period.921 The concept of a chthonic goddess, 

originally Minoan and then Mycenaean, was transposed onto the goddesses of Olympus, 

 
914 Winifred Lamb, “Antissa,” BSA 32 (1933-1934): pl. 25.3. 
915 Gustave Mendel, Catalogue des sculptures Grecques, Romaines et Byzantines, (Constantinople: Musee 

Imperial, 1914), 394, nos. 2711 and 2712. 
916 U. Mrogenda, “Figürliche Terrakotten,” in Ausgrabungen in Assos (Asia Minor Studien 2), edited by Ü. 

Serdaroglu, R. Stupperich, and E. Schwertheim (Bonn Habelt, 2006), 44 no. 21. 
917 Unpublished, inventory number TC259. 
918 Simone Besques, Catalogue raisonné des figurines et reliefs en terre cuite Grecs, Étrusques et 

Romains: III. (Paris: Éd. de la Réunion des Musées Nationaux, 1971), 166, nos. D1138 and D1139, plate 

229 g and i. 
919 Price, 199. 
920 Price, 199 and 221. 
921 Price, 199. 
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such as Athena Lindia.922 Such goddesses, therefore, were “connected with the 

Mycenaeans state-goddesses, influenced by the Minoan deity.”923  

Significant deposits of epinetra were also found in the temples of Demeter. 

Pausanias, in his description of Arcadia, notes that “the most celebrated sanctuaries of the 

Cleitorians are those of Demeter, Asclepius and, thirdly, Eileithyia,”924 all of whom have 

associations with childbirth. In the Homeric Hymn to Demeter, Demeter takes on the care 

of Damophoon, placating his mother in the following manner: “May you also be of good 

cheer, woman, and may the gods grant you all good things; I willingly accept the child, as 

you bid me. I will nurse him, and I do not expect that he will be injured by nurse’s 

incompetence, supernatural attacks nor magical cuttings, for I know a fine preventative 

against malignant attacks.”925 According to Hesychius, she was worshipped as Eileithyia 

in Syracuse and at Tarentum.926 We know of dedications of breast models at her sanctuary 

in Knidos.927 Her sanctuary at Eleusis presents a group of votive figurines of young boys,928 

as well as two black-figure epinetra. Two additional kourotrophos statuettes were 

discovered at the sanctuary of Demeter and Kore in Corinth, which is also where we find 

the dedication of a black-figure epinetron.929 

 
922 Price, 200. 
923 Price, 200. 
924 Translation by W.H.S. Jones and H.A. Ormerod. Pausanias, Description of Greece, 8.21.3: “Κλειτορίοις 

δὲ ἱερὰ τὰ ἐπιφανέστατα Δήμητρος τό τε Ἀσκληπιοῦ, τρίτον δέ ἐστιν Εἰλειθυίας.” 
925 Homeric Hymn to Demeter, 224. 
926 Hesychius, s.v. ʼΕπιλυσαμένη. 
927 Paul Victor Christopher Baur, “Eileithyia,” University of Missouri Studies I, no. 4 (1902): 63.  
928 Christiane Vorster, Griechische Kinderstatuen, (Cologne, 1983), 77. 
929 Price, 143. Also see Merker (Corinth XVIII, iv pp. 70-71). 
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Finally, it seems that Nymphs, such as the one worshipped at Kafizin in Cyprus, 

could also have been associated with motherhood. A passage from Euripides’ Electra 

suggests as much: when one character mentions that he saw Aegisthus “preparing a feast 

for the Nymphs,” Orestes asks if he performs these rituals “in return for the bringing up of 

children or for a coming birth.”930 

Therefore, in East Greek and Athenian contexts, where we see epinetra functioning 

as dedications to kourotrophic goddesses, we can no longer assume a connection to young, 

unmarried, virgins. Rather, it is the role of the mother, the matriarch, the skilled laborer, 

that is honored by these ceremonial tools. Further evidence presented in the following 

section outlines the significance of the seated position, dictated by the form and function 

of the epinetron, in creating and reinforcing gendered status. These visual motifs are 

exploited in imagery, literature, and the oral tradition, thereby casting the epinetron as an 

object associated with these desirable qualities. Therefore, dedications of ceramic replicas 

of these objects in sanctuary and funerary contexts were both appropriate and symbolically 

charged—ingrained in one’s understanding of gendered social constructs, with a special 

premium placed on the skill of the mature wife and mother. 

EPINETRA, THE SEATED POSITION, AND THE MYTHOLOGY OF SPINNING 

 

Decorative and ceremonial epinetra invoke a seated position, which carries potent 

meaning within ancient Greek culture. On grave monuments from Athens, mothers and 

 
930 Translation by E. P. Coleridge. Euripides, Electra, 625-626: “Νύμφαις ἐπόρσυν᾽ ἔροτιν, ὡς ἔδοξέ μοι. / 

τροφεῖα παίδων ἢ πρὸ μέλλοντος τόκου.” 
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matriarchs are shown seated, while younger women and girls are depicted standing. The 

figures typically appear in composite perspective, with faces in profile and bodies turned 

slightly to reveal a three-quarter view. Both standing and seated figures wear chitons, 

though the younger, standing figure might also wear a belt, and the older, seated figure 

might have a himation. Both wear sandals, indicating their mortal status and a domestic 

context.931 The setting is further established by the presence of columns on either side of 

the figural group and a pediment above. Originating in the seventh century BCE and 

becoming standard in the late fifth and early fourth century BCE, these depictions 

demonstrate an interest in familial associations. In particular, women are singled out as 

representatives of home and family, their roles emphasized through images and epitaphs. 

Diana Burton argues that “private, family virtues . . . reflect the strength of the polis and 

the cement that holds it together.”932  

Of course, we are talking about women with some measure of wealth. A woman’s 

status as matriarch relied on her ability to remain within the home, avoiding the outdoor 

tasks of selling goods at the market or tending to crops. The increased visibility of women 

in the fifth century might relate to Periclean citizenship laws, which stipulated that an 

individual’s mother also had to be born of a male citizen (the maternal grandfather) in order 

to meet the requirements for their own citizenship.933 This would put a significant burden 

on women to uphold a family line, bolstering their position without actually granting full 

 
931 Unlike a holy or religious space, where shoes would be removed. 
932 Diana Burton, “Public Memorials, Private Virtues: Women on Classical Athenian Grave 

Monuments,” Mortality 8, no. 1 (2003): 32. 
933 Burton, 24. 
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citizenship. However, the uptick in imagery of foreign women means that this newfound 

visibility is not simply a result of citizenship laws, but rather an increased interest in women 

overall.934  

Karen Stears speculates whether such seated poses might reference famous 

freestanding or architectural sculptures, such as the “Aphrodite in the Gardens,” no longer 

extant but described in ancient literary sources, or the image of Aphrodite from the 

Parthenon frieze (fig. 103).935 She also suggests that representations of seated women could 

have referenced Demeter, who was often depicted on a throne, or Persephone, who was 

both a dutiful wife and a symbol of premature death.936 Stears further argues that “a number 

of poses may have signified certain moral qualities and traits, many of them obscured to 

the modern observer.”937 Indeed, this moral dimension is apparent both in image and in 

epitaph. The tombstone of Mnesarete from the 4th century BCE features an image of the 

deceased, identified as a wife, sister, daughter, and mother in the accompanying inscription 

(fig. 104).938 As required of her status, she sits in an elegant chair, and does not engage in 

physical labor. Another female figure (perhaps a relative or servant) stands before her. 

Their closeness is suggested by the proximity of their bodies, which overlap in space, as 

well as their similar postures: shoulders and heads are bent forward, so that they mirror 

 
934 Burton, 25. 
935 Karen Stears, “Dead Women’s Society: Constructing Female Gender in Classical Athenian Funerary 

Sculpture,” in Time, Tradition, and Society in Greek Archaeology: Bridging the ‘Great Divide’, edited by 

Nigel Spencer (Routledge, 1995), 123. 
936 Stears, 123. 
937 Stears, 123. 
938 Burton, 26. 
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each other. The standing figure appears much younger; her diminished stature and hand 

position suggest late childhood. She has not yet earned the privilege of a seated position. 

This juxtaposition establishes a contrast between youth and maturity, life and death, future 

potential and past achievement.939 Furthermore, the epitaph singles out the grief 

experienced by her mother, suggesting a close bond despite the separation required by 

marriage.  

In the image of Pausimache, an unmarried woman with no children, we see her 

standing and holding a mirror—an object often featured in bridal imagery, here signifying 

her unmet potential (fig. 105).940 Her epitaph confirms her status, listing only her parents, 

Phainippe and Pausanias, as the bereft parties, while highlighting her arête (goodness or 

virtue) and sophrosyne (excellent character or good sense) instead of the skills that would 

have been required of her as a wife or a mother.941 While the imagery and epitaph might 

seem at odds, with one extolling her beauty and the other highlighting her good character, 

together these concepts form a diagram of the perfect wife. The message is clear: in her 

untimely death, she was unable to fulfil her duties towards home or community, so much 

part of the social identity of women in Ancient Greece.  

Another stele depicts a mother with her daughter, again indicating a bond that has 

little to do with the overall “net worth” of a female child (fig. 106). The deceased is in a 

 
939 The distinction between seated and standing positions is also shown in the images of men on 

tombstones. Older men are often seated, while younger men are standing or moving. 
940 Burton, 28. 
941 Burton, 28. 
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seated position, indicating her status as a wife and mother.942 A nurse carries the infant to 

her mother; both mother and child reach for one another, a clear sign of affection. The 

epitaph no longer survives, but we can still discern the focus of this monument, indicated 

not only by the connection between parent and child, but also by the seated position of the 

deceased. In classical Athens, we see a split in the types of representations available on 

grave monuments. Women were either matrons or maidens. And without fail, maidens 

stand, while matrons sit. Here, we can assume that the posture is not merely an effect of 

age, as her offspring is still fairly young, but rather of her position within the household 

and on a larger scale, Athenian society. That is, the seated matron motif is an “ideogram” 

denoting status, maturity, and the respectability emanating from it.  

Grave reliefs from Rhodes display similar groupings. In the famous monument of 

Krito (Κριτω) and Timarista (Τιμαριστα) dated to 420-410 BCE, from the cemetery of 

Macrì Langoni at Kameiros, we see a tender embrace between a mother and daughter (fig. 

107).943 Both figures are standing, which might imply a closeness of relationship rather 

than a parity of status. Timarista (the mother) wears a belted chiton and veil. She presents 

a frontal view of her body and a profile view of her head as she looks down at her slightly 

smaller daughter, Krito, who stands in three-quarter profile. Krito’s short hairstyle and 

diminished stature are indicative of her young age. Altogether, this depiction is unusual in 

several other ways; for example, we see an arched finial frame above the figures rather 

 
942 In fact, chairs appear to be the most common object in grave monuments, not only implying interior 

settings, but a command over one’s surroundings. 
943 Christoph W. Clairmont, and Alexander Conze, Classical Attic Tombstones, (Kilchberg, Switzerland: 

Akanthus, 1993), 86-87. 
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than a triangular pediment. Other Rhodian funerary monuments maintain the iconography 

typical of Attic production. A stele set up in honor for Kalliarista at Kizil Tepe from the 

middle of the fourth century BCE is one such example (fig. 108). The deceased woman sits 

upon a diphros with her feet elevated on a footstool, while her young servant stands before 

her holding a small box, likely containing jewelry. Inscribed on the epistyle beneath the 

triangular pediment is the epigram: 

ὅστις ἄριστος ἔπαινος ἐν ἀνθρώποισι γυναικός,  

Καλλιαρίστα Φιληράτο τοῦτον ἔχουσα ἔθανεν,  

σωφροσύνας ἀρετᾶ[ς] | τε· ἀλόχωι πόσις ὅν‹ε›κα τόνδε  

Δαμοκλῆς {ε}στᾶσεν, μνημόσυνον φιλίας·  

ἀνθ’ ὧν οἱ δαίμων ἐσθλòς ἕποιτο βίωι.  

 

Whatever great praise exists for women amongst men 

Kalliarista daughter of Phileratos has it, now dead,  

for her moderation and virtue; for his wife, her husband  

Damokles has set up this memorial because of his regard  

for which her noble spirit might attend his life.944 

 

We can connect her seated position with images of spinning on funerary 

monuments, which invariably place the spinner in a seated pose.945 Interestingly, there are 

no images of weaving on tombstones, possibly indicating that such images implied youth 

or lower station within the household. Some of these images merely suggest textile work, 

rather than depict it directly. An example from the fifth century BCE at the Piraeus Museum 

shows the deceased, “Artemisia,” seated on a klismos accompanied by a small, box-shaped 

footstool (fig. 109). She extends her right arm to the tall kalathos directly underneath her 

 
944 Christoph W. Clairmont, Gravestone and Epigram: Greek Memorials from the Archaic and Classical 

Period, Mainz on Rhine: Philipp von Zabern, 1975: no. 2.235b. 
945 Attic vases present a different catalogue, with several spinning images in which the figure is standing. 
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legs, touching the edge with the tips of her fingers. Such objects were used in the production 

of wool thread; its presence here, prominently displayed, alludes to the skilled labor of the 

deceased and an indoor life dedicated to the service of the oikos. The clothes she wears 

would have been understood as her handiwork by the viewer.946  

A funeral monument from the 4th century possibly shows a metic from Cyprus 

passing thread between her fingers, spinning or working it in some fashion (fig. 110).947 

Like other images of spinning, she is seated with a kalathos on the ground in front of her, 

indicating wool work. Her left hand could be holding a distaff, though it is difficult to tell. 

Her foreign status, implied by her name, “Kypria” (of Cyprus), indicates that status 

symbols were not limited to native inhabitants, but rather implied shared values within a 

community.948 Yet another 4th century tombstone depicts a seated woman in the process 

of working some kind of material on her knees (fig. 111). One scholar suggests that she is 

carding,949 but she may be spinning across her thigh. Her right hand is closed into a fist, 

while her left thumb and index fingers press together as though twisting or pulling 

something between them. As carding typically involves additional tools, it seems unlikely 

that she is engaged in that process. Again, there is a kalathos at her feet. We see similar 

imagery on the inner thigh of the National Museum type B epinetron (cat. A21, pl. 54). On 

this object, there is supposedly a depiction of an epinetron hanging on a string on the wall, 

 
946 Angeliki Kosmopoulou, “‘Working Women’: Female Professionals on Classical Attic Gravestones,” 

Annual of the British School at Athens 96 (2001): 302. 
947 We might assume her foreign status based on her name “Kypria.” 
948 Kosmopoulou, 302. 
949 Kosmopoulou, 302. 
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though the image is severely damaged. Mercati notes that the proportions of the two present 

figures differ, perhaps indicating a difference in age.950 The well-dressed male figure 

holding a basket may be the husband of the seated female figure, again alluding to the 

mature, married status of the owner and their domestic tranquility. The Eros above is 

further proof of this relationship. 

When spinning and weaving are discussed in literature and the oral tradition, we 

see a similar dichotomy in representation. Maria Pantelia argues that weaving, requiring 

more physical exertion than spinning, was likely reserved for younger women.951 As 

spinning was more portable than weaving, the practice allowed women to engage in 

numerous other household activities, such as caring or watching after children or directing 

servants (in the case of aristocratic women). And yet when spinning is described in Homer, 

the spinner is always seated. Helen, Penelope, and Arete are the only women in Homer 

who engage in spinning.952 Helen is a particularly interesting character in this regard. In 

the Iliad, she stands while she weaves at an upright loom. She is young, insecure in her 

position, and unable to command servants. She is bound to her environment, unable to 

move about freely on her own.953 We find her under very different circumstances when we 

encounter her later in the Odyssey—spinning with a golden spindle, perhaps the ultimate 

status symbol.954 As she spins, she sits on a finely crafted chair complete with a footstool, 

 
950 Mercati, 16. 
951 Maria C. Pantelia, “Spinning and Weaving: Ideas of Domestic Order in Homer,” The American Journal 

of Philology 114, no. 4 (1993): 494. 
952 Pantelia, 495-497. 
953 Pantelia, 496. 
954 Servants bring her this item along with a silver basket (kalathos). 
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reminiscent of the imagery found on grave markers. As a queen, she is afforded the seated 

position that spinning allows. She is older and wiser, a matriarch of her oikos and a 

“goddess among women.”955 In Euripides’ Orestes, Helen is described by a Phrygian as 

follows: “she was twisting flax on her distaff with her fingers, and letting her yarn fall on 

the floor, for she wanted to sew with her flax purple cloth as adornment for the tomb from 

the Trojan spoils, a gift to Clytemnestra.”956 Here, flax is once again ritual and funerary in 

nature. 

We see a similar situation with Penelope. When the older, mature Telemachus 

returns to his home in Ithaca, Penelope is “sitting by a pillar across from her son, leaning 

back in a klismos, spinning fine threads of yarn.”957 Here, she is older, no longer bound by 

the circumstances that kept her locked away while weaving a funeral shroud to hold off her 

suiters. As she spins, she asks Telemachus about his journey, making sure to highlight the 

lingering grief she has experienced by the absence of Odysseus.958 Meanwhile, her son has 

returned from his voyage with a plot to take back the estate, saving her from further turmoil. 

The tides have noticeably shifted for her—her situation is on the cusp of turning from 

terrible to triumphant. It is significant then that both Penelope and Helen switch from 

weaving to spinning once their roles as wives have been restored; Helen, back with 

Menelaus, and Penelope, upon the imminent return of Odysseus.959 Arete, another powerful 

 
955 Homer, Odyssey, 4.306. 
956 Euripides, Orestes, 1431-36. 
957 Homer, Odyssey,17.96-97. 
958 Homer, Odyssey,17.100-106 
959 Pantelia, 499. 
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female character, spins her “sea-purple yarn”960 as she sits beside her hearth, the symbolic 

center of the oikos. Her role within the household and society is clear: she is described, as 

is Penelope, as having an excellent mind, and she is a vital player in maintaining order in 

Phaeacia. Through her good judgement, she has the ability to “dissolve quarrels, even 

among men.”961 Athena points out that her name, meaning “virtue,” is well-deserved; high 

praise for a woman in Greek society.962 She is adored by her children and her husband, 

who “honors her as no woman is honored on this earth.”963 She is also revered by her 

people, who “gaze on her as a goddess, saluting her warmly on her walks through town.”964 

As with Penelope and Helen, Arete is one of the most powerful and revered female 

characters in Homer. It might not be a coincidence that they are also the only characters 

who spin—and all three are seated while doing so. These poses are reminiscent of the 

images from funerary monuments, which display the dutiful wife and mother as a sitting 

spinner.  

Homer assigns weaving to a very different category of women. Circe, an unmarried 

enchantress, weaves.965 Odysseus and his men come upon her as she engages in this 

activity, though they hesitate before entering her fortress. They catch her singing in a 

spellbinding voice, “gliding back and forth at her immortal loom, her enchanting web a 

 
960 Homer, Odyssey, 6.52-53. 
961 Homer, Odyssey, 7.75. 
962 Homer, Odyssey, 7.55. 
963 Homer, Odyssey, 7.65-70. 
964 Homer, Odyssey, 7.72. 
965 Pantelia, 498. 
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shimmering glory only goddesses can weave.”966 She is described in an active way—a 

position that would have been unbecoming for a married woman, but seductive and alluring 

for a sorceress. Polites, one of Odysseus’s captains, is so enthralled by this encounter that 

he urges his men to call out to her, irrespective of her divine or mortal status.967 Calypso is 

described in almost identical terms. She is active in her weaving, moving back and forth at 

her loom as she works her golden shuttle.968 Like Circe, she sings aloud, her “sweet” voice 

echoing around her cave.969 Both characters are immortal, and therefore do not age and 

mature the way a wife or mother would. They are perpetually unmarried, childless, and 

unattainable, doomed to care for men who can never stay. They are the image of a young 

maiden on a funerary monument, staring into a mirror, unable to fulfil her societal duties. 

They are the ideological opposite of Penelope, Arete, and Helen (as presented in the 

Odyssey).  

In the Iliad, weaving is similarly relegated to women who lack agency outside the 

oikos. Andromache, wife of Hector, meets him at the wall to discuss the war. 970 This space 

exists as a transitional zone between outside and inside, and therefore on the border of their 

separate gendered environments—the inner, microcosm of domestic life, and the outer, 

macrocosm of society. Hector orders Andromache back to her loom, emphasizing her 

inability to change fate.971 At the same time, he worries at the idea of her serving as a slave 

 
966 Homer, Odyssey, 10.220-223. 
967 Homer, Odyssey, 10.225-230. 
968 Homer, Odyssey, 5.61-62. 
969 Homer, Odyssey, 5.61-62. 
970 Homer, Iliad, 6.395-495. 
971 Does this discussion hint at the women’s roles in producing linothorax? 
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at another man’s loom should he die in battle.972 This lack of control, and her inability to 

prevent the death of Hector, are emphasized through her weaving. Her status as a married 

woman is threatened by war.973 Therefore, we find her weaving as she waits for Hector’s 

return.974 Later, she is weaving when she learns of his death, though she refuses to believe 

it at first. When the truth of his passing finally dawns on her, she drops her shuttle975—

symbolic of her inability to continue the duties of a wife.  

Thread has mythological associations with stability, life, and prosperity outside of 

Homer. Theseus finds his way through the labyrinth by using Ariadne’s thread. Plato 

describes the center of the universe as “The Spindle of Necessity,” operated by sirens and 

the daughters of Necessity (a goddess) known as the Fates, who, like the good matrons of 

a household engaged in textile production, keep the cosmos revolving.976 This 

cosmological spindle is “shaped . . . like the ones we know,” with whorls representing the 

heavenly bodies.977 Similarly, the Fates (the Moirai) in Greek mythology, spin man’s 

destiny, rather than weave it. Klotho, the spinner, creates the threads. Lachesis is 

responsible for measuring the length of these threads. Finally, Atropos is tasked with 

cutting the thread, indicating the end of one’s lifespan.978 In this scenario, the fates hold all 

the power. Human intervention cannot change the outcome of their handiwork. An 

 
972 Homer, Iliad, 445-460 
973 Pantelia, 496. 
974 Pantelia, 496. 
975 Homer, Iliad, 22.440-448. 
976 Plato, Republic, 10.614–621. 
977 Plato, Republic, 10.616d. 
978 Hesiod, Theogony, 215-220. 
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individual is forced to “suffer whatever Fate the dread Spinners spun with their thread for 

him at his birth, when his mother bore him.”979 We can take this analogy one step further: 

Women who weave seek to gain control of their own fates, to protect themselves against 

circumstances that are out of their control, while women who spin control the destinies of 

others. The shift mirrors the progression from girlhood to womanhood, further reflected in 

the imagery presented in grave monuments and pottery.  

The funerary epigram of Leonidas commemorates a spinner, Platthis—an eighty-

year-old woman who had often “thrust sleep away from her, morning and evening, to ward 

off poverty. She used to sing to her spindle and friendly distaff, and by the loom until the 

dawn she wove with the Graces that long task of Athena, or with wrinkled hand on wrinkled 

knee spun thread sufficient for the loom, a lovely woman.”980 As we have seen in other 

media, the process of thigh-spinning is attributed to a woman of great virtue and 

experience, rather than a young girl.  

Moreover, the practice of spinning is used as a metaphor for quelling military 

conflict in Lysistrata, when the title character argues that the practice of diplomacy is much 

like working a spindle, and therefore easily attended to by the dutiful women of Athens: 

“When we are spinning thread, and it is tangled, we pass the spool across and through the 

skein, now this way, now that way; even so, to finish of the war, we shall send embassies 

 
979 Homer, Odyssey, 7.195-200. Barber has translated this line to “And then the person will suffer whatever 

Fate and the heavy handed Spinners spun into their linen thread for him coming into being when his mother 

gave birth to him.” She specifies “linen” here, though I did not find this word in the original Greek, or in 

any other English translation. 
980 Leonidas of Tarentum, AP 7.726.  
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hither and thither and everywhere, to disentangle matters.”981 When the magistrate further 

questions her ability to understand the complexities of war, Lysistrata replies: “If only you 

had common sense, you would always do in politics the same as we do with our yarn.”982 

Further describing her plan to unite the colonies, she states that “you must think of them as 

so many isolated hanks; find the ends of the separate threads, draw them to a center here, 

spin them into one, make one great hank of the lot, out of which the public can weave itself 

a good, stout tunic.”983 Here, she refers to the separate fibers that make up a strong thread, 

the foundation of any great fabric. 

However, weaving can also provide a measure of agency for women who otherwise 

have none. Consider the story of Philomela, who gains agency through weaving the story 

of her rape after her tongue is brutally cut out. Weaving gives her a voice when she needed 

it most.984 Conversely, women who spin do not need assistance in voicing their opinions 

or their stories. Arachne, unlike Philomela, abused the communicative power of weaving, 

and suffered accordingly.985 Athena punishes her for her hubris by turning her into a 

perpetual spinner in the form of a spider, taking away the hallmark of her youth. The story 

of Arachne revolves around a lack of respect for the gods, as well as the implied lack of 

respect for one’s elders.986 However, the division between spinning and weaving is 

 
981 Aristophanes, Lysistrata, 551-597. 
982 Aristophanes, Lysistrata, 551-597. 
983 Aristophanes, Lysistrata, 551-597. 
984 Pantelia, 495 (note 9). 
985 Kathryn Sullivan Kruger, Weaving the Word: The Metaphorics of Weaving and Female Textual 

Production, (Susquehanna University Press, 2001), 67-69. 
986 After all, Athena disguises herself as an old woman. 
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significant, hinging on the proper behavior of women in Greek society according to 

prescribed roles. 

In various ways, the Greek tradition places a premium on spinning and thread 

production, which allows a woman to assume a bodily posture commensurate with her 

station in life—that of the mature wife and mother. This posture, the seated position, is 

integral to our understanding of epinetra. By invoking the seated position, these objects 

served as appropriate dedications in sanctuaries devoted to kourotrophic deities.  

CONCLUSION 

 

Sanctuaries give us some information in terms of the function of painted epinetra. 

The three goddesses for which we find dedications of epinetra are Artemis, Athena, and 

Demeter. Artemis was linked to successful deliveries, and thus the successful transition 

into motherhood. At Brauron, Artemis is represented in numerous statuettes in the form of 

kourotrophos, as is the case with Athena Lindia at Rhodes. Finally, at the nymphaeum of 

Kafizin on Cyprus, inscriptions establish the Nymph as a kind of maternal figure to the flax 

company of Zenon, with no association to girlhood whatsoever. When we consider these 

case studies, wherein so few epinetra can be linked to young girls exclusively, we should 

question our previously held assumptions about these objects. Moreover, when we take 

into consideration the special status of the epinetron as a tool requiring a degree of 

specialization and a seated position, we can assume that the users of such objects were 

likely mature women. In the Dodecanese, and Lindos in particular, where the status of 

women was likely influenced by Dorian precedent, epinetra served as critical symbols of 
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female accomplishment and power, dedicated by and gifted to women who had 

successfully survived childbirth to become the matriarch of an oikos or domestic workshop.  
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Final Thoughts and Conclusions 

 

Lynn Meskell argued in “The Intersections of Identity and Politics in Archaeology” 

that “studies of age-related phenomena could be more productively discussed within 

frameworks of life cycle, life experience, and other constituents of social difference.”987 I 

have attempted to follow this directive in the presentation of my research on epinetra, 

considering the intersections of gendered materiality and life cycle as it pertains to the 

structuring of identity.  

So, what did make up the experience of women in ancient Greece? How was it 

defined? While experiences are certainly made up of intangible (and generally unrecorded) 

happenings and interactions, they are also comprised of the objects we surround ourselves 

with, particularly in our homes and our religious environments, as well as the materials we 

leave behind. In the Oeconomicus, Ischomachus instructs his new bride on the duties of a 

wife first by giving her a tour of the house, addressing the types of furniture, clothing, 

bedding, utensils, and tools within each space.988 Much like the rooms within a house, the 

lives of ancient women were defined by the objects they carried. Many of these items were 

used in the construction of textiles, forming a kind of “kit”; this kit included tools like 

kalathoi, distaffs, loom weights, spindles and spindle whorls. Epinetra were part of that 

material reality, and therefore existed as signifiers of status, place, and power.  

 
987 Lynn Meskell, “The Intersections of Identity and Politics in Archaeology,” Annual Review of 

Anthropology 31, no. 1 (2002): 283. 
988 Xenophon, Oeconomicus, 9.2-6. 
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This dissertation revolves around several fundamental arguments that have the 

potential to alter our understanding of epinetra. I have argued on the basis of close analysis 

of a diverse body of evidence that epinetra were tied to the technologies of linen processing. 

Their popularity between the sixth and fourth centuries seems to correspond to this reality, 

with an increased investment in linen body armor by Greek military forces. A woman’s 

role in creating linen items was therefore considered a major contribution to the state 

(macrocosm) and the family (microcosm). As the seated position (necessary for thigh 

spinning) was associated with mature women, epinetra served as appropriate votive 

offerings to female deities associated with childbirth and rearing. One imagines a scenario 

in which a woman might dedicate an epinetron with materials like a fragment of linen body 

armor, finely woven textiles, or elegantly twisted fibers laid upon it, evoking the concept 

of the onos (“donkey”) as she placed it on an altar to Artemis, Athena, or Demeter.989 

Of course, this analysis requires further exploration. To do so, we need to root out 

all possible examples of epinetra in museum storage facilities, as well as those in private 

collections. My experience with the Archaeological Museum of Spina, where I happened 

upon additional, unpublished epinetra fragments, suggests a wider body of data previously 

unaccounted for. Site museums around the Mediterranean would likely yield similar 

examples. Furthermore, it is essential that we develop a method for properly identifying 

epinetra at archaeological sites to prevent further loss of this significant category of 

material culture. This might constitute a more formalized method for assessing ceramic 

 
989 I am indebted to Dr. Nassos Papalexandrou for this idea. 
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quality and thickness on the spot, rather than depending solely on the judgment of field 

volunteers, who are often unpaid (and sometimes untrained) first- or second-year 

undergraduate students. With a standardization of practice, it might be possible to reduce 

the chances of overlooking, mislabeling, and subsequently discarding the remnants of 

epinetra as rooftile fragments. 

Additional avenues of inquiry involve a renewed examination of women’s work in 

household industries outside of Athens. There is sufficient evidence to suggest that women 

would have been involved in the production of ceramics in Hellenistic Rhodes, for 

example. We know of at least eight female names appearing on Rhodian fabricant stamps, 

indicating that some women maintained positions of authority within workshop 

environments.
990 An in-depth investigation might lead to additional analysis of the status 

of women in the Dodecanese and eastern Greece, revealing further distinctions in Ionian, 

Dorian, and Aeolian identity. 

Furthermore, there is an overall deficit in the study of linen production, particularly 

in its development over time (from the Neolithic to the Early Modern Period). Gleba and 

Nosch have made significant strides in combating this deficit,991 but a comprehensive 

 
990 See Manel Garcia Sanchez, “Les Femmes et les amphores: épigraphie amphorique Rhodienne et 

histoire de la femme dans le monde hellénistique,” bulletin de correspondance hellénique 132, no. 1 

(2008): 283-310. 
991 See Marie Louise Nosch, “Linen Textiles and Flax in Classical Greece: Provenance and Trade,” 

in Textile Trade and Textile Distribution in Antiquity, ed. Kerstin Droß-Krüpe (Harrassowitz Verlag, 2014), 

17-42; Margarita Gleba, “Linen-clad Etruscan Warriors,” in Wearing the Cloak: Dressing the Soldier in 

Roman Times, ed. Marie-Louise Nosch and Henriette Koefoed (Oxbow Books, 2011) 45-55, “Linen 

Production in Pre-Roman and Roman Italy,” in Purpureae Vestes: Actas del 1 Symposium Internacional 

Sobre Textiles y Tintes del Mediterráneo en Época Romana (Ibiza, 8 al 10 de Noviembre, 2002), edited by 

Carmen Alfaro (Valencia: Consell Insular d’Eivissa i Formentera, 2005), 29-38, and Textile Production in 

Pre-Roman Italy, vol. 4 (Oxbow Books, 2008). 
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overview (in the form of a major publication) is still lacking. In my own work, I intend to 

seek out additional modern examples of thigh spinning to further adjust and examine my 

thesis on the function of epinetra. I am convinced that Tlingit artists are not alone in the 

implementation of a leg covering for the creation of thread. Similar techniques might exist 

in Latin America, Africa, the Middle East, and Asia—anywhere with a documented history 

of bast fiber cultivation.  

Finally, I believe this study and the field at large would benefit from the 

preservation of endangered fiber traditions. One such material might be byssus, or sea silk, 

still produced by one woman on the Sardinian island of Sant’Antioco. Chiara Vigo collects 

the raw material every spring from an underwater cove, the location of which is a secret 

guarded by twenty-four generations of women in her family. She harvests the fibers formed 

by the calcified saliva of a highly endangered mollusk (pinna nobilis) found only in the 

Mediterranean. Much like the spinners and weavers of ancient Greece, Vigo’s identity is 

interlaced with her craft: “My grandmother wove in me a tapestry that was impossible to 

unwind.”992 Through a painstaking process, which involves treating the material and 

separating each fiber by hand, su maistu (the master in Sardo)993 fashions a yarn that is 

both old and new, singular and beautiful. With exposure to sunlight, the thread turns a 

glittering metallic-yellow, reminiscent of that transformative alchemy of spinning straw 

into gold. 

 
992 Eliot Stein, “The Last Surviving Sea Silk Seamstress,” BBC, 6 Sept. 2017, 

www.bbc.com/travel/story/20170906-the-last-surviving-sea-silk-seamstress. 
993 Stein, “The Last Surviving Sea Silk Seamstress.” 
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I began this dissertation with an allusion to magic and folklore, and I end it here 

with a similar invocation. Like Chiara Vigo and the legendary Arete, women of the ancient 

Mediterranean world served as guardians for a sacred tradition passed down through 

generations—a testament to their ability not only to provide protection for their kin, but 

also to ensure the prosperity and continuation of the state. The epinetron functioned as part 

of the material corpus of a woman’s life, symbolizing her connection to tradition, to her 

place within a larger framework of society, and ultimately, to the lessons learned while 

sitting by the hearth, spinning yarns of purple and gold. 
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Catalog of Epinetra 

 

EPINETRA FROM SPINA (S) 

 

1) Plate 1 

Collection: Ferrara, Museo Archeologico Nazionale, 73579 

Source: Spina, Italy 

Context: Settlement (domestic), house 21.9.78, quadra C 

Date: 4th century BCE 

Measurements: L: 10.3, H: 5.5 cm 

 

Description: Fragment of lateral opening with incised diagonal lines and marks.  

 

Publication record: Not published. 

 

2) Plate 2 

Collection: Ferrara, Museo Archeologico Nazionale, 44234 

Source: Spina, Italy 

Context: Settlement (domestic) 

Date: 4th century BCE 

Measurements: L: 12, W: 9 cm 

 

Description: Fragment of lateral opening with preserved geometric design running 

perpendicular to the lip. Design consists of parallel lines and sculpted bands that 

accent the lip.  

 

Publication record: Not published. 

  

3) Plate 3 

Collection: Ferrara, Museo Archeologico Nazionale, 44236 

Source: Spina, Italy 

Context: Settlement (domestic) 

Date: 4th century BCE 

Measurements: L: 21, H: 13 cm 

 

Description: Fragment of corresponding to the inner thigh of an epinetron. A red 

band along the lateral and base openings. Partially preserved geometric design 

consisting of curving, “squiggly” line running parallel to the base opening. 

 

Publication record: Not published. 
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4) Plate 4 

Collection: Ferrara, Museo Archeologico Nazionale, 54902 

Source: Spina, Italy 

Context: Settlement (domestic) 

Date: 4th century BCE 

Dimensions: L: 20.6, H: 8 cm 

 

Description: Fragment of lateral opening with preserved geometric design bordering 

the lip. Design consists of alternating straight and zig-zag lines.  

 

Publication record: Frauke Heinrich, Das Epinetron, Aspekte der weiblichen 

Lebenswelt im Spiegel eines Arbeitsgerats (Rahden, 2006), V.5; Chiara 

Mercati, Epinetron: storia di una forma ceramica fra archeologia e cultura 

(Petruzzi, 2003), C 28; Alessandra Parrini and Luigi Donati. “Epinetra nel Delta 

Padano," Padusa 38 (2002): 140 and 155, cat. 2, fig. 4.1; Daniela Baldoni, Due 

donne dell'Italia antica (Comacchio, Italy: Signum Arte, 1993), 74, fig. 13. 

 

5) Plate 5 

Collection: Ferrara, Museo Archeologico Nazionale (possibly 44233) 

Source: Spina, Italy 

Context: Settlement (domestic) 

Date: 4th century BCE 

Measurements: L: 12.5, W: 15 cm 

 

Description: Fragment of corresponding to the inner or outer thigh of an epinetron 

and part of the base opening. A red band along the base opening. Partially preserved 

geometric design consisting of curving, “squiggly” incised line perpendicular to the 

base opening. 

 

Publication record: Alessandra Parrini and Luigi Donati. “Epinetra nel Delta 

Padano," Padusa 38 (2002): 141 and 155, cat. 3, fig. 4.2. 

 

 

6) Plate 6 

Collection: Ferrara, Museo Archeologico Nazionale (possibly 44235) 

Source: Spina, Italy 

Context: Settlement (domestic) 

Date: 4th century BCE 

Measurements: L: 10, W: 12 cm 

 

Description: Undecorated fragment. 
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Publication record: Alessandra Parrini and Luigi Donati. “Epinetra nel Delta 

Padano," Padusa 38 (2002): 141 and 155, cat. 4, fig. 4.3. 

 

7) Plate 7 

Collection: Ferrara, Museo Archeologico Nazionale (no accession number) 

Source: Spina, Italy 

Context: Settlement (domestic) 

Date: 4th century BCE 

 

Description: Almost complete epinetron consisting of the lip, bridge, and the outer 

and inner thigh. Seems only to be missing the knee end. Undecorated. 

 

Publication record: Alessandra Parrini and Luigi Donati. “Epinetra nel Delta 

Padano," Padusa 38 (2002): 141 and 155, cat. 5, fig. 4.4. 

 

8) Plate 8 

Collection: Ferrara, Museo Archeologico Nazionale, 2889 

Source: Valle Trebba, Spina, Italy 

Context: Grave 823, alongside gold earrings of and bronze rooster candelabra 

Date: late 5th century BCE  

 

Description: Appliqué (protome) of female bust, generally considered to be from an 

epinetron, though doubted by the author. Lunette form serving as base for the 

attachment. Bust terminates at the bottom of the figure’s neck.  

 

Publication record: Frauke Heinrich, Das Epinetron, Aspekte der weiblichen 

Lebenswelt im Spiegel eines Arbeitsgerats (Rahden, 2006), V.4; Chiara 

Mercati, Epinetron: storia di una forma ceramica fra archeologia e cultura 

(Petruzzi, 2003), C 9; Alessandra Parrini and Luigi Donati. “Epinetra nel Delta 

Padano," Padusa 38 (2002): 140, 153, and 154, cat. 1, fig. 2.1, 2.2, and 3; S. Sani in 

Spina: Storia di una Città tra Greci e Etruschi, ed. Pier G. Guzzo and F. Berti 

(Ferrara: Comitato Ferrara Arte, 1993), 352, fig. 880; Paola Desantis, “Oggetti dal 

mundus muliebris nei corredi di Spina,” in Due donne dell'Italia antica, ed. Daniela 

Baldoni (Comacchio, Italy: Signum Arte, 1993), 37, fig. 2. 

 

EPINETRA FROM RHODES (R)     

         

1) Plate 11 

Collection: Paris, Louvre MNB 3054  

Source: Kameiros, Rhodes, Greece 

Context: Grave 
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Date: early 5th century BCE 

Dimensions: L: 27, H: 10, W: 16 cm 

 

Description: Complete type C or bell shape example with applique. Covered in white 

pigment, with stacked, punctured scales on the bridge of the form. Scale direction is 

reversed from the typical formation. Knee end capped by female protome (wearing a 

stephane) with sharp, east Greek stylization.  

 

Publication record: Frauke Heinrich, Das Epinetron, Aspekte der weiblichen 

Lebenswelt im Spiegel eines Arbeitsgerats (Rahden, 2006), Rh. 13, pl. 28.1; Chiara 

Mercati, Epinetron: storia di una forma ceramica fra archeologia e cultura (Petruzzi, 

2003), C 2, pls. XLI and XLII; A. Pasquier, “Un ‘Epinetron’ Rhodien au Musée du 

Louvre,” Revue du Louvre, 1 (1978): 1-5; David M. Robinson, “A New Attic Onos 

or Epinetron,” American Journal of Archaeology 49, no. 4 (1945): 490, Onos 32; 

Christian Blinkenberg, “Epinetron und Webstuhl,” Mitteilungen des deutschen 

archäologischen Instituts Band, 36 (1911): 146, fig. 1; Margarete Láng, Die 

Bestimmung des Onos oder Epinetron (Berlin: Weidmann, 1908), 16; Edmond 

Pottier, Vases Antiques du Louvre (Paris: Hachette, 1897), 172, n. A 487; Albert 

Dumont and Jules Clement Chaplain, Les céramiques de la Grèce proper, vol. 1 

(Paris, 1888), 381, note 3. 

 

2) Plate 12 

Collection: London, British Museum 1893,0712.5 

Source: Aegina (?), Greece) 

Date: first quarter of the fifth century BCE 

Dimensions: L: 13.3, H: 10.5, W: 13.1 cm 

 

Description: Fragment covered in white engobe and traces of black, blue and red 

pigment. Two protomes and two appliques. Larger female and smaller male protomes 

at knee end—female with curly hair and male with peeked “pilos” hat. Applique near 

the knee end on the inner and outer thigh (side)—nude satyr holding an oinochoe, 

running in the direction of the knee end. It appears that a painted black design might 

have extended along the now missing edge of the sides. 

 

Publication record: Frauke Heinrich, Das Epinetron, Aspekte der weiblichen 

Lebenswelt im Spiegel eines Arbeitsgerats (Rahden, 2006), Rh. 9, pl. 25.5-6; Chiara 

Mercati, Epinetron: storia di una forma ceramica fra archeologia e cultura (Petruzzi, 

2003), C 5, pl. XLIV; A. Pasquier, “Un ‘Epinetron’ Rhodien au Musée du Louvre,” 

Revue du Louvre, 1 (1978): Epinetron 2, fig. 5; Reynold A. Higgins, Catalogue of the 
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Terracottas in the Department of Greek and Roman Antiquities, British Museum 

(London: British Museum, 1970), 71, n. 150, pl. 29. 

 

3) Plate 13 

Collection: London, British Museum 1864,1007.1938 

Source: Kameiros, Rhodes, Greece 

Context: Grave 

Date: mid-5th century BCE 

Dimensions: H: 8.1, L: 25.1, W: 12.4 cm 

 

Description: Almost complete example made of a reddish-brown clay with three 

heads, of which one is now missing. Larger female and smaller male protomes at 

knee end—female with curly hair and male with peeked “pilos” hat. The female face 

appears to have been part of the mold, while the male face was added on. Suspension 

hole near edge at lateral opening. Mica inclusions throughout. It looks like it was 

painted originally—flecks of black and white paint remain. It appears to have been 

made from a mold rather than thrown on a wheel.  

 

Publication record: Frauke Heinrich, Das Epinetron, Aspekte der weiblichen 

Lebenswelt im Spiegel eines Arbeitsgerats (Rahden, 2006), Rh. 7, pl. 25.1-3; Chiara 

Mercati, Epinetron: storia di una forma ceramica fra archeologia e cultura (Petruzzi, 

2003), C 6, pl. XLV; Reynold A. Higgins, Catalogue of the Terracottas in the 

Department of Greek and Roman Antiquities, British Museum (London: British 

Museum, 1970), 90, n. 245, pl. 43. 

 

4) Plate 14 

Collection: London, British Museum 1885,1213.39 

Source: Rhodes, Greece 

Date: mid-5th century BCE 

Dimensions: L: 6.4, H: 9.1, W: 7.5 cm 

 

Description: Appliqué (protome) of female bust of reddish-brown clay. Wavy hair, 

broad lips and nose, incised eyes. Bust terminates at the bottom of the figure’s neck. 

The form appears to have been sculpted, rather than mold made, with details, facial 

features, and incisions added on. It was hand worked—there are fingerprints and lines 

on the unfinished, back surface. Some traces of black and white paint survive in the 

cracks. Flecks of mica in the clay itself. 

 

Publication record: Frauke Heinrich, Das Epinetron, Aspekte der weiblichen 

Lebenswelt im Spiegel eines Arbeitsgerats (Rahden, 2006), Rh. 8, pl. 25.4; Chiara 
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Mercati, Epinetron: storia di una forma ceramica fra archeologia e cultura (Petruzzi, 

2003), C 4, pl. XLIII; Reynold A. Higgins, Catalogue of the Terracottas in the 

Department of Greek and Roman Antiquities, British Museum (London: British 

Museum, 1970), 70-71, n. 149, pl. 28. 

 

5) Plate 15 

Collection: London, British Museum 1948,0502.33 

Date: mid-5th century BCE 

Dimensions: L: 3.3, H: 5, W: 4 cm 

 

Description: Head from an appliqué (protome) of female bust of reddish-brown clay, 

covered in white pigment. Full lips and nose, high arching brow.  

 

Publication record: Frauke Heinrich, Das Epinetron, Aspekte der weiblichen 

Lebenswelt im Spiegel eines Arbeitsgerats (Rahden, 2006), Rh. 6, pl. 24.4; Chiara 

Mercati, Epinetron: storia di una forma ceramica fra archeologia e cultura (Petruzzi, 

2003), C 7; Reynold A. Higgins, Catalogue of the Terracottas in the Department of 

Greek and Roman Antiquities, British Museum (London: British Museum, 1970), 90, 

n. 246, pl. 42.  

 

6) Plate 16 

Collection: Oxford, Ashmolean Museum 1909843 

Source: Kameiros, Rhodes, Greece 

Context: Grave 

Date: 2nd half of the 5th century BCE 

Dimensions: L: 20, H: 8.2, W: 12 cm 

 

Description: Complete type F or thumb shape example executed in a light brown, tan 

clay, decorated with wavy lines running parallel to the base opening. Articulated 

cruciform flanked by two dotted circles at the knee end. It appears that while the 

edges towards the knee have been rounded and smoothed over, the edges towards the 

lip have not – they are more angular here. In addition, there are holes in the surface, 

perhaps indicative of ancient damage and repair. The object appears to have been 

painted, at least in part, with added white – small traces remain on the closed knee 

end. The object was smoothed over or perhaps burnished before firing. The outside 

shows lines that run counter or perpendicular to the hand/wheel lines. The design of 

the knee end seems to have had some function beyond decoration, perhaps related to 

appliqué placement. The lip is articulated like the lip of a vase. There are finger and 

palm prints all along the knee end, indicating that this part may have been hand 

worked after the form was thrown on the wheel. The interior may have been painted 
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as well – there are possible traces of white and black paint across the surface, and 

there is a group of scratches on the interior surface, perhaps created in antiquity. 

 

Publication record: Frauke Heinrich, Das Epinetron, Aspekte der weiblichen 

Lebenswelt im Spiegel eines Arbeitsgerats (Rahden, 2006), Rh. 12, pl. 27.3-4; Chiara 

Mercati, Epinetron: storia di una forma ceramica fra archeologia e cultura (Petruzzi, 

2003), C 24; Matthias Steinhart, Das Motiv des Auges in der griechischen Bildkunst 

(Diss. from Zabern, 1995), 102f; A. Pasquier, “Un ‘Epinetron’ Rhodien au Musée du 

Louvre,” Revue du Louvre, 1 (1978): Epinetron 2, ill. 6; David M. Robinson, “A New 

Attic Onos or Epinetron,” American Journal of Archaeology 49, no. 4 (1945): 490, 

Onos 37; Christian Blinkenberg, “Epinetron und Webstuhl,” Mitteilungen des 

deutschen archäologischen Instituts Band, 36 (1911): 146; Stephanos Antonios 

Xanthoudides, “Epinetron,” Mittheilungen des Kaiserlich Deutschen 

Archaeologischen Instituts, Athenische Abtheilung (1910): 333; Corpus Vasorum 

Antiquorum: Oxford, Ashmolean Museum 2, 75, pl. (392) 1.5. 

 

7) Plate 17 

Collection: Berlin, Altes Museum, 2983 

Source: Rhodes, Greece 

Date: 5th century BCE 

Dimensions: L: 18, H: 6, W: 12 cm 

 

Description: Complete type C or bell shape example executed in a light brown, tan 

clay, decorated with long, streaky brush strokes, likely started at the knee end—they 

get gradually lighter towards the lateral opening. The lines are fairly thick, similar to 

what we see on the example from the Allard Pierson Museum, except they run from 

the knee to the lateral opening, instead of banding across the length of the form. 

 

Publication record: Frauke Heinrich, Das Epinetron, Aspekte der weiblichen 

Lebenswelt im Spiegel eines Arbeitsgerats (Rahden, 2006), Rh. 3, pl. 24.2; Chiara 

Mercati, Epinetron: storia di una forma ceramica fra archeologia e cultura (Petruzzi, 

2003), C 21, pl. XLVII; David M. Robinson, “A New Attic Onos or 

Epinetron,” American Journal of Archaeology 49, no. 4 (1945): 490, Onos 30; G. 

Jacopi, “Clara Rhodos II,” in La Necropoli di Pontamo (Rodi: Istituto Storico-

archeologico, 1932): 139, note 2; A. Furtwängler, “Erwerbungen der Königl. Museen 

zu Berlin im Jahre 1885, II. Antiquarium,” JDAI 1 (1886): 153.  

 

8) Plate 18 

Collection: Berlin, Altes Museum, 31573 

Source: Kameiros, Rhodes, Greece 
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Context: Grave 

Date: second half of the fifth to the first half of the 4th century BCE 

Dimensions: L: 23, H: 7.5, W: 13 cm 

 

Description: Complete type F or thumb shape example executed in a light brown, tan 

clay, decorated with wavy lines running parallel to the base opening. Cruciform-

spiral at knee end.  

 

Publication record: Frauke Heinrich, Das Epinetron, Aspekte der weiblichen 

Lebenswelt im Spiegel eines Arbeitsgerats (Rahden, 2006), Rh. 4, pl. 24.3; Chiara 

Mercati, Epinetron: storia di una forma ceramica fra archeologia e cultura (Petruzzi, 

2003), C 25, pl. XLVIII; David M. Robinson, “A New Attic Onos or 

Epinetron,” American Journal of Archaeology 49, no. 4 (1945): 490, Onos 38; G. 

Jacopi, “Clara Rhodos II,” in La Necropoli di Pontamo (Rodi: Istituto Storico-

archeologico, 1932): 139, note 2; 146; Stephanos Antonios Xanthoudides, 

“Epinetron,” Mittheilungen des Kaiserlich Deutschen Archaeologischen Instituts, 

Athenische Abtheilung (1910): 333-334, figs. 6-7. 

 

9) Plate 19 

Collection: Rhodes, Museum 

Source: Pontamo, Rhodes, Greece 

Date: second half of the fifth to the first half of the 4th century BCE 

Dimensions: L: 20, H: 6.4, W: 14.5 cm 

 

Description: Complete type B or flared thimble shape example executed in a light 

brown, tan clay, decorated with wavy lines running parallel to the base opening. 

Articulated cruciform decoration at the knee end and along the lateral opening. 

Cruciform-spiral on the inner thigh. 

 

Publication record: Frauke Heinrich, Das Epinetron, Aspekte der weiblichen 

Lebenswelt im Spiegel eines Arbeitsgerats (Rahden, 2006), Rh. 14, pl. 28.2-4; Chiara 

Mercati, Epinetron: storia di una forma ceramica fra archeologia e cultura (Petruzzi, 

2003), C 26, pl. XLVIII; David M. Robinson, “A New Attic Onos or 

Epinetron,” American Journal of Archaeology 49, no. 4 (1945): 490, Onos 35; G. 

Jacopi, “Clara Rhodos II,” in La Necropoli di Pontamo (Rodi: Istituto Storico-

archeologico, 1932): 140, fig. 18; Corpus Vasorum Antiquorum: Rodi, Museo 

Archeologico dello Spedale dei Cavalieri 2, II.D.E.1, pl. (472) 6.3. 

 

10) Plate 20 

Collection: Rhodes 12,910 
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Kameiros, Rhodes, Greece 

Context: Grave 30 in Macrì Langoni 

Date: early 5th century BCE 

Dimensions: L: 20 cm 

 

Description: Not missing, as reported by Heinrich. Complete type D or rounded cone 

shape example executed in a light brown, tan clay, with mica inclusions. Two lines, 

originating on opposite sides at the lateral opening, meet at the knee end to create a 

v-shape, upon which rests an asymmetrical, four leafed grouping. The leaves bend 

slightly inward, rather than outward like a traditional palmette. Crocus flowers 

depicted along the base opening. There are mica inclusions throughout the surface. 

This object was without question wheel made and possibly even burnished, unlike 

Rhodian examples from the British Museum. The inside of the knee end looks like it 

was reworked by hand. There are some minor scratches near the knee that run counter 

to the wheel marks. Suspension holes at the knee end. 

 

Publication record: Frauke Heinrich, Das Epinetron, Aspekte der weiblichen 

Lebenswelt im Spiegel eines Arbeitsgerats (Rahden, 2006), Rh. 16; Chiara 

Mercati, Epinetron: storia di una forma ceramica fra archeologia e cultura (Petruzzi, 

2003), C 3, pl. XLIX; Gregorios Konstantinopoulos, Archaia Rodos (Athen: National 

Bank of Greece, 1986), 100, ill. 92; David M. Robinson, “A New Attic Onos or 

Epinetron,” American Journal of Archaeology 49, no. 4 (1945): 490, Onos 36; G. 

Jacopi, “Clara Rhodos II,” in La Necropoli di Pontamo (Rodi: Istituto Storico-

archeologico, 1932): 140; Corpus Vasorum Antiquorum: Rodi, Museo Archeologico 

dello Spedale dei Cavalieri 1, II.D.M.3, pl. (424) 2.5. 

 

11) Plate 21 

Collection: Amsterdam, Allard Pierson Museum, 4552 

Source: the art market, Paris, France 1929 

Date: 5th century BCE 

Dimensions: L: 18.3, H: 13.2 cm 

 

Description: Complete type D or rounded cone shape example with incised lines (or 

wheel marks) and three painted bands running parallel to the lateral opening. 

 

Publication record: Frauke Heinrich, Das Epinetron, Aspekte der weiblichen 

Lebenswelt im Spiegel eines Arbeitsgerats (Rahden, 2006), Rh. 1, pl. 24.1; Chiara 

Mercati, Epinetron: storia di una forma ceramica fra archeologia e cultura (Petruzzi, 

2003), C 33; Corpus Vasorum Antiquorum: Amsterdam, Allard Pierson Museum 6, 
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28, fig. 31, pl. (627) 318.1; Corpus Vasorum Antiquorum: The Hague, Musee 

Scheurleer 2, II.D.5, pl. (067) 2.10. 

 

12) Plate 22 

Collection: Copenhagen, National Museum, 6458 

Source: “around Kameiros,” Rhodes, Greece 

Context: Grave 

Date: late 5th to early 4th century BCE 

Dimensions: L: 15.7, W: 12.2 cm 

 

Description: Complete type C or bell shape example featuring an image of a bird, in 

outline, with internal cross-hatching, facing right, on the bridge of the form near the 

lateral opening. Meander pattern along the base opening. Line and chevron patterns 

along the lateral opening.  

 

Publication record: Frauke Heinrich, Das Epinetron, Aspekte der weiblichen 

Lebenswelt im Spiegel eines Arbeitsgerats (Rahden, 2006), Rh. 5, pl. 24.5-6; Chiara 

Mercati, Epinetron: storia di una forma ceramica fra archeologia e cultura (Petruzzi, 

2003), C 27; David M. Robinson, “A New Attic Onos or Epinetron,” American 

Journal of Archaeology 49, no. 4 (1945): 490, Onos 39; Christian Blinkenberg, 

“Epinetron und Webstuhl,” Mitteilungen des deutschen archäologischen Instituts 

Band, 36 (1911): 148; G. Jacopi, “Clara Rhodos II,” in La Necropoli di Pontamo 

(Rodi: Istituto Storico-archeologico, 1932): 140, note 2; Corpus Vasorum 

Antiquorum: Copenhagen II-III, pl. 80.1. 

 

OTHER AREAS OF PRODUCTION (P): 

 

1) Plate 9 

Collection: Athens, National Museum, 11735 

Source: Greece (Eretria?) 

Date: 5th century BCE 

Dimensions: L: 25.2, W: 11 cm 

 

Description: Complete Type I or cylinder shape example decorated with faint parallel 

striations. These are very thin and curve along the surface, running counter to the 

wheel marks. The lines are inconsistent in type, varying between wavy and straight. 

It was clearly wheel made, and then cut in half along its length. The clay itself is very 

fine, though the edges have not been smoothed out or rounded over. the form is 

somewhat boxy compared to other examples. The knee end is completely flat and 
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almost at a right angle to the body, and the wall thickness is consistent throughout. 

Lastly, there are two holes in the knee end, perhaps for hanging. 

 

Publication record: Frauke Heinrich, Das Epinetron, Aspekte der weiblichen 

Lebenswelt im Spiegel eines Arbeitsgerats (Rahden, 2006), V. 2; Chiara 

Mercati, Epinetron: storia di una forma ceramica fra archeologia e cultura (Petruzzi, 

2003), C 19, pl. XLVII; David M. Robinson, “A New Attic Onos or 

Epinetron,” American Journal of Archaeology 49, no. 4 (1945): 490, Onos 41; 

Margarete Láng, Die Bestimmung des Onos oder Epinetron (Berlin: Weidmann, 

1908), 9, 12; Brian A. Sparkes and Lucy Talcott, The Athenian Agora XII: Black and 

Plain Pottery of the 6th, 5th and 4th Centuries BC (Princeton, 1970), 376. 

       

2) Plate 10 

Collection: Komotini Archaeological Museum, 11966 

Source: Makri 

Date: 5th-4th century BCE 

Dimensions: L: 19.4, H: 8.2, W: 13.1 cm 

 

Description: Complete type C or bell shape example. The clay is red, and likely from 

an iron rich source, and there are flecks of mica throughout body. The object seems 

to have broken and was subsequently repaired in modern times. The decoration 

consists of scale marks from the knee to the middle part of the body. There is then a 

blank space, followed by zigzag and line decoration at the opening. The body is finely 

made, but the incised decoration is rather crude. It appears that black slip was applied 

to the surface at the lip – it overlaps some of the incised decoration. There are no 

definite signs that it was ever used, though there seems to be some marks along the 

top half of the scales. The coloration is close to the Ashmolean example, with white 

flecks throughout. The edges have been smoothed over, and there are some marks 

along the inner surface – though it is unclear what these can be. Overall, this is a 

fairly undamaged object, aside from the deep surface scratches at the knee. 

 

Publication record: Frauke Heinrich, Das Epinetron, Aspekte der weiblichen 

Lebenswelt im Spiegel eines Arbeitsgerats (Rahden, 2006), V. 6; Chiara 

Mercati, Epinetron: storia di una forma ceramica fra archeologia e cultura (Petruzzi, 

2003), C 35. 

 

3) Plate 23 

Collection: British Museum, 1886,0310.11 

Source: Bourgounte, Karpathos, Greece 

Date: late 5th to 4th century BCE (possibly later – Hellenistic?) 
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Dimensions: H: 11.7, L: 29, W: 17.5 cm 

 

Description: Complete type G or lotus shape example with pierced end. Features an 

image of a bird, in outline, with internal cross-hatching, facing right, on the bridge of 

the form. On the outer thigh, a garland of ivy running parallel to the edge from the 

lateral opening to the knee end. On the inner thigh, myrtle runs parallel to the lower 

edge (base opening), with symmetrical pairs of oblong leaves whose upper edge is 

carefully lined with dots. Incredibly lightweight—the walls are surprisingly thin. It 

was clearly thrown on a wheel, and not mold made as suggested by Benbow. It also 

appears to have suffered some damage and was likely repaired when it first came to 

the museum in the 1880s, and some parts were repainted as a result. The spout at the 

knee end is totally hollow—one can see straight through it to the other side. The clay 

appears to be thicker at the spout and gets thinner as it reaches the lateral opening. 

 

Publication record: Frauke Heinrich, Das Epinetron, Aspekte der weiblichen 

Lebenswelt im Spiegel eines Arbeitsgerats (Rahden, 2006), Rh. 11, pl. 27.1-2; Chiara 

Mercati, Epinetron: storia di una forma ceramica fra archeologia e cultura (Petruzzi, 

2003), C 23; A. Pasquier, “Un ‘Epinetron’ Rhodien au Musée du Louvre,” Revue du 

Louvre, 1 (1978): epinetron 3, ill. 7; Margarete Láng, Die Bestimmung des Onos oder 

Epinetron (Berlin: Weidmann, 1908), 65-68, fig. 22; H. Beauchamp 

Walters, Catalogue of the Greek and Etruscan Vases in the British Museum, vol. II 

(London: Order of the trustees, 1893), 79, B 97. 

 

4) Plate 24 

Collection: British Museum, 1886,0310.10 

Source: Bourgounte, Karpathos, Greece 

Date: late 5th to 4th century BCE (possibly later – Hellenistic?) 

Dimensions: L: 28.6, H: 9.8, W: 15.3 cm 

 

Description: Complete type G or lotus shape example with pierced end. Combines a 

symmetrical palmette with a circular motif on the same axis and close to the lateral 

opening. These motifs are combined with a scrolling vine pattern running along the 

edges. The spout was either attached separately in antiquity or reattached to the body 

during restoration. The outer face of the spout shows signs of being thrown on a 

wheel, while the inside is covered over in added clay, revealing no wheel lines. This 

added clay appears to be of a different type and color than the original. The floral 

design extends to the black band of the spout. A triangle motif surrounds the sides 

and lateral opening of the form. Like P3, the walls of the form get thinner towards 

the wider, lateral opening, indicating that it was thrown in a similar fashion. 
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Publication record: Frauke Heinrich, Das Epinetron, Aspekte der weiblichen 

Lebenswelt im Spiegel eines Arbeitsgerats (Rahden, 2006), Rh. 10, pl. 26.1-3; Chiara 

Mercati, Epinetron: storia di una forma ceramica fra archeologia e cultura (Petruzzi, 

2003), C 22; David M. Robinson, “A New Attic Onos or Epinetron,” American 

Journal of Archaeology 49, no. 4 (1945): 489, Onos 14; Margarete Láng, Die 

Bestimmung des Onos oder Epinetron (Berlin: Weidmann, 1908), 65-68, fig. 21; H. 

Beauchamp Walters, Catalogue of the Greek and Etruscan Vases in the British 

Museum, vol. II (London: Order of the trustees, 1893), 79, B 96. 

 

5) Plate 25 

Collection: Altes Museum, 309 (missing) 

Source: Smyrna 

Date: late 5th to the first half of the 4th century BCE (possibly later – Hellenistic?) 

 

Description: Complete type G or lotus shape example with pierced end. Features a 

symmetrical palmette and an image of a bird, in outline, with internal cross-hatching, 

facing left, on the bridge of the form near the lateral opening. These motifs are 

combined with a scrolling vine pattern running along the edges. A dash motif 

surrounds the lateral opening of the form, and an egg-and-dart pattern surrounds the 

spout. Likely wheel thrown. 

 

Publication record: Frauke Heinrich, Das Epinetron, Aspekte der weiblichen 

Lebenswelt im Spiegel eines Arbeitsgerats (Rahden, 2006), Rh. 2; Margarete Láng, 

Die Bestimmung des Onos oder Epinetron (Berlin: Weidmann, 1908), 67, fig. 23; A. 

Furtwängler, “Erwerbungen der Königl. Museen zu Berlin im Jahre 1885, II. 

Antiquarium,” JDAI 1 (1886): 153.  

 

6) Plate 26 

Collection: Antalya Museum, 44.9.91 

Source: Turkey  

Context: Necropolis 

Date: 3rd century BCE (?) 

Dimensions: L: 18.3, H: 13.2 cm 

 

Description: Complete type C or bell shape example made of light tan clay with a 

red, cross or hatched design on the long edge. Two suspension holes at the knee end. 

 

Publication record: Frauke Heinrich, Das Epinetron, Aspekte der weiblichen 

Lebenswelt im Spiegel eines Arbeitsgerats (Rahden, 2006), V. 1. 
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7) Plate 27 

Collection: Mytilene Museum III XLIV, 19458 

Source: Lemnos 

Context: Grave near the Hephaistia 

Date: 5th century BCE 

Dimensions: H: 9, W: 7.5 cm 

 

Description: Complete type C or bell shape example with images painted on the 

interior and exterior of the form. The imagery on the exterior includes a stamped 

gorgon or smiling mask protome at the knee end, and a depiction of a woman in the 

process of textile work, possibly thigh spinning, on the outer thigh of the form. She 

is seated with a kalathos in front of her, one hand on her knee and the other one raised 

in a gesture similar to other images of thigh spinning. Interior displays an image of a 

dog, appearing to stalk a rabbit on the opposite side of a palm tree. The architectural 

framework suggests a sacred setting. The scale direction is reversed. 

 

Publication record: Frauke Heinrich, Das Epinetron, Aspekte der weiblichen 

Lebenswelt im Spiegel eines Arbeitsgerats (Rahden, 2006), V. 8; A. Archontidou, 

Lēmnos, Archaiologiko Museio (Athēnai: Ypurgeio Politismu, 1993), 59; Bruno 

Gentili and Franca Perusino, Le Orse di Brauron: Un Rituale di Iniziazione 

Femminile nel Santuario di Artemide (Pisa: ETS, 2002), 151, ill. 43. 

 

8) Plate 28 

Collection: Nicosia Museum, K. 11 

Source: Kafizin, Cyprus 

Date: 3rd century BCE 

Dimensions: L: 13.5, H: 10.2, W: 13.7 cm 

 

Description: Reconstructed from a fragment, with inscription. Made of light, almost 

white colored clay. Type H or bottle shape form. 

 

Publication record: Frauke Heinrich, Das Epinetron, Aspekte der weiblichen 

Lebenswelt im Spiegel eines Arbeitsgerats (Rahden, 2006), V. 9; Chiara 

Mercati, Epinetron: storia di una forma ceramica fra archeologia e cultura (Petruzzi, 

2003), C 30; Terence Bruce Mitford, The Nymphaeum of Kafizin: The Inscribed 

Pottery, vol. 2 (Walter de Gruyter, 1980), 232, n. 296. 

 

9) Plate 29 

Collection: Nicosia Museum, K. 67 

Source: Kafizin, Cyprus 
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Date: 3rd century BCE 

Dimensions: L: 16.2 cm 

 

Description: Fragment with inscription. Made of light, almost white colored clay. 

Type H or bottle shape form. 

 

Publication record: Frauke Heinrich, Das Epinetron, Aspekte der weiblichen 

Lebenswelt im Spiegel eines Arbeitsgerats (Rahden, 2006), V. 10; Chiara 

Mercati, Epinetron: storia di una forma ceramica fra archeologia e cultura (Petruzzi, 

2003), C 31; Terence Bruce Mitford, The Nymphaeum of Kafizin: The Inscribed 

Pottery, vol. 2 (Walter de Gruyter, 1980), 233, n. 297. 

 

10) Plate 30 

Collection: Nicosia Museum, K. 307 

Source: Kafizin, Cyprus 

Date: 3rd century BCE  

Dimensions: L: 26, W: 6.9 cm 

 

Description: Fragment with inscription. Made of light, almost white colored clay. 

Type H or bottle shape form. 

 

Publication record: Frauke Heinrich, Das Epinetron, Aspekte der weiblichen 

Lebenswelt im Spiegel eines Arbeitsgerats (Rahden, 2006), V. 11; Chiara 

Mercati, Epinetron: storia di una forma ceramica fra archeologia e cultura (Petruzzi, 

2003), C 32; Terence Bruce Mitford, The Nymphaeum of Kafizin: The Inscribed 

Pottery, vol. 2 (Walter de Gruyter, 1980), 234, n. 298. 

 

11) Plate 31 

Collection: Nicosia Museum, 2001/IX-6/1 

Source: Agioi Omologhites, Cyprus 

Context: chamber grave 

Date: Hellenistic (?) 

Dimensions: L: 18.8, H: 7.1 cm 

 

Description: Complete type I or cylinder shape example with two sets of suspension 

holes (?) on either side of the form. Decorated with incised lines and painted bands 

running parallel to the lateral opening. 

 

Publication record: Frauke Heinrich, Das Epinetron, Aspekte der weiblichen 

Lebenswelt im Spiegel eines Arbeitsgerats (Rahden, 2006), V. 12; Sophoklis 
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Hadjisawas, “Chronique des fouilles et découvertes archéologiques à Chypre en 

2001,” Bulletin de Correspondance Hellénique 126, no. 2 (2002): 692, fig. 1. 

 

12) Plate 32 

Collection: Thessaloniki Museum (?), 38197 (missing) 

Source: Olynthus 

Context: The House of Many Colours, Room A  

Date: late 5th century BC 

Dimensions: L: 11, H: 5.5, W: 10.2 cm  

 

Description: Fragment decorated with a black band along the base opening, with 

perpendicular dashes of pigment tapering inward towards the bridge of the form. 

 

Publication record: Frauke Heinrich, Das Epinetron, Aspekte der weiblichen 

Lebenswelt im Spiegel eines Arbeitsgerats (Rahden, 2006), V. 14; Nicholas Cahill, 

Household and City Organization at Olynthus (Yale University Press, 2002), 87, 91; 

David M. Robinson, Excavations at Olynthus, Part XIII: Vases Found in 1934 and 

1938 (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1950), n. 216, fig. 136: David M. 

Robinson, “A New Attic Onos or Epinetron,” American Journal of Archaeology 49, 

no. 4 (1945): 490, Onos 40. 

 

13) Plate 33 

Collection: Lund University Historical Museum, 338 

Date: Late Archaic 

Dimensions: L: 26.8 cm 

 

Description: Complete type B or flared thimble shape example with applique. Scenes 

of warriors clashing with spears and shields on both sides. Incised, punctured scales 

in reverse direction.  

 

Publication record: Frauke Heinrich, Das Epinetron, Aspekte der weiblichen 

Lebenswelt im Spiegel eines Arbeitsgerats (Rahden, 2006), V. 7, pl. 30.1-3; Elsa 

Gullberg and Paul Åström, The Thread of Ariadne: A Study of Ancient Greek Dress, 

Studies in Mediterranean Archaeology, 21 (1970), 13, ill. 3.  

 

14) Plate 35 

Collection: Harvard University, Arthur Sackler Museum, 1960.322 

Date: early 5th century BCE 

Dimensions: L: 25.5, H: 10, W: 12.2 cm 
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Description: Complete type A or thimble shape example with applique. Incised 

punctured scales in reverse direction, covering almost the entirety of the bridge and 

sides. Individual scales outlined in black slip. Meander pattern along the base opening 

and surrounding the cap of the knee end (on the slope of the form). Palmettes 

surrounding the protome at the knee end. Two suspension holes below the bust. 

 

Publication record: Frauke Heinrich, Das Epinetron, Aspekte der weiblichen 

Lebenswelt im Spiegel eines Arbeitsgerats (Rahden, 2006), V. 3, pl. 29.1-3; J.D. 

Beazley, Paralipomena (Oxford, 1971), 220; David M. Robinson, “A New Attic 

Onos or Epinetron,” American Journal of Archaeology 49, no. 4 (1945): 480, Onos 

9, ill. 1-2. 

 

EPINETRA FROM ATHENS (A): 

 

1) Plate 34 

Collection: Athens, Agora Museum, P 9445 

Source: Agora, Athens, Greece  

Context: Well, M 20: 3-L  

Date: Late 5th century BCE 

Dimensions: L: 28 cm 

 

Description: Attic plainware epinetron. Complete type E or bulb shape example.  

         

Publication record: Frauke Heinrich, Das Epinetron, Aspekte der weiblichen 

Lebenswelt im Spiegel eines Arbeitsgerats (Rahden, 2006), E. 1, pl. 22.4; Brian A. 

Sparkes and Lucy Talcott, The Athenian Agora XII: Black and Plain Pottery of the 

6th, 5th and 4th Centuries BC (Princeton, 1970), pl. 96. 

 

2) Plate 36 

Collection: Athens, National Museum, 1120 

Source: Tanagra 

Date: early 5th century BCE 

Dimensions: L: 19, H: 8, W: 15.3 cm 

 

Description: Attic type A or thimble shape epinetron decorated in black slip. 

Triangular pattern along the base opening, with blank fields on the bridge and outer 

thigh as though unfinished before firing. 
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Publication record: Chiara Mercati, Epinetron: storia di una forma ceramica fra 

archeologia e cultura (Petruzzi, 2003), C 1, pl. XLI; Maxime Collignon and Louis 

Couve, Catalogue Des Vases Peints Du Musee National D’athenes (Paris: Albert 

Fontemoing, 1904), 271, pl. 843; Margarete Láng, Die Bestimmung des Onos oder 

Epinetron (Berlin: Weidmann, 1908), 9-10, 12.  

 

3) Plate 37 

Collection: Athens National Museum, 2182 

Source: Athens, Greece  

Context: Grave near the Ilissus  

Artist: Painter of Berlin 2624 

Date: 440-430 BCE 

Dimensions: L: 26, W: 16 cm 

 

Description: Complete red-figure type B or flared thimble shape example with 

incised scales on the bridge of the form. Triangular pattern along the lateral opening, 

and meander pattern on the slope. Floral designs on the inner and outer thigh and 

parallel to the lateral opening. Image of a female face painted on the knee end.  

 

Publication record: Frauke Heinrich, Das Epinetron, Aspekte der weiblichen 

Lebenswelt im Spiegel eines Arbeitsgerats (Rahden, 2006), Rf. 18; Chiara 

Mercati, Epinetron: storia di una forma ceramica fra archeologia e cultura (Petruzzi, 

2003), B 13, pl. XXXI; J.D. Beazley, Attic Red-Figure Vase-Painters, 2nd edition 

(Oxford, 1963), 1225, 3 (3); David M. Robinson, “A New Attic Onos or 

Epinetron,” American Journal of Archaeology 49, no. 4 (1945): 489, Onos 23; 

Maxime Collignon and Louis Couve, Catalogue Des Vases Peints Du Musee 

National D’athenes (Paris: Albert Fontemoing, 1904), 510, cat. 1595; Margarete 

Láng, Die Bestimmung des Onos oder Epinetron (Berlin: Weidmann, 1908), 12; 

Albert Dumont and Jules Clement Chaplain, Les céramiques de la Grèce proper, vol. 

1 (Paris, 1888), 382, pl. XIX 1-2; Franz Studniczka, “Die Bemalten Deckziegel,” 

Jahrbuch des deutschen Archäologischen Instituts II (Berlin, 1888): 69; Stéfanos 

Koumanoúdīs, Attikēs Epigraphai Epitymvioi (Athens: Typois K. Antōniadou, 

1871), 345-346; ARV 759, 3; Ephemeris Archaiologike: 1869, pl. 15B-b. 

 

4) Plate 38 

Collection: Athens, National Museum, 2185 

Artist: Leagros Group 

Date: Early 5th century BCE 

Dimensions: W: 12 cm 
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Description: Fragment of knee finished with applique. Black-figure decoration 

consisting of interconnected palmettes with crow, raven or grackle-like birds 

dispersed throughout. Applique consists of a female bust wearing a stephane with 

three braids on each side of the face. 

 

Publication record: Donna C. Kurtz, Athenian White Lekythoi: Patterns and Painters 

(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 2013), pl. 56.3; Frauke Heinrich, Das Epinetron, Aspekte 

der weiblichen Lebenswelt im Spiegel eines Arbeitsgerats (Rahden, 2006), Sf. 36, pl. 

5.1; Chiara Mercati, Epinetron: storia di una forma ceramica fra archeologia e 

cultura (Petruzzi, 2003), A 37, pl. XIX; T.H. Carpenter, with Mannack, T., and 

Mendonca, M., Beazley Addenda, 2nd edition (Oxford, 1989), 121; J.D. Beazley, 

Attic Black-Figure Vase-Painters (Oxford, 1956), 481.G; David M. Robinson, “A 

New Attic Onos or Epinetron,” American Journal of Archaeology 49, no. 4 (1945): 

489, Onos 8; C. Haspels, Attic Black-figured Lekythoi (Paris, 1936): 118; Margarete 

Láng, Die Bestimmung des Onos oder Epinetron (Berlin: Weidmann, 1908), 12, 39; 

Maxime Collignon and Louis Couve, Catalogue Des Vases Peints Du Musee 

National D’athenes (Paris: Albert Fontemoing, 1904), 271-272, 844, pl. 34. 

  

5) Plate 39 

Collection: Paris, Louvre MNC 624 

Source: Athens, Greece 

Artist: The Diosphos Painter  

Date: early 5th century BCE 

Dimensions: L: 31.5, H: 13.8, W: 15.5 cm 

 

Description: Complete type C or bell shape black-figure example with added white 

pigment. Incised, connected scales on the bridge of the form. Female bust at the knee 

end. On the outer thigh: a typical textile processing scene, involving five women 

(three standing, two sitting, alternating)—kalathos between the two women at the far 

left. Basket suspended from the top of the frame. Inner thigh: Amazons, some arming, 

others on horseback. Four armor clad figures appear to move towards the right side 

of the frame. The two central figures are on horseback, stacked one on top of the 

other, only visible by the doubled heads and legs of the horses. One of these central 

figures carries a pelta, a half-moon shaped shield. A standing figure to the left appears 

to be arming herself, pulling her shield down from above the pictorial frame. A fourth 

figure, at the far right, advances holding a spear at the ready. The scene is flanked by 

hanging textiles—the figure on the far left carries another textile on her extended 

arm.  
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Publication record: De la Villa, J., et al. (eds.), Ianua Classicorum. Temas y formas 

del Mundo Clasico. Actas del XIII Congreso Espanol de Estudios Clasicos, vol.II 

(Madrid, 2015), 583-584, figs. 8-9 (A,B); Frauke Heinrich, Das Epinetron, Aspekte 

der weiblichen Lebenswelt im Spiegel eines Arbeitsgerats (Rahden, 2006), Sf. 91, pl. 

13.1-2; Chiara Mercati, Epinetron: storia di una forma ceramica fra archeologia e 

cultura (Petruzzi, 2003), A 36, pl. XVI and XVII; Archeo: Attualità del Passato 

(Novara: Istituto geografico De Agostini, 1998), 158, 74-75; Michèle Daumas, 

“Alexandre et la reine des Amazones,” Revue des Études Anciennes 94-3-4 (1992): 

348, fig. 1; A. Pasquier, “Un ‘Epinetron’ Rhodien au Musée du Louvre,” Revue du 

Louvre, 1 (1978): fig. 4; Dietrich Von Bothmer, Amazons in Greek Art (Oxford: 

Clarendon Press, 1957), pl. 60; J.D. Beazley, Attic Black-Figure Vase-Painters 

(Oxford, 1956), 481.B; David M. Robinson, “A New Attic Onos or 

Epinetron,” American Journal of Archaeology 49, no. 4 (1945): 489, Onos 16; C. 

Haspels, Attic Black-figured Lekythoi (Paris, 1936), 237.118; Margarete Láng, Die 

Bestimmung des Onos oder Epinetron (Berlin: Weidmann, 1908), 19, 4; Albert 

Dumont and Jules Clement Chaplain, Les céramiques de la Grèce proper, vol. 1 

(Paris, 1888), 381, 3; Lexicon Iconographicum Mythologiae Classicae: I, pl. 520, 

Amazones 752B. 

     

6) Plate 40 

Collection: New York, Metropolitan Museum, 10.210.13 

Source: “Said to be from Thebes” 

Artist: Golonos Group 

Date: Early 5th century BCE 

Dimensions: L: 26.7, W: 13.4 cm 

 

Description: Complete black-figure type B or flared thimble shape example. Incised, 

connected scales on the bridge of the form. Female bust at the knee end. Scenes of 

textile processing on both sides. Women (three on each side) seated on diphroi, with 

kalathoi and fillets suspended. Two registers of ivy leaves around the lateral opening.  

 

Publication record: Frauke Heinrich, Das Epinetron, Aspekte der weiblichen 

Lebenswelt im Spiegel eines Arbeitsgerats (Rahden, 2006), Sf. 88, pl. 12.1-3; J.D. 

Beazley, Attic Black-Figure Vase-Painters (Oxford, 1956), 480.C; David M. 

Robinson, “A New Attic Onos or Epinetron,” American Journal of Archaeology 49, 

no. 4 (1945): 489, Onos 15; Helen McClees, The Daily Life of the Greeks and 

Romans: As Illustrated in the Classical Collections (New York: Metropolitan 

Museum of Art, 1933), 33, ill. 38. 

 

7) Plate 41 
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Collection: Thorikos, TC 71.572 

Source: Thorikos, Attica, Greece 

Context: Insula 3, Room BI of the Lower Terrace 

Date: Early 5th century BCE 

Dimensions: L: 7.6, H: 7.2 cm 

 

Description: Black-figure fragment with domestic scene. Added white pigment. Two 

female figures working spindles. Remnants of incised scales above. 

 

Publication record: Frauke Heinrich, Das Epinetron, Aspekte der weiblichen 

Lebenswelt im Spiegel eines Arbeitsgerats (Rahden, 2006), Sf. 111; Chiara 

Mercati, Epinetron: storia di una forma ceramica fra archeologia e cultura (Petruzzi, 

2003), A 14; P. Spitaels, Thorikos, Rapport preliminaire sur la campagne de fouilles, 

7 (Brussels: 1970-71), 67-68, fig. 24.   

 

8) Plate 42 

Collection: Taranto, Museo Archeologico Nazionale 

Source: Saturo, Italy 

Context: Sanctuary of Demeter and Persephone (?) 

Date: Early 5th century BCE  

 

Description: Black-figure fragment with added white pigment. Several female figures 

engaged in domestic industry, one seated holding a spindle. 

 

Publication record: Frauke Heinrich, Das Epinetron, Aspekte der weiblichen 

Lebenswelt im Spiegel eines Arbeitsgerats (Rahden, 2006), Sf. 98; Arcangelo 

Alessio, et. al, Catalogo del Museo Nazionale Archeologico di Taranto, vol. 1.2 

(Taranto: La Colomba, 1990), 53, fig. 36. 

 

9) Plate 43 (left) 

Collection: Santa Severa, Antiquarium 

Source: Pyrgi, Etruria, Italy 

Context: The sanctuary of a female deity, depot in the south of the temples   

Date: Early 5th century BCE 

 

Description: Black-figure fragment, which displays an image of a woman holding 

what might be a ball of fiber or spun threads (alternatively, a wreath). Remnants of 

incised scales above. Possibly belongs to the same object as A10. 
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Publication record: Frauke Heinrich, Das Epinetron, Aspekte der weiblichen 

Lebenswelt im Spiegel eines Arbeitsgerats (Rahden, 2006), Sf. 93; Chiara 

Mercati, Epinetron: storia di una forma ceramica fra archeologia e cultura (Petruzzi, 

2003), A 15; Christoph Reusser, Vasen für Etrurien: Verbreitung und Funktionen 

Attischer Keramik im Etrurien des 6. und 5. Jahrhunderts vor Christus (Zürich: 

Akanthus, 2002), 130; Adriano Maggiani, Vasi Attici Figurati con Dediche a 

Divinità Etrusche (Rome: G. Bretschneider, 1997), 44; Giovanni Colonna, “Pyrgi,” 

SE LVIII (1992): 545; M. P. Baglione, “Considerazioni sui santuari di Pyrgi e di 

Veio-Portonaccio,” in Atti Del Convegno Internazionale "anathema": Regime Delle 

Offerte E Vita Dei Santuari Nel Mediterraneo Antico, Roma, 15-18 Giugno 1989, ed. 

Gilda Bartoloni, Cristiano Grottanelli, Giovanni Colonna, and Anna Vivante (Roma: 

Università degli studi di Roma "La Sapienza", 1991), 664, fig. 8. 

 

10) Plate 43 (right) 

Collection: Santa Severa, Antiquarium 

Source: Pyrgi, Etruria, Italy 

Context: The sanctuary of a female deity, depot in the south of the temples   

Date: Early 5th century BCE 

 

Description: Protome of a female bust, possibly belonging to the same object as A9. 

 

Publication record: Frauke Heinrich, Das Epinetron, Aspekte der weiblichen 

Lebenswelt im Spiegel eines Arbeitsgerats (Rahden, 2006), Sf. 94; Chiara 

Mercati, Epinetron: storia di una forma ceramica fra archeologia e cultura (Petruzzi, 

2003), A 16; Giovanni Colonna, “Pyrgi,” SE LVIII (1992): 545; M. P. Baglione, 

“Considerazioni sui santuari di Pyrgi e di Veio-Portonaccio,” in Atti Del Convegno 

Internazionale "anathema": Regime Delle Offerte E Vita Dei Santuari Nel 

Mediterraneo Antico, Roma, 15-18 Giugno 1989, ed. Gilda Bartoloni, Cristiano 

Grottanelli, Giovanni Colonna, and Anna Vivante (Roma: Università degli studi di 

Roma "La Sapienza", 1991), 664. 

 

11) Plate 44 

Collection: Basel, Collection of H. Cahn, HC 904 

Artist: Sappho Painter 

Date: Early 5th century BCE 

Dimensions: L: 8.3, H: 9.3 cm 

 

Description: Black-figure fragment with decoration. Image of a woman almost 

certainly thigh spinning, possibly with the assistance of an epinetron. The figure 
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places her hand on a protrusion off the edge of the right knee. It is certainly not part 

of her body or her garment.  

 

Publication record: Frauke Heinrich, Das Epinetron, Aspekte der weiblichen 

Lebenswelt im Spiegel eines Arbeitsgerats (Rahden, 2006), Sf. 39, pl. 3.6; Chiara 

Mercati, Epinetron: storia di una forma ceramica fra archeologia e cultura (Petruzzi, 

2003), A 30, pl. XV; Kreuzer and Volker M. Strocka, Frühe Zeichner 1500-500 vor 

Chr. Agyptische, griechische und etruskische Vasenfragmente Der Sammlung H.A. 

Cahn, Basel 1992 (Waldkircher Verlagsgesellschaft, 1992), 115-116, n. 123. 

 

12) Plate 45 

Collection: Athens, Agora Archaeological Museum, 16745  

Source: Agora, Athens 

Context: Terrace backfilling  

Date: Late 6th century BCE 

Dimensions: L: 3.2, W: 5.4 cm  

 

Description: Fragment with black-figure decoration. Woman holding a child over a 

kalathos. Vines in the background. 

 

Publication record: Frauke Heinrich, Das Epinetron, Aspekte der weiblichen 

Lebenswelt im Spiegel eines Arbeitsgerats (Rahden, 2006), Sf. 2, pl. 1.2; Chiara 

Mercati, Epinetron: storia di una forma ceramica fra archeologia e cultura (Petruzzi, 

2003), A 19, pl. VIII; Mary B. Moore, Mary Zelia Pease Philippides, Dietrich von 

Bothmer, The Athenian Agora, Results of Excavations Conducted by the American 

School of Classical Studies at Athens, vol. 23, pl. 118.1848. 

 

13) Plate 46 

Collection: Brauron Museum, A 24 

Source: Sanctuary of Artemis, Brauron, Attica, Greece  

Context: The so-called “Small Heroon of Iphigenia” 

Date: Early 5th century BCE 

Dimensions: L: 9, H: 8 cm 

 

Description: Fragments with black-figure decoration. A domestic textile workshop 

scene. Female figure standing and spinning, with basket suspended to the left. Seated 

figure on right.  

 

Publication record: Frauke Heinrich, Das Epinetron, Aspekte der weiblichen 

Lebenswelt im Spiegel eines Arbeitsgerats (Rahden, 2006), Sf. 44, pl. 6.4; Chiara 
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Mercati, Epinetron: storia di una forma ceramica fra archeologia e cultura (Petruzzi, 

2003), A 39, pl. XIX; J.D. Beazley, Paralipomena (Oxford, 1971), 250; Lilly Kahil, 

“Quelques vases du sanctuaire d’Artémis à Brauron,” Beiheft zur Halbjahresschrift 

Antike Kunst 1.5 (1963): pl. 5.4. 

 

14) Plate 47 

Collection: Palermo, Museo Archeologico Regionale 

Source: Selinunte, Italy 

Context: Sanctuary of Demeter Malophoros 

Date: late 5th century BCE 

Dimensions: L: 20 cm 

 

Description: Black-figure fragment with images of textile processing and courtship. 

A male figure approaches a seated female figure, with a walking stick in one hand 

and a mirror in the other. The female figure appears to grab the male figure by the 

wrist, which is either an affectionate gesture or a defensive one. Another female 

figure stands behind the male figure. She also holds a mirror in one hand, while from 

her other hand holds a long thread with a drop spindle at the end. 

 

Publication record: Frauke Heinrich, Das Epinetron, Aspekte der weiblichen 

Lebenswelt im Spiegel eines Arbeitsgerats (Rahden, 2006), Sf. 90, pl. 12.4; Chiara 

Mercati, Epinetron: storia di una forma ceramica fra archeologia e cultura (Petruzzi, 

2003), A 9, pl. 5; Panayota Badinou, “Epinetra et alabastres. La femme du Ve s. av. 

J.-C. entre travail de la laine et parure,” in Griechische Keramik im kulturellen 

Kontext, ed. Magdalene Söldner and Bernhard Schmaltz (Münster Scriptorium 

Historisch-Archäologische Publikationen, 2003), ill. 15.1; J.D. Beazley, Attic Black-

Figure Vase-Painters (Oxford, 1956), 480.B; E. Gabrici, “Il Satuario della 

Malaphoros a Selinunte,” MonAnt 32 (1927): 337, pl. 90.4. 

 

 

15) Plate 48 

Collection: Athens, National Museum 

Source: Tanagra 

Date: early 5th century BCE 

 

Description: Almost complete type B or flared thimble shape example executed in 

black-figure with domestic scene of textile manufacture. Connected scales covering 

the bridge of the form. 
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Publication record: Frauke Heinrich, Das Epinetron, Aspekte der weiblichen 

Lebenswelt im Spiegel eines Arbeitsgerats (Rahden, 2006), Sf. 37; David M. 

Robinson, “A New Attic Onos or Epinetron,” American Journal of Archaeology 49, 

no. 4 (1945): 489, Onos 4; Albert Dumont and Jules Clement Chaplain, Les 

céramiques de la Grèce proper, vol. 1 (Paris, 1888), 383, pl. 19.6. 

 

16) Plate 49 

Collection: Athens, National Museum 2181 

Source: Athens, Greece 

Context: Grave near the Ilissus  

Artist: Painter of Munich 2335 

Date: 2nd half of the 5th century BCE 

Dimensions: L: 25, W: 15 

 

Description: Complete red-figure type C or bell shape example with incised scales 

on the bridge of the form. Domestic scene with three women: one with a mirror 

(right), one holding a kalathos (middle), and a third operating a drop spindle (?). 

Triangular pattern along the lateral opening, and foliate designs parallel to the lateral 

opening and along the slope of the form. Image of a female face painted on the knee 

end.  

 

Publication record: Frauke Heinrich, Das Epinetron, Aspekte der weiblichen 

Lebenswelt im Spiegel eines Arbeitsgerats (Rahden, 2006), Rf. 17; Panayota 

Badinou, La Laine et le parfum. Epinetra et alabastres. Forme, iconographie et 

fonction. Recherche de céramique attique féminine, vol. 2 (Peeters Pub & 

Booksellers, 2003), pl. 24; 

Chiara Mercati, Epinetron: storia di una forma ceramica fra archeologia e cultura 

(Petruzzi, 2003), B 6, pl. XXVI; J.D. Beazley, Attic Red-Figure Vase-Painters, 2nd 

edition (Oxford, 1963), 1167.117; David M. Robinson, “A New Attic Onos or 

Epinetron,” American Journal of Archaeology 49, no. 4 (1945): 489, Onos 24; 

Maxime Collignon and Louis Couve, Catalogue Des Vases Peints Du Musee 

National D’athenes (Paris: Albert Fontemoing, 1904), 508; Albert Dumont and Jules 

Clement Chaplain, Les céramiques de la Grèce proper, vol. 1 (Paris, 1888), pl. XIX, 

3-5; Margarete Láng, Die Bestimmung des Onos oder Epinetron (Berlin: Weidmann, 

1908), 12, 39; Maxime Collignon and Louis Couve, Catalogue Des Vases Peints Du 

Musee National D’athenes (Paris: Albert Fontemoing, 1904), 12, 23-24; Franz 

Studniczka, “Die Bemalten Deckziegel,” Jahrbuch des deutschen Archäologischen 

Instituts II (Berlin, 1888): 69;  

    

17) Plate 50 
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Collection: Athens, National Museum 1615 

Source: Velanideza, Attica, Greece  

Date: About 440 BCE 

Dimensions: L: 25, H: 15 

 

Description: Fragments executed in red-figure. On the outer side, towards the lateral 

opening, we see two women, one standing and one seated, with a kalathos between 

them. Behind them, we see a sort of bag or satchel suspended against the wall. On 

the other side of the form, towards the knee end, there is an additional image of a 

woman holding a kalathos in one hand, while pulling at her sleeve with the other, 

possibly suggesting that the garment was of her own making. 

 

Publication record: Frauke Heinrich, Das Epinetron, Aspekte der weiblichen 

Lebenswelt im Spiegel eines Arbeitsgerats (Rahden, 2006), Rf. 13, pl. 16.2-3; Chiara 

Mercati, Epinetron: storia di una forma ceramica fra archeologia e cultura (Petruzzi, 

2003), B 21, pl. XXXVIII; David M. Robinson, “A New Attic Onos or 

Epinetron,” American Journal of Archaeology 49, no. 4 (1945): 490, Onos 25; 

Margarete Láng, Die Bestimmung des Onos oder Epinetron (Berlin: Weidmann, 

1908), 12, 27; Maxime Collignon and Louis Couve, Catalogue Des Vases Peints Du 

Musee National D’athenes (Paris: Albert Fontemoing, 1904), 509-510, cat. 1594. 

 

18) Plate 51 

Collection: Istanbul Archaeological Museum 2691, 2692 

Source: Sanctuary of Athena Lindia, Rhodes, Greece 

Context: “Grand Dépot” on the acropolis  

Date: late 5th century BCE 

Dimensions: (2691) L: 20.5, H: 13.6, (2692) L: 4.9, H: 5.3 cm    

 

Description: Black-figure fragment with an image of a seated figure, spinning with a 

distaff and a drop spindle, while a standing male figure looks on. A dog appears 

behind the seated figure, its ears tucked back. Some remnants of incised scales 

preserved above. 

 

Publication record: Frauke Heinrich, Das Epinetron, Aspekte der weiblichen 

Lebenswelt im Spiegel eines Arbeitsgerats (Rahden, 2006), Sf. 70; Chiara 

Mercati, Epinetron: storia di una forma ceramica fra archeologia e cultura (Petruzzi, 

2003), A 8, pl. IV; J.D. Beazley, Attic Black-Figure Vase-Painters (Oxford, 1956), 

480.A; Christian Blinkenberg and Karl F. Kinch, Lindos: Fouilles et Recherches 

1902-1914; Fouilles de l’Acropole (Berlin: De Gruyter, 1931), cat. 645, pl. 129; 
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Christian Blinkenberg and Karl F. Kinch, Exploration Archéologique de Rhodes 

(Copenhagen, 1905), 119. 

 

19) Plate 52 

Collection: Palermo, Museo Archeologico Regionale 

Source: Selinunte, Italy 

Context: Sanctuary of Demeter Malophoros 

Date: late 6th-early 5th century BCE 

 

Description: Black-figure fragment with image of a warrior on horseback armed with 

two spears. Behind him, a standing female figure reaches one arm upward, while the 

other clasps the hem of her skirt. It is possible that she is a statue or a goddess, as she 

is much taller than the male figure on horseback. 

 

Publication record: Frauke Heinrich, Das Epinetron, Aspekte der weiblichen 

Lebenswelt im Spiegel eines Arbeitsgerats (Rahden, 2006), Sf. 89; E. Gabrici, “Il 

Satuario della Malaphoros a Selinunte,” MonAnt 32 (1927): 324, pl. 90.5. 

 

20) Plate 53 

Collection: Athens, National Museum, 2383 

Source: Eretria, Greece  

Context: Necropolis 

Artist: The Clio Painter 

Date: 475-425 BCE 

Dimensions: L: 31, H: 13.5, W: 18.3 cm 

 

Description: Complete red-figure type C or bell shape example with applique. 

Domestic scene of textile production. A woman sits on a klismos with a kalathos 

before her, twisting or spinning fibers in her outstretched hands. Another female 

figure approaches from the right holding a large box, possibly filled with clothing or 

jewelry. On the other side of the form, we see a very similar scene. A female figure 

sits in a klismos, while a female attendant brings her a box (here fairly damaged). To 

the far right, we see a standing male figure holding a walking stick or vakteria. 

 

Publication record: Frauke Heinrich, Das Epinetron, Aspekte der weiblichen 

Lebenswelt im Spiegel eines Arbeitsgerats (Rahden, 2006), Rf. 19, pl. 19.1-3; Chiara 

Mercati, Epinetron: storia di una forma ceramica fra archeologia e cultura (Petruzzi, 

2003), B 1, pl. XXXIII, XXIV; Kristine Gex, Eretria: Ausgrabungen und 

Forschungen 9: Rotfigurige und weissgrundige Keramik (Lausanne: Éditions Payot, 

1993), n. 463; J.D. Beazley, Attic Red-Figure Vase-Painters, 2nd edition (Oxford, 
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1963), 1082, 21; David M. Robinson, “A New Attic Onos or Epinetron,” American 

Journal of Archaeology 49, no. 4 (1945): 489, Onos 18; Margarete Láng, Die 

Bestimmung des Onos oder Epinetron (Berlin: Weidmann, 1908), 29, 35; Maxime 

Collignon and Louis Couve, Catalogue Des Vases Peints Du Musee National 

D’athenes (Paris: Albert Fontemoing, 1904), cat. 1590; ARV 673, 20. 

 

21) Plate 54 

Collection: Athens, National Museum 2179 

Source: Attica, Greece 

Date: about 430/420 BCE 

Dimensions: L: 26, H: 14.2, W: 14.5 cm 

 

Description: Complete red-figure type B or flared thimble shape example. The outer 

side depicts a female figure working at a loom, several baskets of wool, and another 

woman using an epinetron. The latter is seated on a klismos with a kalathos, a vessel 

associated with textile work, in front of her. The figure places her right hand on her 

knee, as if rubbing fibers across the surface, while her left arm is raised, as though 

pulling the fibers to keep them tight. On the inner thigh, we see another workshop 

scene with a loom. There is supposedly a depiction of an epinetron hanging on a 

string on the wall, though the image is severely damaged. The knee end depicts 

Bellerophon atop Pegasus as he fights Chimera. He holds the weapon that will ensure 

his victory, a spear that he will (or already has) top with a block of lead.  

 

Publication record: B. Powell, Homer’s Iliad and Odyssey. The Essential Books 

(Oxford, 2015), 82, fig. 6.1; J. de la Villa, et al. (eds.), Ianua Classicorum. Temas y 

formas del Mundo Clasico. Actas del XIII Congreso Espanol de Estudios Clasicos, 

vol. 2 (Madrid, 2015), 576, fig. 1; G.C. Cianferoni, M. Iozzo, and Setari, E. (eds.), 

Myth, Allegory, Emblem, The many lives of the Chimaera of Arezzo, Proceedings of 

the international colloquium, Malibu, the J. Paul Getty Museum (December 4-5, 

2009) (Rome, 2012), 125, fig. 21; L. Belloni, A. Bonandini, G. Ierano, and G. Moretti 

(eds.), Le Immagini nel Testo, il Testo nelle Immagini, Rapporti fra parola e visualita 

nella tradizione greco-latina (Trento, 2010), 164, fig. 6; E. Pellegrini, Eros nella 

Grecia arcaica e classica, iconografia e iconologia (Rome, 2009), 128, fig. 7; M. 

Iozzo, (ed.), The Chimaera of Arezzo (Florence, 2009): 43, fig. 39; Hesperia 77.2 

(2008) 308, fig. 11; Frauke Heinrich, Das Epinetron, Aspekte der weiblichen 

Lebenswelt im Spiegel eines Arbeitsgerats (Rahden, 2006), Rf. 15, pl. 18.1-4; Rachel 

Kousser, “The World of Aphrodite in the Late Fifth Century BC,” in Greek Vases: 

Images, Contexts, and Controversies, edited by Clemente Marconi (Leiden, 2004), 

fig. 8.6; Chiara Mercati, Epinetron: storia di una forma ceramica fra archeologia e 

cultura (Petruzzi, 2003), B 17, pl. XXXVI, XXXVII, and LV; Robert F. Sutton, The 
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Interaction between Men and Women Portrayed on Attic Red-Figure Pottery (Diss. 

Univ. of North Carolina, 1981), 224-225; C.A. Giner, Tejido y cesteria en la 

Peninsula Iberica, Historia de su tecnia e industrias desde la prehistoria hasta la 

romanizacion (Madrid, 1984), 76, fig. 31; Archaeological News: 7 (1978) 1/2, 15, 

fig. 12; N. Yalouris, Pegasus (1977), fig. 31; S. Hiller, Bellerophon (Munich, 1970), 

96, fig. 3; Hesperia 38 (1969), pl. 36A; David M. Robinson, “A New Attic Onos or 

Epinetron,” American Journal of Archaeology 49, no. 4 (1945): 490, Onos 26; 

Stephanos Antonios Xanthoudides, “Epinetron,” Mittheilungen des Kaiserlich 

Deutschen Archaeologischen Instituts, Athenische Abtheilung (1910): 324-325, ill. 1-

2; Margarete Láng, Die Bestimmung des Onos oder Epinetron (Berlin: Weidmann, 

1908), 1-3, 12, figs. 1 and 3; Maxime Collignon and Louis Couve, Catalogue Des 

Vases Peints Du Musee National D’athenes (Paris: Albert Fontemoing, 1904), 506-

507, cat. 1589; Carl Robert, Onoi Pēlinoi (Athēnai, 1892), 248-256, pl. 13; 

Ephemeris Archaiologike: 1892, pl. 13.3; Lexicon Iconographicum Mythologiae 

Classicae: VII, pl. 158, Pegasos 153. 

 

22) Plate 55 

Collection: Acropolis Collection 2599 

Source: Athens, Acropolis 

Artist: Sappho Painter 

Date: Early 5th century BCE 

Dimensions: L: 11, H: 9.8 cm 

 

Description: Fragment with decoration. Public bathing scene. Nude female figure 

near lion-headed fountain, pouring water into a vessel (left). Clothed female figure 

standing on right (facing left) holding an additional water vessel in left hand. 

Columns in background. Partially preserved incised scales above. 

 

Publication record: E. Pala, Acropoli di Atene, Un microcosmo della produzione e 

distribuzione della ceramica attica (Rome, 2012), 78, fig. 31; Oakley, J. and Palagia, 

O. (eds.), Athenian Potters and Painters, volume II (Oxford, 2010), 20C; Frauke 

Heinrich, Das Epinetron, Aspekte der weiblichen Lebenswelt im Spiegel eines 

Arbeitsgerats (Rahden, 2006), Sf. 11, pl. 1.5; Beihefte zum Corpus Vasorum 

Antiquorum Deutschland: IV (2009): 109, fig. 6; Chiara Mercati, Epinetron: storia 

di una forma ceramica fra archeologia e cultura (Petruzzi, 2003), A 11, pl. VI; 

Susanne Pfisterer-Haas, “Mädchen und Frauen am Wasser. Brunnenhaus und 

Louterion als Orte der Frauengemeinschaft und der möglichen Begegnung mit einem 

Mann,” Jahrbuch des Deutschen Archaologischen Instituts 117 (2002): 36, 39; E. 

Manakidou, “Athenerinnen in schwartzfigurigen Brunnenhausszenen,” Hephaistos 

11-12 (1992/93): 69, fig. 16; J.D. Beazley, Attic Black-Figure Vase-Painters 
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(Oxford, 1956), 481.D; Ernst Langlotz and Botho Graef, Die antiken Vasen von der 

Akropolis zu Athen (Berlin: De Gruyter, 1925), vase number 2599, pl. 111. 

 

 

23) Plate 56 

Collection: Rhodes Museum 13886 

Source: Pontamo, Rhodes 

Context: Grave No. 7 

Artist: Chalki Group 

Date: about 400/390 BCE  

Dimensions: L: 21.2, H: 12, W: 16 cm 

 

Description: Complete red-figure type F or thumb shape example with added white. 

On the outer thigh, we see images of ritual washing. One female figure is squatting 

over a vessel, while other figures are seated of standing. The washing is assisted by 

erotes—one uses a vessel to rinse the hair of the squatting figure. On the outer side, 

we see a domestic scene with female figures, one seated, another with a box and a 

sash. Erotes, flank the central figure. A female winged figure (Nike?) is depicted to 

the far left, near the knee end. On the knee end, there is a depiction of a youth on 

horseback, practicing with a target. Painted scales on the bridge of the form. 

 

Publication record: N. Stampolidis, Y. Tassoulas, and M. Filimonos-Tsopotou, (eds.), 

Islands off the Beaten Track... An Archaeological Journey to the Greek Islands of 

Kastellorizo, Symi, Halki, Tilos and Nisyros (Athens, 2011), 200-201, n. 16; Frauke 

Heinrich, Das Epinetron, Aspekte der weiblichen Lebenswelt im Spiegel eines 

Arbeitsgerats (Rahden, 2006), Rf. 41, pl. 21.3-5; Roberts, Sally Rutherfurd. The Attic 

Pyxis (Ares Pub, 1978), 168; J.D. Beazley, Attic Red-Figure Vase-Painters, 2nd 

edition (Oxford, 1963), 1503.6; G. Jacopi, “Clara Rhodos IV.” Scavi nelle necropoli 

di Camiro, 1929-1930 (1931), pl. 3-5; David M. Robinson, “A New Attic Onos or 

Epinetron,” American Journal of Archaeology 49, no. 4 (1945): 490, Onos 34. 

 

24) Plate 57 

Collection: British Museum, 1877,0805.6 

Artist: Golonos Group 

Date: 550-500 BCE 

Dimensions: L: 36.5, H: 13.95, W: 19.65 cm 

 

Description: Complete black-figure type C or bell shape example with applique. 

Courtship scenes on both the inner and outer side. Textiles suspended above. Female 

protome at knee end. Incised scale-pattern on the bridge of the form.  
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Publication record: Frauke Heinrich, Das Epinetron, Aspekte der weiblichen 

Lebenswelt im Spiegel eines Arbeitsgerats (Rahden, 2006), Sf. 83, pl. 9.1-3; Chiara 

Mercati, Epinetron: storia di una forma ceramica fra archeologia e cultura (Petruzzi, 

2003), A 4, pl. III; J.D. Beazley, Paralipomena (Oxford, 1971), 220; J.D. Beazley, 

Attic Black-Figure Vase-Painters (Oxford, 1956), 480.3; David M. Robinson, “A 

New Attic Onos or Epinetron,” American Journal of Archaeology 49, no. 4 (1945): 

489, Onos 13; Cecil Smith, et al., A Guide to the Exhibition Illustrating Greek And 

Roman Life: With a Frontispiece and Two Hundred and Forty-two Illustrations 

(London: Printed by order of the Trustees, 1908), ill. 175; H. Beauchamp 

Walters, Catalogue of the Greek and Etruscan Vases in the British Museum, vol. II 

(London: Order of the trustees, 1893), 266. 

 

25) Plate 58 

Collection: British Museum, 1814,0704.1205 

Artist: Golonos Group 

Date: 550-500 BCE 

Dimensions: L: 31.1, H: 11.7, W: 16.8 cm 

 

Description: Complete black-figure type B or flared thimble shape example with 

applique. On the inner thigh, we see a depiction of a symposium scene. The male 

figures appear to recline on the ground, with female figures seated on diphros 

okladia. Robinson describes these figures as representations of Dionysus and 

Ariadne, likely based on this unusual configuration of reclined and seated figures—

other images of the couple display similar details. On the outer thigh, there is a scene 

depicting textile or thread production. Four female figures pull fibers from several 

kalathoi placed between them, indicating an early stage in manufacture. 

 

Publication record: J. Neils, Women in the Ancient World (London, 2011), 96; Frauke 

Heinrich, Das Epinetron, Aspekte der weiblichen Lebenswelt im Spiegel eines 

Arbeitsgerats (Rahden, 2006), Sf. 84, pl. 10.1-3; Chiara Mercati, Epinetron: storia di 

una forma ceramica fra archeologia e cultura (Petruzzi, 2003), A 3; S. Angiolillo, 

Arte e cultura nell’Atene di Pisistrato e dei Pisistratidi (Bari, 1997), 124, figs. 70A-

B; Jean-Marie Dentzer, Le Motif du Banquet Couché dans le Proche-Orient et le 

Monde Grec du VIIe au IVe Siècle Avant J.-C, vol. 246, no. 1 (Ecoles Françaises 

d’Athènes et de Rome, 1982), 125; J.D. Beazley, Attic Black-Figure Vase-Painters 

(Oxford, 1956), 480.2; David M. Robinson, “A New Attic Onos or 

Epinetron,” American Journal of Archaeology 49, no. 4 (1945): 488, Onos 12; 

Margarete Láng, Die Bestimmung des Onos oder Epinetron (Berlin: Weidmann, 

1908), 21; H. Beauchamp Walters, Catalogue of the Greek and Etruscan Vases in the 
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British Museum, vol. II (London: Order of the trustees, 1893), 266; Franz 

Studniczka, “Die Bemalten Deckziegel,” Jahrbuch des deutschen Archäologischen 

Instituts II (Berlin, 1888): 69, 1, A; Albert Dumont and Jules Clement Chaplain, Les 

céramiques de la Grèce proper, vol. 1 (Paris, 1888), 381. 

 

26) Plate 59 

Collection: Eretria Archeological Museum, ME 16487 

Source: Amarynthos, Evia, Greece 

Context: Sanctuary of Artemis Amarysia, depot (?) 

Date: Early 5th century BCE 

 

Description: Black-figure fragment with decoration. Symposium scene on the outer 

thigh. A male and female reclining on a raised couch, surrounded by other 

symposium participants. These two figures reach out to crown each other with 

wreathes as a smaller, nude male figure, crouched below the couch, applies perfumed 

oils to the bare, outstretched leg of the female figure. A dog, also placed beneath the 

reclining pair, tentatively sniffs at the other bare leg, presumably attracted by the 

scent of the oils. Inscriptions of unclear meaning or designation are dispersed 

throughout the scene. 

 

Publication record: Frauke Heinrich, Das Epinetron, Aspekte der weiblichen 

Lebenswelt im Spiegel eines Arbeitsgerats (Rahden, 2006), Sf. 66; Chiara 

Mercati, Epinetron: storia di una forma ceramica fra archeologia e cultura (Petruzzi, 

2003), A 22; Panayota Badinou, “Epinetra et alabastres. La femme du Ve s. av. J.-C. 

entre travail de la laine et parure,” in Griechische Keramik im kulturellen Kontext, 

ed. Magdalene Söldner and Bernhard Schmaltz (Münster Scriptorium Historisch-

Archäologische Publikationen, 2003), 88; Panayota Badinou, La Laine et le parfum. 

Epinetra et alabastres. Forme, iconographie et fonction. Recherche de céramique 

attique féminine, vol. 2 (Peeters Pub & Booksellers, 2003), pl. 10; E. Sapouna-

Sakellaraki, Eretria: Site and Museum (Ministry of Culture, Archaeological Receipts 

Fund, 1995), 96; E. Sapouna-Sakellaraki, “Un Dépôt de Temple et le Sanctuaire 

d’Artémis Amarysias en Eubée,” Kernos 5 (1992), 242-243. 

 

27) Plate 60 

Collection: Corinth Archaeological Museum 

Date: 5th century BCE 

 

Description: Complete red-figure type C or bell shape example with a symposium 

scene. A male and a female figure recline on a couch, attended to by a male wine-

bearer, carrying a kantharos, on the right. A female musician plays the double flute 
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on the left. The male figure extends his right arm to the female figure, placing his 

hand on her cheek. The female figure twists in her seat to look back at her male 

companion. A dog lies beneath the couch. Incised scales cover the bridge of the form.  

 

Publication record: Unpublished. 

 

28) Plate 61 

Collection: Warsaw National Museum, 142454 

Artist: Golonos Group 

Date: 550-500 BCE 

Dimensions: L: 30, H: 13.5 cm 

 

Description: Complete black-figure type A or thimble shape example with applique. 

Courtship scenes on each side, with two sets of opposing male and female figures, all 

seated. Textiles suspended between the groupings. Female protome at the knee end. 

Incised scales covering the bridge of the form. 

 

Publication record: Frauke Heinrich, Das Epinetron, Aspekte der weiblichen 

Lebenswelt im Spiegel eines Arbeitsgerats (Rahden, 2006), Sf. 112, pl. 14.1-3; Chiara 

Mercati, Epinetron: storia di una forma ceramica fra archeologia e cultura (Petruzzi, 

2003), A 5, pl. III; T.H. Carpenter, with T. Mannack, and M. Mendonca, Beazley 

Addenda, 2nd edition (Oxford, 1989), 121; J.D. Beazley, Paralipomena (Oxford, 

1971), 220; J.D. Beazley, Attic Black-Figure Vase-Painters (Oxford, 1956), 480.4; 

David M. Robinson, “A New Attic Onos or Epinetron,” American Journal of 

Archaeology 49, no. 4 (1945): 489, Onos 16a; Corpus Vasorum Antiquorum: 

Goluchow, Musee Czartoryski, 17, pl. (015) 15.5. 

 

29) Plate 62 

Collection: Staatliche Museen zu Berlin, F4016 

Source: Attica, Greece 

Artist: Golonos Group  

Date: 550-500 BCE,  

Dimensions: L: 33, H: 15, W: 20 cm 

 

Description: Complete black-figure type B or flared thimble shape example with 

applique. Scenes of domestic activities or courtship. Two sets of male-female pairs 

on each side, facing one another. Textiles suspended above. Female protome at the 

knee end. Incised scales across the bridge of the form. 
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Publication record: Frauke Heinrich, Das Epinetron, Aspekte der weiblichen 

Lebenswelt im Spiegel eines Arbeitsgerats (Rahden, 2006), Sf. 40, pl. 5.2-4; Chiara 

Mercati, Epinetron: storia di una forma ceramica fra archeologia e cultura (Petruzzi, 

2003), A 2, pls. I and II; T.H. Carpenter, with T. Mannack, and M. Mendonca, 

Beazley Addenda, 2nd edition (Oxford, 1989), 121; W. D. Heilmeyer, et al., 

Antikenmuseum Berlin, Die ausgestellten Werke (Berlin, 1988), 94, n.17; J.D. 

Beazley, Attic Black-Figure Vase-Painters (Oxford, 1956), 480.1; David M. 

Robinson, “A New Attic Onos or Epinetron,” American Journal of Archaeology 49, 

no. 4 (1945): 488, Onos 10; Karl Anton Neugebauer, Führer durch das Antiquarium: 

Vasen (Statliche Museen zu Berlin, 1932), 70f; Ernst Pfuhl, Malerei und Zeichnung 

der Griechen, vol. 1 (Bruckmann, 1923), 769; Margarete Láng, Die Bestimmung des 

Onos oder Epinetron (Berlin: Weidmann, 1908), 28-32; Franz Studniczka, “Die 

Bemalten Deckziegel,” Jahrbuch des deutschen Archäologischen Instituts II (Berlin, 

1888): 69, 1; A. Furtwängler, La Collection Sabouroff (Berlin: A. Asher, 1883), pl. 

52.1; Ephemeris Archaiologike: 247, 1; Corpus Vasorum Antiquorum: Berlin, 

Antikenmuseum 7, 52-53, pl. (3034) 41.1-4. 

 

30) Plate 63 

Collection: Leiden, Rijksmuseum van Oudheden, I 1955/1.2 

Source: Athens (?), Greece 

Artist: Golonos Group, Diosphos Painter by Vos 

Date: 480-470 BCE 

Dimensions: L: 23, W: 15 cm 

 

Description: Complete black-figure type B or flared thimble shape example with 

applique. Outer thigh contains image of a seated female figure flanked by two seated 

male figures holding walking sticks. She has a kalathos before her. A dog crouches 

beneath her chair. Textiles suspended above. The inner side represents a similar 

configuration. A standing female figure is flanked by two standing male figures, with 

two empty chairs between them. The male figure on the right leans on his walking 

stick, while the male figure on the right presents a mirror. Textiles suspended. Incised 

scales cover the bridge of the form. Female protome at the knee end. 

  

Publication record: C Lang-Auinger and E. Trinkl (eds.), Phyta kai Zoia. Pflanzen 

und Tiere auf griechischen Vasen, Beihefte zum Corpus Vasorum Antiquorum 

Osterreich, Band 2 (Vienna, 2015), 296, fig. 6; Frauke Heinrich, Das Epinetron, 

Aspekte der weiblichen Lebenswelt im Spiegel eines Arbeitsgerats (Rahden, 2006), 

Sf. 82, pl. 8.2-4; Chiara Mercati, Epinetron: storia di una forma ceramica fra 

archeologia e cultura (Petruzzi, 2003), A 40, pl. XX; Anastasia Pekridou-

Gorecki, Mode im Antiken Griechenland: Textile Fertigung und Kleidung (München: 
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Beck, 1989), 19, ill. 5; Artefact, 150 Jaar Rijksmuseum van Oudheden (1818-1968) 

(Leiden, 1968): pl. 110; Verslagen der Rijksverzamelingen van Geschiedenis en 

Kunst 77 (‘s-Gravenhage: Departement van Onderwijs, Kunsten, en Wetenschappen, 

1955), 149; Corpus Vasorum Antiquorum: Leiden, Rijksmuseum van Oudheden 2, 

19-20, pl. (162) 68.1-5. 

 

31) Plate 64 

Collection: Athens, Agora Museum, 18283 

Source: Athens, Greece 

Context: Agora, Athens 

Date: ca. 420 BCE 

Dimensions: L: 13.5, H: 6.5 cm 

 

Description: Red-figure fragment with an image of a female figure, seated on a 

klismos, examining an oversized alabastron placed in her outstretched hand. An 

additional figure (to the left), leans on the edge of a kline. Part of intricate foliate 

pattern preserved on the right. 

 

Publication record: Frauke Heinrich, Das Epinetron, Aspekte der weiblichen 

Lebenswelt im Spiegel eines Arbeitsgerats (Rahden, 2006), Rf. 4, pl. 15.2; Chiara 

Mercati, Epinetron: storia di una forma ceramica fra archeologia e cultura (Petruzzi, 

2003), A 3, pl. XXV; S.I. Rotroff and R.D. Lamberton, Women in the Athenian Agora 

(Athens, 2006), 30, fig. 32; Mary B. Moore, Mary Zelia Pease Philippides, Dietrich 

von Bothmer, The Athenian Agora, Results of Excavations Conducted by the 

American School of Classical Studies at Athens, vol. 30, pl. 154.1642; Rodney S. 

Young, “An industrial district of ancient Athens,” Hesperia 20, no. 3 (1951): pl. 79.1. 

 

32) Plate 65 

Collection: Berlin Antikensammlung, 2624 

Source: Athens, Greece 

Artist: Painter of Berlin 2624 

Date: ca. 440/430 BCE 

Dimensions: L: 27, W: 18 cm 

 

Description: Complete red-figure type B or flared thimble shape example. Female 

figure seated between two standing male figures. She holds up an alabastron, while 

the male figure on the right holds a money pouch. The figure on the left leans on a 

walking stick. Fabrics suspended above. Incised scale pattern covers the bridge of the 

form. Foliate band parallel to the lateral opening and on the slope. Image of a female 

face painted on the knee end. 
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Publication record: M.D. Stansbury-O’Donnell, A History of Greek Art (Oxford, 

2015), 339, fig. 13.18; M.D. Stansbury-O’Donnell, Looking at Greek Art 

(Cambridge, 2011), 188, fig. 71; Frauke Heinrich, Das Epinetron, Aspekte der 

weiblichen Lebenswelt im Spiegel eines Arbeitsgerats (Rahden, 2006), Rf. 22, pl. 

20.1-3; Chiara Mercati, Epinetron: storia di una forma ceramica fra archeologia e 

cultura (Petruzzi, 2003), A 7, pl. XXVII; T.H. Carpenter, with T. Mannack, and M. 

Mendonca, Beazley Addenda, 2nd edition (Oxford, 1989), 350; Marion Meyer, 

“Männer mit Geld,” Jahrbuch des deutsches archäologisches Instituts 103 (1988): 

107, fig. 15; W. D. Heilmeyer, et al., Antikenmuseum Berlin, Die ausgestellten Werke 

(Berlin, 1988), 142, n. 8; Robert F. Sutton, The Interaction between Men and Women 

Portrayed on Attic Red-Figure Pottery (Diss. Univ. of North Carolina, 1981), n. G 

175; J.D. Beazley, Attic Red-Figure Vase-Painters, 2nd edition (Oxford, 1963), 

1225.1; David M. Robinson, “A New Attic Onos or Epinetron,” American Journal of 

Archaeology 49, no. 4 (1945): 490, Onos 28; O. Brendel, “Die Schafzucht im alten 

Griechenland,” in Dissertationes Giennenses (Wurzburg, 1934), pl. 66.1; Margarete 

Láng, Die Bestimmung des Onos oder Epinetron (Berlin: Weidmann, 1908), 40; 

Franz Studniczka, “Die Bemalten Deckziegel,” Jahrbuch des deutschen 

Archäologischen Instituts II (Berlin, 1888): 69, 1; A. Furtwängler, Beschreibung der 

Vasensammlung im Antiquarium, vol. 2 (W. Spemann, 1885), n. 2624. 

 

33) Plate 66 

Collection: Athens National Museum 2180 

Source: Athens, Greece 

Context: Grave near the Ilissus 

Painter of Berlin 2624 

Date: ca. 440/430 BCE 

Dimensions: L: 26, W: 12 cm 

 

Description: Complete red-figure type B or flared thimble shape example. Images of 

courtship on both sides. On the outer thigh, we see two sets of standing male-female 

groupings. The grouping on the left shows a male figure leaning on a walking stick 

and gesturing. The female figure holds a fillet. The grouping on the right shows a 

male figure, also leaning on a walking stick, while the female figure holds out an 

alabastron. On the inner thigh, we see three figures, instead of four. A male figure is 

flanked by two female figures. He faces the figure on the left, who hold up an 

alabastron. Incised scale pattern covers the bridge of the form. Foliate band parallel 

to the lateral opening and on the slope. Image of a female face painted on the knee 

end. 
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Publication record: A. Dierichs, Erotik in der Kunst Griechenlands (Mainz, 2008), 

91, fig. 68; Frauke Heinrich, Das Epinetron, Aspekte der weiblichen Lebenswelt im 

Spiegel eines Arbeitsgerats (Rahden, 2006), Rf. 16; Chiara Mercati, Epinetron: 

storia di una forma ceramica fra archeologia e cultura (Petruzzi, 2003), A 8, pl. 

XXVIII; Panayota Badinou, La Laine et le parfum. Epinetra et alabastres. Forme, 

iconographie et fonction. Recherche de céramique attique féminine, vol. 2 (Peeters 

Pub & Booksellers, 2003), pl. 26; J.D. Beazley, Attic Red-Figure Vase-Painters, 2nd 

edition (Oxford, 1963), 1225.2; David M. Robinson, “A New Attic Onos or 

Epinetron,” American Journal of Archaeology 49, no. 4 (1945): 489, Onos 19; 

Margarete Láng, Die Bestimmung des Onos oder Epinetron (Berlin: Weidmann, 

1908), 12, 23; Maxime Collignon and Louis Couve, Catalogue Des Vases Peints Du 

Musee National D’athenes (Paris: Albert Fontemoing, 1904), 509, 1592; Albert 

Dumont and Jules Clement Chaplain, Les céramiques de la Grèce proper, vol. 1 

(Paris, 1888), 328, 20; Franz Studniczka, “Die Bemalten Deckziegel,” Jahrbuch des 

deutschen Archäologischen Instituts II (Berlin, 1888): 69, 1; Robert F. Sutton, The 

Interaction between Men and Women Portrayed on Attic Red-Figure Pottery (Diss. 

Univ. of North Carolina, 1981), n. G 176. 

 

34) Plate 67 

Collection: Athens, National Museum, 1629 

Source: Eretria, Greece 

Context: Grave 

Artist: The Eretria Painter 

Date: 425 BCE 

Dimensions: L: 28.7, H: 13.5, W: 17.1 cm 

 

Description: Complete red-figure type C or bell shape example with applique. In the 

scene presented on the outer thigh, we see the wedding preparations and ritual 

adornment of Harmonia. Harmonia, seated at center, is surrounded by Aphrodite (also 

seated), Himeros (seated and holding a box, possibly filled with fabrics spilling over 

the edge, and a perfume container), and Eros (standing and facing Aphrodite, with a 

closed box in his hands). The three other standing figures are identified through 

accompanying inscriptions as Peitho, to the left of Harmonia, Persephone to the right, 

and Hebe, with arms raised, between Persephone and Himeros. The bride, surrounded 

by her attendants, turns in her seat to look at her friend or nymphokomos. The rest of 

the image is filled with items related to beautification: perfume bottles, jewelry, and 

mirrors. Watching over these preparations are the deities who represent two 

motivating factors in this union, Eros (love) and Himeros (desire). On the slope, we 

see a depiction of Peleus and Thetis, along with Nereus and fleeing Nereids, including 

Altis, Melite, Eulimene, Auro, and Nao. Peleus wrestles with Thetis; She twists in 
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his grasp and reaches out as though to call for help. A seahorse charges from the left 

to assist Thetis. Peleus wears the wreath of a bridegroom. Thetis lifts her veil. In the 

scene that appears on the inner thigh of the form, we have a depiction of the post-

wedding ritual of epaulia for Alcestis, who leans on the edge of a kline. Alcestis is 

placed closest to the opening of the form. Theo, on the far left, arranges sprigs in the 

two lebetes gamikoi in front of her, while Napis looks on. Another figure, whose 

accompanying inscription is only partially preserved, similarly adjusts a loutrophoros 

filled with leafy branches. To the right, Asterope leans on a seated Hippolyte, who 

plays with a bird that rests on her outstretched hand. The bust takes up almost the 

entirety of the knee end, with the head modeled almost completely in the round. The 

form extends downwards to reveal the nude breast of the figure. The hair is swept up 

to further expose the bare neck and shoulders. The body has been painted white, with 

details picked out in red, pink, and black, but there may have been added gold in the 

hair. Broad eyebrows, heavily lidded eyes, jutting chin, and sculptural nose define 

the form. 

 

Publication record: D. Plantzos, Greek Art and Archaeology, c. 1100-30 BC (Athens, 

2016), 181, figs. 333-334; S. Woodford, An Introduction to Greek Art. Sculpture and 

Vase Painting in the Archaic and Classical Periods, 2nd edition (London, 2015), 143, 

fig. 213; M.D. Stansbury-O’Donnell, A History of Greek Art (Oxford, 2015), 260, 

fig. 10.24; A. Bellia (ed.), Musica, culti e riti nell’occidente greco (Pisa and Rome, 

2014), 284, fig. 1; J.M. Barringer, The Art and Archaeology of Ancient Greece 

(Cambridge, 2014), 259, fig. 4.71A-B; S.L. James and S. Dillon (eds.), A Companion 

to Women in the Ancient World (Malden, 2012), 142, fig. 10.1; Archaologischer 

Anzeiger: (2012), 19, fig. 9; H. Barta, ‘Graeca non legunter’?, Zu den Ursprungen 

des europaischen Rechts im antiken Griechenlands, Band II: Archaische Grunlagen 

(Wiesbaden, 2011), part 2, 17, fig. 1; A.C. Smith, Polis and Personification in 

Classical Athenian Art (Leiden, 2011), fig. 5.6; Cite sous terre, Des archeologues 

suisses explorent la cite grecque d’Eretrie, Une exposition realisee par l’Ecole suisse 

d’archeologie en Grece, en collaboration avec l’Antikenmuseum Basel und 

Sammlung Ludwig (Basel, 2010), 131, 270; M. Meyer and R. von den Hoff (eds.), 

Helden wie sie. Ubermensch, Vorbild, Kultfigur in der griechischen Antike (Vienna, 

2010), 111, fig. 2; N. Kaltsas (ed.), Athens-Sparta (New York, 2006), 109, fig. 4; B. 

Cohen, The Colours of Clay, Special Techniques in Athenian Vases (Los Angeles, 

2006), 158, fig. 8; Antike Kunst: 49 (2006), pl. 9.5; Frauke Heinrich, Das Epinetron, 

Aspekte der weiblichen Lebenswelt im Spiegel eines Arbeitsgerats (Rahden, 2006), 

Rf. 14, pl. 16.4, 17.1-4; S. Schmidt, Rhetorische Bilder auf attischen Vasen, Visuelle 

Kommunikation im 5. Jahrhundert v. Chr. (Berlin, 2005), 75, fig. 39; S.D. Bundrick, 

Music and Image in Classical Athens (Cambridge, 2005), 193, fig. 110; C. Rachel 

Kousser, “The World of Aphrodite in the Late Fifth Century BC,” in Greek Vases: 
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Images, Contexts, and Controversies, edited by Clemente Marconi (Leiden, 2004), 

figs. 8.1-5; R. Rosenzweig, Worshipping Aphrodite, Art and Cult in Classical Athens 

(Ann Arbor, 2004), fig. 11; Chiara Mercati, Epinetron: storia di una forma ceramica 

fra archeologia e cultura (Petruzzi, 2003), A 15, pl. XXXII-XXXV; P. Brule, Women 

of Ancient Greece (Edinburgh, 2003), 146; J. Neils, The Parthenon Frieze 

(Cambridge, 2001), 167, fig. 126; J. Boardman, The History of Greek Vases: Potters, 

Painters and Pictures (London, 2001), 267, fig. 298; Archeo, Attualita di Passato: 

164 (October 1998), 102-103; O. Cavalier (ed.), Silence et Fureur, La femme et le 

marriage en Grece, Les antiquites grecques du Musee Calvet (Avignon, 1997), 231, 

figs. 94-94BIS; Hephaistos: 14 (1996) 89, fig. 6; B.A. Sparkes, The Red and the Black 

(London, 1996), 71, fig. III.4; M.A. Tiverios, Elliniki techni, archaia angaia (Athens, 

1996), 184-185, figs. 167-168; E. Fantham, et al., Women in the Classical World, 

Image and Text (New York, 1994), 101, fig. 3.15; H. Baumann, Greek Wild Flowers 

and Plant Lore in Ancient Greece (Munich, 1993), 80, fig. 142; Xenia Antiqua: 2 

(1993) 42, fig.16; H.A. Shapiro, Personifications in Greek Art, The Representation 

of Abstract Concepts 600-400 BC (Zurich, 1993), 105, fig. 58; H. Froning, T. 

Holscher, and H. Mielsch (eds.), Kotinos, Festschrift fur Erika Simon (Mainz, 1992), 

pl. 48; G. Duby and M. Perrot (eds.), Histoire des femmes (Plon, 1991), 179, fig. 10; 

H. Immerwahr, Attic Script, A Survey (Oxford, 1990), pls. 34.141, 35.142-144; J. 

Boardman, Athenian Red Figure Vases, The Classical Period (London, 1989), fig. 

235; T.H. Carpenter, with T. Mannack, and M. Mendonca, Beazley Addenda, 2nd 

edition (Oxford, 1989), 354; E. Specht, Schon zu sein und gut zu sein, 

Madchenbildung und Frauensozialisation im antiken Griechenland, 

Frauenforschung 9 (Vienna, 1989), 122, fig. 16; Adrienne Lezzi-Hafter, Der Eretria-

Maler: Werke und Weggefährten, von Zabern, 1988, 253-262, fig. 87-88, pl. 168-

169; K. Schefold and F. Jung, Die Urkonige, Perseus, Bellerophon, Herakles und 

Theseus in der klassischen und hellenistischen Kunst (Munich, 1988), 38, fig. 28, 

178, fig. 216; Archaeology: May/June 1988, 35; Gisela Marie Augusta Richter, A 

Handbook of Greek Art (Da Capo Pr, 1987), 338, fig. 455; Ira S. Mark, "The Gods 

on the East Frieze of the Parthenon," Hesperia: The Journal of the American School 

of Classical Studies at Athens 53, no. 3 (1984): pl. 65a; Archivo Espanol de 

Arqueologia: 56 (1983), 65, figs. 14A-B; J.D. Beazley, Paralipomena (Oxford, 

1971), 469; J.D. Beazley, Attic Red-Figure Vase-Painters, 2nd edition (Oxford, 

1963), 1250.34, 1688; Christoph W. Clairmont, “Bemerkung zum Epinetron des 

Eretriameisters,” Bulletin de Correspondance Hellénique 86, no. 2 (1962): 539-542; 

Paolo E. Arias, Max Hirmer, and Brian B. Shefton, A History of 1000 Years of Greek 

Vase Painting (New York: H. N. Abrams, 1961), pl. 203; David M. Robinson, “A 

New Attic Onos or Epinetron,” American Journal of Archaeology 49, no. 4 (1945): 

489, Onos 17; J.D. Beazley, Attische Vasenmaler des rotfigurigen Stils (Tubingen, 

1925), 429.1; Ernst Pfuhl, Malerei und Zeichnung der Griechen, vol. 1 (Bruckmann, 
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1923), fig. 561; Margarete Láng, Die Bestimmung des Onos oder Epinetron (Berlin: 

Weidmann, 1908), 12, 21; Maxime Collignon and Louis Couve, Catalogue Des 

Vases Peints Du Musee National D’athenes (Paris: Albert Fontemoing, 1904), 503-

506, 1588; Hartwig, Ephemeris Archaiologike: 1897, pls. 9-10; Cambridge Ancient 

History, Plates to Volumes 5 and 6: 39, fig. 44; Lexicon Iconographicum 

Mythologiae Classicae: VI, pl. 527, Nereus 86, pl. 229, Melite I 3; Lexicon 

Iconographicum Mythologiae Classicae: VII, PL.178, Peitho 6, pl. 199, Peleus 172. 

 

35) Plate 68 

Collection: Athens, Acropolis Collection, 2611 a and b 

Source: Athens, Greece 

Context: Acropolis, Athens 

Date: late 6th century BCE 

Dimensions: (a) 12.3 x 6 (b) 2.7 x 3.1 cm 

 

Description: Black-figure fragment with decoration. Image of Memnon and Achilles 

just after combat, each with their divine mothers. Memnon has fallen to the ground, 

defeated, his shield propping up his body, as his mother, Eos, rushes forward with 

arms extended in distress. In a separate fragment we see the bare leg of the Achilles 

and the gown of Thetis. Incised scale and lip of the form partially preserved.  

 

Publication record: E. Pala, Acropoli di Atene, Un microcosmo della produzione e 

distribuzione della ceramica attica (Rome, 2012), 79, fig. 32; Frauke Heinrich, Das 

Epinetron, Aspekte der weiblichen Lebenswelt im Spiegel eines Arbeitsgerats 

(Rahden, 2006), Sf. 23, pl. 2.5; Chiara Mercati, Epinetron: storia di una forma 

ceramica fra archeologia e cultura (Petruzzi, 2003), A 45, pl. XXI; Ernst Langlotz 

and Botho Graef, Die antiken Vasen von der Akropolis zu Athen (Berlin: De Gruyter, 

1925), pl. 111.2611A, 2611B; Lexicon Iconographicum Mythologiae Classicae: III, 

pl. 581, Eos 308; 

 

36) Plate 69 

Collection: Athens, Acropolis Collection, 2605 

Source: Athens, Greece 

Context: Acropolis, Athens 

Date: ca. 500 BCE 

 

Description: Four black-figure fragments with decoration. Image of Athena in full 

battle armor, her aegis edged by serpents, a spear clasped in her left hand. A partially 

preserved meander pattern above.  
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Publication record: Frauke Heinrich, Das Epinetron, Aspekte der weiblichen 

Lebenswelt im Spiegel eines Arbeitsgerats (Rahden, 2006), Sf. 17, pl. 2.4; Chiara 

Mercati, Epinetron: storia di una forma ceramica fra archeologia e cultura (Petruzzi, 

2003), A 57; Ernst Langlotz and Botho Graef, Die antiken Vasen von der Akropolis 

zu Athen (Berlin: De Gruyter, 1925), 254, 2605. 

 

37) Plate 70 

Collection: Athens, Acropolis Collection, 2603 

Source: Athens, Greece 

Context: Acropolis, Athens 

Artist: Akin to the Golonos Group 

Date: early 5th century BCE 

Dimensions: L:5.2, H: 6.3 cm 

 

Description: Black-figure fragment with decoration. Image of a maenad, arms 

extended, holding a thyrsus. Wrist and hand of a second figure, also holding a thyrsus, 

preserved on the right.  

 

Publication record: Frauke Heinrich, Das Epinetron, Aspekte der weiblichen 

Lebenswelt im Spiegel eines Arbeitsgerats (Rahden, 2006), Sf. 15, pl. 2.2; Chiara 

Mercati, Epinetron: storia di una forma ceramica fra archeologia e cultura (Petruzzi, 

2003), A 12, pl. VI; J.D. Beazley, Attic Black-Figure Vase-Painters (Oxford, 1956), 

481.E; Ernst Langlotz and Botho Graef, Die antiken Vasen von der Akropolis zu 

Athen (Berlin: De Gruyter, 1925), 254, 2603, pl. 111. 

 

38) Plate 71 

Collection: Athens, Acropolis Collection, 2604 

Source: Athens, Greece 

Context: Acropolis, Athens 

Date: early 5th century BCE 

Dimensions: L: 7 cm 

 

Description: Black-figure fragment with decoration. Image of maenad with partially 

preserved incised scales above. 

 

Publication record: Frauke Heinrich, Das Epinetron, Aspekte der weiblichen 

Lebenswelt im Spiegel eines Arbeitsgerats (Rahden, 2006), Sf. 16, pl. 2.3; Chiara 

Mercati, Epinetron: storia di una forma ceramica fra archeologia e cultura (Petruzzi, 

2003), A 56; Ernst Langlotz and Botho Graef, Die antiken Vasen von der Akropolis 

zu Athen (Berlin: De Gruyter, 1925), 254, 2604. 
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39) Plate 72 

Collection: Athens National Museum 2183 (1419) 

Date: early 5th century BCE 

Dimensions: L: 27, H: 13.5, W: 18 cm 

 

Description: Complete black-figure type B or flared thimble shape example. On the 

outer thigh, we see three figures engaged in textile processing. The figure on the left 

places or extracts fibers from a kalathos held by the central figure. On the right, a 

third figure appears to begin the process of working fibers on a bare, outstretched leg. 

On the inner thigh, we see three dancing maenads with thyrsus staffs. Ivy pattern 

along the slope. Image of a female face painted on the knee end. Incised scale pattern 

covers the bridge of the form. 

 

Publication record: Frauke Heinrich, Das Epinetron, Aspekte der weiblichen 

Lebenswelt im Spiegel eines Arbeitsgerats (Rahden, 2006), Sf. 34; Chiara 

Mercati, Epinetron: storia di una forma ceramica fra archeologia e cultura (Petruzzi, 

2003), A 13, pl. VII; Panayota Badinou, La Laine et le parfum. Epinetra et 

alabastres. Forme, iconographie et fonction. Recherche de céramique attique 

féminine, vol. 2 (Peeters Pub & Booksellers, 2003), pl. 16; David M. Robinson, “A 

New Attic Onos or Epinetron,” American Journal of Archaeology 49, no. 4 (1945): 

488, Onos 2; Margarete Láng, Die Bestimmung des Onos oder Epinetron (Berlin: 

Weidmann, 1908), 20-21; Maxime Collignon and Louis Couve, Catalogue Des Vases 

Peints Du Musee National D’athenes (Paris: Albert Fontemoing, 1904), 271, 842; 

Albert Dumont and Jules Clement Chaplain, Les céramiques de la Grèce proper, vol. 

1 (Paris, 1888), 383, 1; Franz Studniczka, “Die Bemalten Deckziegel,” Jahrbuch des 

deutschen Archäologischen Instituts II (Berlin, 1888): 69, 1. 

 

40) Plate 73 

Collection: Athens National Museum, 2184 (1359) 

Source: Tanagra, Greece 

Artist: The Sappho Painter 

Date: 550-500 BCE 

Dimensions: L: 29 cm, H: 12.3, W: 18.5 cm 

 

Description: Complete black-figure type C or bell shape example with applique. On 

the outer side, three Amazons arm themselves. The two outer figures appear to pull 

down shields from just outside the image frame, with textiles draped over their 

extended arms. The inner side presents a parallel image, with three figures in similar 
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poses. The knee end is capped by a female protome with partially preserved 

pigmentation. Incised scale pattern covers the bridge of the form. 

 

Publication record: J. De la Villa, et al. (eds.), Ianua Classicorum. Temas y formas 

del Mundo Clasico. Actas del XIII Congreso Espanol de Estudios Clasicos, vol. II 

(Madrid, 2015), 581-582, figs. 6-7; R. M. Cid Lopez and E. Garcia Fernandez (eds.), 

Debita Verba. Estudios en homenaje al profesor Julio Mangas Manjarres (Oviedo, 

2013), vol.1, 483, fig. 5; F. Gherchanoc and V. Huet (eds.), Vetements antiques, 

S’habiller, se deshabiller dans les mondes anciens (Arles, 2012), 32, fig. 2; C. 

Ellinghaus, Die Parthenonskulpturen, Der Bauschmuck eines offentlichen 

Monumentes der demokratischen Gesellschaft Athens zur Zeit des Perikles, 

Techniken in der bildenden Kunst zur Tradierung von Aussagen (Hamburg, 2011), 

fig. 234; J. Fornasier, Amazonen, Frauen, Kampferinnen und Stadtegrunderinnen 

(Mainz, 2007), fig. 13; Frauke Heinrich, Das Epinetron, Aspekte der weiblichen 

Lebenswelt im Spiegel eines Arbeitsgerats (Rahden, 2006), Sf. 35, pl. 4.1-4; Chiara 

Mercati, Epinetron: storia di una forma ceramica fra archeologia e cultura (Petruzzi, 

2003), A 25, pl. X and XI; G. Duby and M. Perrot (eds.), Histoire des femmes (Plon, 

1991), 247, fig. 61; J. Boardman, Athenian Black Figure Vases (London, 1974), fig. 

263; J.D. Beazley, Attic Black-Figure Vase-Painters (Oxford, 1956), 481A; C. 

Haspels, Attic Black-figured Lekythoi (Paris, 1936), 228.53, 81, 95, 104-106, pls. 

34.2A-B, 36.2; Dietrich Von Bothmer, Amazons in Greek Art (Oxford: Clarendon 

Press, 1957), 92; David M. Robinson, “A New Attic Onos or Epinetron,” American 

Journal of Archaeology 49, no. 4 (1945): 488, Onos 3; Margarete Láng, Die 

Bestimmung des Onos oder Epinetron (Berlin: Weidmann, 1908), 12, 37, fig. 13; 

Maxime Collignon and Louis Couve, Catalogue Des Vases Peints Du Musee 

National D’athenes (Paris: Albert Fontemoing, 1904), 270, 841, pl. 34; Carl 

Robert, Onoi Pēlinoi (Athēnai, 1892), 247; Albert Dumont and Jules Clement 

Chaplain, Les céramiques de la Grèce proper, vol. 1 (Paris, 1888), 383; Franz 

Studniczka, “Die Bemalten Deckziegel,” Jahrbuch des deutschen Archäologischen 

Instituts II (Berlin, 1888): 69, 1; Otto Benndorf, Griechische und sicilische 

Vasenbilder (Berlin, 1869), 71. 

 

41) Plate 74 

Collection: Eleusis, Archaeological Museum, 907 (277-279) 

Source: Eleusis, Greece 

Context: Sanctuary of Demeter 

Artist: Sappho Painter 

Date: early 5th century BCE 

Dimensions: (a) H: 6.1, W: 5.5 cm; (b) H: 7.2, W: 7.5 cm; (c) H: 8, W:4.9 cm 
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Description: Fragments from 2 sides of a black-figure epinetron. On the outer thigh, 

there are images of Amazons arming for battle. The figure on the far left raises a 

trumpet to her mouth. Shields and weapons placed on the ground and suspended. 

Textiles suspended. On the inner thigh, we see an image of Amazons on horseback. 

Part of the scrolling decoration at the knee end and the incised scales are preserved. 

Publication record: D. Yatromanolakis (ed.), Epigraphy of Art: Ancient Greek Vase-

Inscriptions and Vase-Paintings (Oxford, 2016): 23, fig. 17; J. De la Villa, et al. 

(eds.), Ianua Classicorum. Temas y formas del Mundo Clasico. Actas del XIII 

Congreso Espanol de Estudios Clasicos, vol. II (Madrid, 2015): 577-579, figs. 2-4; 

T. Girard, L’oblique dans le monde grec (Oxford, 2015), 132, fig. 116; Frauke 

Heinrich, Das Epinetron, Aspekte der weiblichen Lebenswelt im Spiegel eines 

Arbeitsgerats (Rahden, 2006), Sf. 61, pls. 6.5 and 7.1; F. Berti and D. Restani (eds.), 

Lo specchio della musica, iconografia nella ceramica attica di Spina (Bologna, 

1988), 36, fig. 7; Dietrich Von Bothmer, Amazons in Greek Art (Oxford: Clarendon 

Press, 1957), 92 n. 21, 103 n. 156; David M. Robinson, “A New Attic Onos or 

Epinetron,” American Journal of Archaeology 49, no. 4 (1945): 488, Onos 11; C. 

Haspels, Attic Black-figured Lekythoi (Paris, 1936), 228.54, pl. 34.1A-C; Bulletin de 

Correspondance Hellenique: 108 (1984), 100-102, figs. 1-3; Ephemeris 

Archaiologike: 1885, pl. 8, 1-3; Franz Studniczka, “Die Bemalten Deckziegel,” 

Jahrbuch des deutschen Archäologischen Instituts II (Berlin, 1888): 69, 1. 

 

42) Plate 75 

Collection: Now lost, though possibly at the Getty Museum (see A48) 

Source: Adria, Italy 

Context: Monastero delle Monache di Adria 

Date: Late 6th century BCE (?) 

 

Description: Black-figure fragment with four horses. The horses appear to be attached 

to a chariot, which according to the drawing is only partially preserved. Incesed scales 

partially preserved. 

 

Publication record: Alessandra Parrini and Luigi Donati, “Epinetra nel Delta 

Padano,” Padusa 38 (2002): 139. 

 

43) Plate 76 

Collection: Brauron Archaeological Museum, A22 (696) 

Source: Brauron, Attica, Greece 

Context: Sanctuary of Artemis 

Date: 524-475 BCE 

Dimensions: L: 12.2, H: 15.5 cm 
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Description: Black-figure fragment with image of figures on horseback, moving to 

the right side of the picture plane, possibly participating in a race. Incised scales 

preserved above. 

 

Publication record: Frauke Heinrich, Das Epinetron, Aspekte der weiblichen 

Lebenswelt im Spiegel eines Arbeitsgerats (Rahden, 2006), Sf. 42, pl. 6.2; Chiara 

Mercati, Epinetron: storia di una forma ceramica fra archeologia e cultura (Petruzzi, 

2003), A 18, pl. VIII; J.D. Beazley, Paralipomena (Oxford, 1971), 319; Lilly Kahil, 

“Quelques vases du sanctuaire d’Artémis à Brauron,” Beiheft zur Halbjahresschrift 

Antike Kunst 1.5 (1963): 12, n. 22, pl. 5.2. 

 

44) Plate 77 

Collection: Hermitage Museum, b.68-79 (2) 

Source: Berezan, Ukraine 

Context: Grave 

Date: 500 BCE 

 

Description: Black-figure fragments with images of horses and chariots. Meander 

pattern above the figural scene, as well as a band of ivy. Incised, punctured scales 

partially preserved. 

 

Publication record: Frauke Heinrich, Das Epinetron, Aspekte der weiblichen 

Lebenswelt im Spiegel eines Arbeitsgerats (Rahden, 2006), Sf. 97, pl. 13.4; X. 

Gorbunova, “Onosi is Raskopok na Berezani,” ArchPol 14 (1973): fig. 2. 

 

45) Plate 78 

Collection: Hermitage Museum, b.68-79 (1) 

Source: Berezan, Ukraine 

Context: Grave 

Date: 500 BCE 

 

Description: Black-figure fragment with chariot race. Charioteer turns back to look 

at his opponent, who is close behind—the horses of the other chariot are touching the 

charioteer with their hooves. Some of inscription preserved, possibly nonsense. 

Meander pattern above the figural scene. Incised, punctured scales partially 

preserved. 

 

Publication record: S. Solovyov (ed.), Archaic Greek Culture: History, Archaeology, 

Art and Museology, Proceedings of the International Round-Table Conference, June 

2005, St-Petersburg, Russia (Oxford, 2010), 87, fig. 23; Frauke Heinrich, Das 
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Epinetron, Aspekte der weiblichen Lebenswelt im Spiegel eines Arbeitsgerats 

(Rahden, 2006), Sf. 96, pl. 13.3; X. Gorbunova, “Onosi is Raskopok na Berezani,” 

ArchPol 14 (1973): fig. 3. 

 

46) Plate 79 

Collection: Eleusis, Archaeological Museum, 464 

Source: Eleusis, Greece 

Context: “The Sacred House” 

Date: early 5th century BCE 

 

Description: Black-figure fragment with image of a female figure riding a chariot. 

Incised scales partially preserved. 

 

Publication record: Frauke Heinrich, Das Epinetron, Aspekte der weiblichen 

Lebenswelt im Spiegel eines Arbeitsgerats (Rahden, 2006), Sf. 62; Chiara 

Mercati, Epinetron: storia di una forma ceramica fra archeologia e cultura (Petruzzi, 

2003), A 69. 

 

47) Plate 80 

Collection: Metropolitan Museum, 06.1021.52 

Date: late 6th century BCE 

Dimensions: L: 29.4 cm 

 

Description: Complete black-figure type C or bell shape example. Representations of 

chariot races or processions on both the inner and outer thigh of the form, and two 

heavily draped female figures on the knee end. On the outer thigh, we see two chariots 

(each with three to four horses), directionally oriented towards the knee end, as 

though moving to the right side of the picture plane. On the other side, we see this 

scene repeated, with the chariots facing the knee end, and therefore moving to the left 

side of the frame. 

 

Publication record: Frauke Heinrich, Das Epinetron, Aspekte der weiblichen 

Lebenswelt im Spiegel eines Arbeitsgerats (Rahden, 2006), Sf. 87, pl. 11.1-3; Chiara 

Mercati, Epinetron: storia di una forma ceramica fra archeologia e cultura (Petruzzi, 

2003), A 28, pl. XII; David M. Robinson, Excavations at Olynthus, Part XIII: Vases 

Found in 1934 and 1938 (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1950), 193; 

Mary Lois Kissell, "Ancient Greek Yarn-Making," Bulletin of the Metropolitan 

Museum of Art 13.11 (1918): 236, fig. 2; Gisela Marie Augusta Richter, “Art in 

America: The Canessa Collection,” Burlington Magazine for Connoisseurs (1906): 
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209, 211, fig. 9; Arthur Sambon, Vases antiques de terre cuite: Collection Canessa 

(Bureau du Musée, 1904), 17, 58. 

 

48) Plate 81 

Collection: The J. Paul Getty Museum, 91.AE.22 (previously L86.AE.153) 

Source: Possibly Adria, Italy (see A42) 

Artist: Sappho Painter 

Date: 550-500 BCE 

Dimensions: L: 10.3, H: 10 cm 

 

Description: Black-figure fragment, likely from the outer thigh of the form featuring 

two overlapping horses moving toward the knee end. Partially preserved incised 

scales above. 

 

Publication record: Frauke Heinrich, Das Epinetron, Aspekte der weiblichen 

Lebenswelt im Spiegel eines Arbeitsgerats (Rahden, 2006), Sf. 85; Chiara 

Mercati, Epinetron: storia di una forma ceramica fra archeologia e cultura (Petruzzi, 

2003), A 27; Corpus Vasorum Antiquorum: Malibu, J. Paul Getty Museum 2, 24-25, 

pl. (1247) 73.3. 

 

49) Plate 82 

Collection: excavation inv. numbers 59.3392, 59.3396, and 59.3404 

Source: Thasos, Greece 

Context: Sanctuary of Artemis 

Date: Early 5th century BCE 

 

Description: Fragments from a black-figure epinetron. Palmette decorations near the 

knee end and the lip of the form. Four overlapping horses preserved in one fragment, 

likely attached to a chariot. Incised scales partially preserved. 

 

Publication record: Frauke Heinrich, Das Epinetron, Aspekte der weiblichen 

Lebenswelt im Spiegel eines Arbeitsgerats (Rahden, 2006), Sf. 100; Chiara 

Mercati, Epinetron: storia di una forma ceramica fra archeologia e cultura (Petruzzi, 

2003), A 89, 90, 92, 94; Panayota Badinou, La Laine et le parfum. Epinetra et 

alabastres. Forme, iconographie et fonction. Recherche de céramique attique 

féminine, vol. 2 (Peeters Pub & Booksellers, 2003), pl. 34; Georges Daux, 

“Chronique de fouilles,” Bulletin de Correspondance Hellénique 82, no. 1 (1958): 

813. 
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ATTIC MINIATURE EPINETRA (M): 

 

1) Plate 83 

Collection: British Museum, 1906,0314.1-4 

Source: Attica, Greece 

Context: Child’s grave, tomb A2 

Date: 420 BCE 

Dimensions: L: 4.5, H: 2.7, W: 3.3 cm 

 

Description: Complete miniature epinetron with applique and terracotta tomb 

assemblage. Miniature epinetron is covered in white pigment, with black lines 

marking the surface as though to imitate scales. 

 

Publication record: John K. Papadopoulos and Evelyn L. Smithson, The Early Iron 

Age: The Cemeteries (Havertown: American School of Classical Studies at Athens, 

2018), 847; Oliver Pilz, “The Uses of Small Things and the Semiotics of Greek 

Miniature Objects,” in The Gods of Small Things, ed. Amy C. Smith and Marianne 

E. Bergeron (Toulouse: Presses Universitaires du Mirail, 2012), 22-23. Frauke 

Heinrich, Das Epinetron, Aspekte der weiblichen Lebenswelt im Spiegel eines 

Arbeitsgerats (Rahden, 2006), M. 3, pl. 22.2; Rachel Kousser, “The World of 

Aphrodite in the Late Fifth Century BC,” in Greek Vases: Images, Contexts, and 

Controversies, edited by Clemente Marconi (Leiden, 2004), 101-102; Chiara 

Mercati, Epinetron: storia di una forma ceramica fra archeologia e cultura (Petruzzi, 

2003), C 18; Reynold A. Higgins, Catalogue of the Terracottas in the Department of 

Greek and Roman Antiquities, British Museum (London: British Museum, 1970), 

187, 706, pl. 91. 

 

2) Plate 84 

Collection: Athens National Museum 

Source: Parnassus, Greece 

Context: cave shrine of Pan and the Nymphs 

Date: second quarter of the 4th century BCE 

Dimensions: L: 5.5, H: 3.4 cm 

 

Description: Fragment of miniature epinetron with relief decoration. Figure on 

horseback moving to the left of the picture plane. Incised or sculpted scales partially 

preserved.  

 

Publication record: Frauke Heinrich, Das Epinetron, Aspekte der weiblichen 

Lebenswelt im Spiegel eines Arbeitsgerats (Rahden, 2006), M. 1, pl. 22.1; Eos-Maria 
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Zervoudaki, “Attische polychrome Reliefkeramik des späten 5. und des 4. 

Jahrhunderts v. Chr,” AM 83 (1968): n. 126; David M. Robinson, “A New Attic Onos 

or Epinetron,” American Journal of Archaeology 49, no. 4 (1945): 490, Onos 27; F 

Courby, Les Vases Grecs a Reliefs (Paris: Boccard, 1922), 127, n. 7; K. Rhomaios, 

Ephemeris Archaiologike (1906): 106, fig. 6. 

 

3) Plate 85 

Collection: Piraeus Museum MP 5417/60 Ka 

Source: Piraeus, Greece 

Context: Sanctuary of Artemis Mounichia  

Date: 2nd half of the 5th century BCE 

Dimensions: L: 5.5, H: 3.8 cm 

 

Description: Complete miniature epinetron with articulated lip and band around knee 

end. Decorated with dot pattern, perhaps reminiscent of scales. 

 

Publication record: Frauke Heinrich, Das Epinetron, Aspekte der weiblichen 

Lebenswelt im Spiegel eines Arbeitsgerats (Rahden, 2006), M. 4, pl. 22.3; Chiara 

Mercati, Epinetron: storia di una forma ceramica fra archeologia e cultura (Petruzzi, 

2003), C 34; Lydía Palaiokrassa, Το iερό Τής Αρτεμίδος Μουνίχιος (Athens, 1991), 

143, Ka 60, pl. 35. 

 

4) Plate 86 

Collection: Brauron Museum 

Source: Brauron, Attica, Greece 

Context: Sanctuary of Artemis 

Date: early 5th century BCE 

 

Description: Two fragments of a miniature epinetron with applique. Decoration 

consists of a seated figure, arm extended, with a rooster under chair. The figure is 

approached by a deer on the left.  

 

Publication record: Frauke Heinrich, Das Epinetron, Aspekte der weiblichen 

Lebenswelt im Spiegel eines Arbeitsgerats (Rahden, 2006), M.2; Chiara 

Mercati, Epinetron: storia di una forma ceramica fra archeologia e cultura (Petruzzi, 

2003), A 72, pl. XXII. 
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Plates 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Plate 1:  Epinetron from Spina, 4th century BCE, 

Ferrara Archaeological Museum 73579.  

Plate 2:  Epinetron from Spina, 4th century 

BCE, Ferrara Archaeological 

Museum 44234. 
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Plate 3:  Epinetron from Spina, 4th century BCE, 

Ferrara Archaeological Museum 44236. 

Plate 4:  Epinetron from Spina, 4th century BCE, 

Ferrara Archaeological Museum 54902. 

 

Plate 5:  Epinetron from Spina, 4th 

century BCE, Ferrara 

Archaeological Museum. 
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Plate 7:  Epinetron from Spina, 4th century BCE, 

Ferrara Archaeological Museum. 

 

Plate 6:  Epinetron from Spina, 4th century BCE, 

Ferrara Archaeological Museum. 
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Plate 8:  Epinetron (?) fragment from 

Spina, late 5th century BCE, 

Ferrara Archaeological 

Museum 2889. 
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Plate 9:  Epinetron, 5th century BCE, Athens, National Museum 11735. 
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Plate 10:  East Greek epinetron, 5th-4th century BCE, 

Komotini Archaeological Museum 11966. 
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Plate 11:  Epinetron, early 5th century BCE, Louvre MNB 3054. 
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Plate 12:  Epinetron, early 5th century BCE, 

British Museum 1893,0712.5. 
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Plate 13:  Epinetron from Kameiros, 

Rhodes, 450 BCE, British 

Museum 1864,1007.1938. 
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Plate 14:  Epinetron protome, early 

5th century BCE, British 

Museum 1885,1213.39. 
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Plate 15:  Epinetron protome, ca. 

450 BCE, British 

Museum 1948,0502.33. 
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Plate 16:  Epinetron, 5th century BCE, Ashmolean Museum 1909.843. 
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Plate 17:  Epinetron, 5th century BCE, Altes Museum 2983. 
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Plate 18:  Epinetron, 5th-4th century BCE, Altes Museum 31573. 
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Plate 19:  Epinetron, 5th-4th century BCE, Rhodes Archaeological Museum. 
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Plate 20:  Epinetron, from tomb 30 (84), Kameiros, 475-450 

BCE, Rhodes Archaeological Museum 12,910. 
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Plate 21:  Epinetron, 5th century BCE, Allard Pierson Museum, 4552. 
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Plate 22:  Rhodian epinetron, 5th-4th century BCE, 

Copenhagen, National Museum 6458. 
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Plate 23:  Epinetron, from Karpathos, 4th century BCE 

(or later), British Museum 1886,0310.11. 
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Plate 24:  Epinetron, from Karpathos, 4th century BCE (or 

later), British Museum 1886,0310.10. 
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Plate 25:  Epinetron, from Smyrna, 4th century 

BCE (or later), Altes Museum 309. 

 

Plate 26:  Epinetron, 3rd century BCE, Antalya Museum 44.9.91. 
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Plate 27:  Epinetron from Lemnos, 5th century BCE, 

Mytilene Museum III XLIV, 19458. 
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Plate 28:  Epinetron, from Cyprus, 3rd century BCE, Nicosia Museum, K. 11. 
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Plate 29:  Epinetron, from Cyprus, 3rd century BCE, Nicosia Museum, K. 67. 

Plate 30:  Epinetron, from Cyprus, 3rd century BCE, Nicosia Museum, K. 307. 
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Plate 31:  Epinetron, from Cyprus, Hellenistic(?), Nicosia Museum, 2001/IX-6/1. 

 

Plate 32:  Epinetron, from Olynthus, late 

5th century BCE, Thessaloniki 

Museum 38197. 

 

Plate 33:  Epinetron, late Archaic, Lund University 

Historical Museum, 338. 
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Plate 35:  Epinetron, early 5th century BCE, Harvard University, 

Arthur Sackler Museum, 1960.322. 

 

Plate 34:  Epinetron, late 5th century BCE, Agora Museum, P 9445. 
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Plate 36:  Epinetron, from Tanagra, late 6th century 

BCE, Athens National Museum, 1120. 

 

Plate 37:  Epinetron, 440-430 BCE, Athens 

National Museum 2182. 

 

Plate 38:  Epinetron, early 5th century BCE, 

Athens, National Museum, 2185. 
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Plate 39:  Epinetron, the Diosphos Painter, early 5th century 

BCE, Louvre, MNC 624. 

Plate 40:  Epinetron, early 5th century BCE, Metropolitan Museum 10.210.13. 
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Plate 41:  Epinetron, early 5th 

century BCE, Thorikos, 

TC 71.572. 

 

Plate 42:  Epinetron, early 5th century 

BCE, Taranto, Museo 

Archeologico Nazionale. 

 

Plate 43: Epinetron fragments, early 

5th century BCE, Santa 

Severa. 
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Plate 44:  Epinetron fragment, early 5th 

century BCE, Basel, Collection 

of H. Cahn, HC 904. 

Plate 45:  Epinetron fragment, late 6th 

century BCE, Athens, Agora 

Museum, 16745. 

Plate 46:  Epinetron fragment, 

early 5th century BCE, 

Brauron Museum, A 24. 
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Plate 47:  Epinetron fragment, late 6th-early 5th century BCE, 

Palermo, Museo Archeologico Regionale. 

Plate 48:  Epinetron, from Tanagra, early 5th century BCE, 

Athens National Museum. 

Plate 49:  Epinetron, 2nd half of the 5th century BCE, 

Athens National Museum 2181. 
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Plate 50:  Epinetron fragments, early 5th century 

BCE, Athens National Museum 1615. 

Plate 51:  Epinetron, late 5th century BCE, Istanbul 

Archaeological Museum 2691, 2692. 

Plate 52:  Epinetron fragment, late 6th-early 5th 

century BCE, Palermo, Museo 

Archeologico Regionale. 
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Plate 53:  Epinetron, the Clio Painter, 

475-425 BCE, Athens, National 

Museum, 2383. 
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Plate 54:  Epinetron, 450-400 BCE, Athens, National 

Museum 2179. 
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Plate 55:  Epinetra fragments, early 5th century BCE, 

Athens, Acropolis Collection 2599. 

Plate 57:  Epinetron, Golonos Group, 550-500 BCE, British Museum, 1877,0805.6. 

Plate 56:  Epinetron, grave No. 7, Pontamo, Rhodes, 

about 400/390 BCE, Rhodes Museum 13886. 
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Plate 58:  Epinetron, Golonos Group, 550-500 BCE, 

British Museum, 1814,0704.1205. 

Plate 59:  Epinetron fragment, early 5th century BCE, 

Eretria Archeological Museum, ME 16487. 

 

Plate 60:  Epinetron, 5th century BCE, Corinth Archaeological Museum. 
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Plate 61:  Epinetron, Golonos Group, 

550-500 BCE, Warsaw 

National Museum, 142454. 

Plate 62:  Epinetron, Golonos Group, 

550-500 BCE, Staatliche 

Museen zu Berlin, 4016. 

Plate 63:  Epinetron, Golonos Group, 480-

470 BCE, Leiden, Rijksmuseum 

van Oudheden, I 1955/1.2. 
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Plate 64:  Epinetron fragment, ca. 420 BCE, Athens, Agora Museum, 18283. 

Plate 65:  Epinetron, the Painter of Berlin 2624, ca. 440/430 BCE, 

Berlin Antikensammlung, 2624. 
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Plate 66:  Epinetron, the Painter of Berlin 2624, ca. 440/430 BCE, 

Athens National Museum 2180. 
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Plate 67:  Epinetron, the Eretria Painter, 425 

BCE, Athens, National Museum, 

1629. 
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Plate 68:  Epinetron fragments, late 6th 

century BCE, Athens, Acropolis 

Collection, 2611 a and b. 

Plate 69:  Epinetron fragments, ca. 500 BCE, 

Athens, Acropolis Collection, 2605. 
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Plate 71:  Epinetron fragment, early 5th century 

BCE, Athens, Acropolis Collection, 2604. 

Plate 70:  Epinetron fragment, early 

5th century BCE, Athens, 

Acropolis Collection, 2603. 
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Plate 72:  Epinetron, early 5th century BCE, Athens National Museum 2183 (1419). 
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Plate 73:  Epinetron, the Sappho Painter, 

550-500 BCE, Athens 

National Museum, 2184. 
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Plate 75:  Epinetron fragment from the 

Monastero delle Monache di Adria, as 

documented in a Codex Vinbonisis. 

Plate 74:  Fragments from 2 sides of an epinetron, early 5th century 

BCE, Eleusis, Archaeological Museum 907 (277-279). 
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Plate 76:  Epinetron fragment, 524-

475 BCE, Brauron 

Archaeological Museum, 

A22 (696).  

Plate 77:  Epinetron fragment, 

from Berezan, 500 BCE, 

Hermitage Museum, 

b.68-79 (2). 
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Plate 78:  Epinetron fragment, from Berezan, 500 BCE, 

Hermitage Museum b.68-79 (1). 

 

Plate 79:  Epinetron, early 5th century BCE, Eleusis Archaeological Museum 464. 
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Plate 80:  Epinetron, late 6th century BCE, Metropolitan Museum, 06.1021.52. 
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Plate 82:  Epinetron, from Thasos, Artemision, excavation 

inv. numbers 59.3392, 59.3396, and 59.3404. 

Plate 81:  Epinetron fragment, the Sappho 

Painter, 550-500 BCE, The J. Paul 

Getty Museum, 91.AE.22. 
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Plate 83:  Terracotta tomb assemblage, from Athens tomb A2, 

420 BCE, British Museum 1906,0314.1-4. 
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Plate 84:  Miniature epinetron 

fragment, second quarter 

of the 4th century BCE, 

Athens National 

Museum. 

Plate 85:  Miniature epinetron, 2nd half of 

the 5th century BCE, Piraeus 

Museum MP 5417/60 Ka. 

 

Plate 86:  Miniature epinetron fragments, early 5th century BCE, Brauron Museum. 
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Figure 2:  Chronology of epinetra by areas of production. 

Figure 1:  Map showing distribution of epinetra by areas of production. 
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Figure 3:  Map of epinetra by areas of epinetra 

production compared to flax cultivation. 

Figure 4:  Vase comprised of two joined cylindrical vessels, Spina, 

5th century BCE, Ferrara Archaeological Museum 20515. 
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Figure 5:  Liber Linteus Zagrabiensis, 3rd century BCE, 

Archaeological Museum of Zagreb. 

Figure 6:  Terracotta lekythos, ca. 550-

530 BCE, MMA 31.11.10. 
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Figure 7:  Bone tool with the name of Mikion, “Marble Worker’s 

House,” Athens, 5th century BCE. 

Figure 8:  Fragmentary cup with name of 

Menon, “Marble Worker’s 

House,” Athens, 4th century BCE 

Figure 9:  Amphora, made in Miletus, 

from Berezan, 550-540 

BCE, Hermitage Museum 
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Figure 10:  Amphoriskos, made in Miletus, 

from Berezan, second half of the 

6th century BCE, Hermitage 

Museum 

Figure 11:  Amphora, made in Miletus, from 

Berezan, second half of the 6th century 

BCE, Hermitage Museum, b84-74 
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Figures 12:  Figures, made in Ionia, from Berezan, second 

half of the 6th century BCE, Hermitage Museum. 

Figure 13:  Amphora, made in Lesvos, 

from Berezan, 6th century BCE, 

Hermitage Museum, b84-404. 
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Figure 14:  Black-figure krater, made in Attica, from Berezan, middle 

of the 6th century BCE, Hermitage Museum, b74-144. 

Figure 15:  Loom weight, from Berezan, 6th century 

BCE, Hermitage Museum, b86-184. 
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Figure 16:  Bronze Mirror, from 

tomb 30 (84), Kameiros, 

475-450 BCE, Rhodes 

Archaeological Museum. 

Figure 17: Black-glazed bowl, from 

tomb 30 (84), Kameiros, 

475-450 BCE, Rhodes 

Archaeological Museum. 

. 

Figure 18:  Black-glazed stemmed dish, from tomb 

30 (84), Kameiros, 475-450 BCE, 

Rhodes Archaeological Museum. 
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Figure 19:  Alabastron, from tomb 30 

(84), Kameiros, 475-450 

BCE, Rhodes 

Archaeological Museum. 

Figure 20:  Attic lekythos, from 

tomb 30 (84), Kameiros, 

475-450 BCE, Rhodes 

Archaeological Museum. 
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Figure 21:  Attic lekythos, from 

tomb 30 (84), Kameiros, 

475-450 BCE, Rhodes 

Archaeological Museum. 

Figure 22:  Attic lekythos, from 

tomb 30 (84), Kameiros, 

475-450 BCE, Rhodes 

Archaeological Museum. 
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Figure 23:  Attic vase in the shape of 

a female head, from tomb 

30 (84), Kameiros, 475-

450 BCE, Rhodes 

Archaeological Museum. 

Figure 24:  Female bust, grave No. 7, 

Pontamo, Rhodes, about 

400/390 BCE, Rhodes 

Museum. 
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Figure 25:  Squat lekythos, grave No. 7, Pontamo, Rhodes, 

about 400/390 BCE, Rhodes Museum. 

Figure 26:  Lekythoi, grave No. 7, Pontamo, Rhodes, 

about 400/390 BCE, Rhodes Museum. 
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Figure 28:  Limestone female figurine, 

Bourgounte (Karpathos), 4500-3200 

BCE, British Museum 1886,0310.1. 

Figure 27:  Hadra hydia, 226-225 

BCE, Metropolitan 

Museum, 90.9.5. 
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Figure 29:  Lamp, made in Knidos, from Bourgounte (Karpathos), 

200-76 BCE, British Museum 1886,0310.8. 

Figure 30:  Lagynos, made in Knidos, from Bourgounte (Karpathos), 

1st-2nd century CE, British Museum 1886,0310.7 
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Figure 31:  Attic squat lekythos, 

Bourgounte (Karpathos), 

430-400 BCE, British 

Museum 1886,0310.15 

Figure 32:  Attic oinochoe, 

Bourgounte (Karpathos), 

370-350 BCE, British 

Museum 1886,0310.12. 

Figure 33:  Lamp-filler, made in Attica, 

from Bourgounte (Karpathos), 

British Museum 1886,0310.18. 
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Figure 34:  Transport amphora, made in Rhodes, from Bourgounte 

(Karpathos), 230-160 BCE, British Museum 1886,0310.20. 

Figure 35:  Lebes gamikos, from 

Bourgounte (Karpathos), 

Hellenistic, British Museum 

1886,0310.4. 
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Figure 36:  Diagram of a typical Attic epinetron. 

Figure 37:  Attic terracotta figurines, late 6th to early 5th century BCE, 

British School at Athens, T 87, T 85, T 107, and T 31. 
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Figure 38:  Attic terracotta figurine, 500-480 BCE, 

British School at Athens, T 123. 

Figure 39:  Female protome, Tomb 722, 

Necropolis of Valle Trebba, 5th 

Century BCE. Ferrara, Museo 

Archeologico Nazionale. 

Figure 40:  Terracotta statuette of a 

seated woman, early 5th 

century BCE, Metropolitan 

Museum, 1972.118.123. 
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Figure 41:  Sphinx rhyton by the 

Sotades Painter, 470-450 

BCE, British Museum, 

1873,0820.265. 

Figure 42:  Athenian coin with Athena Ergane on 

the reverse side (right), 520-490 BCE. 
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Figure 43:  Terracotta limbless “doll,” late 5th-

early 4th century BCE, Metropolitan 

Museum, 20.205 and 26.60.49. 

Figure 44:  Grave stele of Aristomache, 330-

320 BCE, MFA Boston, 66.971. 
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Figure 45:  Grave Stele of a Young Girl, 

“Melisto,” 340 BCE, Harvard, 

Arthur M. Sackler Museum, 

1961.86. 

Figure 46:  Rhodian terracotta figurines, 5th century BCE, British 

School at Athens, T 102, T100, T 96, and T 98. 
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Figure 47:  Red-figure pelike, 480 BCE, attributed to the Geras 

Painter, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 01.8.8. 

Figure 48:  Black-figure hydria, 520-510 BCE, Leagros Group, 

Munich 1717. 
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Figure 49:  Connected 

scales. 

Figure 51:  Double 

scales. 

Figure 50:  Stacked 

scales. 

Figure 52:  Punctured scales. 

Figure 53:  Loom weight, Penn Museum, 

CG2006-6-3. 
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Figure 54:  East Greek neck amphora, 

late 6th century BCE, Turin, 

Museo di Antichita, 4655. 

Figure 55:  Clazomenian-style amphora, 

530-500 BCE, British 

Museum, 1863,0330.4. 
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Figure 56:  Beaker with birds and 

animals, Trace, ca. 4th 

century BCE, Metropolitan 

Museum, 47.100.88. 

Figure 57:  Plate from Kechraki, 5th century BCE, 

Rhodes, Archaeological Museum, 12576. 
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Figure 59:  East Greek plate, Copenhagen, 

National Museum, 7586. 

Figure 60:  East Greek oinochoe, 

Frankfurt, Goethe-Universitat, 

Antikensammlung, 162. 

Figure 58:  East Greek, helmeted figure-

vase aryballos, Berlin, 

Antikensammlung, 31156. 
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Figure 61:  East Greek oinochoe, 

Ashmolean Museum, 

1947.164 or 1999.11. 

Figure 62:  East Greek lydion, 

Rhodes, Archaeological 

Museum, 6594. 

Figure 63:  East Greek alabastron, 

Amsterdam, Allard 

Pierson Museum, 3523. 
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Figure 65:  Frescoes from House West House, 

room 5, Akrotiri, Thera, ca. 1500 BCE. 

Figure 64:  Frescoes from House Xeste 3, room 3a, 

Akrotiri, Thera, ca. 2000-1550 BCE. 
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Figure 66:  Double jug from Poros, ca. 15th century BCE, 

Heraklion Archaeological Museum. 

Figure 67:  Black-figure plate, 575-525 BCE, 

Berlin, Antikensammlung, F1809. 
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Figure 68:  East Greek bird bowl, Oxford, Ashmolean Museum, 1928.313. 

Figure 69:  Italo-Corinthian goose vase, Cambridge, 

Fitzwilliam Museum, 3A/24. 
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Figure 70:  Nolan amphora, Nikon 

Painter, 470-460 BCE, Gela, 

Museo Archeologico, 9232. 

Figure 71:  Terracotta lekythos, ca. 

550–530 BCE, Metropolitan 

Museum, 31.11.10. 
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Figure 72:  Red-figure pyxis, ca. 460 BCE, New York, 

Metropolitan Museum of Art, 06.1117. 

Figure 73:  Print by Pu Qua, reproduced 

by Feldhaus, ca. 1801. 
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Figure 74:  Print, south China, 19th century, 

Bibliotheque Nationale. 

Figure 75:  Relief, Brauron, 5th century BCE. 
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Figure 77:  Tlingit artist using a leather spinning 

pad to create Chilkat warp thread, 2014. 

Figure 76:  Photograph of tow 

production method, 

Germany, 1960. 
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Figure 78:  Tlingit artist using a canvas spinning 

pad to create Chilkat warp thread, 2012. 

Figure 79:  Chilkat blanket, attributed to Mary Ebbetts Hunt, ca. 1883. 
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Figure 80:  Clarissa Rizal, weaving a Chilkat blanket on a vertical loom, 

Chilkat weaving class, 2015. 

Figure 81:  Flax fibers (left) and wool fibers (right). 
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Figure 83:  Tiedemann and Jakes, figure 1, thigh-spinning, illustration by 

Margaret Davidson.  

Figure 82:  Cedar fibers used for 

Chilkat warp thread. 

Tiedemann and Jakes, 295: “(a) The spinner rolls two separate groups of fibres towards her knee, to 

form two S-twist singles yarns. Circular arrows show the clockwise direction of twist in the forming 

yarns and the loose fibre ends. The spinner’s left hand pinches off the new singles from the previously 

finished two-ply yarn. (b) The spinner continues rolling the new singles yarns towards her knee, but has 

released the pinch between the new singles and the finished two-ply. The singles continue to twist 

individually in the S-direction, as indicated by the clockwise rotation of the loose fibre ends. At the 

same time, the singles twist back on each other in the Z-direction, forming the plied yarn. S-twist is 

being added to the singles by the hand motion, while Z-twist migrates down the two plies from the 

finished yarn. (c) The spinner rolls the two-ply yarn away from her knee, to increase the twist in the Z-

direction. This finishes the two-ply yarn. All the loose fibre ends turn together in the counter-clockwise 

direction.” 
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Figure 85:  Kafizin vessel, 5th century 

BCE, National Museum 

of Denmark, 8364. 

Figure 86:  Common flax, from 

Köhler’s Medizinal-

Pflanzen. 

Figure 84:  Tiedemann and Jakes, figure 2, 

spindle-spinning, illustration by 

Margaret Davidson. 
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Figure 88:  Red-figure volute krater, 

475-425 BCE, Ferrara, 

Museo Nazionale di Spina, 

T579. 

Figure 87:  Model of textile workshop from tomb of 

Meketre, ca. 1981-1975 BCE, Egyptian 

National Museum. 
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Figure 89:  Black-figure pyxis, related to the Painter of Munich 1842, 

ca. 550 BCE, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 06.1021.164. 

Figure 90:  Red-figure stamnos, attributed to the 

Deepdene Painter, 470 BCE, Metropolitan 

Museum of Art, 41.162.20. 
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Figure 91:  Attic red-figure cup, the Oedipus Painter, ca. 470 BCE, 

private collection. 
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Figure 92:  Detail of Attic red-figure cup, Douris 

(painter) and Python (potter), 500-450 

BCE, Vienna, Kunsthistorisches 

Museum, 3694. 

Figure 93:  Attic red-figure hydria, 

500-490 BCE, MFA 

Boston, 98.878. 
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Figure 95:  Throne of Eurydike, 

Vergina, ca. 340 BCE. 

Figure 96:  Statuette of a women 

on a throne, tomb 

T109 (32), Macri 

Langoni, ca. 500 BCE. 

Figure 94:  Detail of Attic black-figure kylix, the Painter of the Burgon Sianas, 

560-550 BCE, British Museum, 1906,1215.1. 
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Figure 97:  Attic Red-figure lebes gamikos, 450-400 

BCE, Athens, National Museum. 1454. 

Figure 98:  Votive relief, Delos, Sanctuary of Artemis 

Lochia, Delos Museum A3154. 
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Figure 99:  Attic red-figure plate, Brauron, 450-400 BCE, 

Brauron Archaeological Museum 721. 

Figure 100:  Attic black-figure pyxis fragment, Brauron, 575-

525 BCE, Brauron Archaeological Museum 531. 
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Figure 101:  Marble votive relief fragment, late 5th century 

BCE, Metropolitan Museum of Art 24.97.92. 

Figure 102:  Votive relief, 350 BCE, Brauron Archaeological Museum 1153.  
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Figure 103:  Aphrodite, Block VI of 

the east frieze of the 

Parthenon, 442-438 BCE, 

Acropolis Museum 856. 

Figure 104:  Funerary stele of 

Mnesarete, 380 BCE, 

Munich, Glyptothek 491. 
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Figure 105:  Funerary stele of 

Pausimache, 390-380 

BCE, Athens, National 

Museum 3964. 

Figure 106:  Funerary stele, 4th 

century BCE, Leiden, 

Rijksmuseum, I 903/2. 
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Figure 108:  Grave stele of Kalliarista, 

mid-4th century BCE, 

Kizil Tepe, Archaeological 

Museum of Rhodes. 

Figure 107:  Grave relief of Krito and 

Timarista, 420-410 

BCE, Macri Langoni, 

Archaeological Museum 

of Rhodes. 
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Figure 111:  Funerary stele of 

Eukleia, 360-350 BCE, 

Piraeus Museum 225. 

Figure 110:  Funerary stele of 

Kypria, 380-370 

BCE, Leiden, 

Rijksmuseum, 1821. 

Figure 109:  Funerary stele of 

Artemisia, 410-400 

BCE, Piraeus 

Museum 3581. 
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Glossary 

 

Bast fibers: Fiber composed of the vascular tissue surrounding the stem of certain types 

of plants. Examples include dicotyledonous plants like flax and hemp. 

Carding: A process (often employing a wire brush) that untangles, cleans, and removes 

inconsistencies from fibers in preparation for spinning.  

Distaff: A stick-like tool onto which wool or flax fibers are wound during thread 

processing. 

Doubling: The process of spinning two or more previously spun threads together to create 

a thicker thread or yarn. 

Dyeing: The treatment of textile materials (fibers, threads, or woven fabrics) in pigments 

or chemical solutions, either natural or artificial, with the goal of permanently 

altering the color of the material. 

Epinetron: A tool placed on the thigh to provide protection for the wearer during thigh 

spinning. 

Felting (to felt): The creation of felt through the joining of textile materials by the 

application of heat, moisture, and/or pressure. 

Flax: A plant belonging to the genus Linum, such as L. usitatissimum, characterized by 

slender stalks and blue flowers, used in the production of textiles and food products. 

Heckling or hackling (to heckle): The process of straightening flax fibers by running 

them through a bed of nails (known as a heckling comb). 
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Linen: Thread or fabrics produced from the fibers of a flax plant, namely linum 

usitatissimum. 

Linseed: The seeds of the flax plant, which are used for cultivation and in the production 

of food products such as linseed oil. 

Loom weights: A small object (typically made from clay), often discoid, lentoid, or 

pyramidal in shape, used to stretch or tighten the warp thread on a vertical or upright 

loom. 

Retting (to ret): The soaking of bast stalks (flax or hemp) in water to soften and separate 

the fibers from the woody tissue. 

Roves and rove-making: A bundle of fiber loosely twisted to make a thick cord, often 

created in preparation for subsequent spinning. 

S-spin (s-twist) thread: A term that refers to the direction of the twist in a thread or yarn. 

Here, the thread is twisted counter-clockwise. 

Scutching (to scutch): The process, following retting, in which the stalks of a flax plant 

are manually beaten in order to separate the fibers from the woody stem. 

Second spinning: See “doubling.” 

Spindle: A slender rod used to twist wool or flax by pulling it away from a distaff. 

Spindle whorls: A round or discoid object, often made from clay or wood, which is placed 

on the end of a spindle to regulate the speed of the spin and to hold the fibers in 

place. 

Spinning (to spin): The process of twisting separate fibers into thread or yarn.  
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Thigh-spinning: The process of twisting separate fibers into thread or yarn by rolling the 

materials down the length of one’s thigh. Typically, this action is performed on the 

right thigh, with the right hand of the spinner. The spinner enhances the spin by 

pulling and twisting with the left hand in the opposite direction of the right hand. 

Thread refining: The process of smoothing spun thread with the goal of making it more 

supple or refined. 

Tow: The short flax fibers left over in the comb after the flax is heckled. This material can 

be used to seal the joints of wooden ships. 

Warp: When weaving on an upright loom, these are the threads that hang vertically from 

the top of the frame, held taught by loom weights at the bottom. These are the 

threads that form the base for the weft threads, which pass over and under to create 

the woven fabric. 

Warp-weighted loom: A frame, set up vertically, that suspends the warp threads, which 

are held taught by loom weights tied to the ends.  

Weaving (to weave): the process of making fabric by interlacing individual threads. 

Weft (or woof): When weaving on an upright loom, these are the threads that pass over 

and under the hanging warp threads (in a snaking, horizontal manner), to create a 

woven fabric. These are the threads responsible for the pattern or imagery in the 

design. 

Wet rotation: When linen fibers are exposed to moisture, they twist in a counter-clockwise 

rotation that strengthens an s-spun thread (which is already twisted counter-

clockwise), but loosens, or unravels, a z-spun thread (which is twisted clockwise). 
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Egyptian linen workers seem to be aware of the benefits of wet-rotation, as they 

opted for s-spun yarns.  

Wetting bowl: A vessel employed during the spinning of bast fibers, designed to keep the 

fibers wet to enable processing.  

Z-spin (z-twist) thread: A term that refers to the direction of the twist in a thread or yarn. 

Here, the thread is twisted clockwise. 
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